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Utilitarianism, the great reforming philoaophy of the nineta!nth t'l!lltury, has
today acquiftd a reputation for being a cruely calc:ul.ting. impenonal philooophy unlit to oerve u a guide for moral conduct. Yet what may disqualify
utilitarianism u a penon.ai philooophy makes it an eminently suitable guide
for public officials in the pursuit of their professional raponsibllities.
Robert E. Goodin. a philoeopher with many books on political theory, public policy, and applied ethics to his credit, defends utilitarianism ogainst ita
critics and abows how it can be applied moat effectively ewer a wide range
of public policies. In diBcusoiona ol i.uch issues as paternalism, ooc:ial welfare
policy, intemational ethics, nuclear annamenls, and intemalional responii!S
to the envii'DIUI1elttal crisis, he demonstrates what a flexible tool his bnnd ol
utilitarianism can be in confronting the dilemmas of public policy In the rnl
world.
Written in a lucid, nontechnical style, these """"Y" will interest a large ao111
section of the ac~~demic community roncemed with. and Inching....,..,_ on,
public pollcy. w.~ they be in departments of philooophy, political science,
law. or econormcs.
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Preface

This book constitutes my respon5e to a challenge, laid by Peter Singer
in the friendliest possible way over drinks one day in tg88, for me to
write up my (by implication, eccentric) version of utilitarianism someday. I was slow in rising to the challenge, in part because I was relatively uninterested in purely metaethical discussions and supposed
that I had little to contribute to them. My interest has always lain
more in practical questions of what we should do, collectively more
than individually and publicly more than privately. In the end, however, I have come to realize that that is in itself the kernel of a
metaethical defense of utilitarianism - one that is both novel, at J.eut
in contemporary terms, and powerful, at least within its chosen scope.
If the idea of this as a book has been slow in coming, the individual
chapters had been writing themselves for some time. All these chapters except the introduction were originally either freestanding articles
or chapters, published in a disparate array of journals and collections
over the best part of a decade. I am grateful to the editors and publishers of all those journals and books for permission to reproduce
those materials here. I am especially grateful to Cambridge University
Press for this opportunity to draw together these papers in a way that
will highlight their important collective message. Thole original essays have been lightly edited for this collection. to draw out their
common themes while preserving something ol their original flavor.
Many people have helped me work through these arguments over the
years. Acknowledgments specific to particular chapters appear as a
note at the end of each. I should record here my larger and recurring
debt to a few people with whom I have discusaed these iasues repeatedly over many years. They include Brian Barry, Jon Elster, Debbie Fitzmaurice, Russell Hardin, Julian LeGrand, David Miller, Onora
ix

O'Neill, Philip Pettit and Andy Reeve. Like my young sons' to whom
this collection is dedicated, this book has been written around their
frequent interventions and often in stubborn disregard of much of
their best advice.
Canbn-ra
NOVI'mbt-r I 994
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PART I

Introduction:
Moral bases of state action

Chapter z
Utilitarianism as a public: philosophy

Lecturing on an eminent Victorian at the height of the Vietnam War,
Stuart Hampshire paSIM!S this telling judgment on the state of contemporary utilitarianism:
British utilitarianism wa• a school of moral thought ... which set out to
do good in the world, even though it wu only a philosophy; and it ...
succeeded in large part over many yean in this aim. (It) beame part
of the ordinary fumiture of the minds of .•. enlightened penons. who
would criticize institutions, not from the standpoint of one of the Chriaolian chun:hes, but from a secular point of view .... The utilitarian philooophy. before the First World War and for many yean after it, ... wu
still a bold, innovative, even a subversive doctrine, with a rec:ord of
IIUCCeSiful oodlol crilicism behind it. I believe that it is losing thio role,
and that it is now an obstruction.'

Sharing both Hampshire's admiration for utilitarianism's earlier accomplishments and his dismay at many of its current tendencies, I
aim in this book to rehabilitate a certain fonn of utilitarianism and to
restore it to the critical social role it once so proudly boasted.
Utilitarianism is a doctrine that in its standard nineteenth-amtury
formulation, directs us to produce "the greatest happine!!s."' In its
most useful modem reformulation, it is "the moral theory that judges
the goodness of outcomes - and therefore the rightness of actions
insofar as they affect outcomes - by the degree to which they secure
the greatest benefit to all concerned."'

s--

' Hampshire h972l 1978, p. •·
'This is the phnR favored by Bentham <h71191•970. chap. 1, oec:. 1, 111ft) and hio
nineteenth-antury friends and foes alike (Lively and !lees 1978). It supplanted
Bentham"s <hn61•9118. p. Jl ..rlier, ca""""" phrue- '"the
happlnml ol
the gr..- number'" - which crilia always delight in de!cribing u • matb.matlcal impossibility (Hanlin 10j88, pp. 21-2).
• HaRlin 10jllll. p. xv.
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Utilitarianism is an ethical theory with political consequences. It is
an ethical theory, in the sense that it tells us what is right and wrong.
good and bad. It is political, in that some of its most central pronouncements touch upon the conduct of public life. Indeed, it purports to provide! a compiC!te political theory, a complete normative
guide! for the conduct of public affairs.
An "ethic" is, strictly spC!Aking. a thoory of the good and bad, right
and wrong quite! ~Y· Tile rerm has, hoWC!VC!r, come primarily to
connote! more! narrowly a theory of right conduct at the level of pe!rsonal conduct. Ethics has come to be seen. quintessentially, as an anSWC!r to the! quetion of "what should I do?" What is central to C!thics
thus understood is our intimate, individual affairs. What it is that is
right for us to do jointly, in the conduct of our public lives, is seen to
be basically derivative from that.
Of course this line of thought is quite right, in one sense. From
most modern perspectiVC!S, if not from CC!rlain more ancient ones, The
Politics always has to be parasitic upon Tile Ethics. Any political theory that purports to tell us what we should do (in more than a crassly
prudential or pragmatic sense of "should") needs an ethical theory of
some sort or anothe!r to provide its nonnative bite. What I shall hC!re
be disputing is whethe!r that nonnative theory necessarily has to be
parasitic upon - to be rooted in, to have its primary applicati<>n to, to
be teted first and foremost against its implications for - pC!rSOnal
conduct.
Tile theis of this book is that at least one nonnative theory, utilitarianism. can be a good nonnative guide to public affairs without its
necessarily being the best practical guide to pC!rSOnal conduct. It is
right there, too, af!C!r a fashion. But special circumstances confound
the direct application of utilitarianism to pC!rSONl affairs, and in such
circumstances utilitarianism itself recommends that people's conduct
be guided by more! indirectly utilitarian mechanisms - obeying rules
of conduct or dC!Veloping traits of charac!C!r, themselves chosen on
utilitarian bases, rathe!r than trying to apply the utilitarian calculus
directly in each instance.•
There are special circumstances govC!rnlng public life, too, howC!VC!r.
Just as the special circumstances of private life are such as to drive us
away from utilitarianism in any direct form. so too are the sp«ial
circumstances of public life such as to drive us toward it. Those special
circumstances make public life particularly conducive to the! forthright
application of utilitarian doctrine. Indeed, in my view, they make it
almost indecent to apply any other.
• AdaDIII

•976- Hue •911•· R.

llnmdt lljllll; 19'JZ,
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The larger argument of this book is that there are strong interrelationships between political theory and public policy, each having
much to teach the other. Most of the cross-fertilization to be discussed
will be substantive in character. At the outset, however, let us look to
a more methodological plane.
One of the more interesting phenomena in public policy, with clear
counterparts in political theory, is the phenomenon of "a liolution in
search of a problem."' This reverses the ordinary order of rational
decision-making. which (according to certain particularly narrowminded canons of rationality) ought to start with a problem and
proceed linearly toward a solution. In another way, though. it makes
perfectly good sense to go about business the other way around. Often
we strike upon nifty tricks or techniques, having no immediate use
for them or having initially developed them for one purpoR to which
we now find them ill suited; and we simply store them away in our
tool kit for use later. Uke any good artisan, when presented with
problems we look first to our existing tool kit to see if we have something readily to hand that is suited to the task, rather than fashioning
a wholly new instrument for every task.
In the realm of public policy-making. the clearest cases of this phenomenon, as so many others, rome in connection with weapons acquisition. Take the case of the cruise missile, for example. It was first
seriously mooted within the American military establishment as an
unarmed decoy to draw Soviet fire away from B-52 bombers. Later
proposals offered it, in armed form, as the essential weaponry for a
"stand-off bomber" that could destroy distant targets without penetrating enemy airspace. Later still. it was offered in land- and
--based form as a ground-hugging missile that could evade enemy
radar.• Across its various incarnations, the problems differ but the
solution- the cruise missile- remains the same.
Within the realm of political theory, the wavering fate of utilitarianism is not very different. In the megalomaniacal phrases of its
founder and early advocates, of course, utilitarianism was touted u
a universal panacea for whatever ethically ails us - for ethical problems large and small, simple and complex, personal and impersonal,
public and private, individual and collective.7
'Olom '97•· Man:h and <>1om t'J76.
• Lnine '977·
'Bentham ([t:nf>l 19118; [t71191 1970) and the ~kin). MID ([tl.z)l 1992) wrre bad
enough. but worw !!lill In this respect wrre IM lnoer llshts •11101111 their circlr,
10 ably Ylirizod by Dlckena in lf<Jnl Tirnn ((1854) tlj6o)).
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In a way, they were right to present their theory in this fashion.
The value theory underlying utilitarianism is such that it should apply
equally to all thc.e realms. There are no grounds, within utilitarianism, for restricting the scope of its own application. Should utilitarianism tum out to constitute a credible theory only within some more
restricted realm, that would prove to be a serious (and perhaps fatal)
flaw, for utilitarianism provides no internal grounds for circumscribing its own scope in such ways.
Theories with such universal pretensions inevitably present their
opponents with easy targets. A single counterexample defeats a universal claim, and antiutilitarians have been most ingenious in concocting painfully cute counterexamples to embarrass utilitarians. The
counterexamples have depicted merely (often barely) possible worlds,
more often than probable ones; they have been contrived, more often
than commonplace. But no matter. Its universalist pretensions make
utilitarianism absolutely fair game for purveyors of such fantasies.
One perfectly viable alternative for utilitarians confronted with
such fantastic scenarios is for them simply to wear any such embarrassment. What thc.e counterexamples do - all that they do - is to
conjure up a situation in which doing the utility-maximizing thing
would lead to intuitively unappealing results. The circumstances they
depict, however, are very far from thc.e to which our standard intuitions are standardly shaped. (They involve things like promises to
dying friends on otherwise unpopulated desert islands and "super
efficient pleasure machines" and such like.>" Precisely because of that,
we may well decide that it is our intuitions rather than the prescriptions of our utilitarian moral theory that ought to be readjusted in
such unusual drcumstances.• The right way to treat antiutilitarians
who offer such contrived counterexamples might well be to "outsmart" them, embraCing what they offer as a reductio as being actually the correct (however counterintuitive) solution to such (decidedly
nonstandard) situations. w
Patently crazy counterexamples, however, only ever formed part of
the critics' case against utilitarianism. Another important strand has
to do with the inappropriateness, in all sorts of ways, of utilitarianism
as a code of personal conduct. These criticisms, too, are licensed by
utilitarianism's universalist pretensions. II has - given its universalist
pretensions, it has to have - direct implications for personal conduct.
So to some extent utilitarianism was always going to have to lay itself
open to this line of attack.
'Rmo 19JO· p. 39- Friedman 1947·
• Goodin •98>1>. pp. 8-u. Hardin •9118. pp. 2.2""9'"The lft:hniqur, doocribed In Donnell and l..lmbert's (tenS, p. 8) Phdosoplucol ux·
"""· 15 named alter thr dbtlnguiobed utilitariAn, J. J. C. Smart.
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Friends of utilitarianism have rather tended to lead with their chins
in this regard, though. There was an important shift among utilitarian
writers that came somewhere between Sidgwick's 1874 ~thods of
Ethics (where public affairs loomed large) and G. E. Moore's 1903 Principia f.thics (where the greatest good is defined in terms of more private ideals, such as friendship and aesthetic appreciation)." Whatever
the cause of that shift, its consequences could not have been more
deleterious to the proper defense of the utilitarian cause.
lbroughout the twentieth century, defenders of utilitarianism have
been primarily concerned to defend it in its least plausible form, as a
rode of personal conduct. They have retained that focus even when,
of late, reapplying it to public affairs." The question of war is seen.
by them, as one of whether we individually should kill enemy soldiers
or defenseless civilians, rather than as one of whether we collectively
should wage pointless wars.'' The question of famine is seen as one
of whether we individually should send food to the starving, rather
than as one of whether we collectively should work to reform social
structures and consequent exchange entitlements.''
Attacks upon utilitarianism as a personal rode are on powerful
grounds. No one wants to run one's life like Gradgrind, the Dickensian parody of a good utilitarian.'' Furthermore no one can. The calculative load imposed by utilitarian maximization would absorb all
one's time and attention. leaving none for actually acting on the ronelusions of the calculations. In personal life, most dramatically, there
simply has to be more scope for considerations of uncalculating affection. standing rules of conduct and qualities of character.
All of that is, if not exactly foreign to utilitarianism, at least a fair
distance from its central precepts. With enough twisting and turning,
of course, you can get from anywhere to anywhere.'• But that is no
defense - the sheer fad that twisting and turning is required in itseU
constitutes a telling criticism.'' If that is where you want to end up if what centrally matters, in an assessment of an ethical theory, is its
ability to give a clear and coherent account of ordinary intuitions
about how we ought to conduct our personal affairs - then it seems
utilitarianism is not where you would most naturally want to start.
"Sidgwick [1874)1'P'J. Moore 19DJ·
•• This i!l ba5lc ~nor even of such ex.emp..ry utilit.l.riln texts as Singrr h9']'9) and
R. Brandl 1t979; 1992, esp. chaps. 12-191.
'• Contrast l'lliJ...,my ••d P•blic Affoirs lrulmenl5 of this topic (Held, Morpnbesoer, and Nagel 197~ M. Cohen, Nagel and Scanlon 1974) with Hare's (1957).
•• Contrast Singer 1972 with Drtu and Sen 191f9,
"Dlc:keno h854) 11J69,
• TJwre are even gond utilitarian grounds for lwisling and lumlng. here: """ Hardin 1g811.
"Barry 1tmal1989a, p. 341.
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Of course, utilitarianism does purport to give an account of how to
lead our penonallives as well as our public ones. Furthennore, early,
straightforward and frankly simpleminded applications of the utilitarian maxim to penonal ethical dilemmas have, of late, given way to
more sophisticated acxounts taking due notice of the '1imits of reason" facing isolated Individual choosers in their own dally lives. The
upshot is a utilitarian theory of penona1 morality much nearer ordinary intuition than we have formerly been led to expect. ••
But that is a defense of utilitarianism at it weakest. If well defended
on that front, utilitarianism might avoid being dismissed on those
grounds alone. However good that defense, though. it is in the nature
of defensive maneuvers that they only ever avert defeat. They never
actuaUy secure victory. The moat we might hope is that those defenses
of utilitarianism as a personal ethical code might prevent people from
dismissing it. No one is going to embrace utilitarianism for the brilliance of its answer to those ronundra alone.
II

The strength of utilitarianism. the problem to which it is a truly compelling solution, is as a guide to public rather than private conduct.
There, virtually all its vices - all the things that make us winC"e in
recommending it as a code of personal morality - loom instead as
considerable virtues.
Consider first the raft of criticisms couched in terms of the impnsonlllity of utilitarianism. Uke all universalist philosophies, utilitarianism asks us to take "the view from nowhere."'• There is no obvious
place within utilitarian theories for people's idiosyncratic perspectives,
histories, attachments, loyalties or personal commitments.
That rings untrue to certain essential qualities of personal life. The
essence of the communitarian challenge is that everyone comes from
somewhere. There are no free-floating individuals, of the sort with
which liberals generally, and utilitarians paradigmatically, populate
their moral theories.~ People have, and upon reflection we think they
should have, principled commitments and personal attachments of
various sorts.~·
'"!Urdin ttjllll.
"N"3ol tgl!6. Similarly agent-<enmm permiHions or obllgotions: B. Williams
197}1; Schefllor t91J.z; Sen t91J.zb.
~This mnununitarlan critique &nclol t911z; t9114; d. Kymlicka •9119 and Avineri
and dr-SIIoUttiJ9Z) Is echoed by m~~ny contemporary fmllnists (Mansbridge ond
Okin 199)1.
"Thole who do- are uid to be ""ralionol fools," in Sen"s term <•mal, or to
lack ·~ntegrity ." in B. Williams' (197)0). AU ol this, moot effectively d<-veloped
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As an acrowtt of the peculiar role responsibilities of public officials
(and, by extension, of ordinary individuals in their public capacities

as citizens) that vice becomes a virtue, though. Thoee agents, too, have
to come from somewhere, bringing with them a whole raft of baggage
of personal attachments, commitments, principles and prejudices. In
their public capacities, however, we think it only right and proper
that they should stow that baggage as best they can.
Complete neutrality might be an impossible ideal. That is another
matter.u But it seems indisputable that that is an ideal which people
in their public capacities should strive to realize as best they are able.
That is part (indeed, a central part) of what it is to be a public official
at all. It is the essence of public service as such that public servants
should serve the public at large. Public servants must not play favorites.
Or consider, again, criticisms revolving around the theme that utilitarianism is a coldly Clllculaling doctrine.'' In personal affairs that is
an unattractive feature. There, we would like to suppose that certain
sorts of actions proceed immediately from the heart, without much
reflection much less any real calculation of consequences. Among intimates it would be extremely hurtful to think of every kind gesture
as being contrived to produce some particular effect.
The case of public officials is, once again, precisely the opposite.
There, it is the height of irresponsibility to proceed careless of the
consequences. Public officials are, above all else, obliged to take care:
not to go off half cocked, not to let their hearts rule their heads. In
Hare's telling example, the very worst thing that might be said of the
Suez misadventure was not that the British and French did some perfectly awful things (which is true, too) but that they did so utterly
unthinkingly."
Related to the critique of utilitarianism as a calculating doctrine is
the critique of utilitarianism as a ron~qutntia/ist doctrine. According
to utilitarianism, the effects of an action are everything. There are no
actions which are, in and of themselves, morally right or wrong. good
or bad. The only things that are good or bad are the effects that actions
produce."
That proposition runs counter to certain ethical intuitions which, at
recently in Fletcher 1993, ""'rely picks up themes first intro:luC\'d in john sru.rt
Mill's (118)5)196>, pp. 101->) own "Essay on Bentham."
Goodin and ~e 1CJ89.
" In lukeo's (1993. p. 4lll) distopia, Utilitaria, "Calculating is the notional obsession," which goes far toward explaining what he finds so awful about the place.
u

See !limilorly Hampshire h972) 1978, esp. pp. ;If
.... Hart' 1957.
'~ Pettit t99t.
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least in certain quarters, are rooted deeply. Those who harbor a Ten
Commandments view ol the nature ol morality see a moral code as
being essentially a list ol "thou shalts" and "thou shalt nots" - a list
of things that are right or wrong in and of themselves, quite regardless
of any consequences that might come from doing them."'
That may or may not be a good way to run one's private affairs."
Even those who think it is, however, tend to concede that it Is no way
to run public affairs. It is in the nature of public officials' role responsibilities that they are morally obliged to "dirty their hands" - make
hard choices, do things that are wrong (or would ordinarily be wrong.
or would be wrong for ordinary private individuals) in the service ol
some greater public good.'" It would be simply irresponsible of public
officials (in any broadly secular society, at least) to adhere mindlessly
to moral precepts read off some sacred list, literally "whatever the
consequences:- Doing right though the heavens may fall is not (nowadays, anyway) a particularly attractive posture for public offidals to
adopt.
Yet other critics berate utilitarianism not 110 much for dictating maximization and the coldly calculating. consequentialistic attitude that
that engenders as for what it would have us maximize. There is, such
critics say, !IDmething nec."e58aa'ily Cl'llS5 about whatever utilitarians take
as their maximand?' 'That maximond has subtly shifted over the years.
Modem utilitarians now go well beyond Bentham's simple calculus
of pains and pleasures, 110 it is no longer true to say that the utilitarianism is necessarily a crassly "hedonic" philosophy. But dress up
their maximand as they will, modem utilitarians - to deserve the
name at all- must necessarily be involved in maximizing satisfactions,
somehow construed, ol people, 110mehow specified.
• AntCDIIIbr 1958. B. Willlamo 197)0. Fried 1')711.
" Whether it lo depends - l l y upon ftndl"3 thoological foundations for tlw
COIIIINindmmts: '11lf- take God and the ooul out ol tlw pictu~. tlw emphasis
upon 'intesrity' boaxnos a fonn of namoolom" (Bony h'179"1 19fl9o, p. )40).
• AI is Weber's h919) theme In "Politial.os • vocation"; for moclem ~tomrnts,
1ft Walzer 191). ~ 19']8 and Thompaon 1rlt7.
"Various writ.n try to find a halfway house in notions of the ''unthinkable" (B.
Willlamo 19]JA, pp. cp-)l or the "morally impoaolble'' (Hampshire l1912l 19]8,
pp. 1]11.) or the intolerably "cruel" (Shlclar 191'4, chap. I) or "human rights"
INirki113 the Umits of what politiciaN should even consider doins. But of course
refuoint1 to think about po~~ly evil ou~ lo - In pneral a very good way
ol guaranteein3 that they (or somethins wone) do - happen.
•· Apin, • central future of Lukes's (199). p. 42111 cariactu~ ol his dislopia lo that
"Utilitarians- a dillinctly phUioline people, who - dloincUnod to see utility
in High Cultu~ and never tire of dlin& the proverb that 'pushpin is .os good as
poetry; " alihough Lukes does go on to acknowledl!" that "t~ is a minority
tradition ol trying to enrich the ideo of 'utility' to include the IIIDft imaginative
sidft of Ut.."
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Genuinely "higher" concerns are genuinely hard to accommodate
within utilitarianism. The higher they are - the more distant they are
from anything connected (directly or indirectly, immediately or eventually or counterfactuallyl to actual or possible satisfactions of actual
or possible people - the less of a place such higher ideals would seem
to have within any genuinely utilitarian framework.
Aesthetes would bemoan the poverty of a life lived according to such
purely utilitarian precepts. If (as utilitarians assert) beauty lies only in
the eye of the beholder, then it amounts to no more than an iUusion
which we create for ourselves; and beauty is thus emptied of any independent value.Jf (as utilitarians assert) there is nothing that is good in
and of itself, then there is no external standard by which to validate any
of our subjective valuations. There is nothing to live for, nothing to die
for. We are ourselves the only ultimate source of value in the universe.
The external world of values is thus demystified, but at the same time it
is also somehow diminished for us. None of us, aesthetes scold utilitarian opponents, would want to live our individual lives in a universe so
empty of external meanings and values.
Here again, however, what would diminish private life is perfectly
suitable for circumscribing public life. The classically utilitarian habit
of asking "of what use is it to me?" (or in more public-spirited fashion,
"of what use is it to us?") may be a crass way of judging what to do
in one's personal affairs. There may well be some things that it would
be good or bad, right or wrong for private individuals to be or to
represent or to do, whether or not they would be of any use to anyone.
Whatever we might say of the merits of that as a personal rode, however, it has distinctly limited appeal as a guide for public officials.
Persisting in costly practices that do no one any conceivable good
whatsoever is, as a public practice, simply perverse. Even if it would
be right for private individuals uniformly to adopt a code of pointless
self-sacrifice, it seems transparently wrong for public officials to impose such sacrifices upon any who refuse to undertake them voluntarily.'' The root intuition here is perhaps best caplun!d by saying that
rulers have no right to wage holy wars- anyway, not ones waged on
behalf of gods in whom their subjects no longer have any faith."
Ill

Perhaps it is novel nowadays to look at utilitarianism as essentially a
public philosophy. If so, the novelty is itself wholly new. In earlier
" Bentham h;>891 uno, chap. 2.
" Doing "' in the oeTVice ol sham! ideals and common gods ill another thing
altogether, of cou,....: thai just amounts to organizing coll«tive activities tNt
people will, from their own pe-n<>NI perspectives, find satisfying.
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times it was much more of a commonplace to suggest that utilitarianism constitutes a solution to public rather than personal moral problems, to defend it as a public philosophy rather than as a personal
moral code.
That much is clearly suggested by reflection upon the corpus and
the personal history of the founders of the utilitarian tradition.'' Jeremy Bentham was famous in his own day primarily as a reformer of
legal systems; James Mill as an essayist on government; John Stuart
Mill as an essayist, social reformer and parliamentarian; John Austin
as a jurisprude. The bulk of Bentham's large corpus is given over to
constitutional codes, systems for penal reform, and such like. The two
Mills fixed their focus equally firmly on public affairs ranging from
histories of British India to political economy and women's suffrage.
Lest aU that seem to amount to a post hoc reconstruction of what
the nineteent!H:entury utilitarians were up to, consider the younger
Mill's self-conscious reflection upon the utilitarian tradition which he
inherited. In his memorial essay on Bentham, John Stuart Mill writes,
It is fortunare for the world that Bentham's tasre lay rather in the direction ol jurisprudential than ol properly ethical inquiry. Nothing expr....ty of the latter land ha& beer\ published under his name, except the
"Deontology" - a book ocarcely ever ... alluded to by any admirer of
Bentham without d""f' regm that it evP< saw the light.

Turning from what Bentham did badly to what he did well, Mill continues,
If Bentham's theory of life can do so little for the individual, what can
it do for society? It will enable a society ... to prescribe the rules by
which it may protect its material inlere!to. It will do nothing ... for the
spiritual inlere!ts of society ... !Wihat a philosophy like Bentham's can
do lis to[ tach the means of organizing and regulating the merely bu..i, _ part of the social arrangemenb."

That is a fair assessment of Bentham, and of the tradition to which he
gave rise. And although the younger Mill himself aspired to do better,
it is in the end fair reflection. too, of John Stuart Mill's utilitarian
accomplishments.
IV

Over the years, there have grown up a great many diverse forms
of utilitarianism." To some extent, this amounts to distinction-

.. Holvey 19'11. Plamenotz 19511.

s.

.. J. Mill h8)81 11)62, pp. 1<>4-6.
" For a 51111\mary, -Smart 1f167; d. Lukes's (199). pp. 427"'lll moR recent, breezier version. Much ol what follows drows on Goodin 19910, b.
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mongering for the sheer sake of it. To some extent, the distinctions do
matter - but mainly for the fine-grained forms of utilitarianism which
might properly characterize personal moral codes but which caMot
possibly characterize public ones. If my survey of a hundred yean'
worth of analytic work in this area seems cavalier, riding roughshod
over distinctions which have been honed by many hands with loving
care, that is only because those fine distinctions are irrelevant or worse
for the rough-and-ready form of utilitarianism which is the only form
that public officials can deploy (which, I would also say, is the principal form that philosophers have any business recommending; but
that is another story, already told).
One dimension, already alluded to, along which these various utilitarianisms differ concerns the conlml of the utilitarian maximand. In
its earliest Benthamite formulation, it was some state of mind ("happiness," "the balance of pleasure over pain") that was supposed to be
maximized. That variant can be called "hedonic (or hedonistic) utilitarianism." Subsequent utilitarians, whilst preserving the basic spirit
of that philosophy, watered down its hedonism. First came the recognition that people sometimes derive satisfaction from things that do
not literally give them pleasurable buzz. That recognition gave rise to
a revised utilitarianism that would have us maximize "preference satisfaction" (call this "preference utilitarianism"). Next came the recognition that people sometimes would derive satisfaction from
something in a way that they do not presently recognize. That gave
rise to a further revised utilitarianism that would have us maximize
people's "interests" or "welfare" (call this "welfare utilitarianism")."'
As among these options, the last is the form of utilitarianism that
I shall be advocating in this book. That choice is an easy one. In this
list, each successive refinement subsumes the former. Preference utilitarianism subsumes hedonic utilitarianism, if one assumes people ordinarily actually prefer (among other things) to experience pleasure
and avoid pain. Welfare utilitarianism subsumes preference utilitarianism, if one assumes that promoting people's welfare interests will
ordinarily lead to higher levels of preference satisfaction in the future.
,. "Interests" or "welfa~," in80f.n u they are (as hfteo) to be- distinguished from
preference s.1tisfaction, are best analyzed as refereno:e to reoouras or buic capabilities which wiU prove w;elul to people whatever their ultima~ ends (Barry
1'164; S.n 1Cj851). There is !Ometimes discuoeion of • lourth clus of "idNI utilitarianism," the central claim of which is that mtain idNis (things, ottributeo)
are good independently of people's desire for them. That rounJs as a form of
utilitarianism at all, I would a<g~W. only if it can be ao&imilalfd under this last
catogory. J. S. Mill's (t86J) "higher plNsures" •~ arguably higher in J>RCi""IY
the ......, of having a higher utility yirld, if achieved. Arguably it is precisely
that to which people ""' testifying when Mill would have us ask anyone who
has experienad both higher and lower which they would prt'fft.
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What is added with each refinement in the list is something which
anyone working within the spirit of utilitarianism should surely want
to incorporate among sources of utility (nonhedonic preferences, hitherto unacknowledged sources of satisfactions).
Although that choia! of welfare utilitarianism is driven primarily
by philosophical considerations, that choice is ratified by pragmatic
considerations having to do with the peculiar circumstances of policy
choice in the public sphere. People's pleasures are varied, their preferences idiosyncratic. People's basic interests, in contrast, are (at lPast
at some suitable level of generality) pretty standard across all individuals (at least all individuals in any given society at any given moment). Policy makers are of necessity making choices that must affect
a wide range of people at one and the same time. They might well be
overwhelmed by the diversity of pleasures and preferences; and if that
were the focus dictated by the most philosophically credible form of
utilitarianism, they might be forced to abandon utilitarianism as a
public philosophy altogether. Their task is rendered far more manageable by the relative commonality of people's basic welfare interests, which should instead be central to policy-makers' concerns when
implementing what is in any case the most philosophically credible
form of utilitarianism.
Different utilitarianisms al!oo differ importantly in the modal status,
as well as in the content, of the maximand that they specify. The crux
of this issue is whether we should be concerned only with what is
actually there - only with real people, their preferences, their pleasures and pains, their welfare- or whether we should allow our maximizing to range across all possible people (and their preferences,
pleasures/pains, welfare). "Welfare utilitarianism" is my own favored
variety, but the differences here in view come out most clearly with
reference to "preference utilitarianism," so let us for the moment talk
in those terms.
One strand of utilitarianism would have us maximize preference
satisfaction across all possible preferences and all possible people.
That, arguably, is the classically Benthamite approach. But it leads to
"repugnant conclusions" for population policy. Maximizing utility in
that way would lead to a population explosion, as we bring more and
more people into the world up to the point where any new person's
utility from being born is outweighed by the disutility that extra person's existence causes to everyone already there." That is what is
wrong with maximizing preference satisfaction (or indeed anything
else) across all possible people. What is wrong with maximizing preference satisfaction across all possible preferences is that it leads to
"Parfit t984, pp. )8t-9t.
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absurdly "adaptive preferences." If you cannot get what you want
you should simply revise your preferences so you will want what you
can easily get. The ancient Stoics thought that a good idea, but surely
few of us would find the satisfaction of preferences choeen on that
basis alone all that satisfying!'
Another form of utilitarianism would have us focus instead on satisfying actual preferences of actual people. That would certainly avoid
each of those problems just posed. But it would also debar utilitarians
from doing one of the things that utilitarians have always most
wanted to do. That is to use utilitarian criteria to guide policy-makers
in choosing among a whole range of alternative devices (ranging from
legal institutions to educational curricula) by which people are socialized in one way rather than another and, in so doing. by which
their preferences are shaped in one way rather than another. Perhaps
it is that aspiration itself that utilitarians ought to abandon. But on
reflection perhaps there is no need for them to do so.
The example I deployed against letting utilitarianism range over all
possible preferences is an argument couched in terms of what might
be called "directly" adaptive preferences. Perhaps the satisfaction of
easily satisfied preferences is unsatisfying when you have yourself
intentionally chosen those preferences precisely because they will be
easy to satisfy. But perhaps the satisfaction of such preferences would
be not at all unsatisfying if those preferences had been inculcated in
you by some external agency, some socialization device, which was
itself intentionally chosen for just those attributes by some utilitarian
social planner. Arm's length, indirectly adaptive preference formation
- which is, after all, the principal form that public policy-makers practice - might well be able to serve utility-maximizing ends, even If
directly adaptive preferences cannot.'"
I am inclined to commend a form of utilitarianism which takes
actual people as given, but which maximizes across all their poesible
preferences!' Perhaps the easiest way of making that case is merely
-Elster tglb. Bony (t9119bl conjures up the relling """mple ol how unoolisfying it
would t... to oee you...,lf as a ''fair weather fan" of a sporting team. U your teom
Is a pock of ho~W.. t""""', oimpty ohill loyal- oo you ond up bocki"'l lhe
winners instud. One cannot Imagine that such poople get much sotiofadk>n out
of ...,;ng "their" ""'m (a ""'m that Is "thein" in such an attenuated sonoel
actually winning the championship.
M 'There ore many goals which cannot t... attainod by ogonts aiming at them lnlrft·
tionolly, but which can only t... achieved if pu1'5110d indirectly. This is Elom'a
(tijiiJ, pp. 4J·to8l important catrgory ol "esoettial by-products," like sleep and
•pmtaneily.

•"That is not, of course, to say that any roune ol action is permissible just !10 k>ng
as il satisflos so""' preferenco that lhe ponon might p<llllibly como to haW! - that
is to miss the force of lhe phrase "maximizing (utilitylacroH" all p<llllible prft-
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to recall that people's preferences are, in any case, bound to undergo
changes between the time their choices are made and the time the
consequences of those choices are felt. Clearly. in such circumstances,
anyone moved by the spirit underlying utilitarianism should say that
there we ought to cue on the preferences which those people will

actually have, come the time the ronaequences are felt, rather than on
the preferences which they had when the choice was made but which
have long since disappeared."
That form of utilitarianism has the further virtues of being consistent with our utilitarian desire to employ our principles to shape socialization and with the form of welfare-utilitarianism that we have
other reasons for favoring. The most plausible way to construe "welfare inlft'ests" is, after all, as a form of "possible preferences" - as
those things which people counterfactually would favor, under certain
privileged circumstances which do not necessarily actually prevail.
Finally, to complete this short survey. various utilitarianisms differ
according to what they regard as the appropriate objtcl of the utility
calculus. What is it that the utility calculus is to be used to choose?
"Act utilitarianism" (which the received wisdom regards, I think
wrongly, as the classical approach)<' says that each of our actions, one
by one, should be chosen so as to maximize overall utility. "Rule
utilitarianism," in contrast, says that we should employ the utility
calculus to choose among rules (habits, norms, patterns of behavior)
in such a way as to maximize overall utility." That pretty well exhausts the traditional catalog of options." To that traditional catalog
have recently been added proposals for using the utility calculus to
choose motivational structures, or character traits, which will in tum
maximize overall utility."
..-enc:e. That involveo us, Inter alU., in choosing that rou..., of action which
ma•imiz.es utility, given which o/ the possible ~ a penon will moot
probably actually havo at the timr the effects o/ the actions are loll, or in incul·
eating preoferenceo in people in such a way that the maximally 5atislying possible
pn!l..-en<:e become people's actual ones.
" Son 1957. Goodin t91bb, pp. J'r56.
"cm..inly it is Sidgwick's ([t874lt907l. But lk>ntham ([1;>69! 1970) was inclined
to use the utility cakuluo, D10ft ambiguously, as a guido to both morals and
Jogislation. Insofar a• he u.d the utility calculus to guide our choice of legislation, constitutional rod.., penal regimes and so on - in short, to chooso oystoms
of ruin u wt-11 115 di5C'I'etr actions with a ~ to maximizing social utility - he
might ""50Nlbly bo clao&ed among rule as well u act utilitarUins.
"That, anyway, il tlw most d~ib.. version ol rule utilitarianism. A rl\()ft' e"tromo cla!osical form holds that you should choooo that act which would bo required by a rule whooo ..!option would ma.imize utility (which may bo
dllfemt~ if the utility-maximizing rule is not in plocr and gmorally obeyed).
" Lyons 1965. Smart 1967; 197J. Hare tl)lh. Hardin tiJ88.
" Adams 197f>. R. Brandt 1C)88; 1992- pp. zli)-89.
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The crucial argument standardly offered in favor of act utilitarianism, as against any other fonn, goes as follows. In any given
instance, either act utilitarianism and rule I motive utilitarianism recommend we do the same thing; or else act utilitarianism recommends
that we do one thing. whereas following rules or motives chosen on
utilitarian grounds would have us doing something else. In the fonner
case, the other fonns of utilitarianism are extensionally equivalent to
act utilitarianism. Wherever they differ in their rerommendations,
they are inferior to act utilitarianism on straightforwardly utilitarian
grounds. Slavishly following a rule 01" disposition chosen on utilitarian
grounds, when more utility could be achieved by doing something
else, cannot be the utilitarian thing to do...
That argument is compeUing in its own terms. But its terms are not
of this world, for individual moral agents or (more espec:iallyl for
social policy-makers, either. The argument presupposes that we are
able to perfonn utility calculations that typically range ac:roes an enormous number of individuals and options- and that we are able to do
so reliably, instantaneously and rostlessly. This is to assume away the
'1imits of reason" which characterize the real world for individual
agents and, aU the more so, for social policy-makers alike.47
1be arguments in favor of some fonn of rule utilitarianism at the
social level (and, correlatively, some fonn of motive utilitarianism at
the individual level) are built in large part out of tho&e limits of reason. At the individual level, rules serve to maximize utility in the real
world, in ways that act-by-act calculations of utility cannot, by being
easier to communicate, easier to inculcate, easier to remember and
easier to apply.'"
Most important, at the social level, rules are publicly accessible in
a way that (given those crucial facts about the real world) private
utility calculations are not. In an ideal world in which everyone had
perfect information, anyone could replicate anyone else's utility calculations. But in the real world, no one has perfect information; and,
furthermore, each of us is privy to different bits of the overaU picture... Thus, what I would think is the best act-utilitarian action for
you to perfonn, given what I know, may not be (typically will not be)
the action that ytJu, given what you know, think is the one that actutilitarianism would most highly recommend to you.
That matters because much of the utility that utilitarians would
.. Lyons •965· Smart 1CJ67; •97J·
" •• Any •rgullll'llt that turns on perfo<1 information, perfo<1 ralculotion. and perfo<1
theory is a hou.o;e of rards, (and therefore! is almoot mtirely """""'IM point for
a prac:tical morality" (Hardin 11)1!8, p. 17).
.. Hore 1C)81. Hardin 1g118.
• Hayt"k 1945.
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have us maximize comes from coordinating the actions of a great
many individual agents. Oftm the only way to maximize the utility
that arises from my act is by knowing (or guessing) what others are
likely to do. But knowing that with any certainty is for the reasons
just given impossible (or impossibly costly) in a world populated by
act-utilitarian agents. The best way to coordinate our actions with
those of othen, and thereby maximize the utility from each of our
actions as individuals as well as from aU of our actions collectively,
is to promulgate rules (themselves chosen with an eye to maximizing
utility, of coul'!le) and to adhere to them.~·
If adherence to rules is justified in these terms, then there is no risk
of the sort of "rule fetishism" of which act utilitarians complain in
their critiques of rule utilitarianism. We choose the rule we do because
it is the one which, if generally followed, would yield more utility
ovenU than would genenl adherence to any other rule. We follow
that rule, in its various edicts, because we think that the effects of our
doing so will maximize utility in most applications, either directly or
indirectly (given the benefits of coordinating our actions with those
of others, who can best guess what we will do by assuming us to be
followers of known rules). We follow that rule in some applications,
even where we are pretty confident that doing so will not maximize
utility in that instance, because of the larger general benefits to be had
by society at large (and, incidentally, by us individually) from our
being known by others to be rule-followers. But when, just occasionally, following a rule would have truly grievous utility consequences,
we would be perfectly well licensed to abandon the rule by the self.
same logic that led us to adopt rules and generally to follow them.
Rule utilitarians can, thus, lie to Nazis about the Jews hidden in their
attic, in a way that Kantian rule-followers might find hard.''

v
In like fashion, the public rather than private application of utilitarian
precepts helps us evade some of the most standard practical and practicality objections to the doctrine. Primary among them is the objection
that utilitarianism can never be implemented in practice, because it
•• AU tho ltllndan:l ai'JIUmonb to. rule utilitariAnism _ , to turn. at crucial points.
on 10111e such propooltlon (Hodgson t¢7; Repn 198<>; lUre tC)IIt; HArdin tgllll;
Honcri 1993).
'' Hue (tC)IItl, e.g., is clear on this point. Some would uy thAt this juot ~mounto
to Kt-uliliWianism • applied to tho choice and application of ruleo. I nonethPIas Pft* In de!l<rlblns this pooltlon a a kind ol ruJr.utilit.JriAnlorn in order to
sipalthe important role In my an.lyois ol oociAI ruin, evrn If they .,.. prrhAps
merely Kt-utilitarilon In their ultimAir justification.
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requires us to engage in impossible "interpersonal utility comparisons."~"'

Whatever course of conduct we pursue, there are likely to be some
people who gain and others who lose. If we are supposed to be maximizing utility across all those people, we obviously need some standard for comparing the gains of the one group with the losses of the
other." Critics, however, have long complained that we have no such
way of getting inside another's head, experiencing the other's pleasures and pains as the other does." In Jevons' famous phrase, "Every
mind is inscrutable to every other mind (sol no common denominator
of feeling is possible." That is said to render utilitarian maximization
impossible, for all practical purposes.''
In the absence of interpersonal comparisons, the most we can have
are the weak Pareto-style comparisons upon which so much of modem welfare economics rest. We can say a state of affairs is indisputably
superior to another if someone is better off and no one worse off. But
that Pareto principle suffers from various defects. It is indecisive, leaving altogether too many alternatives unranked (in any large-scale application most options will make at least a few people worse ofO; and
it is essentially conservative (redistribution of resources can never be
justified on utility-maximizing grounds if we have no way to say that
gainers would gain more than losers would lose). Such problems have
driven welfare economists to a variety of ruses to reinstate something
akin to interpersonal comparisons, whether through the "hypothetical
compensation test" of Kaldor and Hicks or through the focus on "primary goods" in Rawls or "capabilities" in Sen.,.
That latter strategy of making interpersonal comparisons via something akin to welfare interests is particularly apt." The objection to
•• The following paragraphs draw loooely upon my previous discuo&ion of this
topic (Goodin 1<j82b, pp. 1~; 1991c, pp. 245-6).
"That is ju51 tlw! most dramatic case. though. The same problem arises if different
cou,... of action benefit all, but differentially so. n...n in choosing which is the
utility-maximizing course of action we would once again need to compr.tn those
differential benefits across people.
"n... old-fashioned hedoni•tic phrasing here is deliberate, for this is a criticism
that datt..os primarily to the days when utilitarianifim was eMrmtWiy a hedonlstic
matter of maximizing pleasure and minimizing pain.
"Jevon.~ 191 t,

p.

14.

Robbin.-.

19}2.

pp.

122-5; 19}8.

,. Hick.• 1939· Kaldor 1939; 194f>-7. Rawls 1971, pp. 90-5· Sen 1<j8u, pp. 20)-4;
1'j8sa.
" Indeed. it reprt'S<'nts a return to the old.,. "material welfare" school of Marshall
and Pigou, wherein "the comparison of needs, not the comparison of subjective
d ..ires, was what they usually meant by comparing utilities of different people"
and their focu> wa< accurdingly on observable indicators of "industrial efficiency," •uch as inadequacy o( people's diets and lllNSures of mortality and
morbidity (CO<- and Rappor<>rt •9114. p. 5t6).
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interpersonal comparisions was only ever particularly compelling
against now abandoned forms of crude hedonistic utilitarianism, anyway. To compare pleasures and pains across individuals, we may well
need to get inside one another's heads. But that is unnecessary, once
we have shifted to tallting of what counterfactually uoold give them
pleasure or pain. To answer questions such as these, we necessarily
abstract from what actually does give them pleasure to what would
(more food, healthier lives and so on).'" Having abstracted in that way
from actual preferences to hypothetical preferences - from desires to
welfare interests - there ceases to be any barrier of a strictly metaphysical sort to comparing those abstractions across individuals. We
are working well outside their heads already...
Practical people engaged in the real business of the world have, in
any case, always found it difficult to take particularly seriously such
worries about interpersonal utility comparisons. Typical of their reaction is that of Pigou, who scoffs, "Nobody can prove that anybody
besides himself exists, but, nevertheless, everybody is quite sure of
it.'•
There are various ways ot making these worries look more than
a little silly. Perhaps most tellingly, public debate, deliberation and
even conversation itself would on the selfsame grounds prove quite
impoMible. If the problem with interpenonal comparisons of utility
is that we cannot look into other people's minds to see how they feel,
then there is a perfectly parallel problem with looking into their
minds to see what they mean when uttering a statement. That does
not stop us from tallting- or even, after a fashion. conversing. We
simply employ a "principle of charity" assuming that they, like us,
try to talk sense and we ascribe meaning to their utterances accordingly.••
In trying to make sense of interpersonal utility comparisons, we
need do no more than that, either. We need simply assume that others
are much like ourselves, and act accordingly. Interpersonal interac,. So..,. would n!pld this as doubly hard: not just a m1tb!r of getting inside pooP~• heeds to sunniae tholr pleuu""' and poinJ, but doi"'! so rounterfactually
(what would glw them pleuure or pain). But the virlut! of the rounterfactuali·
utlon here Is to tAke us away from focusi"'! upon people's heads and toward
propertim of goods. Sumy we can abotract in thill way, saying something in
general about the quallllea in c:ommodillea that givr rille to satisfaction to. any
portk:ulu penon. 115 uncuter (tlj66; 1971) says, it io surely no mystery that
people tend to n!pld margarine as a good substitute for butter but not for a
motorcar.
'"Goodin I991C, pp. :Lf~
~ Plgou 1')51, p. 2l)a. Cf. Little 1951, chap. o4: Bany 1965, pp. 44-7·
" Dovidoon 11)86.
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lions could not proceed otherwise. Neither, more especially, could
politics."'
Such procedures will, perhaps inevitably, give rise to comparisons
of utility that are only rather rough and ready. But perhaps It would
amount to spurious precision to strive for more, given the various
other uncertainties and ambiguities that characterize the context in
which public policies are made. It would be folly to strive for accuracy
to the fourth decimal place in one element of our utility sums, when
other elements of it are reliable only to the first. And it is all too often
the case that ballpark figures and order-of-magnitude estimates are
often the best we can do in public policy-making.
That concession, if true, means that there will inevitably be some
(perhaps substantial) imprecision in our public utility calculations. It
follows that utilitarian policy rea•mmendations will therefore still be
somewhat indeterminate. That is not n«eSSarily a telling criticism of
utilitarianism, though. It merely amounts to saying that utilitarianism
leaves some room for public debate and deliberation - in other words,
for politics as it is ordinarily conceived. We would, I think, worry
about any political theory that did not do that.••
Furthermore, even where utilitarianism proves indeterminate, it
sets the terms of that public debate. It tells us what sorts of considerations ought to weigh with us, often while allowing that how heavily each of them actually weighs is legitimately open to dispute. Even
where utilitarianism is indeterminate, it is not silent. To fill in those
lacunae, we do not need to tum to some other principles altogether.
Rather, in such cases utilitarianism speaks with many voices, and political argument in such a setting can (utilitarians would say "should")
consist simply in a debate among them.
Once we have at least rough-and-ready interpel'liOnal comparisons
on the table, we can resume discussing the utilitarian merits of alternative distributions of the national dividend. Of course, which distribution utilitarianism recommends naturally depends upon certain
crucial empirical facts of the matter. That in itself has long been taken
to be a criticism of utilitarianism. If the facts of the matter tum out
one particular way, utilitarianism might find itself recommending distributional policies that are intuitively outrageous.
MAs Waldron (personal communication 1993) points out at this point, politics is
and muot """"""'rily be ultimately based on that which wr all havr in common.
" 'That is a more straightforward way of saying what is WI'Oil3 with Sidgwick'o
([ •11741 "Pl· bk. 4, chap. 5. sec. J) behind-the-back ver.lion of "govi!I'IIIIWnt house
utilitarianism." The problem is not so mu<h that it violateo somr high-minded
Kantian publlctty principle as it is that it is a political theory that curiously cubi
out politics altogether (cf. B. Williams 19730• pp. t)lhfo; Sen ~nd WiDiams tCJib,

p. 161.
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Utilitarianism might recommend feeding of Christians to lions, if it
so happens that the utilities of the spectators enjoying the show (plus
that of the lions enjoying the meal) exceed the disutilities of the Christians being sacrificed. Or utilitarianism might recommend dissecting
one person and distributing her body parts to various others in need
of transplants, if it so happens that the utilities of the recipients exceed
the disutility of the "donor."" Or utilitarianism might recommend the
hanging of an innocent person to assuage an angry mob, if it so happens that the utilities of those spared the mob's wrath exceed the
disutility of the hanging victim." Or utilitarianism might recommend
giving aU resources to a handful of people, if it so happens that those
people are "super efficient pleasure machines" capable of translating
resources into satisfaction at a fantastic rate; or it might recommend
giving no resources to the handicapped, if it so happens that those
people are particularly inept at translating resources into satisfaction ...
There is no denying that utilitarian prescriptions might tum out
that way, in any particular instance. There is no telling how the numbers will come up in each and every case. But, again, advocating utilitarianism as a public philosophy spares us the burdens associated
with maximizing at the margins in each and every case. It involves
instead adopting institutions and practices and policies, on a utilitarian basis; and those must, by their nature, be publicly accessible and
relatively long lasting. That in tum means that in choosing institutions
and practices and policies we cannot maximize at the margins, adapting our choices to peculiarities of utility mixes in particular cases. We
must instead adapt our choices to standard situations recurring across
protracted periods, and do so in full knowledge that the nature of our
choices will sooner or later become common knowledge.
That fact goes some way toward ensuring that utilitarianism, practiced as a public philosophy, wiU have few of the grievous distributional consequences commonly supposed. Many of the cases involving
sacrificing the interests of the few to the many (or of the many to the
few) generate the purported utilitarian payoffs only if it never becomes public knowledge what we are doing. Once it becomes public
knowledge that, as a matter of policy, we are willing to hang innocent
people to assuage a baying mob or to carve up one person to generate
spare parts for others, then everyone starts worrying: Who will be
next? The anxieties associated with such thoughts systematically occurring across the whole population will more than suffice to cancel
.. ,. Harris 1975·
"' Mabbott 1939- Lukn 1993, p. 4'11·
• Friedman 1947· R. Dworlcin 1981.
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the utility advantages of carving up one person or throwing one prisoner to the mob on any given occasion.
Utilitarianism, employed as a public philosophy, must by its nature
adopt institutions and practices and policies suited to recurring situations and standard individuals. There may be a very few people who
are vastly better and a very few who are vastly worse than others at
translating resources into utility. But if one assumes, with Bentham
and his followers, that most people are pretty much alike in this respect - and, further, that most goods display "diminishing marginal
utility" (so the more you have of something, the less utility you derive
from the next increment of it you are given) - then the utilitymaximizing distribution of resources is inevitably going to be a
broadly egalitarian one.
Anti-utilitarians complain loudly and often that utilitarianism disregards the morally crucial fact of the "separateness" of persons."'
That complaint, fair enough in a way, is however untrue in two crucial
respects. First, utilitarians regard each person as a distinct locus of
value. In generating the utilities that end up being aggregated, "each
counts for one and no one counts for more than one," in Bentham's
famous phrase. Of course, in the process of aggregating, the boundaries between you and me, your utilities and mine, get lost. But, second, empirical assumptions of broad similarity among people and
generally diminishing marginal utility across all resources lead utilitarians to embrace policies and practices and institutions that are
broadly egalitarian in form. That ensures that there will be a strong
utilitarian presumption against exploiting some people for the benefit
of others.

VI

Replying to james Mill's "Essay on Government," Macaulay takes this
swipe at "Benthamites" more generally:
[H)aving read little or nothing, [they) are delighted to be n!SC\H.'d from
the ..,.., of their own inferiority by some teacher, who assul"E"5 them
that the •tudies which they have neglected are of no value, puts five or
six phrases into their mouths, lend• them an odd number of the Westmin!iter Review, and in a month transforms them into philosophers. ...
[T)hcse are smatterers, whose attainments just suffice to elevate them
"This theme - recurring throughout Rawl• 1971, B. William5 197)il. Nozick 1974
and R Dworkin 1977 - is moot effectiwly summarized in Hart h979l 1g83.
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from the lnsigniftonce oi dunc:n to the dignity of bores, and to sprue!

dismay among their pious aunts and gnndmothen.'"
Intemperate though his language may be, Macaulay clearly has a
point. One of the gteat advantages of utilitarianism has always been
that it promises to yield determinate, no-nOIISel\!le advice on practical
matters of what one should do. One of its great disadvantages has
always been that it has a tendency to do so (at least in the hands of
its most brusque, no-nonsense practitioners) in a singularly formulistic
way. Uat the alternatives, list the consequences, attach utility numbers
to each and crank the adding machine's handle. Nothing could be
easier. But, critics say (with some consider.~ble justification), nothing
quite so easy could possibly be right...
There is no denying that many of the applications of utilitarianism
to problema of public policy are just as rote as that. In a way, though,
it is a virtue of utilitarianism that it is an ethic which admits of rote
learning of that sort. Better that an ethic be applied by rote than not
at all, if (or where) those are the only options - as often they are,
given the limits to policy-makers' time, attention and talents.
In any case, utilitarianism of the most formulistic sort is sometimes
transparently the right way to approach a policy problem. Suppose
we are trying to assess the economic effects of inrome transfer programs, fur example. 1ben balance-sheet thinking Is precisely what we
need. l1\e traditional complaint against generous income support programs is that if people can get something for nothing then they will
not bother WOI'king for a living in the present or saving for the future.
But the magnitudes here clearly matter. American evidence suggests,
for example, that in exchange for a 4.8 percent reduction of labor supply (and a reduction in private savings of between o and 2.0 percent)
we get a 75 percent reduction in poverty and a 19 percent increase in
equality (measured by the Gini coeffident).'" Whether we think on
balance the gains are worth the costs is an open question. That depends on the relative weights we attach to each of those factors. But
whichever way we go on that concrete case, listing the variou.• effects
and weighing them against one another surely is the right way to go
about making that an economic assessment of that sort.
Transparently right though such formulistic approaches to policy
puzzles sometimes are, however, it would be wrong to judge utilitarM Mac,auyy h8Z<Jlt<n&, pp. 99-100.
'"Hampshire's lh972l 1918, p. t) comment about utUitarlanism having "now berome an obstruction" to enlightened policy _ , . primarily a refenm<e to the
way in which the Nme utilitarian <061·~t logic that oerved the kennedy
Administration so well in reforming the Defeme Drpartment (Hitch and McKean
t9f>ol lod to so dlautrou5 ~nces In Vidnam (Halbmltam t91M!).
"'Donzlnser. Haveman and l'lotniclr.
p. 1019-
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ianism wholly in light of them. In coming to an overall assessment of
utilitarianism as a public philosophy, it would be wrong to fixate ex·
elusively upon the m<l5t formulistic derivations <lf its least imaginative
practitioners. We should attend at least as much to the more creative
uses that can be made of the tools with which utilitarianism provides
us, to possibilities that arise from working "in the shadows of utili·
tarianism," in Hart's phrase.'' In the examples that follow, I attempt
time and again to show how utilitarianism's central concepts might,
given certain features of the problem at hand, yield determinate policy
advice- without resorting to simpleminded, and often simply impossible, cranking through the formula to reach a direct determination of
what is likely to maximize sum-total utility.
Thus, in the example of Chapter 17, it is pr155ible to say in the spirit
of utilitarianism that unilateral nuclear disarmament would have been
a good policy in an essentially bipolar world - not because that would
maximize utility (absent probability numbers, that is a sum that can·
not be done), but rather fx'Causc it would make a modal change in
the possibility of truly awful outcomes. It is possible to say, in the
example of Chapter 14, that an unconditi<>nal income guarantee (neg·
alive income tax, basic income, call it what you will) is a good thing
- not because that would necessarily mal<imize overall social utility
in the presently prevailing circumstances, but rather because that pol·
icy would be minimally sensitive to shifts in prevailing social circum·
stances which always change far more rapidly than social policy. For
that reason, unconditional income guarantees would be more likely
to maximize utility across that wide range of changing circumstances.
Or, in the examples running through Chapters 10 to 13, policies to
buffer people against radical changes to the course of their lives would
be a good thing - not because those are the most satisfying lives that
people might live, but rather because the chopping and changing required to get to something else would be profoundly disruptive of
what people find ultimately satisfying in their lives.
Of course, the bottom line in all those cases is that the policies are
justified because ultimately they are utility-maximizing in S<>me sense
or another. Mine would hardly be a utilitarian theory at all, were it
otherwise. Invariably, th<>ugh, those are judgments made employing
the apparatus of utilitarianism but without having recourse to finegrained calculations of sums. The considerations that are deemed
decisive there for policy questions are indisputably utilitarianstyle considerations, bearing directly upon the preference satisfaction
" Hart [ •9791 t98), p.

=· He may be stretching the point too far to say that even

Nozick and Dworkin are working "in the shadow of utilitarianism" searching

for grounding for their theories of right• - perhapo its ohadow doos nol e><trnd
quite that far.
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(somehow conceived) of people (somehow specified). The point just
is that those considerations can indeed prove determinative as regards
utilitarians' policy recommendations, well ahead of doing a full-dress
utility count.
My concern in this book, true to the thrust of this introduction, is
with utilitarianism as a public philosophy. My main concern is with
the ways in which utilitarianism can be a good guide to public policies, without necessarily being a good guide to private conduct. Nonetheless. in adducing many of its most important implications for
public policy it is important to see at least in broad outline how it
would set about shaping private conduct.
Utilitarians, and consequentialists more gl'Tlt!Tally. are outcomeoriented. In sharp contrast to Ten Commandment-5tyle deontological
approaches, which specify certain actions to be done as a matter of
duty, utilitarian theories assign people responsibility for producing
certain results, leaving the individuals concerned broad discretion in
how to achieve those results. The same basic difference in the two
theories' approaches to assigning moral jobs reappears across all levels
of moral agency, from private individuals to collective (especially
state) actors. The distinctively utilitarian approach, thus conceived, to
international protection of the ozune layer is tu assign states responoibilities for producing certain effects, leaving them broad discretion
in how they accomplish it (Chapter t8). The distinctively utilitarian
approach, thus conceived, to the ethical defense of nationalism is
couched in terms of delimiting state boundaries in such a way as to
assign particular responsibility for every particular person to some
particular organization (Chapter t6). And, at a more domestic level of
analysis, the distinctively utilitarian approach tu the allocation of legal
liabilities i.~ to assign them to whomsoever can best discharge them
(Chapters 5 through 7>·
The great advantage of utilitarianism as a guide to public conduct
is that it avoids gratuitous sacrifices. it ensures as best we are able to
ensure in the uncertain world of public policy-making that policies
are sensitive to people's interests or desires or preferences. The great
failing of more deontological theories, applied to those realms, is that
they fixate upon duties done for the sake of duty rather than for the
sake of any good that is done by doing one's duty. Perhaps it is permissible (perhaps it is even proper) for private individuals in the
course of their personal affairs to fetishize duties done for their own
sake. It would be a mistake for public officials to do likewise, not least
because it is impossible. The fixation on motives makes absolutely no
sense in the public realm, and might make precious little sense in the
private one even, as Chapter 3 shows.
The reason public action is required at all arises from the inability
.z6
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of uncoordinated individual action to achieve certain morally desir·
able ends. Individuals are rightly excused from pursuing th05e ends.
The inability is real; the excuses, perfectly valid. But libertarians are
right in their diagnosis, wrong in their prescription. That Is the message of Chapter 2. The same thing that makes th05e excuses valid at
the individual level - the same thing that relieves individuals of responsibility - makes it morally incumbent upon individuals to organize themselves into collective units that are capable of acting where
they as Isolated individuals are not.
When they organize themselves into these collective units, those
collective deliberations inevitably take place under very different circumstances, and their conclusions inevitably take very different forms.
Individuals are morally required to operate in that collective manner,
in certain crucial respects. But they are practically circumscribed in
how they can operate, in their collective mode. And th05e special constraints characterizing the public sphere of decision-making give rise
to the special circumstances that make utilitarianism peculiarly apt for
public policy-making, in ways set out more fully in Chapter 4- Government house utilitarianism thus understood is, I would argue, a
uniquely defensible public philosophy.''
'' I am grateful for comments on earlieT dralto of thi.• chaplft from Pmr M<Carthy,
Doug Maci..Nn and )emny Waldron.
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The state as a moral agent

Positive arguments for state intervention of a broadly utilitarian sort
face essentially two different foes within contemporary moral and political philosophy. On the one hand, there are libertarians opposed to
state intervention of any sort as a matter of principle. To defeat their
objections, the utilitarian needs to show there is a legitimate role for
state action at all. On the other hand, the utilitarian fixation with securing good outcomes through social action is opposed by dl'Ontologists, who would judge all actions in tenns of the inputs- specifically,
in terms of the quality of the motives and intentions from which they
proceed. Defeating these two sorts of opponents is the task of this and
the next chapter, respectively, thus paving the way for the introduction (in Chapter 4) of my preferred form of "government house" utilitarianism.
Tile essentially antilibertarian argument of this chapter starts from
the observation that individuals find all sorts of excuses for not doing
the right thing. What follows is an analysis of how two such excuses
cut across each other in some rather surprising ways. The failure of
isolated individuals to do the right thing is excused, but only at the
price of permitting (or perhaps even requiring) coordinated collective
action wherein individuals may be rightly required to play their respective parts.
Tile analytic key to this argument is simply the proposition that
the state is a moral agent, too. It has responsibilities of its own (or, if
you prefer, we have responsibilities through it) even where - indeed,
especially where - we as individuals are excused from any responsibility for undertaking isolated, independent action. Hence the basic
finding of this chapter - arguments for letting individual moral agents
off the hook have the effect of putting collective moral agents such as
the state on it, in their stead.

Tilt' stnlt as a moral agtnl
I. TWO EXCUSES

How exactly we are to determine what is the "right thing" to do is
problematic. Happily, that whole set of issues can be safely left to one
side for the purposes of this chapter. My story here begins after that
one is finished. Even after it has been agreed what the right thing to
do would be - however that has been decided - there is still a variety
of excuses that can be giwn for not doing what it is agreed that, in
some sense, ideally we ought to do.
Two such excuses concern me here. One can be called the "liber·
tarian" excuse it is right that something be done, but wrong to force
people to do it. The other can be called the "no indi\'idual responsibility" (or, more colloquially, the "not my job") excuse. It is right that
something be done, but it is not my job k> do it; I have no individual
responsibility in the matter.
Each of these excuses is plausible in its way. Take the libertarian
excuse, for example. There genuinely are many things that we think
it right that people should do, but wrong that they should be forced
to do. One reason has to do with the crucial role of people's intentions
among the right-making characteristics of the act. Sometimes it is
thought not to be enough that the right thing be done; it must also be
done for the right reasons, if it is to count as morally worthy. Locke
gives one indisputable example in his utter Conctrning Toleration,
when he points out that pious act• performed by non-believers merely
to avoid social sanctions will not suffice to procure their salvation.'
Kantians would place most acts in the same category. Where the right
act must be performed for the right reason, if it is to be right at all,
forcing pe<.>plt> to perform it would be futile. If their reason for per·
forming the act were merely to avoid social sanction, then they would
be acting from the wrong reason in a way that undt'rmines the right·
ness of the act itself. It is strictly impossible, in such circumstances, to
force people to act rightly.
Another argument tending toward the same practical conclusion
has to do with the value of liberty. In the preceding argument, right
acts lose their rightnes.• whm performed ml'rely to avoid social sane·
lion. In this next argument, right acts f<'lain their rightness even when
forced; but force constitutes a moral cost all its own, to be set off
against any moral gains achieved by securing superior performances.
This story can be fleshed out in various ways. We might say that
liberty is a moral end in itself, and that its being infringed is in itself
a moral cost. Or (or "and": these are nowise incompatible options) we
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might take a "developmental" line, emphasizing the importance of
letting people learn from their own mistakes, so that they make fewer
of them in the future. Here, liberty would not be an end in itseU, but
rather a means of producing better outcomes at less cost in future.
The "not my job" excuse, similarly, often has a good deal of surface
plausibility. There may be something paradoxical about admitting that
it would be good for something to be done and yet, at one and the
same time, denying that it would be good for you to do it. But the
paradox is more apparent than real. In truth, there are various plausible reasons for admitting that it would be good for something to be
done (by someone) and yet denying that it should be morally mandatory for you, in particular, to do it.
One reason might be that the good to be done is something that
you yourself simply cannot do. Sometimes the impossibility is strictly
logical. It may be good that parents care for their own children; but,
not being one of this child's parents, that particular good is not one
that can be attained by your caring for the child. Other times, the
impossibility might be merely contingent. As it happens, you are incapable (or much less capable than someone else) of doing what is
required to promote the particular good in view. Yet other times, the
impossibility might be of a psychological sort. Given your own deep
commitments (to people, projects, and !10 on), and given your own
psychological makeup, you simply cannot bring yourself to do what
might be required of you to promote the good wherever and whenever you could. There are some things that you might do that truly
are above and beyond the call of moral duty; some of them are such
that it is all right for you to omit performing them.'
This last proposition, in particular, relies on something like the
"bottomless pit" objection. At root, the protest there is that, if you
were morally required to do all things of this sort that would be morally good to be done, then too much of a sacrifice would be demanded
of you. This might be due either to the depth or to the scope of those
demands. Doing the right thing on any one occasion might be just too
costly reasonably to demand it of a person; or, while doing the right
thing on any one occasion would not be so very costly, there might
be just too many occasions that are identical in all morally relevant
respects for us reasonably to expect you to do the right thing in all of
them.'
That latter thought is much of what motivates the standard distinction between "perfect" and "imperfect" duties. The former are
strong demands - obligations to be discharged every time the situa' Unman 1958. Hryd 1982. Pettit and Goodin 1g86, pp. 651-9.
' Fishkin 11j82.
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lion arises. The latter are weak demands, in comparison. You must
discharge such obligations on at least some occasions, but you need
not discharge them on all occasions when they arise. Contractual obligations are a standard example of the former, "duties of charity" of
the latter. This distinction between perfect and imperfect duties has
implications for the enforceability of such duties, in tum. Since we
ought always discharge each perfect duty, it is morally proper to enforce such duties whenever they ari5e, in a way that it would not be
appropriate to enforce each instance of an imperfect duty which we
need not discharge every time it arises.'
II. EXCULPATING INDIVIDUALS,
INCULPATING STATES

Those are very standard perspectives on a pair of very standard excuses. My aim here is neither to challenge nor to elaborate on them.
It is instead to show how those two excuiii!S can cut across one another. The first step in this argument lies in showing how the second
("no individual responsibility") excuse, while exculpating individuals,
inculpates collectivities. The next step, in Section Ill, is to show how
that in tum undermines the "libertarian excuse," justifying collective
enforcement of moral demands upon individuals.
So let us consider, then, the excuse that something is "not my job"
or "not my responsibility." Certainly there are good reasons (of a
pragmatic, and perhaps even deeper, sort) for a moral division of
labor. There are good reasons for assigning particular, morally important tasks to some particular moral agents as their exclusive realm
of responsibility. Once that assignment has been made, there are good
reasons (pragmatic, certainly, and perhaps even deeper) for not trespassing upon someone else's moral preserve. If that is what we mean
by saying, '1t's not my job" or '1t's not my responsibility," then the
forre of that proposition is plain for all to 5ee.
The form of the phrase "It's not my job" may well serve to suggest
that that is what the excu5e standardly means. Saying. emphatically,
"It's not my job," might serm to carry with it the unspoken message
that it is someone else's. But, of course, there is no reason for supposing that that will always be true. If responsibility has been assigned
to no one, then it is true of each in turn that it is "not my job."
• While it may bt> inappropriateo to force you to • on each ol tlw n occaAions wlwn
it would be possible lor you to •· it would nonetheless be appropriate to require
you to discharge your imperfect duty ol ~ on at IHII some of thooe n O<CAoions. Tbe barrier to enlorrement of such a duty is presumably purely administrative. It i• simply harder to enforce a rule that you should sometimes t than it
is to ""f~ one that you should always (or never) t.
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In that cue, mu~h of the former force of the exrusing proposition
is lost. If it is neithel' your job nor anyone else's, then the objection to
doins something that it is "not your job" mnnot be that you will be
meddlins in someone else's moral business. It ~annot be that you will
be undermining the moral division of labor. And, while it is still perfedly possible, it is mum less likely under those circumstana!S that
you will be rutting across someone else who is trying to do the job
himself. Thus, it is mum less clear why you should be exrused from
doins something. just bemuse you have not been assigned responsibility for it, when no one else had been, eithel'.
As Austin says, exruses rnaracteristimlly get us out of the fire into
the flying pan. Getting off the hook in one way puts you on the hook
in another.' Or getting someone off the hook puts someone or somethins else there, in his p~. That is as mum the mae as rver with
the "no individual responsibility" exruse. It gets individuals off the
hook, but suaeeds only in putting the group there in their plare.
What is no one's responsibility is everyone's. If it is right that somethins be done, and no one in partirular has been assigned responsibility for doins it, then we are all responsible for seeing to it that it
be done.
To say that all are responsible is not necessarily to say that each is
responsible, though. Still less is It to uy that e<Och is necessarily responsible for attempting to do whatever must be done himself. The
act in question may be such that it is either unnecessary or rven counterprodurove for everyone to perform it. It may be the case that, onre
any one of them performed it, none of the others would need to; or
it may be the case that, once any of them commenced performing it,
others' attempting simultaneously to do so would constitute counterprodu~ve interference. Or the "bottomless pit" problem. canvassed
earlier, might arise. Asking everyone to perform all morally desirable
a~ons might impose an unreasonable sacrifice on earn of them. For
such reaSOI\5, we typically - and rightly - suppose that, when responsibilities have not been allocated to anyone in partirular within a
group, the most that an be said is that each of them has an imperfect
duty to perform at least some (but not neCI!Ssarily all) of the acts that
we might ideally wish be performed.
The same general principle gi.,es rise to much stronger implications
at the level of the group as a whole, however. When no one in partirular bears responsibility for performing some morally desirable ac' Auotin t95ft-7. p. )· C~ the """""' of impo!lllibility by ......,.. of avuid.oble
ignoran<e or incapacity, for example. Bei11J1 .........J from doing the right thi11J1
now romos at the ooot of being blamed for not having done !IOIIIdhiiiJI in the
put that would have made you able to do the right thing later (Goodin 1glbb,
chap. 7; ZilllmrfiiWI •9117>·
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lions. everyone collectively has a strong. perfect duty to see to it that
those things are done, within the limits of the capacities of the group
as a whole to do so without undue sacrifice.'
The argument for strong collective responsibility in such cases proceeds by two steps. First, notice that the problems posed here for
individual action in the circumstances envisaged are all, in essence,
coordination problems.' Where two or more people try to do the same
good deed, their pfforts might provE' counterproductive; or one's good
deed might render the other's superfluous. Either way, there is a need
for coordination. Similarly, the danger of bottomless pits arises principally because, in the absence of coordinating mechanisms, the conscientious rightly dread that the unconscientious will shirk their
duties, leaving the former with much more than their share of the
moral chores to do. Running through all the rationales for the "not
my job" excuse, then, is this one common feature - they all point to
coordination problems, of one sort or another.
The second step in this argument is to show that the solution to
such coordination problems is, of necessity, a responsibility peculiar
to the group as a whole. To some extent, this follows from the very
nature of mordination. By its very nature, coordination is not something that can be performed by one actor in isolation. By its nature,
"coordination" ref~ to the relations betw....n things; between muscles, in a gra<-eful dancer's body; between departments, in a smoothly
functioning state; or, in the case of social coordination, between your
actions and others'. Coordination simply cannot be an atbibute of
your action alone, or of others' actions alone. Rather, it can only be
an attribute of yours togtllltr with theirs. And that, in tum, is the essence of a "group action."'
All that that argument sbictly shows, of course, is that it is only in
groups that behavior can be socially coordinated. It does not yet establish that it is the job of groups to coordinate behavior. Coordination, by its nature, is a collective enterprise. But it remains possible
for the coordination to be accomplished by individuals' action in
'Goodin •CJ85c, pp. 1w-44; for applications, see W-..om 1975, p. q; •CJ83. p.
)0. Of cuune, if moral duties tar outstrip thr J'e50tiRft of the group aa il whi.W.
then the whole group should be l'l<CliS4!d from them. But often plto that seem
bottomless from the perspectiw of the indi\'idual are ~ly manal!""'ble from
a collective perspective. If we can merely ensuJY that everyone contributes his
fair share, we can manage the bunlen perfectly happily.~ only rNliOIIIhe pit
looked bottomless from the individual's perspective wao thai he w.. contml·
plAting having (ol least potentially) to do hi• bit ond eve<yOIIl' ....... as woll. In
this chapter, I concentrate on bunle115 of this IAII<T 50rt - i.e.. where the "bottom·
le!s pit" argument "'c-uses individuals but nol groups as a whole.
' l..ewls 1'169. Goodin t97(>, chaps. 4 and 5·
'F. )acbon 19118.
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groups. The collective nature of the enterprise is respected by stipulating "in" groups. But that does not imply that the only way they
can coordinate behavior is through some heavy-handed, formal, collective action "by" groups.
Casual reflection on the coordination process clearly reveals that
neither formal organization nor collective participation of the group
as a whole is always strictly necessary for coordination to succeed.
Quite the contrary. Coordination is sometimes best achieved by delegating responsibility for coordination to some particular member or
members of the group. Other times it is best accomplished by assigning the task to someone outside the group altogether. Still other times,
coordination might best be left to emerge naturally, through group
interactions or through a shared perception of certain "obvious"
points as the foci for concerted action. Any of thl!!le solutions might,
in principle, produce the desired coordination.•
Having said all that, however, there remain certain roles which
groups necessarily have to play in coordinating behavior. First, where
coordination does not emerge naturally, coordination schemes can
function as coordination schemes at all only if they are embraced by
the group whose behavior is to be coordinated by them. This, in tum,
means that someone must intentionally have engineered the coordination ocheme, and everyone must act intentionally in cumpllance
with it.'" That is to say, coordination requires everyone to "track"
everyone else's behavior. When one person's behavior changes, everyone eble must take note of the fad and be prepared to make the necessary changes in their own behavior in response." Where this does
not happen "naturally" (for instance, through the market), it can only
happen intentionally - either directly (through the agent's own intentions) or at one remove (through the agent's intentional response to
the system engineer's intentional designs).
Second, even where there is no need to organize a coordination
scheme formally, the group as a whole still has a residual supervisory
function. This entails, in the first instance, a responsibility to undertake regular monitoring. It entails, in the second place, a responsibility
to be prepared to organize a more formal coordination scheme should
less formal ones fail to perform satisfactorily.
Thus, groups must be at least ulli11111lrly responsible for coordination. The reason is the same as the reascin why I must be responsible
for my own sins, or why the sole onlooker must be responsible for
• Goodin 197(1, chap. 5·

People milht just inlend to avoid sanctions designed to enlora! compliance, of
coune. So Ions u the ochelno has '-" lntentionolly ""'Ju-r.d in suc:h a way
u to guarlnlft that th.lt is rxtenoionally equivalent. th.lt is en<JU8h.
.. Nozick
pp. )•;o-26.
w
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I'I!!ICUing the drowning swimmer - no one el~e can, or will. Coordination is, by its nature, our collective enterprise. No other agent. Individual or group, can do it for us. If the behavior is ours, then any
coordination it manifests must necessarily be ours - at least in the
~ense of being an attribute of our, rather than anyone else's behavior.
If it is good that we should coordinate our behavior in theiM! ways,
as a hypolhtsi it is in the cases here in view, then we must ultimately
be prepared to do so through our own collective efforts. If individuals
are rightly to be excused from achieving the good through their own
isolated actions, pleading "It's not my job," then the collectivity must
be empowered and enjoined to do whatever is necessary to eliminate
those barriers that block morally efficacious individual behavior. The
collectivity must be empowered to make it someone's job, if anyone is
to be allowed to plead, "It's not my job."
What it might mean to hold responsible a group as a whole, where
the group is in no way formally organized, is perhaps unclear. Responsibility implies agency, and agency implies some capacity for intentional action. Unorganized groups lack that. Random collections of
people (for instance, that group of people occupying the third carriage
of the 17:2.7 train from London to Clacton) are incapable of forming
any "collective intention" until they first form themselves into a properly constituted "collectivity"; so, too, are members of an unruly mob
in the street. People might be held individually responsible for joining
in the mob's rioting; or they might be held individually responsible
for not doing whatever was required to constitute themselves into a
proper collectivity, capable of rescuing others who are trapped in the
carriage when the train crashes off the rails." But the group, u such,
cannot bear any responsibilities until it is properly constituted.
Where there is some collective agency in existence, though. there is
no problem in ascribing group responsibilities of this sort directly to
it. The state is preeminent among such organized collectivities. Our
paradigm of moral agency is essentially individualistic, to be sure. The
natural person is our model. Only those things that are sufficiently
like natural individuals - only those things that are po8lle5lll'd of clear
values, goals and ends, and capable of deliberation upon and intentional implementation of action plans in pursuit of them - can count
as agents at all, for moral purpcllll'll- It is only to them that moral
injunctions can be addressed. The limits of their capacity for effective
action mark the limits of our moralizing.
But artificially created agencies are agents, too. Most especially, the
state is a moral agent, in all the respects that morally matter. It, like
"Held uno; •rnz. F"""'h 1979: tfJII4. Goodin t<JII,.:, pp. 134-44· Pettit and Goodin
t<J86, pp. 67)-6.
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the natural individual, is capable of embodying values, goals and
ends; it, too, is capable (through its legislative and executive organs)
of deliberative action in pursuit of them. The state L• posses.o;ed of an
internal decision mechanism (a constitution, and the processes that it
prescribes) that mimics perfectly, for these purpose$. that which is
taken as the defining feature of moral agency in the natural individual.
Without such mechanisms, the state would not be a state at all. It
would lack the minimal organizational content required for that description to fit. With such mechanisms, the state is indisputably a
moral agent, much like any other."
Non<.' of this is necessarily to suggest that collectivities - even organized ones - have responsibilities which are not reducible to the
responsibilities of individuals comprising them. It cAn, of e<>urse, be
argued that they do. Indeed, that interpretation seems to follow naturally from ascribing some independent moral agency to the organization a.1 such.'' But it is also at least arguable that all the
responsibilities of the organization are, in the final analysis, responsibilities of individuals- both individuals in positions of responsibility
within the organi7.ation, and individuals on whose behaU the organi7.ation acts.
Nothing in the present argument requires me to take sides in this
dispuh.•. My claim could, in lint: with the latter position, bt.• read as

simply maintaining that individuals are excused from doing the right
thing under one set of circumstances but not another. Specifically,
where doing the right thing requires coordinated social action, they
are acused in the absence of mechanisms to provide that mordination. They are not acused in the presence of mechanisms to provide
it. Nor are they excused from a duty to create and maintain those
mechanisms to provide such coordination.
Neither is any of this to suggest that the state is the only mllective
agent capable of providing social coordination. Corporations, dubs,
churches, and so on are all, in principle, capable of helping to coordinate individual behavior in much the same ways. All of them are,
by reason of their internal decision apparatus, capable of being held
responsible for doing 110, in much the same way as the state. And
so on.
Still. the state must be ultimately responsible, because the state is
the preeminent organization among them in any given territory. Other
organizations exist by leave of - and at least in one Oegalisticl sense,
only under a charter from - the state. Any sanctions that those other
organizations want to impose upon their members in order to enforce
" French tm; 1984- Held 1970; 1972.
·• Held 1970; 1972. F. Jacbon •91!8·
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a coordination scheme can ultimately only be imposed by leave of and, often, only with the assistance of - the state, through its monopoly on legitimate violence. If coordination is required, other organizations might be responsible in the first instance for providing it. But,
by its nature, the state must be the collective agency ultimately responsible.
Lest the basic structure of my argument get lost among the finer
details, let me now summarize the argument so far. Tite key moves
in the argument have been: first, to show that the validity of the "no
individual responsibility" excuse follows from the impossibility of efficacious individual action, which in tum follows from the existence
of a coordination problem of some sort or another; and, second, to
show that, at least in the presence of formally organized collectivities,
the existence of a coordination problem implies that the collectivity
(and, among collectivities, ultimately the state) must bear ultimate responsibility for providing the coordination that is required in order
for people to be able to do the right thing. In short, the same thing as
makes it valid for individuals to offer the excuse of "no individual
responsibility" implies that there must, in such situations, be a collective responsibility.
III. TAKE NO LIBERTIES WITH
SHARED RESPONSIBILITIES
Tite next step in my argument builds on the results of the last. Once

it is established that we have some shared, collective responsibilities
to do something or to see to it that something is done, libertarian
excuses can be shown to lose much of their force. The libertarian excuse is principally an excuse for not forcing people to discharge their
own isolated, individual moral responsibilities. It does not work nearly
as well (typically, it does not work at all) as an excuse for allowing
individuals to refuse to play their part in discharging shared, collective responsibilities, and thereby to prevent us from discharging our
moral responsibilities.
At root, the libertarian principle is one enjoining us to mind our
own moral business. If a moral agent fails to discharge his own duties,
that is his problem, not ours. It is wrong of him not to do what he
should do, of course. But it is his wrong. not ours. It would be wrong
of us to interfere in what is not, ultimately, any of our moral business
by attempting to force him to do his duty.
Indeed, in the paradigmatic application of this libertarian principle
it is doubly "his own business," for the duty which we are exeu&ed
from enforcing upon him is one of a peculiarly self-regarding kind.
Not only would it do no good for a person to be forced to worship a
37
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god in which he does not belirvt!, but ht! alone would suffer from his
delict.
Not aU applications of the libertarian principle point to dutie that
are quire so narrowly self-regarding. of coul'!lt!. Other people ofren will
suffeor as a result of the agent's moral delicts, being hanned in OM
way or another. 1lH! point of the libertarian principle is not to deny
that this ever happens; it is instt!ad to emphasiu that, when it does,
the blamt! faDs squ~~rely upon the individual whose duty it was to do
those things. It was his job to do tht!m, not ours to make him do tht!m.
If ht! has wronged otht!rs through his delicts, the wrongs are wholly
chargeable! to his moral account. It is nothing to do with any of the
rest of us. Any writs that are issued in consequence of the delict
should be addl'e!llled to him, not us. In that sense, at least, even otherregarding acts are his busillllSS, not ours.
All that is meant meftly by way of explicating. not of defending.
the libertarian principle. Wht!tht!r or not it is ultimarely defensiblt!,
even as applied to isolated, individual moral responsibilities, I propost! to leave here as an open question. My aim here is merely to
show that, whatt!vt!r you might think of that principle as applied to
isolated, individual moral responsibilities, it is clearly inapplicable
to shared, collective moral responsibilities.
Where shared, collective responsibilities are concerned, it i• - by
definition - everyont!'s business what everyOM else does. And this
tautology is far from an empty one. It is everyone's business, first and
most simply, because it is a responsibility that everyont! shares with
everyone else. It is everyone's busillllSS, second and more importantly,
because, for an)'DIM! else's contribution to be efficacious, each agent
must usually play his part under the scht!me that has been collectively
instituted for discharging that shared responsibility.
When isolated, individual moral responsibilitie are not discharged,
various other people might be harmed. But at least no one else wiD
(n«essarily, or even usually) thereby be prevented from discharging
his own moral responsibilitie. When an individual fails to discharge
responsibilitii!S assigned to him pursuant to some scheme for discharging shared, collectivt! responsibilitie, this is not the case. The
success of others' acts pursuant to such schemes will indeed typically
be predicated upon the success of his own.
The need for coordination of this sort was what excused isolated
individuals from acting on their own, and what in tum gave rise to
the collective responsibilitit!S in the first place. 1lH! failure of any one
party to abide by the coordination scheme will typically undermine,
to some greater or lt!Ssel" exrent, tht! success of the scheme as a whole,
thereby preventing otht!r moral agents from successfully discharging
their assigned duties. It is for that reason that we may rightly force
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people to do their duties pursuant to schemes for discharging shared,
collective responsibilities - even if we may not so enforce isolated,
individual responsibilities.
The rather more grand way of phrasing the point here might be
couched in terms of undermining moral agency. Failure to discharge
isolated, individual responsibilities may well result in other people's
being harmed. That is wrong. But it is, at least in principle, a remediable wrong. People can, at least in principle, always be compensated
for harms to their interests (or so the libertarian would claim, anyway). Failure to discharge shared, collective responsibilities has more
grievous consequences, undermining in certain crucial respects other
people's moral agency itself. For that, compensation is in principle
impossible. There must be a moral agent to be compensated, and it is
that very moral agency that is being undermined.''
A less grandiose, and more satisfactory, way of putting the point
would be this. It may well be possible to compensate people, in some
sense or another, for preventing them from doing their moral duty.
Certainly there must be some sum of money large enough to make it
up to them, in the sense that the people concerned would think themselves globally better off being very rich delinquents than they would
have been as very poor saints. But global well-being is not the right
standard here. Moral delinquents are worse people, not just worsHJff
people." Morally conscientious people keep separate accounting categories, entering moral credits and material payoffs in completely distinct columns. To say that they might be compensated, in the sense of
being made globally better off by some transfer of money, is not to
say that the surplus in the material-reward column can wipe out the
deficit in the moral-virtue column. They may be better off with compensation, but they are differently off. Morality cannot be traded off
for anything but morality. That is what explains the impossibility of
compensating other people for the wrong done to them when they
are prevented from discharging their collective moral responsibilities.
That is what justifies us, pact libertarian principles, in forcing people
to play their part in collective moral enterprises - so that others may
play their part in them, too.
''So too with murder and grievous bodily harm, perhaps. What justifies us in
prohibiting those acts ex ante, rather than merely requiring compensation ox
post, may well be that compensation t....., is in principle impoosiblo. Clearly in
the case of murder (and to some e•tent with groos bodUy harm as weUl the
impossibility of rompensation can be traced to the (trul or partial) destruction
of the moral agent who would have to have been compensated. On these issues,
see Chapter 11 more generally.
•• True, when someorM' is prevented from doing his duty, the delict is not his fault.
But someone who is relieved rather than resentful that othera have oparod him
his duty would hardly count u morally conocirntiouo.
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All that is then left to underwrite the libertarian argument for not
forcing people to do what they should do is the "value of liberty." In
the circumstances here envisaged, though, the value of liberty weighs
on both sides of the scale. We infringe a person's liberty by forcing
him to do his moral duty, to be sure. But we also allow him to infringe
others' liberty (i.e., their liberty to play an effective part in some collective scheme for discharging their shared moral obligations) if we
allow him to default on his own obligations under that scheme. In
such circumstances, we should not be surprised if the liberty of the
many is characteristically taken to outweigh the liberty of the one."
All of this is simply to say that, where there is a collective responsibility to coordinate individual behavior in pursuit of some morally
important goal, it is legitimate for the collectivity to impose so1nctions
upon individuals in pursuit of that goal. Of course, it is perfectly true
that not all coordination schemes require such enforcement. As I have
acknowledged in the previous section, people are sometimes prepared
to play their assigned roles without any external sanctions whatsoever. So my argument here is not that we should necl'Ssarily always
enforce coordination schemes. It is, rather, that we should always be
prepared to enforce them as necessary.
Neither is it necessarily the case, even where enforcement is required, that it is always
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scheme that everyone's compliance be secured. Often, we can afford
a few defectors without any serious loss to the overall success of the
project; indeed, insofar as possible, it is only sensible to engineer backups and redundant systems into coordination schemes so as to guarantee that this is the case. But, even where we could afford a few
defectors, we nonetheless ought to impose the same sanctions o1gainst
all of them alike. On this conclusion, considerations of fairness and
prudence converge. If we were to set a differential tariff, depending
on the actual harm that any particular defection caused, then everyone
would be jockeying to be among the "affordable" defectors. There is,
then, a grievous risk that too many would end up defecting, and that
the success of the coordination scheme would be compromised in consequence. •"
''It is ol rouroe easy to justify infringing your libeny where you h.lve •xplicitly
'-."On&ented to a coordination scheme with the enforcement provisions that are
now being USI!d against you. But .vm whrre you h.lw not consented, infringing
your libeny might still be justifiable. If you h.lve a morol duty th.lt can <mly be

discharged through coordinated action, and that coordination can only be
achieved through a schenw with enforcement prmrisions of that sort, then you
have a dutv to con5ent to such a scheme and its attendant mforcemmt. Th.tt
duty to c~t, rather than your actual ronsent, i.• what ju.•tifi.s levying sanc-

tions.
'"Taylor and Word

1<j82.
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None of these arguments in defense of collective enforcement of
coordination schemes to discharge collective responsibilities applies
peculiarly to the state. All collectivities have a similar right to sanction
their members for noncompliance with coordination schemes. States
fine and imprison, S<.'ize and sequester; but so too do clubs fine their
members, corporations demote or dismiss their officers, and so on.
Still, all of that privatl' sanctioning is conducted within the framework
provided by stall' authority, and it is that which ultimately stands
behind all sanctioru; levied by lesser organizations. So, in that sense,
the state has to be the ulitmate source of sanctions. In that sense, it is
toward the state's sanctioning powers that thl'se arguments in justification are primarily addressed.
Neither do any of the arguments offered so far specify the limits
to the sanctions that may legitimately be imposed in pursuit of social
coordination. It surely cannot be legitimate to levy any sanction. however large, in pursuit of any collective enterprise, however trivial.
Some sorts of coordination dearly do matter more than others, however. And logically we should surely be able to levy larger sanctions
in support of more important goals. ••
Again, let me summarize the basic logic of my argument lest the
detail obscure the basic structure. The argument of the previous section established that the same thing that makes the "no individual
responsibility" excuse work to exculpate individuals from responsibility also works to inculpate collectivities, imposing upon them responsibilities to act so as to provide the needed coordination of
individuals' behavior. The argument of this section has established
that, whereas compelling people to do their individual moral duties
might be impermissible, it is perfectly permissible to compel people
to play their necessary parts in discharging collective responsibilities.
That permissibility of compulsion arises from the fact that delinquents
actually hinder others from discharging their own responsibilities under a coordination scheme. That is what makes it others' business
what the delinquents do or fail to do; that is what justifies others in
compelling the delinquent to play his necessary part in the coordination scheme. In short, the "no individual responsibility" excuse undercuts the libertarian plea of "no legitimate compulsion." You cannot
have it both ways. Where one claim has force, the other is for the
same reason deprived of its .
... To make our sanc1ions 50Cially

efficado~.

we mu.'\t at lea."t le'\'Y a sarw.:1ion ~uf·

ficient to extract from defect""' the illi<.it gains they 5«\lre from defecting when

othors are cooperating. Where uncmainty surrounds dm.ction and punishment,
tho sanction for t"- who actually are caught and punished needs to be proportionately higher in order to make tho statistically npocted payoff of defection
tho same. Soe mo..., g....,.ally Goodin 197f>, chap. 4·
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IV. APPLICATIONS

For some indication of the practical import of this argument, consider
two applications. One has to do with the state's responsibility for its
citizens' physical security, and its right to employ coercive sanctions
pursuant to the exercise ol that responsibility. The other has to do
with the state's responsibility for its citizens' economic security, and
its right to employ coercive sanctions in pursuit of that.
This pair of applications is nowise unique. Various other examples
could have been offl!red instead. But the pair I have chosen is particularly significant. Between them, "providing for the common defense"
and "promoting the general weUare" represent two of the most central spheres of state activity. More to the strategic point of the present
essay is the fact that one of these activities (promoting physical security) is broadly embraced by libertarians, whereas the other (promoting economic security) is stoutly resisted as a legitimate area of
state responsibility. Showing that state responsibility- backed, indeed,
by compulsion as necessary -can be justified in precisely the same
manner in each of these cases will incidentally serve to undercut the
libertarian case against compulsory state measures direc!L'd at promoting economic security."' That, too, is illustrative of the range and
significance of the argument I have here been mounting.
Take first the case of physical security. Each individual is, of course,
morally bound to refrain from attacking anyone else; and it is hard to
see how the excuses here in view could ever release him from that
duty. But each individual is also obliged to help protect others from
attack. This, typically, is a duty that does call forth the sorts of excuses
discussed here under the "no individual responsibility" heading.
Sometimes the cost of protecting another's life or property would be
the grave endangering ol your own- especially if you are the only
one to come to the other's ald. Sometimes it is dear that !Klmeone
should help, but it is unclear who among several equally eligible candidates should render the assistance. Sometimes the desired protection
can be accomplished only through a complex series of tasks that must
be performed by different people. and your contribution would be
useless (or worse) unless you could be sure that others would play
their parts." And so on.
Because of the need for coordination in all these respects between
people's efforts at protecting one another against physical assault, we
typically excuse people from any individual responsibility in such

stratesY Is dq>loyed with great success by Shue
"Cf. Held 1972, pp. 114-15.
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matters. At most, "Good Samaritan" laws might impose a "duty of
easy rescue" upon people, when it is clear what they could do to help
and when rendering such assistance would be virtually costless for
them.u
But for the same reason that we ordinarily excuse individuals from
responsibility for protecting one another's physical security, we typically (and rightly) deem it a collective responsibility. It is a duty of
the group as a whole to create and sustain some scheme for coordinating its members' efforts at protecting each other's physical security;
and, once some such collective scheme has been organized, the group
has the right to use such force as necessary for compelling compliance
with that coordination scheme, within the limits set by its nature as a
coordination scheme. (That is merely to say that it must not exercise
such force against anyone as to leave that person worse off than he
would have been in a "state of nature," where there was no such
scheme in operation at aU and everyone was free to attack him.) As
regards questions of physical security, all this is fairly well accepted,
even by libertarians of Nozick's ilk."
The same sort of argument can also be made, however, as regards
economic security. There, too, the "no individual responsibility" excuses are commonly invoked. Charity may be a moral duty, but it is
an imperfect one. There are simply so many people in need that I
would impoverish myself trying to cure poverty single-handedly. Besides, it is a complex issue, and there is no way for isolated individuals
to be sure that their well-intentioned acts of private charity are not
counterproductive." And so on.
This, too, points to the need for coordination between people's
duty-bound efforts at protecting one another's economic security. On
account of that, we typically excuse people from individual responsibility in such matters. But, again for the selfsame reason, we ought
to impose collective responsibility in these matters.
Here, again, if we take seriously the proposition that individuals
have a moral duty (albeit only an imperfect one) to protect others'
economic security, then it is their duty to create and sustain some
scheme for coordinating aid-giving efforts within their group. Once
some such coUective scheme has been organized, the group has the
right to use such force as necessary for compelling compliance with
that coordination scheme, again within the limits set by its nature as
a coordination scheme. Here that merely means that It must not ex~ Welnrib 11j8o. Kleinig 11}76.
.., Nozick 1974·

.. McKinsey
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ercise such force against anyone as to leave him less able to discharge
his aid-giving duties than he would have bern in the absence of such
a coordination scheme in the first place.
This is a conclusion that libertarians would resist strongly, of
course. They maintain that It is right to give, but wrong to be forced
to give, charitable relief to those less fortunate." But the argument
here is perfectly parallel to that developed above for enforceable collective protection of physical security. In that form, it is an argument
which they regularly welcome.
V. CONCLUSION

The upshot of this argument is thus powerfully antilibertarian. The
conclusion is that the state has the duty to organize - and the power
to enforce, as neceseary - various sorts of coordination scht!lftes to aid
its citizens in discharging their individual (albeit imperfect) moral duties.
The larger target is moral shirkers more generally, though. People
regularly try to find excuses for not doing the right thing. Some of
the excuses they offer do indeed seem compelling. The argument of
this chapter, however, is that, in their frenzy to excuse their delicts,
these moral shirkers tend to trip over thl'ir own excutl<'!l.
Excuses rarely excuse completely. Some of them cut across one an·
other in surprising ways. As I have shown here, we can sustain shirk·
ers' claims that people have "no individual responsibility" in certain
matters only by admitting that collectivities (such as the state) do have
responsibility in those matters, and indeed that they have powers of
compulsion as necessary to discharge those responsibilities. Dedicated
moral shirkers will, of course, derive little comfort from such findings.
But that is all to the good ...
H Nozlck 1974. pp. i>c-x. Waldron 11)116, p. 466.
•1 am gntftul to AIM Hamlin and Philip Pottit for coaunonts on this chapter.

PART II

Morality, public and private

Chapter 3
Do motives matter?

Utilitarian schemes for state intervention to promote the common
good are opposed not only by libertarians opposed to state intervention as a matter of principle but also by deontologists opposed to the
utilitarian fixation with good outcomes. What matters much more to
them are individuals' motives and intentions. It is not enough, for
them, that the right thing be done. They also insist that it be done,
and be seen to be done, for the right reasons.
Thus, for example, deontological moralists and social critics under
their sway are anxious to know whether we are sending food to starving Africans out of genuinely altruistic concern or merely to dear
domestic commodity markets, for one particularly topical example.'
Or, for another example, critics of the Brandt Commission's plea for
increased foreign aid more generally say, in stinging rebuke: "Many
of those who support the proposal ... do so out of genuine humanitarian concern about ... poverty. But it is doubtful whether this is the
main concern of its authors, and it certainly is not their only concern.
. . . They are, instead, primarily concerned with the preservation of the
existing world economic order."'
What is common to all such cases is an attempt at motive differentiation. Any particular piece of behavior might have sprung from
any of a number of different underlying motives; commentators (moralists, social critics) want to know which was the mil motive. Here I
shall show that this characteristic quest for motive differentiation is
misguided. In most of the standard social situations, it makes no material difference to agents' actions whether they act from one sort of
' Soylor HfTJ, p. :101.

• Hayter

1981,

P·9- W. Brandt

(1g8o,

p. 64l admits as much. saying. "It is a mark

of the u.,....sy relations between North and South that
intftftt can cauae suspicion...
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motive or another. And In such circumstances, pressing the motivational issue will usually lead only to mischief, of both a pragmatic and
a moral sort.

The simple observation on which this argument builds is just this.
Most people most of the time have very many different reasons for
performing one and the same action. Bishop Tutu goes to Oslo to
collect the Nobel Peace Prize. Why? Well, there are various reasons
we might mention. It is a high honor and a lucrative purse. Those
seem to be egoistic considerations, at least at first blush. But it is also
a rare chance to speak out against the evils of apartheid from an enormously influential platform, perhaps thus hastening an end to the
suffering of opprelllled peoples across South Africa. That looks like a
principled, altruistic concern on almost any reading. Which, you ask,
was the bishop's m~l motive? What, I ask in replying on the good
bishop's behalf, does it matter? Either way, he wanted to make sure
to catch his plane to Oslo.
I take this to be an absolutely standard social situation. Putting the
point in terms (which will serve merely as a useful shorthand) of
choices bftng drtenninrd by ......,!K>ns, my claim is simply that our
choices are characteristically overdetermined. Since there are more thtln
tnough reasons for an agent to t, there is no (direct, immediate, pragmatic) reason for the agent to inquire how many of those reasons
would have been just mough to induce him to •· The pragmatic question before him is merely whether or not to • in the circumstances he
is actually confronting. For him. and from that perspective, it is idle
to speculate whether or not he would be similarly inclined to • in
some slightly altered counterfactual circumstances, where one or more
of those reasons for action were removed.'
What may tend to obscure this simple point is that there usually is
a multitude of reasons for ting and a multitude of reasons for not•ing. An agent must choose either to • or to not.... In so doing. he
must decide which set of reasons weighs more heavily with him. That
he must come down on one side rather than another of this question
might, then. seem to suggest that he will have had to get clear about
the relative strengths of all his different motivt'S.
Nothing could be further from the truth, however. In deciding
' This is diffwent from economisb critical of revNled-pref"""""' methodolosY sayins that a penon's true motives might be empiric.llly undecidable by external
observer.~ (Sen 197)l and from !IOCiologilllH:um-psycholugists .. ying that a per....... decisions are dictolted by u n r o - forces (Maciver 1940; Peten 1956).
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whether or not to

~.

an agent need only determine whether reasons

R, .... R, , takm togeth" weigh more heavily with him than reasons
R,, ... , R,. takm togeth,.r. There is no need in the world for him to
assign weights to each particular reason within the larger bundle of
reasons, all of which argue in the same direction. Nor, having decided
which set of reasons is on the whole more compelling, is there any
need for the agent to determine I1C1W much more compelling it is. If
there are mor. tha" enough reasons on the one side to outweigh those
on the other, there is no need for the agent to inquire how many of
those reasons would have been just mough to outweigh those on the
other.'
II

To dLo;cover how common such a superfluity of reasons might be,
notice that accusations of "rationalization" (which are very common
indeed) presuppose just such a situation. When labeling someone's
account of his actions a rationalization, we are implicitly conceding
that those would hal!t' bern good reasons for acting as he did; we are
merely denying that those really were his reasons for acting as he did.
We quite agree that behaving as he did would have been a good way
of serving the goals he is now nominating; we merely deny that this
post hoc reconstruction accurately reflects his thinking (and, specifically, his goals) at the time.' His account would not be a rationalization - it would not "rationalize" his actions at all - were those not
truly reasons for someone who did embrace the nominated goals to
behave in the fashion the agent in fact did. Rationalizations misrepresent external reasons as internal ones. But the fact remains that there
had to be multiple reasons, of one sort or the other, for the agent to
do what he did in order for the allegation of rationalization to make
sense at all. HencP, if we frequently have cause to fear rationalizations,
then we must by the same token frequently have cause for supposing
that there frequently exist multiple reasons for someone to perform
one and the same action.

"' Economists f•c~ !limilar probl~ms in estimating the "ronsumt"l"§ surplus" (Marshall 1920, bk. ), chap. 6). It is enough that consumers know that they w•nt to
buy at the asking price; they have- no ~ason to bother contempt.Hng just how
much more they would have been p~red to ~y. Such considerations led Sidgwlck (J 1874l '9"7· bk. 3· chap. u, sec. )l to des~ir of the "moral judgment of
motives" altogether.
'Notice that talk of motives typically does arise principally in after-the-fact jusli·
fications of one's actions to others !Peters 19s6; Mills 194Q).
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There are several ways in which it might happen that we come to
have such a superfluity of reasons for performing the same action.
Here I shall identify three, two general in form and one peculiarly
!IOCiopolitical All suggest this will be a common phenomenon.
Perhaps the most general ground is this. One and the same spatiotemporal sequence admits of many different descriptions. In the hackneyed example, someone raising his hand in some particular way
might be waving. or saluting. or volunteering. or swatting a fly, or all
of the above. Presumably different explanations will have to be given
for - and hence different reasons will have to be appealed to, in order
to justify - one and the same performance, depending upon whether
we consider the action under one description rather than another. So,
at this most general level. the multiplicity of possible descriptions
guarantees a multiplicity of possible reasons for performing "one and
the same action," naively understood.'
Connected to that is a second general ground for supposing that
there will ordinarily be a multiplicity of reasons for any given action.
Before we can aslc. wily a person did something. we must first ask wluJt
he did - what he saw himself as doing. Most people most of the time
would describe any particular piece of behavior as falling under some
more general rule, practice or "habit" which they have adopted for
guiding a wide variety of similar activities! Very few people indeed
decide each case completely on its own merits.
If people's choices of actions are self-consciously rule-bound, then
the question becomes one of what motivated those people to adopt
those particular rules. Tile answer, naturally, varies from agent to
agent and rule to rule. But what matters in the present context is just
this - these more general rules will. ordinarily, offer more numerous
and more diverse reasons for being followed. Hence, even if in any
particular instance there is only one possible reason for an agent to
perform any particular action, the agent may nonetheless see himself
as acting on a more general rule which there are multiple reasons for
respecting.
• "Naiwly undentood," boauoe octs pe-rformed under differont deocriptions are
not, in""""'..,...,, the "same act" at all (Davidson tljl!o). But this external aspect
of tbe act Is aU that outside ot.rwn can confldmtly monitor; and if. as will be
argued,
are oftrn anxious to keep their options open as to how to deocribe
an act. even to thomoelves, that io all •"Y""' will """" have to work with. l'hilooophen anxious to describe an action in terms that the actor would recognize as
his own must not foredooe arbitrarily tbe .,.-oibillty that he is himself insiotently
amblvalmt as reprds act-dftcriptions, even in his own mind.
' Practice rules of tbe 1101t bere in view have hem adopted deliberately and are
therefore immunt' to tbe worries of Ryle h949, pp. no-• J).
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In addition to those grounds for expecting there to be a multiplicity
of convergent reasons in general, there is a special ground for expecting this to be particularly true in sociopolitical affairs. This connects up with what used to be called the "functional requisites of a
stable society." That phrase puts the point too strongly, and introduces all sorts of awkward questions about agency as well. In a gentler formulation, however, the point is well nigh indisputable. There
are aU sorts of advantages to living in a society which is arranged in
such a way that everyone finds it in his private interest to do what is
in the public int<'fest.
How, exactly, that coincidence of interests comes about l~ an open
question. Sometimes it is through a happy acddent. Other times it is
through the invisible hand of the market, or other analogous institutions based on reciprocal, conditional cooperation. Still other times it
is through the intentional intervention of social engineer.; "designing
institutions for knaves." For present purposes, the predse mechanism
does not matter.
The point is merely that, in any well-ordered society, affairs are
arranged in such a way that acts of altruism (along with other forms
of morally laudable behavior) will usually, if not quite invariably, pay
the person who performs them. In such cases, the same convergence
of public and private interests that underwrites the stability and
smooth functioning of social systems also guarantee~ that people will
ordinarily have multiple, converging reasons - some egoistic, some
altruistic - for performing the same action.'
IV

Wherever there are, in any of these ways, many converging reasons
for an agent to perform one and the same action, there are no particularly good grounds for that agent himself to bother pinning down
his own "true" motives, that is, the ones "really" guiding his behavior.• In such circumstances as these, <'tmcem with motives is primarily
an external concern rather than an internal one. It is the sort of thing
'The agent might be led to S.ty, with M.lclntyre (t<J67, p. 466!, "it is not ... that I
haw two separate motives, seU·inh!mlt and benevolence, lor doing the oame
action. 1 have one motive, a desire to live in a certain way, which cannot be
characterized as a d ..ire for my good rather than that of others."
• For empirical evidtnce, sa> Nisbett and Wilson •m- Furt""""'-". most actions
are complt."Xes or !M!qUenao across a protracted period of time; and at different
momenl!l different ones of an agent's multiple, convl'l'ging reasons lor action will
weigh I1'IOre heavily with him. Thus, even if he could pin down which w .. his
"one true motive" at each moment, there remains the question as to which in
this long !M!qUenct of shifting motiw. should bo rallod "the" motiw underlying
tho action-complex as a whole.
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that other people worry about - and have good grounds for worrying
about. Their worries are not, however, ones that the actor himself has
any particularly strong prt18mlltir grounds for sharing. That is established in Section IVA. The agent may well have strong rrri1Talislir
grounds for inquiring into his motives, nonetheles.~. But, as I shall
show in Section !VB, such inquiries will prove fruitles.• - the answers
inherently inconclusive and unreliable - if that is his 1>rrly reason for
inquiring.
A

We characteristically demand to know uohy an agent did what he did
under either of two circumstances. One is when we can see "" reason
to do it; the other is when we can see too m~~nv. In the former case,
we are demanding that the agent give us "one" good reason" for behaving as he did. In the latter case, we are demanding much the same.
Where we can see that he might have done something for any number
of very different reasons, we once again want to know which one (or
ones) of th~ converging reasons were his reasons - which were foremost in his mind when choosing that action.
The first purpose such inquiries might serve is a pragmatic one. We
want to anticipate other people's future behavior in order to plan our
own so as to pursue more effectively our own ends, whatever they
may be. Knowing people's motives is crucial in this connection, because motives provide clues to understanding action -past, present
and future. Coming to understand a penon's motives for acting as he
did enables us to explain his past behavior, and to do so in such a
way that allows us to predict his future behavior (assuming. of course,
that he will be similarly motivated in similar future situations).
Notice, however, that this concern weighs far more heavily with
other people than with the actor himself. From a pragmatic point of
view, it is far more important to us to be able to isolate the motives
underlying other people's behavior than it is to be able to isolate the
motives underlying our own. That is simply because predicting other
people's future behavior is much more important to us than predicting
our own. Other people's behavior forms the backdrop against which
we will have to act. It constrains our choice of actions to some greater
or lesser extent; or it facilitates our choices to some greater or lesser
extent. We want to predict other people's behavior in order to know
what choices will be effectively available to us, and on what terms.
From our own point of view, others' actions are to be predicttd; our
own are to be dwsm. If others act in ways out of keeping with the
pattern formed by their past behavior, our own plans (insofar as they
are predicted on a presumption that ~ patterns will persist) will
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have been spoiled. Insofar as wt> act in ways out of keeping with the
pattern formed by our own past beha,•ior, our own plans will merely
be said to havl.' changed. There is no reason - no din!ct, internal reason, at least - why our plans should not chang!.', or for us to regret
such a change if it does occur.
That is not to say that an agt>nt has absolutely no reason for wanting to be able to predict his own future behavior. For one thing. he
has some indirect interest in doing so, derived in various ways from
the interest that others take in it. For another, an agent whose preferences are set to change will want to know when and how, either
with a view to choosing plans whose future payoffs will be agreeable
to his future self (presuming he happens to take an interest in his
future self's satisfactions) or, minimally, with a view to using up resources that will cease to be useful to him once his plan• have
changed.
None of those sorts of goals, however, strktly requires clear knowledge of your own present motives. If you want to give others firm
guarantees of your future behavior, the way to do that is not to parade
your present motives before them; it is rather to superimpose new
and stronger motives for behaving as you promise (e.g., by signing
binding contracts which are costly to break). Similarly, if you want to
know when and how your preferen<-es are going to change, looking
within yourself and your present desires for clues is probably not the
best way to find out. You would be better advised to look instead
outside yourself, to the external forces that will shape your future
desires.
Even if such considerations do apply to the agent himself, they do
not apply to him anywhere nearly as strongly as they do to others.
He has less of an interest in pinning down his own motives than
others do, because he has less of an interest in predicting his own
future behavior than they do. When confronted with an inconsistency
between his previous plans and his present actions, the agent himself
always has the option of declaring, "I changed my mind." From his
own perspective, that successfully transforms what would have
counted as a cost in terms of his previous plans into a benefit in terms
of his new ones. The fact that an agent's altered actions effectively
serve his new goals is, however, of little comfort to others whose plans
for pursuing their own goals were predicated upon predictions of that
agent's behavior which have now proved false.
Much the same can be said of a person who has not actually
changed his mind, but merely does not know his mind. This is the
case of someone who persistently makes incompatible choires, undoing with one action what he has just done with the last. It appears
that he is moved by inconsistent, poorly ordered motives/preferences.
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And it therefore might appear that he has much the same sort of an
interest in understanding and sorting out his own motives, for his
own purpo!ieS, as others have in understanding his motives for theirs.
But that argument moves too quickly. It too readily tars motivational inconsistency with a brush best reserved for cognitive inconsistency alone. Arguments from consistency are conclusive, perhaps. as
regards questions of truth. If two beliefs can be shown to be inconsistent, then (according to all standard logics, anyway) one of them simply has to be abandoned as false. In the realm of desire, however,
truth is not at issue. There, consistency is a very different sort of virtue, and inconsistency carries a very different kind of penalty."'
To be sure, two inconsistent desires cannot be simultaneously satisfied. 11\at is a powerful (pragmatic) reason for not pursuing them
simultoniOVsly. But that is not necessarily an argument for not pursuing them seporately in different spheres of one's life, pigeonholing
the paradoxes, as Wittgenstein would say. Nor is it an argument for
not pursuing them sequmtiDI/y. If the desires really are incompatible,
then of course it will remain true that in pursuing the one you will
be undoing whatever you have already accomplished in pursuit of the
other. But it is simply incorrect to say that you are necessarily worse
off at the end of this process, if you truly harbor both desires. You
may be going around in circles, but saying that you harbor both inconsistent desires may be merely to say that you enjoy going around
in that particular circle." The upshot may be much the same as with
the agent with changing preferences- an agent can derive satisfaction
from the (counterproductive) pursuit of his inconsistent desires; and
this satisfaction is of a sort that is necessarily unavailable to others
who are affected by his inconsistent choices.
In conclusion, others need to know our motives because they need
to know how to get from us whatever it is they want in any particular
circumstance. We, for our own part, need only know what we want
"' 8. Williams 1973b, <Mps. 11 and 12. Nozlck tljllt, pp. 405~·
" The <ta...ic proof !Mt intransitivity is pooiliv•ly irrational is tMt someone with
such ~ ran bo indu<ed to matu. "Dutch book" against him..lf. II ho
prdl>rs A to 8 to C to A. thon ho would bo willing to pay some pooittv• sum ol
money to mab NCh II\Oft, going around in a ne'Ve'r-ending drcle until he was
brotu. (Davidson and Suppes 1957, p. 2; Raifla t968, p. f'll). TNt i5 supposed to
bo a reductio, but oomoone who really did ~kr A to 8 to C to A might n!<kon
II money ...,n •pont, enjoying as he does each ride around tho D1t'l'l)'·g<>-round.
In any <...,, it is undur how undentanding the motivtS undorlying your own
intransitive choices would Mve helped you avoid the disastrous ronsequen<t5
ol pursuing them to your ruin. Mostly WMt it needed for tNt is simply knowing
1/IIJI you Nvo Intransitive proh!rences and WNt lollows from tNt 10<'1; knowing
wily you do so is neither - - . y nor oven parti<ularly helpful in avoiding
their contequenct!S.
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in any particular circumstal'la!. We need to know others' motives, for
the same reason they need to know ours. But there is no pragmatic
need for us to inquire deeply into our own motives, just so long aa
they are not so unclear or so inconsistent as to stymie choice itself."
B

We might have a second purpose for inquiring into motives. This is
a moralistic one. We want to know why a person did what he did,
because we want to decide what sort of a person he is. Conaequentialists might regard this inquiry as just a variant on the other. For
them, all concern with people's motives and character is reducible
back to a desire for indicators of their future behavior. But for deontologic moralists in the Kantian tradition, or the Judeo-Christian tradition more generally, questions of motives and character retain some
considerable independent interest. For them, the quality of an ad depends crucially on the quality of the will from which it proceeds. For
purposes of moral evaluation. conducted in this mode, at least, we
must know the agent's intentions as well as his actions (past, present
or future)."
In Section IVA, I argued that knowing someone's true motives is
pragmatically more important for others than for the agent himself.
Moralistically, that is decidedly not true. An agent has a direct, immediate interest in his own moral standing that is at least aa sbong
aa (and arguably far stronger than) anyone else's interest in it. The
question to be raised here, then, is not whether an agent has an interest in inquiring into his own motives. For moralistic purposes,
surely he does. The question is instead whether such inquiries are
likely to prove fruitful, in cases of multiple, converging motives, if
that moralistic purpose is the only purpose for which these inquiries
are being conducted.
The situation in view, remember, is one in which there are multiple,
converging reasons for performing one and the same action. The task
before the agent is to determine, for certain moralistic purposes, which
of th011e reasons weighs most heavily with him. As argued in Section
"Simulta.,..>usly pmerring A to B and B to A, lor example. would render~
impossible; "" too "'ould an incomplete ~ ordering. at IHst insofar u
unr.mked options are c"""""'"" (Goodin twf>, chap. 2).
" ln~liono ""' n<ll !llrictly equivalent to mollvos, os the notion ol """' rrw in the
criminal law makes clorar (Han tg68, chap. 5). What mau.n there is Jimply lhot
the criminal perfornwd the act in qW!!IIion. fully ln~inK its natural ....,......
quen<:P.~- uoh!l hl' suughtthow <-onsequenct!O i• neither here nor there. Although
judgments of Josal guilt ""' wbstantially independent of such motivational inqulrios, judgment• uf blanwwurthin.,.. or ""cusabillty - and hence of appropriate
punishlll<'nt- typically dn tum on them (Fletcher •m; Bnndt •91151.
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IVA, however, there is no pragmatic need for him to settle the issue.
So the agent is addressing this moral question about motivations unconstrained (or minimally constrained) by pragmatic, objective reality.
He can give any of a great number of different answers to the moralistic question, without having had to alter lWo behavior in the
slightest.
What are the results of this inquiry worth, when there are so few
external checks or constraints on them? For the conclusions of this
moralistic inquiry into motives to carry any real significance, it is crucial that the agent should be reporting truly what relative weights he
really does (or did) assign to different considerations. But neither he
nor we have any way of knowing whether what he reports as his
motives really are his true motives; after aU, the results of this inquiry
would not have made any pragmatic difference to what he decided
to do, in the end. With nothing else at stake in the inquiry exapt lWo
moral standing. the agent doing the accounting would enjoy enormous latitude to cook the books at will. Where that is so, nothing
much can foUow from the accounting exercise.
The point is not just one about veracity in reporting one's own
motives. The fear is not so much that the agent will lie, but that without any reality check neither he nor we will have any way of telling
what the truth of the matter ret~Uy Is. Nor is the worry that he will
necessarily cook the books in his own favor, attributing to himself
nobler motives than he in fact harbors. He may do just the opposite,
engaging in moral self-debasement and attributing to himself less noble motives to himself than are really at work. The point is merely
that there is no way of checking the books, and that fact alone makes
them worthless accounts for the purposes at hand.
An agent, anxious to inspect his own motives to discover what sort
of a person he is, would be better advised to tum his attention to
other sorts of situations entirely. Instead of examining cases where
many diverse reasons for action converge, and trying to decide which
of the several motives (all of which point in the same direction) really
guided him, the agent should instead look to cases where reasons for
action sharply diverge. Where different motives would point the actor
in different directions, he can readily determine which motive really
guided his behavior merely by observing what, in the end, he did.
Such crucial test cases allowing for the unambiguous differentiation
of motives will be rare. That is the burden of the preceding arguments;
and that conclusion is confirmed by the common experience of different biographers, all intimately acquainted with the details of some
subject's life, but nonetheless irreconcilably at odds in their final judgments as to what sort of a person he really was. Still, it is to those
rare test cases, rather than to the more common case of multiple and
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converging reasons, to which we must look in order to decide what
sort of a person one really is. (Likewise, it is to those rare cases of
"many reasons for doing the wrong thing, and only a single morally
noble one for doing the right thing" to which we should look in our
search for moral exemplars.) In the more common cases of converging
rea~>ns for any given action, we might (at most) merely want to check
to make sure that the moral reason is at least present among all the
others. It is futile to try to decide, under those circumstances, whether
it is the controlling motive.

v
The burden of the foregoing argument is that, where there are many
different reasons for an agPnt to pE-rform one and the same action, the
agent himself has "" g<>od "'"'"" to try to disentangle his own true
motives. That established, I next want to make a stronger and more
positive claim. Thl't'C might oftl'II be good reasons for him to do exactly the opposite. That is to say, there might often be good reasons
for an agt•nt positively to avoid pinning down his own true motives
too tightly, certainly in public and perhaps even within his own mind.
Such obfuscation might carry advantages of a perfectly general sort.
Here, however, I shall concentrate more narrowly on the motives of
altruism and egoism, and on the strategic advantages that can often
accrue from fudging the question of which has motivated any particular piece of behavior. I shall identify three ways in which such strategic advantagt'S might accrue, without presuming tht'tll to be either
exhaustive or necessarily mutually exclusive.
1. Notice, first, that altruism might be seen as entailing a kind of commitment. When you declare yourself to be behaving altruistically this
time, without further elaboration as to what pPCUiiar brand of altruism
you might be practidng, you implicitly commit yourself to doing similarly in at least some similar circumstances in the future. But you
may not want to make that sort of a commitment. You may regard
benevolence as a kind of Kantian impE-rfect duty. Giving alms to some
beggars should suffice; just because you give alms to some beggars,
that does not mean that you are willing to commit yourself to giving
alms to all (even to any other) beggars. You may want to be altruistic
with respect to some particular individuals - your family, friends,
compatriots - without committing yourself to being equally altruistic
toward the world at large, even though admitting that you can offer
no good grounds for limiting your favors thusly. In those circumstances, too, you are strategically well advist'd to resist describing
your actions in terms anything like as general as "altruism." Absent
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some plausible principle to justify your limited loyalties, that description would stand in ~ danger of committing you to more than
you would wish.
2. Just as you obfuscate as regards your private motives so as to avoid
unnecessarily committing yourself, so too might you want to obfuscate as regards the collective intentions underlying some joint endeavor so as to avoid losing supporters who would not want to
commit themselves unnecessarily to similar future action. Different
people join in any particular piece of collective action (enacting a particular piece of legislation, overthrowing a particular dictator) for a
variety of different reasons... Vague and contradictory statements of
collective intent not only reflect the tensions contained within such
marriages of convenience; they are also option-preserving elements
which are crucial in helping to consummate such marriages in the
first place.''
)· Sometimes a penon is prepared to be altruistic, but only in his
dealings with other altruists. It would be to your advantage to be
treated altruistically by this person. But to do so, you will have to
feign more altruism than you really feel - or at least you will have to
give sufficiently unclear signals that a generously disposed conditional altruist will be prepared to interpret them as signs of altruism
on your part. It would be a smart move for you to feign altruism or
to obfuscate in this way, just so long as the gain that you would secure
by being treated altruistically by others exceeds the loss that you
would suffer by treating them less ruthlessly than you would otherwise have done. An altruist who unilaterally declared himself to be
playing an Assurance Game might be able to elicit a fair bit of "as if'
altruism from others, as well.''
Taken together, these three propositions suggest that it might often
be in an agent's strategic interests to obfuscate as regards his true
motives. In saying "strategic interests" here, I do not nl'CeSSIIrily mean
to imply that their true motives are invariably egoistic. An altruist,
too, would lind it in his strategic Interests - that is, It would promote
the happiness of others better - if he were to obfuscate as regards his
motives for passing money to needy others. Recipients feel better getling money that they can plausibly regard as a "loan" rather than as
a gift of pure charity, for example.
"

~nan ('97J) offers the d..UjlhtfuUy perv...., '"""mple of both altruistic and
envious poople agreeing. each for his own very different reasons, to a redistri·
bution ol incomr from the rich to the poor - the altruist aclillfl out uf •ympathy
for the poor. the enviouo out ol hotred for the rich.

" Ma<G!Dum

.• s.-n tCJ67.

1966.
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The practical implication of all of this is simply that it is often a mistake to insist not only that the right thing be done, but that it also be
done for the right reason. By forcing the motivational issue in this
way, we will often succeed only in reducing the frequency with which
the right thing gets done at all. Furthermore, by forcing the issue in
this way, we may even be putting off some people who would have
done the right thing for the right reason privately, but who refuse (for
one of the strategic reasons mentioned) to do so when an unambiguous, public revelation of motives is required. The conclusion is that
we ought to abandon inquiries into motives altogether, at least for
that large class of cases characterized by multiple, converging reasons
for action.
There may still remain some practical problems of deciding how to
respond to some particular piece of behavior without knowing for
certain what its motives were. Here I suggest we simply borrow a
model devised by U.S. courts for dealing with policies that might have
been motivated by racial or sexual antagonisms. Although such discrimination by government agencies is of course illegal. a showing of
discriminatory intent is not, in and of itself, sufficient to settle the
issue; that merely shifts the burden of proof onto the agency, which
then has to prove that the policy (however discriminatory in its intent)
actually serves some other legitimate purpose. If the agency can in
this way show that it is a good policy, then the courts will not overtum it even if the agency adopted it for "bad" reasons.''
This is an approach which my analysis would encourage moralists
to adopt, likewise. If there were enough good reasons for an action,
then it dO<.'S not matter how many bad ones there were for it as well;
nor does it matter which of those several reasons 1'911y guided the
agent's choices. Certainly we should arrange our social affairs in such
a way that people can act on noble motives if they so desire, and doing
so may require fairly radical restructuring of some aspects of society
(e.g., the economy). The mistake comes merely from insisting that people must act purely from noble motives.''
'7

Ely t9j0, pp. ulbff. R. Bennett 1979.

•• For helpful dis<usoions of th<so iuues, I am grawful to Lincoln Allison, Alistair
Edwan:l•. Vinit Habar, David Hunter, David Miller, Max Neutu, Philip Pettit,

Raymond l'lant, Andrew Reeve, HIUel Slriner, Hugh Sln!tton, Richan:l Sylvan,
Michael Taylor, Jeremy Waldron, Hugh Wan:! and Albert WNie.
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Chapter 4
Government house utilitarianism

Critics of utilitarianism invite us to contemplate alternatives to utilitarianism. When doing so, however, we ought also to consider alternatives within utilitarianism. Not all utilitarianisms are of a doth, and
some of the criticisms that might be devastating against one variant
might not stick against another. Depending upon what, precisely, it
is that bothers us about utilitarianism, utilitarianism itself might provide an answer.
The ordinary way of denominating varieties of utilitarianism, surveyed in Chapter 1, differentiates them according to what the felicific
calculus is to be used to choose. Thus, act-utilitarianism has us chOOIIing actions, one by one, according to the calculus of pleasures and
pains. Rule-utilitarianism has us choosing a rule of conduct that will,
insofar as it is followed, maximize utility, and that rule then dictates
our choice of actions.' Motive utilitarianism has the utility calculus
being used to select motives and dispositions according to their general felicific effects, and those motives and dispositions then dictate
our choices of actions.
The distinction I shall here propose works along a dimension orthogonal to that one.' Instead of differentiating utilitarianlsms on the
' The ph"'"" "Insofar as it is followed" here ddiberarely straddles two poo;sible
alternative formulations: (t) "choose that rule which, if followed by ewryone,
would maximize utility" and (>) "choose that rule which, gh•en what others will
do, maxlmizrs utility if c:hoo4!n to 11uidc your action.•." The lattt-r r.. clearly the
more rorroct formulation ol the principle when used by individual chooser.; <Harrod 19)6, pp. 151-:a; Regan 198<>). The former, or sonw variation on it, is arguably
the defemlble when the principle is uoed by thooe rt'liponsible for coonli·
nating the actions ol • la'l!" group of agents.
'"Orthogonal," beca~~~e for various """"""'oft..red later public officiAls are p...cluded from the diMe~ punuit of utility and adopt indirect, rule-baoed strategie
ino!Nd. Thus. many ol the advant.lf!ft of the form of utilit.trianism I here rec·
6o
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basis of what they are used to choose, I suggest doing so on the basis
of who is &-upposed to use the utilitarian calculus to make choices.
Implicitly, contemporary discussions of varieties of utilitarianism are
all standardly addres.'M!d, ftrSt and foremost, to individuals acting in
their personal capacities and making choices which, while they may
affect others as well. principally affect the choosers' own lives. Implicitly, public officials, choosing in their "fficial capacities and on
behalf "f others, are expt.'Cied to address their choices in exactly the
same fashion, bringing exactly the same considerations to bear as
would private individuals.'
That, I submit, is a fallacy. It dt>es matter who is using the utilitarian calculus, in what circumstances and for what purposes. Using
the felicific calculus for micm-level purposes of guiding individuals'
choices of personal conduct is altogether different from using it for
macro-level purposes of guiding public officials' choices of general
social policy. A different menu of options - in some respects greater,
in others, less, but in any case differ:.':~! - is available to public and
private choosers.
Those differences are such as to neutralize, in the public sphere,
most of the objections standardly lodged against utilitarianism in the
private sphere. True though such complaints may be as applied to
utilitarianism as a standard of personal <"Onduct, they are irrelevant
(or anyway much less problematic) as applied to utilitarianism as a
standard of public policy. Or so I shall argue.
Dubbing the fonn of utilitarianism I advocate "government house
utilitarianism" seems apt, since it does after all concern the fonnulation and implementation of public policy. It also runs the risk of unfortunate echoes, of course. That is after all a term usually applied,
usually derisively, to the closing chapters in Sidgwick's Methods of
Ethics, where he recommends that enlightened (implicitly, colonial)
rulers govern according to utilitarian principles that are not necessarommend Oow from the advantages of indirect rult'-utilit.trianism more genrrally.
Still, there are poculiar ddvant•ges to be derived from making publk policy in
th..., ways. and tht.re are p«uliar constraints on public policy-makers obliging
them to behave in tim fuhion. Hence, though this .1rgument for "government
"""""" utilitarianism" is related to the case for indirect rult'-utilita!Unism """"
g..,....ally. it is not wholly reducible to it.
' In ronwmporary discu,..ions, it is •urprisingly rare to find any explicit ocknow·
ledgrnent that utilita!Uni.•m can ""rve both functi<-. guiding public .. well as
penonal choices. Wht.n the distinction betw~n tilt. two functions io ~ at
all, the former is almo51 invariably givm primacy - at lout in dltculsions of
mora lim and even phil"""''hers• if not neceooarily in those of economists. See B.
Williams '97Jd· pp. •)8-40, and Sen and Williams •98>. pp. 1-;z; cf. Hardin 1Cj86;
•911S and Son and B. Williams 19f\2, chaps. 2-4, 9 and 10.
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ily (and perhaps neceuarlly not) accessible to those subject to their
rule.• I do not wish to commit myself in advance to this intuitively
unpalatable rondusion - though of roune as a utilitarian I cannot
rommit myself 6rmly against it, either, ahead of a calaalation of ron·
sequences. What I can say, ex ante of any such calaalation. is simply
that it is not this aspect of government house utilitarianism that attracta me, and it is not on that basis that I propose to rommend it to
others. If this is indeed a ronsequence, it is a <preanalytically) unwelct>me one.
One final prefatory note. In urging utilitarianism as a guidl' for
policy choice, I am bl'ing faithful to the tradition. Whatever rontemporary writers might say, "The fathers of utilitarianism thought of it
principally as a system of social and political decision. as offering a
criterion and basis of judgment for legislators and administrators";
and "this Is recognizably a different matter from utilitarianism as a
system of personal morality."' lk!ntham's Introduction was to the prin·
ciples of morals and kgisliltion, after all; and to judgp from Bowring's
rollection of his Worb, he spent the vast majority of his time advising
on matters of ronstitutional and penal law reform and other sundry
topics in public policy and administration. And so too with his most
immediate sua:essors.•
I. TilE PECULIARITIES 01'
PUBLIC-POLICY MAKIJI,;G

My largpr argument turns on the proposition that there is something
special about the situation of public officiaL1 that makes utilitarianism
more plausible for them (or, more precisely, makes them adopt a form
of utilitarianism that we would find more acceptable) than private
individuals. Before proceeding with that larger argument, I must
therefore say what it is that is so special about public officials and
thl'ir situations that makes it both more necessary and more desirable
for them to adopt a more credibll' form of utilitarianism.

A. TM argumtnt from neassity
Consider, first, the argument from necessity. Public officials are
obliged to make their choices under uncertainty, and uncertainty of a
'Sidgwick hll74l1907, bk. 4- chap. ~. 11«5. :t-J. Cf. B. WWialll!i 197}il. pp. t J!l-40,
and Sen and WU&ms 1982, p. 16.
'B. WiUiamo 197JI· p. 135.
• Bentham h;rt19l1970; 1843- Amons Benth.lm's followers, John Austin clearly uoed
the utiUtarlan calculus for judging rules and inslftutions (Rawh 19~5l. and ). S.
Mill at ln8t arguably did .., (Urmson 1953; cf. Mabbott 1956l.
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very special sort at that. All choices - public and private alike - are
made under some degree of uncertainty, of course. But in the nature
of things, private individuals will usually have more complete information on the peculiarities of their own circumstances and on the
ramifications that alternative possible choices might have for them.
Public officials, in contrast, are relatively poorly informed as to the
effects that their choices will have on individuals, one by one. What
they typically do know are generalities: averages and aggregates. They
know what will happen most often to most people as a result of their
various possible choices. But that is all.
That is enough to allow public policy-makers to use the utilitarian
calculus - if they want to use it at all - to choose general rules of
conduct. Knowing aggregates and averages, they can proceed to calculate the utility payoffs from adopting each alternative possible general rule. But they cannot be sure what the payoff will be to any given
individual or on any particular occasion. Their knowledge of generalities, aggregates and a•·('J"ages is just not sufficiently fine-grained for
that.
For an example, consider the case of compulsory seat belt legislation. Policy-makers can say with some confidence that, on aggregate,
more lives would be saved than lost if all automobile drivers and
passengers were required to wear seat belts. As always, that aggregate
conceals the fact that some gain while others lose. Some people would
be trapped by seat belts in fiery crashes who would otherwise have
been thrown to safety by the force of the impact, after aU. The point
is that policy-makers, contempl.1ting seat belt legislation, have no way
of knowing who those individuals are, exactly, or on what occasions,
exactly, that might occur. All they can know is that, on aggregate, far
fewer people would be saved than killed by being thrown clear of
their cars upon impact.
Furthermore, the argument from necessity would continue, the instruments available to public policy-makers are relatively blunt. They
can influence general tendencies, making rather more people behave
in certain S<lrts of ways rather more often. But perfect compliance is
unrealistic. And (building on the previous point) not knowing particular circumstances of particular individuals, rules and regulations
must necessarily be relatively general in form. They must treat more
people more nearly alike than ideally they should, had we perfect
information.
The combined effect of these two factors is to preclude public policy-makers from fin<~tuning policies very well at all. They must, of
necessity, deal with people in aggregate, imposing upon them rules
that are general in form. Nothing in any of this necessarily forces them
to be utilitarian in their public policy-making, of course. What it does
6)
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do, however, is force them - if they are inclined to be utilitarian at all
- away from direct (act) utilitariani~-m and toward something more
indirect, like rule-utilitarianism.' The circumstances surrounding the
selection and implementation of public policil'S simply do not permit
the more precise calculations required by any decision rule more tailored to peculiarities of individuals or situations.

B. The argument from desirability
The argument from desirability picks up where the argument from
na"'!SSity leaves off. It is a familiar principle of natural justice that
people ought to be governed according to laws that are general in
form, rather than through particularized edicts applying to small subsets of the population alone (the limiting case of which is the much
maligned "bill of attainder"). Of course, a utilitarian is in no position
to help himself to principles of justice wiUy-nilly, without offering
some broadly utilitarian account of the wisdom of those principles."
However, such an account can. I think, be given.
The more high-minded version is this. If laws have to be general
in form, and apply to everyone alike, then we can make some pretty
shrewd guesses as to what sorts of future laws might be enacted; and
we can plan our own affairs accordingly. If particularized rules (or
substantial discretions in applying the rules) are permitted, then anyone and everyone might be made an exception to the general rule.
Under such circumstances, no one can know for sure what will be
required of him in the future.• Yet there are substantial utilitarian
gains - both to the individuals themselves, and to others whose own
plans depend for their success upon the actions tlf tht>Se individuals
- from being able to enter into long-term commitments in some confidence that they will indeed be carried out.'" From all that, it follows
that there are substantial utility gains from requiring that laws be
'Or like motin-utllitarianism. J>"hapo• but white policy-mol<er> certainty can engage in mass character-building to a limited extent, they can do considerably
more tu legisLate ruk-s than motivt."S or dispositions. On indii'\"Ct consequt'Tltialism
more g.,.,..Uy,...., R Brardt 1<j88.

'Alternath..,ly, he can accept those principl.,. as "moral side-constraints" on utilitarian maximization, as did arguably all the c!A..iul utilitarians (Rawls 1955, p. q).
The-e Is no reason to !lllppose that such side constraints would be structurall)' incompatible with basic utilitarian maximization - all maximi7.abon on-urs undt>r
constraints o{ oome sort or another, ard the constraints have to be awfully tight before the element o{ maximization lose; its interest (Elster 1'17'Jb, pp. 11 J-14).
• It would be small roll!O!Ation that legiolatoB or administrators make those dl"cisions KCOrding to an act·utiUtarian calculus, for its dictates are fu.'it as unpn-dictable as the whims of the majority.
'" Hume '739· bk. J, pt. >.sec. 2. HodS""" 19fr7. Har.;anyi 1977b.
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relatively general in their form and ht'J\ce relatively predictable in
their content.
Another way of arguing for the desirability of that practire, still
thoroughly utilitarian in form, is this. Enforcement costs are in utilitarian terms a deadweight loss to be minimized insofar as possible.
One way to minimize such costs is through the self-regulation of people's conduct. If pl'Ople can be brought to internalize I!Odal norms,
adopting them as their own and shaping their conduct accordingly,
there would be no need for expensive enforcement measures, with
obvious utilitarian advantages. But for principles of conduct to be easily internalized in this way, they must be few in number and general
in form. If the idea is to let people govern their own conduct in line
with rules, then they must be able, first, to learn and recall aU the
relevant rules when the occasion demands; and, second, to apply the
rules to particular situations for themselves, without the aid of authoritative guidance in each instance." All of that is easier, and hence
the utilitarian payoffs higher, the less numerous and less complex the
rules are.
Whereas the classic argument from justice is that it is "only fair"
that people be governed according to general rules, the utilitarian argument from desirability is that it is "only prudent" to do so. In that
way, people can largely anticipate what the rules will require of them,
and apply the rules for themselves without expensive social enforcement.
II. CRITICISMS OF UTILITARIANISM BLUNTED

Thus I am left concluding that public policy-makers, given their special circumstances, both ought and in any case must issue orders that
are general in form. That, in tum, serves to blunt many of the criticisms of utilitarianism that are rightly lodged against its u.o1e as a code
of personal, private conduct, as I shall now attempt to show.

A. Utilitarianism asks too much

One familiar argument against utilitarianism is that it asks too much"
of us. Under it, we must be always and ever prepared to engage in
"As argi.M!d, variuuoly, by Rawls h955. pp. >3-4), Hart hl}61, p. 117), R. Brandt
hl}6},

p. us), Hare (1981, pp. 35-1>) and Goodin (198>b, chAp. 4).

"The "too much/too little" formulation of this and the next section derlvt!!i from
Kagan h987, p. 64-4), who •'!lues that these are tlw "Cftltral objections" to utilitarianism: ''l'lwre may be other 'problrms' with utilitarianism. but pmnitting
the impermissible and dm>anding the nonobligatory - these ...., tlw sins of utll·
itarianism," in the "Y"" of its deontologist critic$.
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good works - however much they demand of us, however disruptive
they may be to our own lives - whenever a utilitarian calculus shows
that others stand to gain more than we would lose. Such constant
willingness to engage in sacrifice is asking awfully much of people,
though. Perhaps we should all be like that, but in practice it is more
than most of us can muster. It is more than is realistic - or hence
reasonable - to expect of most of us. That may be the stuff of which
saints and heroes are made. For more ordinary mortals, however,
there should be some "limits of obligation," some "rut-<>ff point" beyond which performances should be counted good but utterly supererogatory, above and beyond the call of duty."
The sorts of circumstances in which this concern seems most legitimate are those sketched in Peter Singer's frankly utilitarian account
of "Famine, Affluence and Morality."'' Hedge his argument though
he will, Singer cannot avoid the specter of his First World readers
being required to provide aid to the starving of the Third World at
such a level, and with such frequency, that they will themselves be
reduced to the status of the "almost starving." That might be right
morally. Still, most readers will find it a conclusion that is pretty hard
to stomach.
Most of those problems arise merely through a lack of coordination,
though. Why 5hould I impoverish mysell to feed the world, while
others situated similarly to me are not lifting a finger to help? Again,
perhaps the right answer (rankle though it may) really is that you
should do so." Or, more precisely, perhaps you should cooperate with
as many others as are willing to cooperate with you, to do as much
good as you (collectively) can. •• But, again, it seems to be asking an
awful lot.
Such embarrassments for the utilitarian arise, at root. from addressing moral injunctions to individuals alone. Individuals must take the
actions of other individuals more or less as given. They may try to
persuade others to join in their good works; they may even try to
shame others into joining; but they may not compel them to join.
Because of that, the conscientious utilitarian does indeed run a very
real risk of being required to do too much, in some sense or another.
Insofar as he will be required to make up for others' moral delicts, he
certainly will end up doing more than his fair share; and depending
'' Urmson 1958. Fishkin 11)82. lleyd 11)82. It is an open question whether any pruperly principle-based (rather than merely intuition-driven) deontology wuuld not,
in effect, demand as much of people, as K.agan (1CJII7. pp. b49ff.) rightly remarks
in reflecting on writer.; like Donagan (1g68; nrnl.
Slnger 1972.
•\ Singer 1972; 1979, chap. 8.

'4

"Harrod 19)6, pp. 151-:z. Regan 1ljllo.
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upon just how much that is, he may well be required by utilitarianism
to do more than psychologically he can bring himself to do. It is precisely because he, qua individual chooser, cannot choose for others to
do their duty that he gets stuck doing double duty - his own, and
theirs as well.
That is where public officials are in a different position. They can
choose how much we, collectively, will give to the Third World; and
those choices can be made binding on the rest of us. Certainly by
utilitarian standards, and probably by most others as well, public officials may legitimately compel us all to play our required parts in
coordination schemes for the discharge of our shared moral duties.''
Given this fact, it is much less likely that utilitarian public policies,
enforced upon all alike, will "ask too much" of any one of us. Since
others will be required to do their share, too, the demand laid upon
any one person will be considerably less than it would have been had
the burden been shared only among the relatively few who would
have contributed voluntarily.''
Even with coordination to guarantee that everyone does his share,
utilitarian calculations might nonetheless require a very few very rich
people or societies to make great sacrifices in order to improve (perhaps only slightly) the welfare of a great many very poor ones. But
what are we to make of the case where suffering runs so deeply and
so widely as to be alleviated only by sacrifices that are great, even
when equitably distributed among all the rich of the world? It should
be regarded as a tragic situation to be sure. But why should it be
regarded as a tragedy for the poor alone? Why suppose that the rich
should be able to escape the effects of the tragedy?
Tragedies call forth heroes, and not just in the sense of giving people's latent heroism an opportunity to manifest itself. Sometimes, tragedies make sacrifices that would, under ordinary circumstances, count
as heroic amount to "the least you could do." In tragedies, we expect
heroes. Or, less paradoxically, in tragic situations we expect people to
behave in ways that, absent those exceptional circumstances, would
hardly be required and might even be regarded as heroic. Exceptional
circumstances demand exceptional deeds.
''A$

I ha"" argued in Chap!L'f ~-

'' Tlwre is, of cou,-..,, the international analogue of the "hen>ic sacrifi«" problem.

In a world of independent state5, a supercon.'Kientious state might by similar
utilitarian reckoning b.. roquil'l'd to make up for the dPiicts olless conscientious
ona The solution here is much as b..fore - just kxate Gowmment House in
UN Plaza_ Just as the enforcement of a roordinotion !ICht'me domestically can be
justified in terms of the legitimacy ol compelling people to play their roquil'l'd
parts in scheme5 for the dischal')l;e ol shal'l'd dulie5, so too can enforcement ol
intwnatioNII schemes be Mmilarly grounded.
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Beyond all that, there is the further question of what is the equivalent, at the level of society as a whole, of "asking too much" of a
person. At the level of the individual, the notion is cashed out in terms
of psychological capadties. There are some things that most people,
given their psychological makeup, just cannot bear to do. But sodeties
do not, literally, have minds, psyches or, hence, limited psychological
capadties.
It is of course true of us as a sodety, just as it is of us as individuals,
that there are some sacrifices that are so great that we cannot make
them and still maintain whatever it is that makes us who and what
we are. But that, in itself, is not what got the "saints and heroes"
argument going. The crudal move in that argument was the next
one: that real people cannot psychologically bear to see their identity
wiped out in that way. True, similarly large sacrifices might similarly
compromise a sodety's identity. But it is nonsense to say that that is
something that sodety, literally, cannot psychologically bear. In the
end, it must always come down to a matter of asking too much of
people in sodeties. Asking them to sacrifice important aspects of their
shared life in such ways might be more than individuals can psychologically bear.
The larger question is whether such statements - about an individual's own projects or socially shared ones, either - are to count as
claims or confessions. There may well be people who are psychologically so attached to their claret club that they cannot bear to think of
its being disbanded; to do so would undermine their sense of self and,
with it, their very capadty for moral agency. But to say that they
cannot bear to contemplate abandoning their luxuries so that others
might be given the necessities of life is to say that their capadty for
moral agency was pretty meager all along. How to treat subnormals
is always a tricky question. The standard answer, though, is surely to
humor them but to deprive them of any power to harm themselves
or others. Those who confess to their limited moral agency in such
ways may be similarly deserving of the moral equivalent of a padded
cell or sheltered workshop.

B. Utilitllrillnism asks too little
Sometimes it is said that utilitarianism asks too little of us. •• For it,
nothing is right or wrong, morally prohibited or morally required, in
any and all drcumstances. There is nothing necessarily sacrosanct
about people's rights or liberties or integrity; there is nothing neces"B. WiUialll!l' (197)11. p. 1J7) ''Critique of Utill"'rianism" is largely centered on
''how liHle of the world's moral luggage it is prepared to pick up."
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sarily sacrilegious about violating the Ten Commandments. It all just
depends upon how the numbers rome up in the giant utilitarian adding machine. There are none of the "moral side constraints" that Nozick in his way and Dunagan in his would wish to impose upon
ronsequentialist calculations. •·
It may well happen, at the level of pei'!IOnal ethics, that utilitarian
calculations would require us to do things that would violate the sorts
of side-constraints that deontologists would impose. That is the force
of Bernard Williams's famous examples. Jim might have to violate the
right to life of one Indian to slake Pedro's taste for the blood of the
other nineteen. Or it might be better for a young chemist, George,
who is himself opposed to the manufacture of war material, to go to
work for a napalm manufacturer. His own integrity would be compromised in so doing, of course, but that would prevent the post from
going to another researcher whose search for a better sort of napalm
would be far more zealous than George's own."
Again, I would like to leave it as an open question what is the right
thing to do in those circumstances. If the circumstances were really as
described, then they are very different indeed from those around
which our ordinary intuitions of right and wrong have been framed;
and, counterintuitive as it seems, it may well be right for us to do
precisely what utilitarians recommend in such strange cases." There
is, after all, a certain moral preciousness involved in arguments about
people's "integrity" and "clean hands." To paraphrase Brian Barry, if
I were one of the nineteen Indians Jim could have saved, I would not
think much of this moral dandy who prates on about his integrity
while people die needlessly." So even at the personal level, it may not
be so obviously wrong to do as utilitarians recommend.
My main argument, though, is that at the level of social policy the
problem usually does not even arise. When promulgating policies,
public officials must respond to typical conditions and common circumstances. Policies, by their nature, cannot be case-by-case affairs.
In choosing general rules to govern a wide range of circumstances, it
is extraordinarily unlikely that the greatest happiness can evet" be
realized by systematically violating people's rights, liberties or integrity - or even, rome to that, by systematically contravening the Ten
Commandments. The rules that maximize utility over the long haul
-DoNigan 11}68; ''1T1· Nozick '974· Kagan 119117. pp. fl4(>ff.) sugets that any
pmprrly principle-buod (VftSWI met'l!ly intuition-<lriwn) deontology would not
build in "e><aplion" cl.o..- allowing just the samr lhinp 10 happen; and he
points 10 pRC!oely such a ph....., in DoNigan's hm. p. lbl '1'lltory of MDNJity.
" B. WIUNms •97ll'• pp. 97-100.
~Goodin 1Cj82b, pp. 8-u. !ift abo Han! •911•. pp. .flHI.
.. Barry (197'}4)19119a.
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and over the broad range of applications are also rules that broadly
conform to the deontologists' demands.
This point is as old as the original utilitarian fathers who, while
denying received moral rules any ultimate authority, nonetheless ronceded that they might have derivative force insofar as they (or something very much like them) are sanctioned by the utility principle. In
our own day, Richard Brandt has plausibly argued that the rules of
war that we have inherited from the fundamentally deontological "just war" tradition are all broadly in line with what ruleutilitarianism would recommend ...
Note carefully what I am arguing here. It is not that public officials
will never experience utilitarian temptations to violate people's rights.
The standard example for showing that concerns thl.' case in which
the only way to prevent a race riot that would kill dozens is by hanging someone whom we know to be innocent of any crime. My point
is not that public officials will never face such situations, nor is it that
they do not experience utilitarian temptations to violate people's
rights (hanging innocent people, etc.) in such situations. My point is
instead that public officials cannot systematically violate people's
rights, as a matter of policy, and expect that policy to continue yielding
thl.' same utility payoffs time and again. Talce the case of punishing
criminal offenders, for example. The criminal Mnction det"rs crim"

only in so far as it is imposed on the guilty and only the guilty. Introducing any probability that the innocent will be punished along
with the guilty narrows the expected utility gap between criminal and
noncriminal conduct, and increases the temptation for everyone to
commit a crime. Thus, if we were as a matter of policy to punish
people whether or not they were guilty, just according to some utilitarian calculation of public convenience on a case-by-case basis, then
the utilitarian advantages of punishing the occasional innocent person
would quickly diminish, and probably soon vanish altogether."
The reason utilitarian policy-makers are precluded from violating
the rights of the innocent, as a matter of policy, is that policies soon
become public knowledge. If nothing else, they are easily inferred
.. llo!ntham h71!91 1970. chap. 2. R. Brandt 1972. This is, of cou...,, just a •pedal
caoe of Sidgwick's (( 1!17411907) n!COnciliation of utilitarianism and com""""""""'
morality.
~ For a proof, Goodin 1976, pp. 119-<Jo, and, !limlborly, Rawls 1955, pp. 4-14.
U~ with t:lonapn's (14j611, pp. 194-6) worrio!s with the way utilitarianism
would .....m to give the lozy and ~urious a right to soak the rich and industrious. !h.. exportation of the ""tremr tax ~els then in vio!w would constitute
a rational disiiiCftlllve for the industrious """' to get rich; and that is why every
political oconomiot from Pigou h9}2. pt. 4) onward has n!COmmended that any
rediotrlbutions coaw in the form of oM-Off lump-sum (rather than ongoing)

trans,.,. payments.
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from past practices. Once news of such a policy gets out, people revise
their expectations in the light of it - in the case of criminal punish·
ment, their expectations of being punished even if not guilty. There
are major utilitarian payoffs to be had from sustaining certain sorts of
expectations and from avoiding others. Settled policies of one sort or
another are characteristically required to produce socially optimal ef.
feels in both directions... That is one reason for utilitarian policymakers to abide by settled policies, even when greater utility gains
might be achieved in any given instance by deviating from them.
Another, more pragmatic reason derives from "the argument from
necessity." Policy-makers, by reason of the circumstances under which
they have to make their choices and the mechanisms they have avail·
able to implement them, are of necessity precluded from making any
very fine-grained calculations. At most, they might make some very
broad distinctions between different classes of cases; but picking out
one particular case for special treatment is usually just not feasible.
Policy-makers treat all cases according to some general rules because,
in practice, they have little choice but to do so.
In response to the challenge that utilitarianism asks too little of us,
then, it can be said that - at least as regards public policy-makers utilitarianism demands not only about as much but also virtually the
same things as deontologists would require. If they are going to decide
cases according to general rules, rather than on a case-by-<:ase basis,
then the rules that utilitarians would adopt are virtually identical to
thu&e that deontologists recommend. And public policy-makers will
indeed decide matters according to rules rather than on a case-by-<:ase
basis, either because the utility costs of doing otherwise are too high
or else because as a purely practical matter more fine-grained ai!Se!l8ments are impossible to make or to act upon.

C. Utilitarianism is too imprrsonal
A third line of criticism protests the impersonality of the utilitarian
injunction. What should be done, according to its dictates, is simply
"maximize utilitv." Who should do it is simply everyone and anyone
who is able to do so. On the face of it, at least, the utilitarian formula
leaves little room for considerations of agency and virtually none at
all for notions of "my station and its duties." Capacities might vary,
of course, and utilitarians could well understand how duties might
naturally vary with them. But at root, utilitarian injunctions are utterly neutral with respect to agents. Utilitarianism supposes that, ulti·
mately, the same injunctions apply to all alike.
- Hume 1739• bk. }. pt.

2, ...:. 2.
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Critics of utilitarianism find this disturbing. Some duties, they say,
must surely be agent-relative, with their content fundamentaUy (and
not just derivatively) depending upon the agent to whom the demands are being addressed. I have a special duty to feed my own
child, over and above (and separate from) whatever general, agentneutral duty I might have to feed any hungry child that I might happen across. And so on."
How seriously this challenge should be taken, even at the microlevel, is once again open to question. Suppose that it is true that certain socially desirable consequences can be obtained only by assigning
particular responsibility for certain particular performances to certain
particular people. Then, clearly, utilitarianism would commit us to
instituting just such a scheme to assign those particular responsibilities
to those particular people. The duty to set up such a scheme in the
first place might be a classically utilitarian one, a perfectly general
duty shared by all alike. Once such a scheme is in place, though, the
responsibilities assigned to particular people under it look very much
like the "agent-relative special duties" that personalists so cheri.~h.
They are not exactly alike, of course. But in so far as they differ at
all, they differ principally in the very abstract matter of the ultimate
source of their moral authority. For personalists, such agent-relatiw
duties are something Hke moral primitives; for utilitarians, their mora)

force is derivative instead from the broader utilitarian consideration.•
that guided their creation and allocation in the first place. Still, if the
challenge is simply to account somPhow for an obvious, first-order
fact of moral phenomenology - namely, that each of us does indeed
feel himself under different, special moral duties, over and above our
more general duties of a baldly utilitarian form - then utilitarianism
can indeed provide some such account."'
In any case, the "impersonality" charge loses much of its Ioree in
the shift from micro- to macro-level applications of utilitarianism. Notice how many of the examples that antiutilitarians give of special,
agent-relative duties are of a highly personalized sort. Duties arising
out of kinship and personal commitments, for example, loom large.
Almost all of the standard examples of special, agent-relative duties
operate at this macro-level of personal conduct - and apparently necessarily so.
None of those standard examples of agent-relative duties survives
transposition to the macro-level at all well. It may be wrong for a
politician or dvil servant, in his personal capadty, not to feed his own
children; but it would be wrong for him, in his official capadty. to
"Nag~l 1g86, chap. 9~Goodin !CJ85<· Pettit

Sm 198>1>. Parfit 19!14, pp. 95. 485.
and Gu<>d1n 1C)86.
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feed his own children before anyone else's in programs of disaster
relief. It may be wrong for him, in his personal capacity, not to honor
his promises or repay his debts; but it would be wrong for him, in
his official capacity, to peddle influence, awarding public contracts
to his past benefactors rather than to the lowest bidder. The classic
sorts of special, agent-relative duties thus seem irrelevant at best (and
utterly inappropriate, at worst) for guidance of officials in making and
implementing public policies. Impersonality is not here a criticism. It
is precisely what we expect of public officials in the discharge of their
official duties.
In other ways, though, there are some respects in which personal
commitments might properly guide policy-making at a more macrolevel. One concerns the personal commitments of politicians - campaign promises and such like. Those arguably do give rise to special
agent-relative duties that should be honored, even- indeed, especially
-at the macro-level of public policy-making. A second sort of personal
connection, analogous to kinship at the personal level, might be na·
tionality at the macro-level. just as parents are said to owe special,
agent-relative duties to their own children, so too are we all - and our
political leaders, as our representatives - thought to owe special,
agent-relative duties to our compatriots."
The precise content of these supposed agent-relative duties, whether
at the micro- or macro-level, has always been somewhat unclear. Depending upon what precise content they are given, advocates of agentrelative duties might find their case slipping away!' The particular
distinction I would point to is between a duty "to do X" or "not to do
Y," on the one hand, and a dutv "to see to it that X is done" or "to see
to it that Y is not done," on the other. As a shorthand, let us call the former "first-order duties" and the latter "second-order duties."''
The examples usually given of agent-relative duties are of the first·
order kind. It is said to be an agent's duty to feed his own children,
or not himself to kill or maim people, or some such. Indeed, the standard examples are emphatically not of the second-order sort. A parent
who saw to it that his child was well fed by giving it up for adoption
would be thought to have failed (or, anyway, repudiated) his agent·
relative respunsibilities in the matter altogether. Or, again, take someone who, like Jim in Bernard Williams' fanciful tale, saw to it that
are included in all the •tandard lists (see e.g. l'arfit tfll4, pp. 95,
t8j). Wlvther they should bt> is perhaps another matter (Beitz 1919, p. 163; Shue
t.,SO, p. t}Z). Duties toward roml"lriolo might just bt> an "OMigned general
""'ponsibility" of the sort discussed above, as I argue in Chapter •7·

~ Com!"tri<xs

•· Cf. Scheffler 1982; J. Bennelt •9119·
"Or, more precisely, "sorond-order reopon.•ibilities" in terms of the distinction
intruduad in Chapter •·
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many people are not killed by himself ltilling one person. He would
not ordinarily be said to have discharged his agent-relative duties on
balance; indeed, he would not ordinarily be said to have discharged
them at all.
Still, those are examples of agent relativity at the micro-level of
personal conduct. Shifting to duties at the macro-level of public policy,
agent relativity suddenly becomes much more of the second-order
kind. No one seriously expects political leaders - even fabulously rich
ones, like Kennedy, Rockefeller or Hoover - to feed starving compatriots out of their own larders. They are not expected to do it themselves, but merely to see to it that it be done. Neither, rome to that,
are we as a people necessarily expected to discharge our agent-relative
duties toward compatriots through our own first-order actions. If the
Dutch can manage to con the Americans into paying the whole cost
of Holland's flood defenses, as some sort of NATO overhead, then
the Dutch can hardly be said to have failed their agent-relative duties
with respect to one another's physical security; rather, they have discharged them splendidly well. Thus, it seems that agent-relative
duties, at the macro-level at least, require people to see to it that something be done or not done, not (necessarily) to do or refrain from
doing it themselves.
Yet if lhe duty is merely lo ,_to il lhal cet"tain oocially desirable
consequences come about, then that duty fits perfectly well with a
utilitarian ethic. What made special, agent-relative duties of the first
order incompatible with utilitarianism was the insistence that you do
or not do something. rtgardltsS of the larger consequences. The problem was that, in minimizing the evil done by your own hand, you
may (if in the position of Jim or George) maximize the harm that
comes about through others' hands. What makes special, agentrelative duties of the second order compatible with utilitarianism is
their insistence that you do or not do something llea!11st of the consequences. Responsibilities to see to it that good outcomes obtain or
bad ones are avoided - the sort of second-order special responsibilities
that public officials ordinarily bear - are not counterexamples to utilitarianism. Instead, they are instances of it.
Having come this far, the only force now left to the impersonality
criticism would derive from the fact that public officials are assigned
special responsibilities for such matters, whereas utilitarians should
presumably say that those are responsibilities which everyone should
share. But utilitarians would insist only that everyone share them in
the first instance, and in the last. In the first instance, everyone shares
a utilitarian responsibility to maximize good. But if it turns out that
more good could be done by assigning special responsibility to some
particular agents for some particular maHers, then that is what utili-
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!arianism recommends be done. In the last instance, everyone is responsible for the consequences of sharing out responsibility in these
ways; and if that moral division of labor has not worked successfully,
then everyone shares the blame. In an ongoing social system, however, utilitarians usually will have rightly decided to appoint particular people to positions of special responsibility for certain morally
important tasks. Public officials are a case in point. In ongoing sy!ltems, they will indeed havt' been assigned special, agent-relative responsibilities for seeing to it that certain morally desirable outcomes
obtain or that certain morally undesirable outcomes be avoided, in a
way that can be perfectly w'ell rationalized on basic utilitarian principles.
Ill. REFUTATIONS REFUTED

Before dosing, let me comment briefly upon two foreseeable Jines of
attack against the propositions that I have here been urging. My argument has been that public officials, in so far as they are utilitarians
at all, are obliged to employ a form of utilitarianism that is Jess direct
and hence more credible than the form that private actors would, by
utilitarian principles, be <>bliged to adopt. Against the basic argument,
I can anticipate two broad classes of objections.
One is that my argument amounts to saying that public officials
are forced to adopt a form of utilitarianism that is inferior, by utilitarian standards, to that adopted by private individuals. Given that
the critique would continue, it is surely better in purely utilitarian
terms to leave as much as possible either to the actions of private
individuals themselves or to their interactions through decentralized
(e.g .. market-like) coordination mechanisms. Surely it is better to put
as little as possible into the hands of public officials, who are perforce
obliged to do a worse utilitarian job in handling it.
The key question here is, of course, whether any less centralized
system really would work any better to maximize social utility. There
are some reasons for thinking that some might. Insofar as the problem
with centralized systems is lack of information - insofar as that is why
they are forced to work through general rules that fit poorly particular
cases - there is the familiar argument, owing to Hayek, that markets
are capable of taking account of much more of the relevant information.)~

Set off against that, though, are all the familiar reasons that we have
for supposing that we cannot accomplish through markets all that
we achieve, however imperfectly, through more centralized systems.
"Hay•k '945· Dasgupta t'jll•. pp. 005ff.
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There are externalities that markets do not internalize; there are familiar problems of collective action asaociated with public goods,
prime among them public order itself; and, perhaps most importantly
in the present context, there are scale effects. If the value of an act
repeated " times is greater than " times the value of the act performed
once, then we have a particularly powerful case against decentralized
(and in favor of coordinated, centralized) efforts to evoke such acts."
I am left conduding that we do, indeed, need centralized coordinating agencies issuing orders if we are to maximize social utility, and
given the special circumstances surrounding them those agencies both
ought and must issue orders that are general in form.
A second broad line of criticism would be that, while the form of
utilitarianism adopted by public officials might usually evade criticisms rightly lodged against the form used by private actors, at least
occasionally it will not. Perhaps public officials must usually act according to general rules, in order to induce and reinforce expectations
that it is desirable from a utilitarian point of view that people should
have. Suppose. however, that public officials can occasionally make
an exception to those general rules without that becoming public
knowledge. Then they can score act-utilitarian gains, while at the same
time avoiding ru~utilitarian costs; so on utilitarian grounds it would
seem better for them to deviate> from the rules as necessary in such
instances. Yet their deciding matters, even occasionally, on a case-bycase basis opens utilitarian public officials up to the same criticisms
that are lodged against those who use utilitarianism as a guide to
personal conduct.
Even If we can keep any particular secret, though, we will have a
much harder time keeping secret our practice of keeping secrets.,.
Should it ever become public knowledge that we break rules in secret
(and hence unpredictable) ways, that would be even more deeply subversive of people's expectations and the utility predicated upon them
than would be the knowledge of specific, patterned rule-breaking. The
risk of those truly massive utility losses, notice, comes from the very
act of keeping secrets at all. Thus, there is a very heavy surcharge, in
utility terms, to be assessed against the very first secret deviation from
general rules. And something of the same surcharge is paid with each
successive secret deviation, if the risks of discovery of the general
practice of secret deviation increase with the number of instances that
there are awaiting discovery.
None of this constitutes an ironclad guarantee that there can never
be a case in which the utility gain from deviating from a general rule
"H.orrod •q:J6, p. •411· Cf. LyoN's <•96sl talk of "threshold eflecU."
~ Harrod 19)6, p. •B· Goodin •l)llo. pp. 46-5.1.
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is so great, and the probability of its being discovered so small, that
public officials ought on utilitarian grounds secretly to break the rule.
But this argument clearly does suggest that there is a substantial utilitarian presumption against such an action, and that the gains in view
would therefore have to be very substantial indeed. Furthermore,
where a truly exceptional case like this is involved, perhaps the utilitarian answer is the right answer after all." Here, as before, intuitions
framed around more ordinary cases are likely simply to mislead.
IV. CONCLUSION

There has been no attempt here to try to anticipate every possible
objection to utilitarianism, or to show how "government house utilitarianism" can be defended against each of them one by one. By
canvassing the three major lines of contemporary criticism of utilitarianism, and showing how government house utilitarianism can be defended against aU of them, though, I hope to have gone some way
toward demonstrating the plausibility of that larger claim.
The basic trick, to be reiterated in all such defenses, is to draw a
distinction between utilitarianism as a guide to personal conduct and
utilitarianism as a guide to public policy-making. and to show that
criticisms that are strong as applied to the former are weak as applied
to the latter. What makes that claim plausible, in general, is the fact
that public officials (both ought, and in any case must) govern through
rules that are general in form.
Public policy-making takes place under some very special circumstances and operates through some very special instruments. Those
special conditions pose special opportunities and special hazards.
They also impose special constraints, not only on the forms of utilitarianism that public policy-makers can adopt but also on what alternatives to that utilitarianism they can reasonably be expected to
contemplate. Under those special conditions that characterize public policy-making. utilitarianism looks distinctly credible, in a way it
might not for private individuals in guiding their personal conduct.
" Even in utilitarian lennS, though, it might be best to announce openly that the
eueption is being made - either inrorporating that excoption Into oubooquont
lormulatlona of the rule itself 01', better yet (In light of the pKI!dlng argument.
about the "pocu~Witieo ol public policy-moldng''l,llimply explaining why!'...,.., truly excepllonol .....,. that should never be expected to recur.
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Chapter 5
Responsibilities

Responsibilities are to consequentialistic, utilitarian ethics what duties
are to deontological onn. Dutin dictate actions. What responsibilities
of the! "task responsibility" sort advocated by utilitarians and c:onsequentialists more generally dictate are, instead, resulbl.' Exploring the
deeper similarities and differences between the two notions helps us
see what is at stake, and what is not (necessarily) at stake, in IlK! larger
choice between the two different styles of ethic.'
Of course deontologisbl do ascribe responsibility, in anothel' sense,
to agents. The sort of responsibility they are talking about is moral
responsibility more generally - credit and blame for what one has
done. I call this "blame-responsibility" in the chapters that follow.
Utilitarian ronsequentialists need to ascribe to agenlll such credit and
blame, too, if the task responsibilitin tiK!y ascribe are to have any
motive force. But the! ronsequentialistic-utilitarian approach. by putting task-responsibility first and deriving moral responsibility from
that, makes better sense of the way in which we actually aa&ign credit
and blame than dDII!!I the deontological model, fixated as it is on motives and intentions and duty done for duty's sake.
This proposition is illustrated in the pair of chaplei'S that follow.
Chapter 6 considers the problem of ascribing credit and blame among
participants whose joint contributions eitiK!r overdetermine or underdetermine outcomes. Chapter 7 considers the! problem of apportioning
relative responsibilities for good or bad outcomes to partidpanlll in
joint endeavors. In both casll!!l, the! account provided by deontological
'On diffrront ..,....,. of "responsibility," oee Baier 1910.
• Thr runtrat points to thooretlcal options available to NCb kind ol ..-.lilt thlt
are denied to thr othrr. In practice thr amtrut may br oithrr stronpr .. walcer.
Some conooqumtialists might o:hooR to admit dutle of a dmvaliw 1101'1; othrr
<ONO<JUfttlialists mighl <""'- not """ to take up thr opllon of .ucriblng ftoponsibilltle.
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models seems decidedly inferior to that provided by models of taskresponsibility.

Both duties and responsibilities are prescriptions of the general form:
A ought to see to it that X,
where A is some agent and X some state of affairs. In the case of
duties, X takes the form:
A does or refrains from doing •·
where • is some specific action. In the case of responsibilities, there is
no reference in the X clause to specific actions on the part of A.
In the X clause describing responsibilities, there may well be a reference to the actions of others. Often our responsibilities require us to
see to it that certain actions are performed or not performed. It is the
essence of a military commander's responsibility to see to it that his
troops attack enemy fortifications as instructed; it is the essence of the
policeman's responsibility to see to it that people refrain from the
various actions that constitute criminal conduct; and so on. But insofar
as these are A's responsibilities, as distinct from A's duties, these are
injunctions to see to it that olhtrs act or refrain from acting in certain
ways. Call these "supervisory responsibilities." Such responsibilities
take the form "A ought to see to it that X," where X denotes the state
of affairs in which B does or refrains from doing • and B l~ some
agent not identical to A.
Or, again, the X clause describing A's responsibilities may well contain some es6elltial references to A, just so long as it does not specify
any particular actions which A must perform or retrain from performing. Thus, advocates of sell-improvement may say that A is responsible for seeing to it that a state of affairs obtains in which "A's talents
are fully developed." That counts as a genuine responsibility rather
than a duty, provided that injunction is understood merely to set A a
goal and leave open the choice of actions to be taken pursuant to that
goal.
More typically, however, the state of affairs for which A is responsible will not refer to actions at all, or indeed to agents at all. A might
be responsible for seeing to it that "the dog is fed," for example. The
passive voice is significant, emphasizing as it does that what matters
is the outcome and not the activity producing it. Perhaps A will feed
the dog himself. Perhaps B will do it. Perhaps the dog will find its
own food in neighbors' garbage can.• or farmt'Tli' fields. No matter. So
82
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long as Fido is fed, the stab! of affairs for which A is responsible will
bl! said to have obtained.
II

Ol!scriptions of A's dutii!S must I\I!CI!S!Iarily contain in thl!ir X claUSI!S
refl!reiiCI!S to A's actions. Ol!scriptions of A's responsibi.litii!S must not
refer to !loth A and his actions, and nl!ed not refer to l!ilhl!r, in thl!ir
X clauSI!S. They do, howi!Ver, contain an I!SSI!rltial refl!rencl! to A and
his activitii!S just outside that X clause.
RI!Sponsibi!itii!S, by their very nature, require Cl!rtain activitii!S of a
self-supervisory nature from A. Till! standard form of responsibility
is that A sn lo il that X. It is not enough that X occurs. A must also
have "SI!I!n to it" that X occurs. "Seeing to it that X" requires, minimally: that A satisfy himself that thl!re is some process (mechanism
or activity) at work whereby X will bl! brought about; that A chl!ck,
from time to time, to make sure that that proci!SS is still at work. and
is performing as expected; and that A take steps as necessary to alll!r
or replace proci!SSI!S that no longer seem likely to bring about X.
These self-supervisory responsibilitii!S are marked off by a special
vocabulary used to characterize their breach. When an agent A has
failed to produce the stab! of affairs X, we say merely that "A has
failed to discharge his responsibilitii!S." But when A has failed to discharge these self-supervisory responsibilities we accuse him of the
much graver offense of being "irresponsible," that is, insensitive to
his responsibilitii!S. And that charge would stick I!Ven if, through some
fortuitous circumstance, X came about even though A took no sh!ps
to see to it that it did.
Nor, positively, could A be said to have discharged his responslbilitii!S in the fulli!St sense unless he "saw to it" that X obtained. In
the case of A's responsibility for seeing to it that Fido is fed, A has
not necessarily discharged his ri!Sponsibilitii!S whenever F"Jdo has a
full belly. His responsibility may bl! irreli!Vant - di!Void of actionimplications - under those circumstances. But A could hardly claim
to have disclmrged his responsibilities just on thl! grounds that X obtains, if he had ni!Ver I!Ven stopped to check whether or not F"Jdo was
hungry.
These self-supervisory responsibilitii!S are genuine ri!Sponsibi.lities.
Although direch!d at A himself, they are injunctions that mandah!
goals and very general claSSI!S of activitii!S, rather than specific actions.
There are various ways A might set about satisfying himself that some
proci!SS is at work to bring about X, or checking that it is still working
properly, or changing it if it is not. It is by virtue of this flexibility
in the choice of specific actions to be performed that thele self-
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supervisory requirements can properly be called "responsibilities"
rather than "duties."
Notice, furthennore, that this self-supervisory requirement is a feature which responsibilities share with duties. Those, too, are characterized by tlw.> general formula "A ought to Sff to it that X," where X
is understood as "A does or refrains from doing 41." What A is required to exercise self-supervisory responsibilities over diffen; in the
case of duties. There, instead of outcomes, the focus is on A's own
actions and inactions. But clearly it is not enough, for A's duty to have
been discharged, that the right action was performed or omitted. To
do his duty, A must furthermore see to it that this is the case. That is
to say, A must • or refrain from •ing consciously, intentionally and
purposively in ordet' to truly have done his duty. Doing what is required accidentally, or incidentally to the pun;uit of some other goal,
or as a result of posthypnotic suggestion, does not qualify as doing
one's duty in the fullest sense.
Even in the case of duties, howevet', this self-supervisory requirement itself takes the form of a responsibility. All that this requirement
demands i.~ that A S« to it that A +s or refrains from +ing. While the
duty itself - the X clause - demands specific performance of some
particular kind, the self-supervisory requirement does not. There are
many way• A might go about "oeeing to it" that he dOH his duty.

The choice between them is left to his discretion. What the selfsupervisory "Sl'e to it" requirement mandates is a result - that A do
or refrain from doing • - rathet" than any particular actions that A
must take to achieve it. That being so, the self-supervisory requirement built into duty statements itself qualifii.'S as a responsibility
rather than a duty.
Ill

Uke duties, responsibilities constrain the bearer. In the furmet' case,
A is duty-bound to perform (or refrain from performing) certain actions. In the latter, A is bound by his responsibilities to strive for
certain goals. What crudally differentiates responsibilities from duties
is the discretionary component necessarily built into them. Whereas
duties require spedfic performance of certain actions, responsibilities
allow agents to choose between alternative actions having the same
overall consequences. A is responsibility-bound to see to it that X. But
he is not told how to go about doing that. It is left to his discretion.'
In certain circumstances, it may seem that fixing A's goal determines which course of action he is morally obliged to pursue. Suppose
'S... similarly Feinberg

•966· p.
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A has responsibility for seeing to it that some state of affairs X obtains,
and the only way (or perhaps just the only way under his control) for
that result to be produced is for him to •· Then A's responsibility to
see to it that X would seem to translate into a duty that he see to it
that he •·
Notice, however, that any duty thus derived is contingent in various ways that a deontologically dictated duty for A to • would not
be. If A is required to + merely because that is the only way for him
to see to it that X, then that is a mere happenstance - a quirk of the
causal machinery as presently arranged - rather than a necessary feature of any and all possible worlds. Should some new way arise
whereby A can see to it th.lt X obtains, then the responsibility in view
would no longer entail a duty for him to •· A's +ing would have
become optional, in a way that it never could be were his duty to •
deontologically derived. Furthermore, were A's duty to • derived
from his responsibility to produce a certain state of affairs which is
contingently connected to his +ing, there would be nothing wrong
(and perhaps much right) with him trying to find alternatives to +ing.
Were A's duty to • drontologically derived, such behavior would constitute a dear attempt at evading the duty. Thus, even if •ing were
the only way A could see to it that X, the implications of ascribing a
responsibility to see to it that X still differ importantly from tllose of
ascribing a full-fledged duty to op.
IV

Finally, the discharge of a duty is a binary variable, whereas the discharge of a responsibility is a scalar one. A duty is here analyzed as
an injunction to perform some specific action. Either A has ted (in
which case he has discharged his duty), or else A has not +ed (in
which case he has not discharged his duty). Assuming + and its negation logically exhaust all the possibilities, there is simply no scope
for saying that A could ever have "more-or-less" discharged his duty.
With responsibilities, there is considerably more scope for saying
just that sort of thing. In the case of a responsibility, A is enjoined to
see to it that certain results described in the X clause are produced.
Of course, if A has seen to it that precisely those results obtain, then
he will be said to have discharged his responsibility fully. But suppose
now that A has seen to it that results are produced which, while not
exactly the results specified in the X clause, are substantially similar
to those results. Then he can be said to have discharged his responsibility more or less completely, depending on the extent of the similarity between the results produced and those mandated.
The reason responsibilities can be discharged more or Jess com85
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pletely, and duties cannot, derives, in tum, from a deeper feature of
the two different ethical systems in which those notions are set. Responsibilities admit of partial discharge because, in a consequencebased ethic, different outcomes can be more or less substitutable for
one another. The discharge of a duty is, in contrast, an ali-or-nothing
affair because, in the deontological ethic from which such duties derive, there is no substitute for doing what your duty requires you to
do. In failing to discharge one duty, you might of course discharge
another duty that is almost as important. But what you will then have
done is not describable as "almost" having discharged the former
duty. You will instead be said to have failed to discharge it at all,
although having fully discharged another duty which is almost as
important.
Some responsibilities can, at least in principle, be discharged completely. Others by their very nature cannot be. A's responsibility to
see to it that his dogs (or children) are fed, for example, is discharged
fully and completely whenever the dogs (or children) are indeed fed,
and A has seen to it that this is so. Let us call this a "fixed-target
responsibility." The target- a dog or child that is "well fed," whether
defined in terms of minimum daily requirements or satiety - is a fixed
target. It is therefore possible, at least in principle, for A to meet (or
indeed beat) that target and thereby discharge his responsibilities fully
and completely.
In practice, of course, the target may be fixed so high and A's resources so low that he cannot meet the target. Then A will be said to
have discharged his responsibilities with respect to the fixed target
more or less completely, depending on the extent to which he has
seen to it that his dogs or his children are fed as well as he is able.
The notion of a more or less complete discharging of responsibilities really comes into its own, however, in relation to another type of
responsibility. Call these "receding-target responsibilities." There, A
bears a responsibility:
A ought to see to it that X,
where X describes some ideal state of the world which can never be
fully attained, but which can only be approximated. Since the mandated state of affairs can never be completely attained, A can never
fully discharge his responsibility. Were responsibilities ali-or-nothing
propositions like duties, it would make no sense to enjoin the impossible. But since responsibilities admit of more or less complete fulfillment, it makes perfectly good sense to describe our responsibilities
by reference to some impossible ideal, and then to ask not wlrdhn A
has discharged his responsibilities but rather to wl111t ~:rltnl he has
done so.
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The similarities between duties and responsibilities bear as much em·
phasis as do the differences. What those similarities, taken together,
suggest is that there is less than is commonly supposed to choose
between in the ronsequcntialist-drontologist debate. Important differences do remain, but not nearly as many as existed before we came
to appreciate the way in which responsibilities can serve as the tunc·
tiona! equivalents of duties.
Where deontologists would assign duties, ronsequentialists would
- for perfectly good consequentialistic reasons - assign responsibilities. Not everywhere, perhaps, given their different grounds for constraining people's choices; but over the broad range of cases this
would be true. Furthermore, these responsibilities can be just as uni·
versa! or just as agent~pecific as duties can be. And in their material
consequences, the practical upshot of both brands of constraint is
broadly similar: not identical, again, but substantially the same in a
substantial number of cases.
This offers utilitarians valuable opportunities for taking on board
some of the more important insights of their deontological critics with·
out abandoning their consequentialism in any respect. At the same
time, it provides them with a valuable way of defending themselves
against et.'llain sorts of deontological attack. The machinery of responsibilities is available to them to do some of the sorts of things that
deontologists rightly demand that any plausible ethic should be able
to do. Whether the machinery of responsibilities or the machinery of
duties is better suited to any particular task is an open question. But
it is an important and less contentious preliminary to that larger argument to point out that ronsequcntialists do not come to those tasks
empty handed.'
• This chapter grows out ol work on my book, Prolt•:ling fir< Vulncroblt (Goodin
•985<), and I am gratelul to many people who through comments on that man·
uscript helped indirectly to shape this one. I am rarticularly grateful to Philip
Pettit, a collaborator on another raper U'ettit and Goodin tlj86) which oignlli·
cantly wpod this chapb>r.

Chapter 6
Distributing credit and blame

My larger aim in this chapter and the next is to demonstrate the relative
inadequacy of deontological models of blame-responsibility compared
to consequentialistic utilitarian models of task-responsibility. In opening that attack, let me first focus on the inadequacy of models of blameresponsibility where they might be expected to be on firmest gn>und.
Dictating how to distribute credit and blame among ag~'llts for
what they have done or not done is, on the face of it, something that
models of blame-re!!ponsibility should be able tu do welL In truth,
those models perform that task quite poorly, at least in an arguably
common class of cases. Where the credit or blame is being distributed
among people whose actions jointly either underdetermine or overdetermine the outcome, models of blame-responsibility are radically
incomplete guides to the distribution of credit or blame. At most. they
fix only broad parameters for those distributions.
My analysis on this point begins with some commonplace observations. Outcomes are characteristically the products of actions and
omissions of many people. Furthermore, different people make different, and differentially important, contributions to the end product.
Both these facts are well mapped in our standard notions of "responsibility." Whatever particular account we want to give of that notion,
it is clear that responsibility can be shared, and shared unequally,
between various different agents.
What is less familiar, but nonetheless true, is that these fractional
responsibilities do not necessarily sum to one. Sometimes they sum to
more than one. For a familiar example, consider how each of several
coconspirators is held fully responsible for the crime that they have
committed together. There is one dead body, say, but nine people fully
responsible for the murder. Other times, fractional responsibilities
sum to less than one. An example here might be the responsibilities
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of a pair of reckless drivers, each of whose negligence contributed to
(but did not, separately or together, fully determine) the wreck on the
highway. There is one wreck, say, but two people, each of whom is
one-quarter responsible for it.
The first task of this chapter is to trace out some of the circumstances in which, and reasons for which, fractional responsibilities fail
in such ways to sum to one. The second and larger task of this chapter
is, building on the observation that that does sometimes happen, to
consider what its implications might be for theories attempting to derive people's deserved treatments from their responsibilities.
Moral theories based on deontological notions of desert or blameresponsibility standardly try to analyze how we should treat (reward
or punish) people directly in terms of the moral merits of their past
performances.' In the circumstances here in view, which are arguably
common circumstances, that is strictly impossible. A further bridging
principle is required. And the only one that is available, within deontological models of blame-responsibility, is peculiarly weak and (as
will be shown in Section V) ultimately incoherent.
For the purposes of this chapter, I make no distinction between
responsibilities for "positive" and "negative actions"- between actions and omissions, what one has done and what one has failed to
do. Arguably the latter are always morally on a par with the former,
anyway. But in any event, that seems undeniably true where, as I shall
endeavor to ensure is clearly the case in all my examples here, the
omission constitutes a failure to discharge some prior, independent
moral responsibility. Ukewise, my account will be symmetrical as between responsibilities for "positive" (good, desirable) and "negative"
(bad, undesirable) outcomes.

The argument of this chaptl'l" hangs on the proposition that fractional
responsibilities do not always sum to one. Their summing either to
less or to more makes trouble - and trouble of a strictly analogous
form - for the attempt to derive deserved treatments from statements
of fractional blame-responsibilities. For the purposes of this preliminary demonstration, however, let us take the two cases separately.
' There are of rour.;e exceptions - notably, cases ol vicarious li.ibility where an
employer is liable for any damog• dono by his employees or a dog-ownt'l" by any
damaS" done by his beast without bring hi~lf in any way caUllally implicated
in tlw harm !Hart tlj68; f<'inberg 1970). But thooe excoptions _,., so exceptional
as to confirm tho ronv..,... as tlw general rule.
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The clearest cues of fractional blame-responsibility summing to more
than one are cases in which the outcome has been overdetermined.
SupJXliM! that A has been administered a slow-acting but utterly lethal
poison by B, but just as B's poison begins to work C shoots A dead.
Then we would not only want to hold Band C equally responsible
for A's death. Surely we would want to hold each of them fully to
blame.' That, however, would mean that B and C's fractional responsibilities for A's death sum to two, not one.
The crucial thing that makes us want to hold both parties fully
responsible for an outcome that is overdetermined by their actions is
just this. The action of each of them, taken independently of the action
of the other, was fully suflicimt to determine the outcome.
Similar conclusions might obtain with respect to responsibilities for
omissions. Fractional responsibilities might sum to more than one
where there are several agents omitting to act, any one of whose acting
instead would have been sufficient to produce (or, more typically,
avert) a certain outcome. SuPJXliM! A is a poor swimmer who is obviously drowning at the seashore equidistant from lifeguard B and
lifeguard C. Either B or C (or both of them) rould have waded in and
reec:ued A. If neither does, we are inclined to say not only that they
are equally responsible for A's drowning. We would surely want to
hold each of them fully to blame for A's death.' Again, Band C's
fractional responsibilities sum to two, not one.
Once again, the reason for this judgment is that either party's action, taken independently of the other's, would have been sufficient
to avert the outcome in view. Another way of putting that point is to
say that the contribution of each was fully llf!reiSII'Y for the outcome's

occurring.
Both those are cases in which agents make their causal contributions independently of each other's. Consider next cases of interdependent actions.
Note first that fractional responsibilities may sum to more than one
where an agent induces another to act. SuPJXliM! that A has been shot
dead by B. who is a contract-killer who has been hired by C to kill
'The example is from Mellema (lg&j). It is wellestabli•hed. both in ethics and law,
that 1 cunopirator'srespunsibility is nowise diminished the more coconspirators
there are IPulendorf 1717, bk. ), chap. I,""" s; Nozick ICJ72. p. I)('; Zimmerman
1C)85, pp. 115-:u; Goodin 1C)85<. pp. 1)5-61. Similorly In tort law. j<wnt ttm-foaliOrs
are held jointly ond seporah!ly liable for the full 00111 of "'P"iring any damage they
have done together IG. Williams 1951, chap. 1; l'niMer 1971, chap. 81.
• Feinberg 1970, p. 2.44-
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A. • In such circumstances, there is surely a case for saying that B and
C should each be held fully responsible for A's death; and if they are,
then fractional responsibilities once again would sum to two rather
than one. But even if we do not want to go quite so far as to hold the
gunman and his employer equally responsible for the death, it is nonetheless clear that B and C's fractional responsibilities, taken together,
must sum to more than one. This follows because we do not think
that the responsibility of the hired gunman, B, is in any way diminished by the fact that he has been hired by C - B is no ltss responsible
for A's murder than would be some assassin (call him B') who acted
at his own initiative. But we also want to hold C, who hired the gun·
man, responsible in some measure for A's death. Hence, the fractional
responsibility falling to B. summed with that falling to C, must exceed
one (if that is properly reckoned as the quantum of responsibility that
would have fallen to the unhired gunman B').
The reason here that responsibilities sum to more than one is a
conjunction of the two types of reason offered in the analysis of the
two cases described previously. One crucial factor is that people
whose actions are sufficimt to produce an outcome are fully responsible for that outcome, the shared responsibilities of others notwith·
standing. A second crucial factor is that those whose actions are
ntctsSary to produce an outcome are not exonerated (not fully, any·
way) by the fact that others also make, and must make, causal contributions - even if those contributions are later or in some sense
'larger' ones.
The analysis just offered was cast in terms of actions. But nothing
in it changes if we recast it in terms of omissions instead. In the story
as told, for example, C commissions gunman B to act so as to cause
A's death. Let us vary that aspect of the story: suppose B is instead
the sole lifeguard employed at A's personal pool; A is a miserable
swimmer who requires constant rescuing; C, in these circumstances,
commissions B merely to omit to rescue A the next time he is floundering. The conclusion that fractional responsibilities of B and C for
A's death sum to more than one remains unchanged in these altered
circumstances. B is no less responsible for A's death than would be a
B' who omitted a similar duty without financial inducement; C bears
some responsibility for A's death; hence B plus C's responsibilities
exceed one (that being reckoned as the responsibility falling to B').
The previous examples are ones of interdependent actions involv·
ing complicity, of one form or another, between the two parties jointly
• The .arne may be true of J'<l"illve actions prodw.ing good results. Consider t1w
case in which A is a tennis player trained by B. a roach hind by C to train A.
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involved in producing a state of affairs for which they are both to be
held ex post responsible. But that is nowise crucial. Fractional responsibilities am sum to more than one even where that feature is missing.
Consider first cases of "passing the buck." There, the agent passing
the buck intentionally engages the other in the activity; but the one to
whom the buck is paaaed did not himself intend to get involved. Suppose, for example, that an unscrupulous firm engages in a productive
procet111 that it knows will tum a quick profit but which it also knows
will create long-term hanns for its employees, customers or neighbors.
Suppose that, knowing this, the firm takes its profits early and declares itself bankrupt at just the moment the costs are starting to accrue, confident that the government will then step in to clean up its
mess for it. Suppose, however, that the government did not do so.'
Then we would surely want to say that both the firm and the government were responsible - the firm fully responsible, and the government at least partially so- for the harms that ensue. And, of course,
one agent's fuil responsibility plus another's partial responsibility
adds up to more than one.
Conversely, there are cases of "setting a bad example." There, the
agent setting the bad example acts in the foreknowledge, but without
the intention, that his act will influence that of another. Here, it is the
action of the one who is following the bad example that is intentional,
instead. Suppose the United States dumps nuclear wastes at sea,
knowing but not intending that other nuclear powers will follow its
lead; suppose, furthermore, that perfectly predictable ecological damage ensues as a resuit of all this foreseeable dumping that follows from
the initial American act. In such a case, we would surely want to say
that each nation is fully responsible for the damage that its own waste
does. But, over and above that, we wouid want to say the United
States is responsible for setting a bad example. In addition to being
fully responsible for the effects of it own wastes, it is also partly responsible for the effects of the wastes that it unintentionally but knowingly encouraged others to deposit. Once again, full responsibility
plus partial responsibility adds up to more than one.
The crucial thing making fractional responsibilities sum to more
than one, in both these cases, seems to be this. Although you as the
"innocent party" did not intend that the other should shape his behavior to your own, you am reasonably be expected to know that he
'Or, for""""'- example from an ..r11er """· ou~ that porrn18 dofault on the
cbligotlon thry a.wnod at tholr child's chrilltenlft8 to ca"' for the spiritual well·
brift8 of the child, rxpoc:t1ft8 the godpo""'ll tu du ., inotNd; but they do not,
either. Then both the """"''" and godporrn18 would be fully rrsponsibk! fur the
child'o spiritual plight.
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the othet" has done or will do so. The other's intentional shaping of
his action to yours lets him in for full responsibility for the outcome
of your joint actions. Your knowledge that he has done or will do so
lets you in for partial responsibility for the selfsame outcome. T(>gether, those responsibilities sum to more than one.

B
Cases in which fractional blame-responsibilities sum to less than one
are relatively straightforward, in contrast. They consist essentially of
cases in which outcomL'S are underdetermined by the joint actions of
the SCVPral agl'!lts involved. That is to say, the actions of the parties
were neither individually nL'CeSsary nor jointly sufficient to produce
the outcomP; the intPrvention of some further agent, generically characterized as Chancl', was required to produced the outcoml' that eventuated.
Consider the standard case of an automobill' crash. The crucial factors in contributing to the crash, let us say, wpre driver A's slightly
bald (but perfectly legal) tires, driver B's slightly weak (but perfectly
legal) eyesight, and an unusually heavy fog. Certainly individuals A
and B's contributions to the crash were not themselves sufficient, individually or jointly, to produce the crash; had there been no fog. let
us say, there would quite assuredly have been no crash. Let us imagine (as often presumably would be the actual case) that neithet" was
~ry. either. That is to say, the fog was so bad that there was a
fair chance that the two drivers would have hit one another's car, even
absent problems with tires or eyesight; all those factors did was increase an already nonnegligible probability of an accident.
Under such circumstances, it seems distinctly odd to suppose that
the fractional responsibilities of the two drivers sum to one. We may
quite sensibly say that B is somewhat more responsible than A, since
B should have known his eyes were weak (e.g., he has to squint when
reading signs in the distance) whereas A had no particular reason to
suppose his tire tread was wearing thin (although of course he should
have checkl!d it more often, just as B should havE' had his eyE'sight
checkl!d more often). But all that is beside the present point. What is
at issue here is whether the fractional responsibilities of A and B,
however apportioned between them, sum to one.
Where parties' faults, taken together, come so far short as they do
in this instance of determining the outcome, I think it unreasonable
to say that fractional responsibilities sum to one. The only time that
would make sense, I suggest, is when a pair of agents, given their
combined faults, could be said to deservE' to have some misfortune
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befall them - when they can be said to "have it coming."" Whenever
we can properly say that the pair of them, though slightly negligent
in certain respects, were nonetheless simply unlucky that the untoward
event occurred, I suggest that a large portion of the responsibility
should be assigned to Chance. The individuals, taken separately,
should be allocated responsibility for such outcomes as would characteristically follow from their faulty performances. If. through some
fluke, something much worse happens, then it is not properly chargeable to their account.
II

Thus we have seen that, in many diverse (and arguably common)
circumstances, fractional blame-responsibilities do not necessarily sum
to one. Sometimes they sum to more, sometimes to less. In either case,
the upshot is the same. Any direct link between responsibility and
liability (i.e., deserved treatments, be they rewards or punishments)
is necessarily severed.
The reason this is so is straightforward. Consider first a case where
fractional responsibilities sum to more than one. Imagine ten individuals, each of whom is to be held fully responsible for causing damage
to a jetty that will cost $100 to repair. Were we to derive liability
directly from blame-responsibilities, saying that each of the ten was
fully responsible for the $too damage would entail collecting Stoo
from each of the ten. You would then have collected a total of St,ooo
to effect repairs costing Stoo. Who deserves to get the extra S9oo? The
injured party has done nothing to deserve it. Neither has anyone else.
Or, again, suppoee that each of ten people makes an absolutely
essential contribution toward the production of a widget valued at
$too. Then, too, we would say not just that each of the ten was equally
responsible but, following the discussion in Section lA, that each of
them was fully responsible. But were deserved treatments derived
directly from responsibilities, saying that each of the ten was fully
responsible for the $too widget would entail paying each of them
Stoo. You would have ended up paying St.ooo in remuneration for
the production of something that can be sold for only $too. Where is
the extra S9oo to come from?
Similarly in cases of fractional responsibilities summing to less than
one, it makes no sense to derive liabilities from responsibilities directly. If there are ten hikers, each of whom is t/tooth responsible for
harm to an embankment costing Stoo to repair, then equating liability
with responsibilities would lead us to bill each for St. You end up
,. Goodin a988, chap. Jo.
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collecting a m~>re Sto that way, however; S9o is still outstanding. Presumably that bill is chargeable to Chance. But where do you address
bills that are to be sent to Chance? Or, again, suppose that ten people
working together discovered some fantastic new drug, but that they
did so mostly through sheer good luck. Each of the ten can only be
said to be t I too responsible for the discovery, let us imagine; the rest
of the credit goes to Dame Fortune. Then equating deserved rewards
with responsibilities would lead us to pay each of the ten t percent
of the profits from sale of the drug. The other 90 percent is surplus.
Who deserves to get it? Er hypothesi, all those who have done anything
to deservP it have alredy been paid in full.
Ill

The most that can be said would seem to be this. Where fractional
blame-responsibilities fail to sum to exactly one, a person's responsibility will set an upper bound (when they sum to more than one) or
a lower bound (when they sum to less than one) on what treatment
that person should receive. By "upper bound" I mean to say that
people ought not be assessed penalties or rewards that are in excess
of that sum. By "lower bound" I mean to say that people ought not
be assessed penalties or rewards that are less than that sum.
Consider the case of the ten yachtsmen who are each fully responsible for causing $too damagP to a jetty. On this analysis, each may
properly be held liable for up to $too in damage payments, but no
more. That upper bound leaves open, of course, a broad range of
permissible alternative cost-sharing arrangements among the yachtsmen. These range from charging any one of them the full Stoo and
all the rest nothing right the way through charging all of them Sto
equally. None of these schemes violates the upper bound, so any of
them would be permissible. Given that the yachtsmen's fractional responsibilities sum to more than one, that is the most that analysis of
their fractional responsibilities alone will tell us. There is no other way
of deciding, in those terms alone, which of these many possible costsharing schemes is to be pref~'tTed.
Similarly in the case of the widget-makers, each of whom is fully
responsible for causing a $too widget to exist. Since their fractional
responsibilities sum to more than one, there is an upper bound of $too
upon what can properly be paid in remuneration to any widgetmaker. But, again, there are a variety of possible alternative remuneration schl'mes, ranging from paying one the full $too and the rest
nothing, right the way through paying all of them $to equally. None
violates the upper bound; all would be permissible. Given that the
widget-makers' fractional responsibilities sum to more than one, that
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is the most that any analysis of their fractional responsibilities alone
will tell us.
In cases where fractional responsibilities sum to less than one, there
is a lower bound set instead of an upper one. Each of the hikers should
be liable for at least $1 in damage payments for the harm they have
done. Each of the pharmacologists should properly receive at least 1
percent of the profits from the drug. We may decide to charge (or pay)
them much more than that, if we happen to believe that costs and benefits of accidental events should be borne by those most directly involved. But that amounts to assessing liabilities in r:ccrss of- not in line
with - responsibilities. Alternatively, we might suppose that society
should pay for accidental damage out of general fund revenues (and
deposit the gains from acddental benefits to general fund revenue). Either of those options - or anything in between them - would be perfectly permissible. Given that fractional responsibilities here sum to less
than one, the most that an analysis of people's fractional responsibilities
alone can tell us is that we must respect the lower limit.
IV

When fractional blame-responsibilities fail to sum to one, then, we face
a broad range of permissible cost- and benefit-sharing options. How
we choose between them is in no way dictated by an analysis of people's fractional blame-responsibilities alone. We rely instead upon
other blatantly utilitarian prindples. We may, for example, allocate
liability for damages to whomsoever has the "deepest pockets," that
is, whomsoever can best afford to bear the costs. In so doing. we do
not pretend to apportion liabilities proportional to moral blame, responsibility or anything of the sort. We are not blamirrg anyone for
having deep pockets, nor are we accusing him of any uorongdoing in
the process of acquiring deep pockets. But we do not have to do so,
either. For we have seen that the analysis of responsibility is silent as
between alternative allocations of liability within the broad ranges
picked out.
Neither do we pretend that, once all the Stoo damages have been
compensated to the owner of the damaged jetty, that those yachtsmen
who escaped paying but who were fully responsible nonetheless are
off the hook. They are not liable for anything. perhaps. The jettyowner, having been fully compensated, has no further claim. But the
culpable yachtsmen remain responsible, even if their liability is at an
end.
Similarly in the case of allocating rewards, fractional responsibilities summing to something other than one open a broad range of
permisalble cost- and benefit-sharing options. You need not try to pay
Cj6
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people in strict proportion to their fractional responsibility, where
many share full responsibility for pnxlucing the pnxluct (as, e.g., capital and labor typically do, if you believe in Cobb-Douglas pnx!uction
functions). Rather, you are freed to largely ignore questions of desert
and responsibility and distribute benefits on other bases entirely need, for example - just so long as you do not pay anyone more than
the upper limit suggests. Here again, you do not need to pretend that
widget-makers who were responsible but not rewarded their full Stoo
have had their claims canceled, any more than those yachtsmen who
were negatively responsible for damaging the jetty but who escaped
the bill have had their liabilities canceled. Their responsibility for~
ducing the widget remains unquestioned. It is just the liability - the
reward, here - that has varied.

v
Of course, even where fractional responsibilities do not sum to one,
we might nevertheless use them to allocate liability (reward, punishment) a little less directly. There can be no question of setting fractional allocations of liability rq1111/ to fractional responsibilities. Since
fractionali'I.'Sponsibilities sum to something other than one, we would
by doing that end up allocating either more or less than the total sum
of liability to be distributed.
Still, if we want to allocate total liability according to fractional
responsibilities, and those alone, we can always set fractional allocations of liability proportionate to fractional responsibilities. Suppose individual A bears t/ a responsibility for the outcome and individual B
bears t/b. The proportionality rule suggests that the ratio of A's liability to B's (L,/L0 ) should be the same as the ratio of A's responsibility to B's (1 /ba = b/a), and that this ought to be true even if
1/
t/ a + t/b -+ 1. This proportion is then used to allocate total liability. So, for example, if two people are each fully responsible for the
death of some third party (as are the poisoner and the shooter in my
initial example), they would each bear liability for half a murder. And
if there were a third party who was also fully responsible for the
murder, they would each bear liability for a third of a murder. And
so on.
The appeal of this proportionality rule presumably lies in this "fairness," "equity" or "justice." If two people have worked identically to
pnxluce the same outcome, then they should in all justice pay the
same penalty or reap the same reward.
The notion of justice to which the proportionality rule appeals is,
'¥7
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obviously, what Feinberg would call a "comparative" standard of justice.' But there is another, 1101\C0mparative standard of justice that
could also be applied to such cases. Certainly it is not unjust to judge
someone fully liable for the penalties we inDict on murders if that
person is fully responsible for committing a murder. The fact that
others are also fully responsible for the same murder, but escape liability for it, in no way impugns the (noncomparative) justice of holding the one party liable for it, and fully so. That no more follows than
does the conclusion that just because we cannot catch every criminal
we ought not punish any. It may be unjust to do so according to
standards of comparative justice. But it certainly is not unjust according to the more appropriate standards of noncomparative justice that
should be used in such cases.
It would, of course, be unjust even in noncomparative terms to
move outside the bounds set by people's fractional responsibilities
themselves. If there are three people, each of whom bears half responsibility for causing certain damage, then it would be unjust even
in noncomparative terms to charge any of them for more than half
the repairs. But there would, in noncomparative terms, be nothing
unjust in charging two of them each one-half of the costs, and the
third nothing.
Not only does the proportionality rule go beyond what noncomparative justice rightly demands. It also offends against its own preferred standard of comparative justice. Its basic premise is that like
cases should be treated alike, and different cases differently in proportion to their differences. For those recommending the proportionality rule on these grounds, the focus is on the liabilities that fall to
two people who are identically involved in the same activity together.
It seems (comparatively) unjust that one should bear more liability
than the other in such cases.
But let us shift the focus slightly. Consider instead the liabilities of
two people. One of them, let us imagine, is fully responsible for a
murder because he poisoned someone who then died of the poison.
The other is fully responsible for murder because he poisoned someone who would have died from that poison if someone else had not
shot him dead first. These two murderers have performed identical
acts with identical intentions, let us imagine; so their liabilities, on the
standard of comparative justice here in view, really ought to be identical. Yet the proportionality rule would allocate the second poisoner
half as much liability as the first, on the grounds that his liability must
be split equally with the shooter. Thus, the proportionality rule produces comparative justice between those responsible for the same mur'~'embers

'974' tC)IIo, dYp.
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der at the cost of comparative injustice between tho5e identically
responsible for diffrrmt murders.
The upshot would seem to be that comparative justice is an ina>herent standard, in such cases. However we aUocate liability we
would offend against it, in one way or another. But comparative justice is the only principle to which the proportionality rule can appeal.
If it is inapplicable (because incoherent) in cases where fractional responsibilities sum to something other than one, then we must dismll&
the proportionality rule along with it.
VI

The arguments of this chapter trace an important limit to the model
of blame-responsibility, even on its home ground. These arguments
seem to suggest that questions of reward and punishment, praise and
blame, really are largely separate from questions of blameresponsibility, at least for the arguably broad class of cases where
fractional responsibilities do not add up to one. Not only are deontological models of blame-responsibility incomplete, in such cases.
Furthermore, the only way they can be made complete - through appeal to the proportionality rule of comparative justice, discu&led in
Section V - is ultimately incoherent.
Thus, even in the core area of their application. deontological models of blame-responsibility not only may but must be supplemented
by more consequentialistic-utilitarian models of responsibility. Being
forward- rather than backward-looking. aiming at securing desirable
outcomes for the future rather than doing justice to people's past performances, such consequentialistic-utilitarian models of responsibility
are largely immune to the forces that make deontological models of
blame-responsibility so radically incomplete.
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Chapter 7
Apportioning responsibilities

The preceding chapter was essentially a softening-up exercise, showing that the deontologists' model of blame-responsibility was incomplete even in its own terms. Next, I want to mount a more positive
case for the relative superiority of consequentialistic utilitarian accounts of task-responsibility over deontological models of blameresponsibility, based on the problem of apportioning responsibilities
among participants in some joint endeavor.
11>e argument of this chaph!r otarts from many of the sam• rommonplaces as that of the preceding one. Maybe occasionally individuals ad alone, one individual bearing exclusive responsibility for
some particular state of affairs. More commonly several individuals
ad together, "sharing responsibility" (in some sense or another) and,
indeed, sharing it differentially. There, responsibility is neither exclusive nor equal. Some people bear rather more responsibility, oihers
rather less, for one and the same state of affairs.
That is simply to say that we characteristically find ourselves
11pportioning responsibility between different agents. In itself, that observation seems unexceptional and unexceptionable. Upon further inspection, however, it turns out that that observation is not nearly so
idle as it seems. That we apportion responsibility, and how we do so,
in the end tells us something important about the nature of responsibility itself. For it is only on certain models of moral responsibility
- the standard model, extraordinary as it seems, not being among
them - that that practice makes sense.
The standard model of responsibility (championed variously by
lawyers, churchmen and Kantian philosophers) is essentially a mechanism for fixing credit or, more commonly, blame for certain sorts
of states of affairs. Hence I shall dub this model one of "blameresponsibility." People are paradigmatically held responsible for flaws
in their characters and for the outcomes (especially the harms) that
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flow from them. People who harbor evil intentions, producing harms
on purpose and by design, are charged with the gravest form of responsibility, marked off by the criminal law and its moral equivalents;
those who are merely negligent, unintentionally but recklessly causing
harm, are charged with lighter forms of responsibility, marked off by
the civil law and its moral analogues. On both levels, the central con·
cern of advocates of the model of blame-responsibility is with "what
sort of person one is," as revealed through one's actions and what
(motives, thoughtlessness, etc.) can be seen lying behind them.
Presumably ascribing responsibility is always esaenlially a matter
of pointing fingers. What distinguishes the standard model of moral
responsibility from the one that I shall here be advocating is the pur·
pDS(' for which fingers are being pointed. With the standard model of
responsibility, fingers are being pointed for purposes of fixing blame.
With my model of responsibility, fingers are being pointed for pur·
poses of assigning duties, jobs or (generically) tasks. Hence mine is a
model of "task-responsibility." In it, questions of "who has been assigned what tasks?" become truly central to the business of ascribing
responsibilities. The difference between "my job" and "your job," on
this account of responsibilities, looms particularly large.
Of COW'!Ie, it would make no sense to assign people task·
responsibilities if they were not also going to be held to account for
how well or badly they performed those tasks and discharged those
responsibilities. Therefore, task-responsibilities inevitably entail correlative blame-responsibilities. But the blame-respollllibilities entailed
by task-responsibilities are different, both in substance and in form,
from those that are implied by the standard model of blameresponsibilities. The former put questions of consequences to the fore,
the latter questions of character to the fore.
It is the argument of this chapter that these differences matter. In
it, I shall be trying to show that my model of task-responsibility makes
better sense of the way we apportion differential responsibilities than
does the standard, character-based model of blame-responsibility.

Consider this distressingly realistic pair of scenarios. In the first, a
terrorist gang has eKploded a bomb hidden in some rubbish at the
back of a busy store, killing several innocent shoppers and injuring
several more. How should we apportion responsibilities for this dam·
age? Intuitively, and after considerable reflection as well, we would
ordinarily say something li.lce this. The terrorist who masterminded
the attack bears greatest responsibility for its consequences. The terrorist who actually detonated the bomb bears a greater responaibllity
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than the member of the gang who merely planted the bomb in the
store and did nothing IIIDI1!. All of thoee agents bear a greater responsibility than the store detective whose perfunctory search of the
premises that morning failed to uncover the bomb, but his responsibility is greater than that of the janitor who failed to clear the rubbish
the night before. All of them, however, bear greater responsibility than
the politicians and the electorate whose decisions gave the terrorist
gang a justifiable grievance.
Or, for a second scenario, imagine a particularly messy divorce that
has so alienated a mother from the child left in her custody that she
neglects it and it dies in conseq~. How should we apportion responsibilities for this death? Intuitively, and after considerable reflection as well, we would ordinarily say something like this. The brunt
of responsibility for the child's death must fall upon the neglectful
mother. But a substantial. though lesser, measure of responsibility falls
upon the ex-husband who, had he exercised court-awarded visiting
rights, could have prevented the tragedy. A lesser, though nonetheless
substantial, measure of responsibility falls to the Public Health Visitor,
who should have been calling at the family's house to check on the
health of infants in general. And some modicum of responsibility falls
to all those (the child's neighbors, grandparents, etc.) who might reasonably have been expected to obeerve the child's dislrn8 and report
it to the proper authorities.
What is revealed by these cases, and hundreds of others like them,
is that we ordinarily want to make fairly fine-grained judgments about
the relative degrees of responsibility borne by various actors in the
sequence of events that conspired to produce any particular state of
affairs. But what sense can be made of these judgments? On what
basis can we reasonably apportion responsibility?
II

Advocates of the model of blame-responsibility offer a bifurcated response to such questions. First and foremost, anyone possessed of
mms m1 - of evil intent - is criminally guilty, and bears proportionately greater responsibility than anyone in whom this element of intentionality is missing. Second, and very much secondarily, anyone
guilty of negligence bears some responsibility; just how much depends
upon the magnitude of the harm and the probability that the negligent
agent should have foreseen its occurring. given his actions.
At first blush, this account might seem broadly right. Surely it is
correct to say that, in the case of the bomb blast, all the terrorists (who
harbol- evil intent) come in for greater shares of responsibility than do
watchmen, janitors or politicians (who are guilty of mere negligence).
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And it is probably also right to say that everyone whom we want to
hold responsible to any extent at all, in that case or any other, is guilty
(at the very least) of negligence of some sort of another.
Upon closer analysis, however, this initial plausibility fades. Questions arise concerning the adequacy of this model on three levels: its
account of first-class, intentions-based responsibilities; of second-class,
negligence-based responsibilities; and of the relationship between
these two classes of responsibilities. On none of these points is the
model of character-based blame-responsibility wholly convincing.

A
At the higher level - that of intentions-based responsibilities - the
main problem is that this model of blame-responsibility does not allow us to make any very fine distinctions between different people's
differential responsibilities. Dealing strictly in tenns of intentions, we
can make only the gros!M!St distinction between those who were party
to the terrorists' conspiracy and those who were not. Suppose the
terrorist gang held long and intense discussions about its plan of action and the anticipated consequences. Suppose every member of the
gang agreed to the plan, not just in the knowledge that innocent shoppers would die, but actually welcoming that result as part of some
larger political program. Then in looking at intentions alone, we
would be unable to distinguish between the responsibility borne by
the terrorist who actually detonated the bomb and that borne by the
one who merely planted it.
Now, perhaps that is the right answer after all. Maybe we were
simply wrong in attempting to impose any distinction here in the first
place. But there is something undeniably disconcerting about a theory
that obliges us to say that there is no moral difference whatsoever
between central actors (those who masterminded the plot or pushed
the detonator) and bit players (those merely buying explosives or acting as decoys while they were plant~), just because they were all
coconspirators sharing the same intention. And there is something
odder still in saying that thl' saml' ri'Sponsibility - e;ractly the same is borne by someone who, although participating wholeheartedly (but
not figuring !'Specially centrally) in the planning sessions and thus
sharing the group's intentions, fell ill and could take no part whatsoever in carrying out the plot. A theory that would hold equally
responsible those who played virtually no role in the murders and
those who were most instrumental in it, just on account of some
shared intentions, is a very queer doctrine indeed.
What has caused all this trouble is something deep within the notion of "intention." Intentionality itself does not admit of degrees. On
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the most plausible analysis, some particular outcome is said to be
intended by you if and only if that outoome is necessarily part of what
it is to accomplish your desired ends.' Thus, the death of many innocent dvilians must be regarded as an intended (because intrinsic)
part of the American plan in dropping the atomic bomb on Hiroshima,
rather than as an incidental by-product of American intentions to
bring the war to a speedy conclusion. And this can best be seen by
noticing that if all noncombatants had been evacuated from Hiroshima
before the bombing, then the Americans would have had to choose
as their target another dty that was still functioning as a "normal"
dty. (Otherwise, the bombing would amount to the sort of mere
"demonstration" that American planners explicitly rejected.) An effect
is propedy regarded as a foreseen but unintended by-product of our
intentional action only if, were the effect in question somehow removed, we would still want to persist in the same plan of action. If
that is not the case, then that effect must be regarded as an intrinsic
part of our intentions.
Understood that way, an outcome is either intended or not. The
question ia not how much you would have to change your plans if that
consequence were to be avoided; the question is merely whnher your
plans would have to be changed. On its face, then. this analysis seems
to offer no way to accommodate "degrees" into talk of intentionality.'
Yet without that, it seems impossible to accommodate our desire to
talk about "degrees of responsibility." We would apparently be unable to "apportion" responsibility in any meaningful sense. We would
just have to assign whole masses of people to one category or another.
It would be impossible to say that one person is "more responsible,"
or "bears a greater responsibility," for an outcome than a variety of
other people who may share the same intention but who performed
a variety of really quite different acts.
Several maneuvers are available to advocates of intentions-based
accounts of responsibility in trying to evade these critidsms. One of
them is to point to a variety of conditions that diminish one's responsibility for an action by qualifying the claim that the action was indeed
'Dwortdn hgllj. p. 453), bornJwina from J. Thomoon lt977, chap. t9l.
• Similarly, if an "ll"ftf'• "intenr• is defined in Dovid!on's hgllol t"""' of the "d~
JCripliono" under which the qent has chooo!n the ac:tion, then any particular
upect of the ac:tion must be mher intended (i.e., figure in the opnl's nwn act·
doocriptlon, under which the qent <"'-the act) or eloe noc intended (i.e., noc
!0 figure). Talk of "degn!es of lnlfttlioniiUty" must, In these terms, ..-n """"'"
thing like this: "This olld-doocriptlon is relatively neam- to (or further frond the
qenrs own." But in these terms !here Is no room for SU<h a metric. Either the
olld-doocriptlon ;, the agenrs own lin which cue the act was fully Intended under
that dncription), or eloe It was noc (in which """' it wu ootot all intended under
that dncription).
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performed intentionally. The question is simply whether qualifications
such as these can fully account for the systematic variation in tiM!
responsibilities of various members of our hypothetical terrorist gang.
The answer to that question seems certainly to be "no." While in any
particular instance it may be true that the bomb-plantft' has better
excuses than the bomb-detonator, there is no reason to believe that
that will always be tiM! case. Indeed, sometimes the opposite is bound
to be the case - sometimes it will be the bomb-detonator who is participating under duress, to save his children who are being held hostage by the terrorist gang. Talk of excusing, mitigating or extenuating
circumstances seems constitutionally incapable of accounting for the
systmratically greater responsibility of the one party. By its very nature,
all such talk must deal in terms of particular features of particular
circumstances, and these are bound to vary.
A second evasive maneuver available to advocates of intentionsbased accounts of responsibility is to suggest that those with lesser
responsibility have in effect "copped a plea," pleading guilty to a
lesser charge in exchange for being let off the more serious one. The
strategy here is to subdivide the plan and assign responsibility for
different parts of its formulation and execution to different agents.
Thus, the bomb-planter might be thought guilty merely of "conspiracy
to murder" or of "endangering life," whereas the bomb-detonator
might be thought guilty of murder in the first degree.' But if we stick
exclusively to the story about intentions, and if intentions are conceived in the terms described here, then you would have to plead fully
guilty to the lesser charge and be released rntirrly from responsibility
on the graver one. That is to say, any gradations of responsibility must
be located in gradations of more or less serious offenses, not in differential degrees of responsibility for the same offense. Perhaps it
might be logically possible to invent enough distinct offenses to make
all the fine-grained distinctions we think we should in our system of
responsibility. But it seems empirically unlikely that there are enough
already in the statute books or tiM! equivalent moral registers. The
decoy or purchaser of explosives bears greater responsibility than the
financial backers or passive members of the gang, for example, but it
is hard to think how to describe all those differential responsibilities
in terms of responsibilities for different moral or legal offenses. Hence
it seems that we are holding them differentially responsible for the
same thing, rather than holding them responsible for different things.
A third and final evasive maneuver available to advocates of intentions-based models of blame-responsibility is to reformulate the notion of "intentions." On this revised account, what each participant in
• Feinbe<g ''170· pp. 2.44-6.
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the terrorist conspiracy intends - but all that any of them intends - is
to play one's ourn part in the plan. Crudally. on this account, none of
them (with the possible exception of the mastermind himseiO would
truly intend the outcome of their combined actions. Differential responsibilities would then follow straightforwardly. Those who intend
lesser contributions are less responsible for the overall outcome than
those who intend greater contributions. This might be a reasonable
account of responsibilities for occidmts, where the intended actions of
various agents interact in ways that none of them intends in order to
produce the outcome that all regard as unfortunate. It is not, however,
a plausible account of conspiratorial intentions. There, the interactions
between their intentional actions are deliberate, not accidental or in·
cidental. The intentions of each conspirator "track" the larger goal of
the conspiracy as a whole.• If any one of the conspirators alters in any
way his intention to participate in the conspiracy, all the other conspirators would (if they know of his altered intentions) consider what
alterations are therefore required in their own intentions in order to
achieve the aims of the conspiracy. In light of this, no true ctlconspir·
ator could plausibly claim to be performing intentionally just his own
component of the overall plan. Rather, each intends the whole.
8

The second half of the model of blame-responsibility assigns respon·
sibilities of a weaker sort to people on the basis of their negligence.
The problem with this half of the model is not that it lacks an account
of differential responsibilities, as does the other intentions-based half.
Clearly, different people do end up with different degrees of negligence-based responsibility. The question is whether the right people
end up being assigned the right amounts.
The extent of negligence-based blame-responsibility varies explicitly with h) the magnitude of the hann that occurs and (2) the foreseeable probability of its occurring. given the negligent party's actions
or omissions. Thus, it is easy to see how one person can be said to be
more negligent (and hence more responsible, in that sense) than an·
other. On the analysis here in view, that amounts merely to saying
that either the magnitude or the probability or both were greater in
his case than in the other's case.
Sometimes that will lead to results that are broadly consistent with
our intuitive allocation of responsibilities, but often it will not. In the
case of the terrorist attack, we are inclined to hold the security guard
'Nozick t9flt, pp. 317-16.
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whose search failed to tum up the bomb more responsible for the
ensuing mayhem than we are the janitor who merely failed to collect
on time the rubbish in which the bomb was hidden, and that may be
because security guards hired to search for bombs are more likely to
come across them than are janitors.
Further down the ladder of responsibility, however, doubts about
the model's adequacy really begin to mushroom. Consider the responsibilities of politicians and electorates who vote for policies that
are sure to provoke terrorist bombing campaigns. We are inclined to
say, both at first blush and upon reflection as well, that they bear less
responsibility for the deaths than the guard or the janitor. But their
actions indisputably put more people more at risk of death from lft"rorist bombs than the actions of either of those store employees. Even
though both the magnitude of harm and the probability of harm in·
crease more as a result of their actions, however, we want to hold
them less responsible. The negligence model, analyzing blameresponsibility purely as an amalgam of those two factors, is at a loss
to explain why.
Similarly in the case of child-neglect, we are inclined to hold the
Health Visitor more responsible for the child's death, even though that
official seems less "negligent" (on the magnitude/probability calculus
of negligence) than the child's neighbors. The neighbors, after all,
could observe at close quarters a consistent pattern of neglect over a
fairly protracted period. Surely there was a higher probability of a
more disastrous outcome resulting from their failure to report the case
to the proper authorities than from the Health Visitor's failure to per·
form the sort of cursory inspection that is all that the law requires.
Yet we hold the Health Visitor more responsible.
The upshot seems to be that, while the model of negligence-based
blame-responsibility is indeed scalar, it operates on the wrong scale.
How negligent one has been, and how much blame-responsibility one
will therefore have to bear for the outcome, is analyzed within that
model in terms of how "irresponsibly" one has behaved. Irresponsible
behavior is analyzed in terms of "thoughtlessness," with how much
thought one should have given some action being assessed in terms
of the stakes involved, their magnitude and the foreseeable probability
that the loss will indeed be incurred. The examples just offered sug·
gest that, even in cases of pure negligence (where there is no hint of
evil intent), responsibilities are in fact apportioned in ways other than
the probability /magnitude model would suggest. It is not just reflection upon people's characters - not just a disdain for "thoughtlessness" (of that sort, anyway) - that guides our judgments about their
responsibilities.
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Finally, there are problems with the account offered by the blameresponsibility model of the relationship between these two levels of
responsibility. Both t<antian philosophy and the legal analogy seem
to suggest that intentions-based responsibilities are an order of magnitude more serious than negligence-based responsibilities. The relationship between the two, on the blame-responsibility model. seems
to be virtually lexicographical. But anything like a lexicographical
ranking badly overstates the extent of the priority which intentions
enjoy in our thinking about responsibilities. At the margins, we can
easily conceive of cases of really gross negligence that we would consider more blameworthy than intentional minor contributions to a
harmful outcome.'
For an example, consider a security guard who did not merely
overlook the bomb while doing his ordinary morning rounds, but was
instead appallingly negligent. Suppose this was an important anniversary that the terrorists regularly celebrated with bomb attacks; suppose this particular store was a favorite target, having been bombed
often before; suppose the previous bombs had all been planted in just
the same sort of rubbish piles in just such a corridor. Suppose the
security guard in question knew all this. Yet knowing this, and knowing that he will be the only guard to patrol the corridor, he gives the
rubbish in which the bomb is hidden only a cursory kick and reports
back that there is no bomb there. Finally, suppose that it is a case of
pure, unmitigated negligence - the guard is neither a secret sympathizer with the tenorists, nor is he prevented from doing his duty
properly by paralyzing fear or threats against the Jivl'S of his children
or such like. Although the guard is merely negligent in the performance of his duty, he is so grossly negligent that the responsibility he
bears for the shoppers' deaths is at least as great as that borne by
some other members of the terrorist gang who made only very minor
contributions (e.g., acting as decoy while the bomb was planted) to
the success of the bomb attack.
One such case is enough to show that intentions-based responsibilities do not enjoy lexicographical priority over negligence-based
ones. There may be some scope for argument over whether this reversal of the "natural" order is merely a marginal phenomenon. I am
inclined to believe that the margins within which it occurs are really
rather wide. But there is no need to enter into that argument here.
' Indeed,

"g~s

negligmce.. can sometime5 give rise to crimi1wll liability (Hart

P· t)7l.
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Advocates of models of blame-responsibility, if they admit that this
occurs even at the margins, are then obliged to produce a scalar for
intentions-based responsibilities, and to produce some mechanism for
mapping this scale onto the scalar for negligence-based responsibilities
to tell us how to trade the one off for the other. Only a light lexicographical ranking of intentions-based over negligence-based responsibilities would have allowed them to dispense with either (much less
both) of these elements in their model. But any such tight lexicographical ranking fails to do justice to our ordinary judgments (Intuitive
and considered ones, alike) about how to apportion responsibilities In
some important cases.

Ill

All those are problems that arise within the model of blameresponsibility. There, assigning responsibilities is seen as being essentially a matter of assigning blame. On the model of task-responsibility,
In contrast, assigning responsibility amounts essentially to assigning
duties and jobs. Different people have different responsibilities, ex
ante, because they are allocated different duties and tasks. And people
bear differential ex post responsibilities for outcomes, on this account,
depending on the role that they played or should have played, pursuant to those ex ante task-responsibilities, in producing or averting
those outcomes.•
There are, broadly speaking. two ways in which people might be
said to bear different task-responsibilities. In the first, they will have
been assigned responsibility for different tasks. In the second, they
will have been assigned different responsibilities vis-A-vis the same
task. An important example of the latter is the way In which we assign
some people (e.g., godparents) secondary, backup responsibilities for
stepping in and doing certain things (e.g., raising their godchildren)
when those with primary responsibility (e.g., their natural parents)
fail to discharge it.
I shall say very little about the bases upon which these task' Failure to diocharge a taslr.-responsibility might conoist In either an oct or an
omission, depending upon what the taslr.-,...ponolbllity required of the agenL
Even thooe who attach great moral importance to the d~ botwftn and omisalons concede there is not """""""rilY any monl dilference botwftn
them where the agent is under oome sp«io/ ,...ponslbllity, though. A s1eepina
oenll)' is aa blameworthy for any harm that reoulll from hlo negatively omitting
to diocharp his responsibility as a drunk driver for any harm that reoulll from
his Ktlwly violating his. See Goodin •9Bsc. chap. :a. and references therein.
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responsibilities get assigned to the partirular people they do.7 No
doubt part of the story - no doubt a large part of it - has to do with
people's differential capacities for performing the tasks and duties at
issue. Perhaps some people are peculiarly well situated to act, or to
know if and when action might be necessary. Or perhaps they are
particularly blessed with the peculiar sorts of resources (be they material or affective) which the task requires. Or perhaps, in cases where
it is crucial to the success of the enterprise that some people act and
that others stay well out of their way, they possess some peculiar
attribute that makes it "obvious" to themselves and to others that they
are the ones who should act. All of these are e561!lltially consequentialistic considerations, assigning task-responsibilities to people on the
grounds that they are particularly able to discharge them. But there
may also be other nonconsequentialistic considerations at work in the
allocation of task-responsibilities. Whether or not there are is a question that, for present purposes, can safely be left open.
My main concern here is instead to show that the model of taskresponsibility can offer a plausible account of the way in which we
do, in practice, apportion responsibilities among different people. Specifically, the model of task-responsibility can successfully avoid the
pitfalls found, in Section II, with the model of blame-responsibility.
The first problem, discu5!M!CI in Section IIA, is that the blameresponsibility model. because of its narrow focus upon people's
intention.~ in allocating top-level responsibilities, cannot account for
the differential responsibilities borne by people sharing identical intentions but taking very different actions. On the model of taskresponsibility, there is no such difficulty in accounting for the
differential responsibilities of the various members of the terrorist
gang (the mastermind, the detonator, the decoy, the passive member,
etc.). The task-responsibility analysis would start from the proposition
that each of these people had, ex ante, a duty (understood here as a
negative task responsibility) to make sure that they did not cause
harm to others. From there, it would go on to observe that all these
various agents have failed, more or less badly, to discharge that task.
How "badly" they have failed depends, in tum, on just how large a
causal contribution each has made to the proscribed outcome. The
relative strength of each party's task-responsibility for the terrorist
bombing thus depends upon the relative importance of the role each
played ;.., the overall drama. Lesser degrees of responsibility fall to
those (such as passive gang members and decoys) who played what
were only very minor roles, in the sense that the basic plot - the
' My own broadly utilitarian views on tlwoe iaour.l aM elaborated in Goodin tljllsc,

chap.,.
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overall outcome - would have been little changed if they had been
omitted altogether. Greater degrees of responsibility fall to those (such
as the mastermind and bomb-detonator) who played major, crucial
roles in the drama.'
Second, the model of blame-responsibility runs into difficulties in
analyzing lower-level responsibilities purely in terms of negligence,
understood as probable harm. To revert to the example of Section liB,
we are often inclined to hold Health Visitors more responsible for
failing to report cases of child neglect that we are the child's neighbors, even if in any particular instance the neighbor's inaction is more
probable to cause more harm. Why the Health Visitor should be held
more responsible in this way is a mystery on the model of blameresponsibility's account of negligence. But it makes perfectly good
sense on the model of task-responsibility. On that account, the essence
of negligence is not probable harm, but rather the shirking of one's
duties. It is the job of the Health Visitor, in a way it is not the job of
the neighbors, to detect and report cases of child neglect. If the Health
Visitor fails in that duty, the Health Visitor therefore bears more responsibility for the subsequent death.
Third. the model of blame-responsibility suffers from problems,
discussed in Section nc. arising from the sharp disjunction in its treatment of higher (intentions-based) and lower (negligence-based) levels
of responsibility. In the model of task-responsibility, everything depends upon how important a task you have been assigned and upon
how well or badly you perform it. Thus, it is perfectly capable of
saying - in a way that the model of blame-responsibility cannot, or
can only after considerable twisting and turning - that the grossly
negligent guard is more responsible for the innocent shoppers' deaths
than is the financier or the perfectly passive member of the terrorist
gang. There is no guarantee that there will always be a perfectly continuous measure of role-importance in every instance, of course. But
at least there is no built-in guarantee of the sharp and systematic discontinuity that characterizes the model of blame-responsibility.
Different people have different responsibilities, on the model of
task-responsibility, most fundamentally b«ause different people have
been assigned different tasks. Blame for failing to discharge those taskresponsibilities may be greater or lesser, depending upon how large
a role they require one to play in producing the outcome in question.
Those with minor roles bear less responsibility than those with major
roles.
' If the oue<:I!SS of bombing attacks uoually depends mootly on succeoaful coordi·
nation of activities of several coronspiraton, the mastermind who performs that
coordination role bear.s the grealeSI """"' of the 1'\!Sponsll>ility.
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Blame for failing to discharge one's task-responsibilities may also
be greater or lesser depending upon how clear one's taskresponsibilities were at the time one was expected to discharge them.
Sometimes one is justifiably uncertain whether or not something is
one's own responsibility- one's task, duty or job- at all. Other times
one is justifiably uncertain as to what particular actions are required
in order to produce some particular outcome that one is responsible
for making sure is produced. If the ex ante perspective of the taskresponsibility model is the ruling one, then one's responsibility must
be less the less clear it was at the time what one's task-responsibilities
were or what they required one to do. And surely this is the right
way to think about responsibility. A security guard who failed to
search the corridor in which the terrorist bomb was hidden would
surely have more success in defending his negligence by saying that
he justifiably thought that someone else was supposed to be searching
that corridor (the classic excuse for negligence on the taskresponsibility model) than he would by saying that he justifiably
thought it highly improbable that any very large bomb could have
been hidden there (the classic excuse for negligence on the blameresponsibility model).
IV

There is one final piece of evidence in favor of the task versus blame
model of responsibility. It is just this. We can say quite confidently
that the terrorist setting off the bomb is more resp(lnsible than the
terrorist planting it for the deaths of the innocent shoppers, and that
both are more responsible than the security guard or the janitor. By
the same token, we can say quite confidently that the neglectful
mother is more responsible than the slack Health Visitor for the starvation of the infant. But we are hard-pressed to say, in any very precise way at aU, exactly how much more responsible any of these agents
is than the others.
Now, there is no reason on either model to suppose that these ratios
should be particularly easy to calculate. So the fact that we find the
calculations difficult is not necessarily evidence, in and of itself, in
support of either model.
What does count as decisive evidence in favor of the taskresponsibility model is not that we find precise calculations of relative
responsibilities difficult, but rather that we find them disperrsable for
such a broad range of practical affairs. For the ex ante purposes guiding
my choice of actions, I merely need to know whether it is more my responsibility than yours to see to it that some particular task gets done.
How much more my responsibility than yours it is, from this ex ante,
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action-guiding perspective, does not matter. Just so long as it ill clearly
more my task than yours, the alloc:ation of task-responsibilities will be
dear enough. The fact that we ordinarily seem so satisfied with ordinal
ranldngs of responsibilities, and so indifferent to the a~ of interval-level measures of their relative strengths, thus powerfully ~UggeSts
that ours is first and foremost a concern with that kind of responsibility
that aiiSigns tasks rather than fixes blame.•
'I am gratftul for

c:onunmts on this chaptrr from Oi.onr Giboon.. Martin HoiJJs,
Philip Pettit and Jemny Woldron.
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PART IV

Shaping public policies

Respecting and overriding preferences

Chapter 8
Liberalism and the best-judge principle

Utilitarianism, in its various fonns, is an essentially preferencerespecting, want-regarding morality.' In its insistent refusal to brook
any perfectionist notion of The Good which is good independently of
anyone ever thinking it to be good, utilitarianism just echoes the more
general Enlightenment liberalism from which it sprang. Arguably the
defining feature of modern liberalism is its value-neutrality, its agnosticism as regards matters of ultimate personal value.' In liberalism
more generally, as in utilitarianism more narrowly, each individual is
deemed to be the "be11t" (indeed, ultimately the "only true") judge of
his own interests.
That claim can be construed in various different ways, however,
depending on whether we talk about what people actually do or
sometime will or counterfactually would want. Therein lies the core
of the controversy between liberal utilitarianism and its liberallibertarian •-ousins. Libertarianism is a radically antipatemalistic
doctrine, taking whatever preferences people presently express as absolutely veridical. At root, utilitarianism is equally respectful of people's preferences. Utilitarians, however, are more sensitive to nuances
within people's preferences and are more sensitive, in consequence,
to possibilities for finding some warrant in people's own preferences
for overriding some of the preferences they presently express.
What is at dispute between interventionist utilitarians and laissezfaire libertarians is, thus, merely the sense in which people ought to
be said to be the be11t judges of their own interests. In this chapter, I
identify four versions of the best-judge argument. Libertarians opt for
strong versions of the claim. They urge that principle as an axiom of
liberal value systems, as the unexamined and unexaminable premise
'Barry •CJ65·
• R. Dworkin tq7f!. Raz

•9116· Goodin and

Roe•·• •9119-
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on which all the n!SI must be built. But even axioms have to be coherent. Their injunctions have to be consistent and comprehensible if
they are to serve to guide action at all. Furthermore, although axioms
cannot strictly be "derived" from anything else in the system of values, they nonetheless have to be "motivated." There has to be some
reason for adopting one set of axioms rather than some other, and the
reasons for adopting that set have to be stronger on balance than the
countervailing reasons for not adopting it. Ubertarians' stronger nonempirical claims on behalf of the best-judge principle fail both these
tests.
What is left is the utilitarians' weaker, empirical version of the bestjudge claim. What is only contingently true is sometimes contingently
untrue; and as I shall show in Section IV, there are three broad classes
of cases in which familiar psychological dynamics work to ensure that
people are not particularly good judges of their own interests and in
which broadly utilitarian public offidals might be expected to be
better judges. The systematic failure of the best-judge principle in
such cases undermines laissez-faire policy prescriptions of a liberallibertarian sort and paves the way for interventionist policy of a liberal-utilitarian sort.
I. THE ONLY-JUDGE I'RINCIPLE

The boldest version of the best-judge principle holds that an individual is not only the best judge of his own interests; he is the only judge.
He is the sole source of authority on such matters. His interests are
just what he says they are, no more and no less.'
What others are doing when trying to judge his interests is, on this
account, merely trying to predict his own judgments of them. Just as
with court-watchers trying to predict a judge's verdict, such predictions may be more-or-less accurate, more-or-less well founded, and so
on. But predicting someone'& judgment of his own interests is, on the
"only-judge principle," rather like a legal realist's prediction of the
court's decision.• In neither case can your prediction be based on any
perception of some independently right answer, which you discover
and then predict that the agent himself will also perceive and ad
upon. On such models as these, there is no right answer, apart from
the answer that the agent himself ultimately delivers. His judgment,
in both cases, is strictly veridicaL in and of itself.
The "only-judge principle" draws such support as it enjoys from a
'''No one but thr penon~~ can judge" (j. S. Milll1859l1975b, chap. 5· p.
118; cf. von MWn 1949, p. 19).

• UeweUyn 1Cj6o. Holmeo •119'1·
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certain perversion of the "privileged-access" argument. Each of us, it
is often said, has privileged access to his own mental states, conspicuously among them thoughts, feelings and emotions. Much though
others may empathize with me - imagining themselves in my place,
feeling pain in my pain and taking pleasure in my pleasure - they are
in the final analysis only feeling feelings likt mine. They cannot experience my feelings without putting themselves in my place quite
literally, occupying my body and my mind as well.' So, too, even with
mere thoughts. You may share my thoughts, in the sense of thinlcing
thoughts like mine, that is, with the same propositional content. But
you cannot think my thoughts, literally, without occupying my brain
(and, if it is a separate entity, my mind).
All that once seemed reasonably noncontentious. It no longer does.
II is now clear that privileged-access arguments will need considerable
recasting. if they are to be salvaged at all.' For present purposes however, I propose to leave all that to one side. My objection here is not
going to be to privileged-access arguments in general, but merely to
the way they are used in support of the only-judge principle.
My objection, in essence, is that the privileged-access argument and
the only-judge principle refer to fundamentally different things. The
former refers to the inaccessibility of other people's minds; the latter
refers to the impossibility of our judging their inl"tsls. However intimate the connection between people's interests and their mental
states, it is clear that they are not one and the same thing. People can
have privileged access to their mental states without being the sole
judges of interests.
That simply must be so. Otherwise it would be impossible for statements about people's interests to serve the social function that such
statements are meant, by those people themselves, to serve - viz., to
guide social action. In order to serve as social guides, statements about
interests must be interpersonally intelligible. {We cannot be guided by
what we cannot comprehend.) Yet if the strong form of the privilegedaccess argument embodied in the only-judge principle is true, we have
no way of 1"('1\dering intelligible others' statements about their own
interests.
What makes people the "only judge," after all, is that no one else
can get inside their heads and no one can know their interests without
so doing. Yet if we cannot know their interests without getting inside
their heads, by the same token we cannot know their interests on the
!ieme5 will nf"Wr infonn us of what [another) suffeB. "J'hey never . .. can
carry us beyond our own person" (Smith 1790, pt.t,sec. 1, chap.t; cf. B. Williams
197Jb, chap. t). New welfare economists object to interpei'!IOnal utility comparisons on similar grounds Qovons 1911; Robbins 1932· pp. 1:22-5; 19~).
• David.on •987· Heil •9118·

\ "Our
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basis of secondhand rrports of what is going on inside their heads.
(After all, those secondhand rrports do not themselves literally take
us inside their heads; and on the privileged-access interpretation of
the only-judge principle, that is what is crucial for knowing a person's
interests.) Hence, the selfsame thing that on the privileged-access/
only-judge principle makes firsthand judgments of others' interests
impossible renders those others' own secondhand rrports of them
equally unintelligible.'
Now that is nonsense. Others' statements about their interests
(thoughts, feelings, emotions and so on) art perfectly intelligible to us.
But insofar as they are, then whatever way we have of rendering
others' interest-statements intelligible - and hence action-guiding will also allow us to "judge" their interests, in some strong sense, for
ourselves. lbat is to say, it does not merely allow us to make more
accurate predictions of what they will say their interests are; it also
provides some leverage for allowing us to say what they should say
they are. What is at issue here is not whether we are right more often
in our judgments than the peopll! themselves. It may well be that WI!
are not. The penon concerned is still the brst judge of his own interests. My only point here is that he is not the only judge. We have some
capacity for judging his interests ourselves and this is the same capacity as is required to make intelligible his own interest-statements.
Statements of interests entail claims, not just demands. To say "I
want x" is a demand. We do not need to know why, only that you
want x, to comprehend fully the nature of the proposition and (if we
are in the business of want-satisfaction) to act upon it. To say '1t is
in my interests that I should have r' is to say something about the
rtasonablmtsS of a want. It I!Xpiains, rationalizes, justifies a want, in
the way that a lilatement of brute longing does not. It points to some
further fact that renders the want comprehensible, understandable,
rea110nable to others. It is this reasonableness to which we - and especially we liberals - are responding when striving to honor people's
interest-claims. But if the function of interest-claims is to jriStify our
demands to others - to provide some interpersonally intelligible reason for oor having those demands met - then others must have some
mechanisms whereby they can, in effect, judge your own interests.
The same thing that makes it possible for others to understand your
interest-statements makes it possible for them to judge your interests,
well or badly, for themaelves.
lbat is partly because of the need to ~~t~lidlltt interest-claims; that is,
to make sure that they are not false, trumped-up claims, before honoring them. But that is only a small part of the story. Mostly, inter'Dovidoon 1g86.
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personal intelligibility of interest-statements is necessary becau!le to
understand the claims at all I nerd to understand more than just that
we both have wants (or nerds or longings).' To understand how that
gives ri!le to a claim to :r - a claim that is rationally compelling for
me to honor - I must understand that :r (e.g., food) matters in the
same way to him as to me, or that x means to him what y means to
me.• In short, I need to know not only thllt he wants :r but also why
he wants :c. In coming fully to comprrhend why, I must end up mirroring his mental processes, judging his interrst in x as he judges it
himself. All of which means, of cour!le, that I end up judging his
interests along with him, if I am to act on his interrst-statement (rather
than just his demand-statement) at all. But if I judge his interrsts along
with him, then he is not the sole judge at all.
Indeed, the processes I go through in judging his interests along
with him, in making sense of his interrst-claims in that way, I could
equally well have gone through in judging his interrsts without him.
What I do to comprrhend his claim after he has made it could equally
well have been done beforr he has pronounced on the subject of his
interests at all. Not only is the individual himself not the sole judge,
in the sense that for interest-statements to serve their social function
someone else judges them alongside him; he may not even be an indispensable party to the judging after all. Others can gather the information they need about the role of hiking in Jack Smart's life to
conclude that it is in his interests to have easy access to open country,
without having had him first put the piecrs together for himself and
so pronounce it in his interests.
II. THE SOLE-LIABILITY PRINCIPLE

There is a pair of variations on the "only-judge" theme that should
be considered next, albeit briefly. Both concede that the Ollly-judge
claim is itself too bold. Both allow that a person is not the sole judge,
nor perhaps even the brst judge, of his own interests. But both go on
to say that, while it is perfectly possible for others to judge his interests, and perhaps better than he can hims.!lf, his own determination
of those interests ought nevertheless to be the only one that counts.
The first such argument says the rrason is this. We ought to rrspect
a person's own assessment of his interests, not because he is the sole
judge of those interests, but because he alone will suffer the consequencrs of judging them well or badly.~ While rrnouncing the bolder
'Cf. C. C. W. Toylor t~J69; NontUin 1971, chap. J; WoH 1972.
• Sconlon '975·
S. Mill lltBsgl 1975b, p. tozl soys in only • ollshtly dlff"""'t contrxt, ""the
dedsion ought to rnt with thooe who ore to obide !he ~:·

~ A5J.
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"privileged-access" claims of the only-judge principle, this "soleliability principle" crucially retains the essential liberal policy prescription. Others may judge your interests, perhaps from time to time
better than you can yourself. But given that you alone will suffer, it
is none of anyone else's business to interfere, imposing their superior
vision of yow interests in place of your own.
There are some circumstances in which this- and more- is true.
Consider in this connection Locke's argument in his Lettn- Concrrning
To/n-ation against compelling people to worship the One True God.
Such worship would secure their salvation but only if based on sincere
belief on the part of the worshipper. Forcing people to go through the
motions would simply not secure the end in view." Put in terms of
interests, the point is this. There are some things that others can see
would be in our interests to pursue, but from which benefits would
follow only if we ourselves saw that they are in our interests to pursue. Hence, acting upon (still more, being forced to act upon) others'
perceptions of our interests would fail to secure such goods at all.
Roughly speaking, any case where the actor's intentions matter would
be susceptible to this sort of argument. "My mother /lawyer I confessor
told me it would be best if we made up and became friends again"
is not a very convincing basis for a friendship. Similarly with all manner of personal relationships, an agent's interests in them can be pursued only if he himself takes (or, minimally, is thought to take) an
interest in them.
Such interests as this - where the agent can serve his interest in .r
only if he sees himself as having an interest in .r - are only a small
subset of all an agent's interests, however. For that subset, the soleliability principle and the policy conclusions that follow from it are
powerful indeed. But the more typical case is one in which the
agent's own perceptions are in no way constitutive of his interestsatisfaction. In those cases, the sole-liability principle would seem to
amount to little more than a shaky empirical proposition. Misperceiving yow interests con sometimes - perhaps even standardly have important consequences for others. Suppose the Soviets had implausibly believed a few years ago that the United States would suffer a "window of vulnerability" during which the USSR could launch
a broadly successful preemptive strike on the United States. Suppose
that, based on this misperception of their interests, they launched an
all-out nuclear attack on the United States, which was not successful
in preempting completely an American response and they suffered
substantial losses as well. Now, certainly the Soviets would have suffered from their misperception but they would hardly have been the
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only ones to have suffered. Or suppose that you pull out to pass a
slow-moving tractor misperceiving the distance to the oncoming car.
You suffer as a result of your misperception but the occupant of the
car you crash into also suffers. It is simply not the case that you are
always the only one to suffer as a result of your misper"ceptions of
your interests. Where the sole-liability principle is merely pointing to
an empirical claim rather than an analytic one, it is empirically false
as often as not.
The way to save the claim is, presumably, to rephrase it. A revised
version might hold that "people ought to be taken to be the only judge
of their own interests only if they alone will suffer the consequences."
The "only ir' in this formulation replaces "because" in the bolder
version. This, however, amounts to saving the principle by denying
its application to very many cases. First we have to establish what
everyone's interests objectively are in the various policy choices before
everyone. Then we have to establish who suffers as a result of each
of the choices that everyone is inclined to make. Only then can we
say if the sole-liability principle should be applied. If no one except
the agent himself will suffer (directly or indirectly, in the short or long
term) from what the agent proposes to do, we should let him proceed.
It is an empirical question how often that principle happens to be
applicable. It is an article of faith in the worst sense - that is, scarcely
credible- that it is true often enough to form a very important part
of our practical instructions to social policy-makers.
III. THE SOLE-RESPONSIBILITY PRINCIPLE

A second variant of the only-judge principle is one that concedes that
others can judge your interests - perhaps. indeed, better than you
yourself can - but again concludes that you ought to be left to judge
your interests for yourself anyway. With the "sole-liability principle,"
the rationale for doing that was that you alone would suffer if you
got them wrong. Here, the rationale is that you will have only yourself
to blame if you do so. Judging your interests is your responsibility and
yours alone. Making your own choices and living with the consequences is - on at least one account - what autonomy and selfgovernment are all about. Let us call this the "sole-responsibility
principle."" This runs into none of the problems of an empirical sort
that plagued the sole-liability principle. There is no claim that the
"Maybe that is what J. S. Mill ((1859l1975b, p. 115, emphasis added) me~nt when
oaying that t~ maxim runni11Jl throughout em Ubtrt~ is that "the individual is
,., «<>lomlllblt to sudety for his actions, in so far u they cuncem the I n - ol

no oiW but hi"""'lf' (..., simiW'ly
1g88, pp. U-1 J).

~

1g8o; Felnbert! 11)116, chap. 18; Benn
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individual is the sole judge because (or where) he alone will suffer if
his interests are misjudged. The claim is instead that each individual
should "carry the can" for his own errors. If his misperceptions cause
harm, to himself or to others, then the responsibility is his.
The principle is susceptible to empirical objections of another kind,
however. There is some considerable psychometric evidence that
many - perhaps most - individuals have a fairly strong preference for
responsibility-avoidance. If offered a choice between a bad outcome
for which they might be regarded as being responsible and an evm
worse outcome for which they might plausibly disclaim responsibility,
they will opt for the worse outcome almost every time.''
What emerges from those studies is that ascribing responsibility
skews choice. People's judgments vary, depending on whether or not
they will be held responsible for the outcomes of their choices. So
making people responsible for choosing their interests will, perhaps,
alter their choice of interests. If so, they will not be saying what is
rtally in their interests.
From this empirical objection arises another, rather more principled
one. Notice that, whereas other arguments aim to justify letting each
individual judge his own interests, this version seems to argue for
making him do so. It is his responsibility to judge his interests and his
alone; any consequences that arise from his misjudgmt>nts art', tht>refore, also his responsibility, and his alone.
Various arguments- couched in terms of autonomy, dignity or selfrespect - might justify lt'lting people assume responsibility for their
own lives and with it responsibility for judging their own interests for
themselves. But none of those principles can easily or obviously be
turned to justify making people do so if they prefer not to do so. The
basic point here is just this. There are a great many ways of manifesting autonomy, dignity or respect for oneself. Judging one's own
interests for oneself might be one way but it is not the only one. If
someone wants to pursue another path, there is nothing in those larger
principles to justify us in preventing him from doing so.
Similarly, accepting responsibility might plausibly be construed as
lying at the core of moral agency but there are lots of things one might
accept responsibility for. Judging one's own interests for oneself might
be one, but only one. A person can accept responsibility for his actions
without accepting responsibility for (much less personally undertaking) every calculation upon which they were based. British cabinet
ministers do it aU the time. Or at least they used to do so.
"Fo< psychometric evidence,

!!« Tversky and kahneman !filii and l\'ersky Ifill!.
Similar propositions recur in philooophy (G. Dworkin 1<j88; Reeve I<J90) and
policy-making (Weaver 1')86; McGraw 1990).
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IV. THE BEST-JUDGE PRINCIPLE

The upshot of all this is that the most that can plausibly be made out
along these lines is a baldly empirical claim. Usually (not always) each
individual is probably (not necessarily) the best judge of his own interests. It is not that others cannot judge his interests for reasons to do
with his privileged access to his own mental states. II is not that others
should not presume to judge his interests, because (or where) either
liability or responsibility will be his alone. Rather, the rationale for
letting each person judge his own interests is that, on balance, we
suppose that he is more likely to judge them more nearly correctly
than anyone else."
The truth of that empirical claim is, however, tightly circumscribed.
There are many cases - some familiar, some not so familiar - where
that is simply not true. If the empirical claim is all that there is to
ground liberal and neoliberal policy prescriptions, then in those cases
where the empirical claim proves false we may (and ought to) substitute others' judgment for his own.
One such class of cases arises from problems akin to "weakness of
will." In the classic case, that refers to someone failing to hold to his
resolution to pursue certain goals he has set for himself when it comes
to the time to act. Similarly, someone might prove unable to bring
himself to do what is necessary to pursue his self-perceived interests
when it becomes time to act. Allied with that failure - whether as
cause or consequence is not important here - comes a reconceptualization of his interests. The weak-willed person comes to revise his
judgments in line with his actions, regarding interests he has not the
heart to act upon as not being his interests at all. Yet that is quite
false.'' The strain to reduce cognitive dissonance has simply led him
to misstate, in perfectly predictable ways, his own interests.
Similarly, people are notoriously bad at judging interests that hang
in any important way upon probability calculations. They are liable
to all sorts of biases, in assessing such probabilities, growing out of
judgmental shortcuts that are by now well mapped by psychologists
and decision theorists.'• Perhaps most worrisome is the tendency to
•• "SpeaiUng generally. there i• no o~ so fit to conduct any busi...,.,, or to d~
mine how or by whom it shall be conducted, ao those who are J>ft'ON'llY inm-nted in if'(). S. Mil1(1859l1975b, chap. 5. p. IJJ; see similarly Smith 1790, pt.
2, sec. 2, chap. 2; cf. Feinbtrg 1<)86, pp. 5;Hi2l.
''Ex hypotiJ<Si, the reason he cannot bring him.'lelf to pu,.ue his interests is not just
that the cosbl of doing •o are such that, net of costs, the oction is not in his
intereots alter all. The weak·wilied, like the hot·headod, "act knowingly against
their own interest" (Hu- 1739• bk. 2. pt. J, sec. J).
•• Kahneman, Slovic, and Tv-y, 11)82. Goodin 19fl>b, chap. 8.
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assume "it will never happen to me," even when the odds are decisively against that proposition.
Finally, people are not particularly good at judging their long-term
future interests. In part, this problem arises from the same source as
does the last one: in conjuring up a full and vivid image of what it
would be like. Psychologically. it proves enormously difficult to identify either with an accident victim by the roadside or with the doddering old-age pensioner that (with luck) you will become.'' Insofar
as people manifest a wholly irrational bias in favor of present over
future interests, intervention can again be justified.'' They are, in that
case. ill suited to judge their further-future interests.
All that leads to the conclusion that there are certain well-defined
sets of cases in which people are not particularly good judges of their
own interests. Generically, these can be characterized as cases involving "adaptive preferences," probabilities or the further future." These
are far from uncommon elements. Whenever they are present, there
is a case to be made for discounting a person's own judgment of his
interests.
Whether anyone else is a better judge of his interests is, of course,
a separate issue. However poor the individual himself might be at
judging his own interests in such cases, we might nonetheless decide
to leave the matter to his own di!iCretion if no one else can or will do
a better job of it. Classical liberals have always made much of that
point.•• Contemporary libertarians often seem to rely on it almost exclusively." Notice, however, that in the circumstances here in view
there is indeed reason to suppose that public officials can judge individuals' interests better than can those individuals themselves. The
general psychological dynamics systematically forcing individuals to
misperceive their own interests in such situations do not apply to
public officials, who have no personal stake in the matter."
'' Parfit (t¢1, pt. 3; d. Nozick 1981, chap. 1) might say that, insofar as you fail to
identify with the old-age pensioner. to that ntent "" is not really ""you·· and his
intereots not really "'youn,"' alter all. But if tM old penon is not you, then neither
is there any reason to let you judge his intereolo for him. The less of our lives
w• can claim as our own, the less !COpt' there will"" for applying the liwal·
libertarian principle of "'lotting each judge hi5 own inll>n!5ts," and the more 5COpO
there will be for liberal-utilitarian pollcy·makers· promoting policies that are in
~s interests whether they (presently) acknowledge it or not.
''Goodin 191ba. Parfit 1984. appendi• F. Poop~.,.. particularly bad at anticipating
future changes in their own preference orderings (Goodin 1982b, chap. 3l.
,, Elster 1983·
"'). S. Mlll1148, bk. 5· chap. 11, sec. 7; h859] 1975b, chap. 5· p. 133; (1861] 19754.
chap. 3· See similarly). Mill h823l 1992, sec. • (ii).
" Brittan tlji!ll, p. 42·
.. Classical liberals count heavily on poop~<> loaming from their mistake& (). Mill
]1823] 1992. soc. • (Ill; J. S. Mlll(186t] 19754, chap. 3), but there is no reason to
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Just look down the list of circumstances that make individuals misperceive their interests and notice how largely immune from those
forces would be public offidals judging their interests on their behalf.
It is not the public official's face that needs to be saved, through adaptive preference-formation, when weak-willed individuals fall In their
resolve. Or, again, public officials, by the nature of their jobs, must
look to statistical aggregates and plan on the basis of probabilisticaUy
expected values. Individuals may tell themselves, one by one, that "it
will never happen to me" but public offidals know that it will happen
to some of them. Or, yet again, Individuals may discount future rewards on the grounds that they might not be alive to enjoy them.
Whereas individuals are mortal, however, public institutions and the
general social interests associated with them are not. That makes public offidals take a longer time horizon than do individuals planning
their own private lives.''
Clearly then, public officials with no personal stake in the matter
am judge an individual's interests in these sorts of situations better
than can the individual himself. The reason is simply that they are
exempt from the psychological forces that cause him to misperceive
his own interests. Whether public offidals will judge better than the
individual himself is, perhaps, still another issue. "Each man is the
only safe guardian of his own rights and interests," John Stuart Mill
writes, echoing his father before him."
But as his father before him had discovered, requiring democratic
accountability of public offidals will achieve the best of both worlds.
Being judged by voters in the longer term and in a more general way
for their superintendence of the dtizenry's interests, representatives
can do for the people what is truly In their interests but which they
would find it psychologically difficult to do for themselves. Being ultimately democratically accountable, they would be unable to do too
much that was not in the dtizenry's longer-term and more general
interests, otherwise they would not win reelection.
No one says these mechanisms of democratic accountability work
perfectly and there will always be hard cases at the margins. In any
given occasion or on any given set of issues, the peculiar capadties of
the people themselves (or the peculiar incapacities of public offidals)
may be such as to justify leaving the matter with the people themselves to judge. However, the general psychological dynamic in the
SUPJ>OS<' that tlwy will and .wry reason to SUPJ>OS<' tlwy will not in the peculiar
rircumstanc:'ft here in view.
"Evrn in their rapoocity as volrrs, people take a longrr-trrm vJ..w of INitllml, voting for publk worka and rapital invntments that wiU not poy off until they are
long dead (Marglin tlj6J, p. 1)8).
~ J. S. Mill lt86t] tCJ7,., chap. }. p. t87. ]. MiU lt82J] 1992, IK. • (iil.
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sorts of cases I have been discussing is sufficiently well established to
lead us to conclude that it ought not be left to them, as a matter of
course, in such cases. There, the "best judge" of a person's interests
is probably not the person himself but disinterested (or less directly
interested) public officials.
V. POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Ubertarianism is, thus, a mistake that arises from conflating the two
really very different roles that the best-judge principle might play
within liberal theory. One is epistemological. How do we know what
a person's interests are? Just ask him. The other is political. How can
we best further people's interests? Just let them do what they want,
so long as they do not interfere with anyone else. The one conclusion
follows only very imperfectly from the other, however. What people
would do, if left to their own devices, is often at considerable variance
with their own accounts of what they want. Thus, laissez-faire libertarian conclusions in the sociopolitical realm do not necessarily follow,
even if we were to grant the validity of the best-judge prindple in the
epistemological realm.''
Perhaps the most dramatic case concerns choices for addictive substances - tobacco, for example. The World ll..alth Organi7.ation defines addiction in terms of trying to stop consuming the substance
and being unable to do so. The fact that people continue consuming
the substance should not, in such circumstances, be taken as conclusive evidence that they truly prefer smoking to nonsmoking. On the
contrary, their failed attempts to stop should be taken as more conclusive evidence of their deeper preferences in the matter. They
should, not incidentally, provide the stronger guidance to public policy-makers contemplating whether or not to pursue policies discouraging future generations of smokers from taking up the habit.,. By
the same token. the fact that everyone tries to evade the taxes required
to pay for public works projects should not be taken to imply that
those roads, dams and sewers ought not to be built. People would
truly prefer that all - themselves included- be taxed and such services
provided, rather than none being taxed with the consequence that no
services are provided. Just watching all of them try to free-ride on the
contributions of others, we might never realize that fact. It is undeniably true, nonetheless.
Choices are simply misleading indicators of preference. We must
" That is just to say that in exlrKii"'! infomuotion from peoplt. about tlwir pem!plions ol thftr own i n - , we should be oenoitlv.. to their orguments as well
as tlwir ronclusiono. Thlo themr Ia el.borated in Chapter 9·
M Goodin 191!9o. b; 1991b.
1)0
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always look to the reasons underlying choices, rather than to the brute
fad!! of the choices themselves, in sunnising real ~· Doing
so, we might find good grounds for concluding that a person's choice
of action is wrong. even when judging in tenns of that person's own
deeper or higher-order preferences.
VI. RECONSTRUCTING LIBERALISM

What I have been arguing for in this chapter amounts to little more
than utilitarian-style "interventionist liberalism" of the sort that has
been familiar from the days of Joseph Chamberlin and Franklin Roosevelt. Where it is empirically true that people are likely to be the best
judges of their own interests, or where for some analytic reason their
inle1'1!11ts can be attained only by their pursuing them themselves, or
where for some contingent reason no one else is likely to pursue them
any more effectively, then policies and institutions should allow people to frame and pursue their own interests as they will. But that is
not always the case. In those well-defined circumstances in which it
is likely to be untrue, public interventions of a broadly utilitarian sort
are justifiable on the selfsame want-regarding. preference-respecting
grounds as, in other circumstances, underwrite liberals' laisaez-faire
libertarian policy prescriptions.
Precisely what fonn those interventions should take will naturally
vary. Sometimes it is a matter of legal regulation of conduct, requiring
people to perfonn certain actions and to forbear from others, "in their
own best interests." Other times, it is a matter of public provision of
certain sorts of goods and services, substituting for market provision.
on the grounds that people cannot or will not best further their own
interests through private choices in free markets. The larger general
point is that in such arguably common cases liberal-libertarian lal.ezfaire policy prescriptions ought to be repudiated in faVOI' of interventionist liberalism of a broadly utilitarian, though still ultimately
preference-1'1!11pecting. sort."
" I om gralrful for conunenta on this clulple'r from cuiJeasueo ot the Uniwnity ol
Yen imd tho Leyden lnlllltub! for Law imd l'ublk Pobcy, npeclolly AndJus
Klnnlnglng. Rich.lrd Undlry, Sue Mendus, Dovid Miller ond Andy Rftw.
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Chapter 9
Laundering preferences

Want-regarding moralities like utilitarianism are continually embarrassed by the fad that some preferences are so awfully perverse as to
forfeit any right to our respect. Judging states of affairs according to
the utilities that they contain alone, we would be unable to distinguish
the utility flow that comes from a starving person's being better fed
from one that comes from his sadism being indulged.' Where such
perverse preferences are involved, we are intuitively opposed to ranking social states on the basis of "utility information" alone. Jnatead,
we intuitively suppose we should try to bring "nonutility informa-

tion" to bear, typically in the form of vested rights guarantees protecting people from the meddlesome (or indeed sadistic) preferences
of others.'
The theme of this chapter is that this retreat from utility to rights
is premature. If the problem is that preferences sometimes seem
"dirty," then surely we should see whether they can somehow be
"laundered" before discarding them altogether. The argument of this
chapter is that we hesitate to launder preferences only because we are
unsure of their fabric.
Recourse to nonutility information seems necessary merely because
we work with such an impoverished conception of individual preferences in the first place. For the most part, they are just taken to be
an individual's ranking of various social states. Whatever underlies
this ordering ordinarily goes undiscussed. But, in truth, there is much
more to individual utilities than is captured by simple numbers and
rank-orderings.' "Utility information" can and should be seen to include information about why individuals want what they want, about
'~n 'IJ79il• pp. 547"'JII· S... similarly R. Dworkin "177· pp. •34-8.
• Sen •cno. <Npe. 6 and 6"; •976· I tart hml •9113·
' J..anc.uter tg66. This is the core of Sen's (tqna. pp. 335-61 own notion of ""rational
fcols.""
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the other things they aloo want, about the inlnronntclions bnru«n and

impliations uf their various desires, and oo on. Obviously, this goes
well beyond the sort of information social choice theorists ordinarily
ask WI to collect - or their models are capable of processing.• But that
does not make it nonutility information. The information in question
is still very much information about individual utilities.'
The ultimate goal of enriching our utility information in this way
is to use it to launder people's preferences. The thin theory of individual preferences leaves opponents of want-regarding moralities too
easy a task. They need only nod in the direction of some incredibly
nasty preferences and say, 'There must be something terribly wrong
with any principle that requires us to respect I~ preferences." Wantregarding moralities can be spared that sort of peremptory dismissal
by showing that there are reasons, internal to preferences themselves,
for disregarding some sorts of preferences.
The plan of attack is as follows. Section I argues that "censoring"
utility functions is a more ad'-")uate response to the concerns that drive
us to such nonutility recourses as the a!ICription of rights. Section II
reveals various ways in which laundering preferences could, in principle, be perfectly consistent with respecting preferences construed
more broadly. Section Ill goes on to argue that, in the context of collective decision-making. people are forced to undertake a limited laundering of their own preferences. And Section IV discU!Ises practical
devices for such further laundering of people's preferences as Section
U might warrant.

I. IN rUT VERSUS OUTrUT FILTERS

Allowing social decisions to tum strictly on individual preferences
might, in communities of sufficiently bloody-minded individuals, produce some pretty onerous outcomes. Surely it is inadequate to fall
back on the purely contingent proposition that vicious preferences are
uncommon.• By now, "it would be common ground to nearly aU supporters of democracy that there are certain laws or regulations that
ought not be passed even if the greater part or indeed the whole of
• In that c.ue, for """mple. "IN! """""P' of a rollediw rhoia! rule ... II Itself in
doubt" (Sen '97'0· p. 85).
'Cf. Sen 11)791>, pp. 4112-J. lnoofar as this e•tra information about peop.,.s utilities
IIBelf provides internal ground• for dlfferenti.olly rnpodlns tt..... utilities, this is
much more than what Sen (191b-1, pp. 19)-4- >D'I· 210) calls • merely "utiUtyoupported" morality. wlw!re ttw. relativr weights applied to diflorent componmto
of people's utility are derived from nonutility conoideratlons altogether.
'Parr Smart 197). pp. ~J.
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the people favour them."7 In this section, I shall compare alternative
methods of imposing and justifying such restrictions on collective
choice.
11te fundamental contrast is between strategies which filter outputs
of a social decision function and thoee which filter inputs into it.
Whereas output filters work by removing certain options from social
consideration, whateveo- their utility, input filters work by refusing to
count certain classes of desires and preferences when aggregating individual utilities. Output filtel"s can be conceptualized as barriei"S
erected at the back end of the social decision machineo-y, preventing
policies predicated on pervei"Se preferences from ever emerging as
settled social choices. Input filtel"s might be regarded as barriei"S
erected at the front end of the social decision machineo-y, preventing
perverse preferences from eVel" entering into consideration.• Or, in
more formal terms, output filters act as "stopping modals" telling us
"you can't do that"; input filters act to provide "exclusionary reasons"
banning considerations of certain sorts of reason for action altogether .•
11te threat of meddlesome preferences ordinarily drives us to
strongly antiutilitarian recourses, such as vested rights. That classically liberal-democratic response is, with the shift "between utility and
rights," once again in philosophical favor.'" The hope is to avoid heinous outcomes by ascribing to each Individual a !let of righta, thereby
circumscribing the application of utility reckoning. Rights function as
a " 'No Trespassing' sign, ... a fence erected around an area from
which the majority would be excluded by constitutional law"; they
create a "protected sphere" and guarantee individuals "protected

choices." ..
All those phrases seem to suggest that vested rights characteristically act to filter outputs rather than inputs. This emerges especially
clearly in the "general theory of rights" offered by Dworkin. who
similarly !leeS the problem with want-regarding moralities as residing
in the meddlesomeness of "external preferences":
' Wollheim •9511·
'lnputllltl!rs also genen~Dy cotne into play ..rilft. and output filters later, In the
social d«i&&on pnna But an output IIIIer tokins effect at the Nrliest possible
tnOIIIeftt - excluding certain outt:omos from the feesiblr set, and hence from
further conalderollon. right from the outset- would Nll be equivalent to an input
fillel". Poople'o porwnr profnmcea could then ltill shape their responoeo to the
mnainlng options. in a way that input fillel"o would preclude; and excluding all
options that <OUid c:onceivably evoke people's perverse pn!ferences pn!Yents
them from bringing nonpervene preferences to bear on those options, In a way
that input fillel"o would not.
• Anocolnbe •9711· Raz '975· c:hap......
~ Hut [ 197')1 tC)II) •
.. Mayo tlj6o, p. t88. Hayek tl)6o. Hart '955·
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'IlK! concept of an individual political right ... allows us to enjoy the
institutions of political democracy, which enfon:e overall or unrefined
utilitarianism, and yet protect the fundamental right of citizens to equal
concern and respect by prohibiting decisions that seem. antecedently.
lilcely to have been reached by virtue of the e•temal components of the
preference democracy reveals."

On Dworkin's account, rights prevent certain kinds of decisions from
emerging out of the social calculus, rather than pn!Venting offensive
"external preferences" from entering into it. And this is, in practice,
just how most (if not all) rights work. For the most part. rights restrict
results or, at most, procedures. Only very occasionaUy do they restrict
inputs per se.'' Hence, the standard response to the problem of per·
verse preferences is essentially a variant of the output-filtering strat-

egy.
The first problem with the rights strategy is how to circumscribe
and justify the creation of this private preserve. There is, of course,
the familiar proposition that the state has no business interfering with
"purely private-regarding" actions. But if that means actions affecting
no one else, Stephen was right to object that every action has an im·
pact upon someone else besides the actor - there are simply no pri·
vale-regarding actions in that sense.'• Nor did Mill claim there were.
Rather, he defined private-regarding acts as those not impinging upon
anyone else's interests, "or rather certain interests, which, either by
express legal provision or tacit understanding, ought to be considered
as rights." He goes on to say that "the acts of an individual may be
hurtful to others, or wanting in due consideration for their weliare,
without going to the length of violating any of their constituted
rights," in which case the offender may not legitimately be punished
by law.'' Thus, the private-regarding move will not suffice to justify
the ascription of rights. Either we take "private-regarding" literally,
in which case the private sphere is the empty set; or else we define
the private-regarding sphere in terms of rights, which makes it circular
" R. Dworkin HflJ, p. 277; cf. R. Dw<>rkin 1')76, pp. 134-5.
"True, American trial courts suppress evidence obtained in violation of defen·
danls' constitutional

right~.

But this ia not in

COnMqut!'llC~
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but rather of a particular strategy (the "exclusionary rule") chosen to enforce
tho!e constitutionAl constraints. T1wre i.'i no logical reason why your right against
random searches need •trictly entail a right to hav~ illegally ~1.ed (but
nlably true) ovid~nce .,.eluded at your trial.
"Stephen 1874. We could of course give a narrow meaning to "'being affected"
as, e.g., "'having ON''s life matmally impinged upon"' (Bony 1965, p. 63!. But
there is no reason to proll!<t people' • 1Nterial in ~\'rest> to the ...elusion of equally
important symbolic onos, prol<ding their ..,If-respect for e..mple (G<Jodin 198<>,

""'*

chap. 5; 1g82b, chap.5l.
Mill h859] 1975b, chap. 4• p. 92. Gray 1g81, pp.

'' J. S.
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for us then to justify rights in terms of the private-regardingness of
actions within that sphere.
A more plausible argument for carving out a private sphere builds
upon the notion of "respect for persons." If we follow Benn in conceiving of a person as being essentially "a subject with consciousness
of himself as agent, one who is capable of having projects, and assessing his achievements in relation to them," then to respect someone
as a person we must allow him free rein (within limits, perhaps) to
frame and pursue projects as he will. •• Rights are ascribed to individuals on this reading of the situation, in order to create and protect this
private sphere within which people will be free to engage in that
distinctively human activity.
This however, raises a second problem for the rights strategy. If we
are truly concerned to show people respect, we must not confine ourselves (as the rights strategy does) to prohibiting degrading policy
outcomes. We also show people respect or disrespect through our
attitudes and motives, even if they do not culminate in action.•. Liberals count all preferences without prejudice - humiliating and degrading ones included - in the social decision calculus. Vested rights
guarantees, by filtering some nasty options out of the feasible set,
might save the state from doing anything that shows citizens disrespect. It has, howt'ver, already shown them disrespect by .-nunting
degrading preferences in the first place. Input filters will be required
if we are to prevent the sort of humiliation that comes from the social
sanctioning of mean motives.''
Vested rights have been used as a practical illustration of the output-filtering strategy at work. There are few if any mechanisms already in operation approximating the input-filtering ideal. But as a
theoretical option this strategy is familiar enough. There have been
regular suggestions that we "censor utility functions" in one way or
another, ranging from Rousseau's dictum that people's "particular
wills" should be excluded in reckoning the "general will," through
welfare economists' proposals to weigh "merit goods" more heavily
than is justified by the strength of the preferences behind them alone,
to proposals from contemporary political theorists to di.sctrunt preferences which are "external" in form.'' Thus filtering inputs is a live,
•• limn 1971, p. 8;

•988· S... alou Fried

1978, pp. :z8-<j.

••PP''"""'

''Goodin 1982b, chap. 5· Output filll'r5 might ....,fully
input filters,
"""'ns as a ,.,'<01\d Une of defenoe in ra"" anything sbps through the fir.;t. For
pu.,.,..,. of protecting self-respect, howt!Yer, they can never >ubstilulr fully for
them (p«t Dworkin t<J7J, chap. u; 1978, pp. IJ.I-sl.
•• Harsanyi HJ7Ja, p. 62. Rou!oeau h76>lt97)· bk. 11, chaps. 1 and J' Riley tCJI!b.
Musgrave 11)68; Head 1974, chaps. 10 and 11; Walsh tf1117; Goodin t<J89<'. Barry
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albeit neglected, theoretical option. And it is one that certainly ought
to be pursued, because it is a better response to the concerns that
threaten to drive us from preference-based moralities to rights-based
ones.

II. GROUNDS FOR LAUNDERING PREFERENCES

The great chaUenge lies, of coun;e, in finding acceptable grounds to
justify the laundering of preferences. •• Here I shaD concentrate on the
most unobjectionable form, namely, grounds internal to the preferences themselves. Provided we are prepared to consider richer utility
information, much laundering can be justified in strictly wantregarding terms. Taking into account why individuals want what they
do, what else they want, and the relationships between and implications of their various desires, five especially interesting justifications
for censoring utility functions emerge.

A. Protecting prefrrmc~ from

choic~

A person's choices do not always perfectly reflect his preferences, as
has long been known.•• As was seen in Chapter 8, people sometimes
make their choices on the basis of incomplete information, in ignorance of their own future desires or in the absence of a "full and vivid
awareness" of all the alternatives; other times, people's choices merely
reflect the framework within which they are set or a desire to avoid
responsibility." In all such cases, we can serve a person's "real" preferences only by censoring the misleading indication of his preferences
that is revealed in his choices."'
1965, pp. 62-6; R. Dworkin 11J77, chaps. 9 and u; 1978, pp. 134-s; 19lh, pp. 11)6"'4·
"Cf. Arrow 1g6J, p. 18.

• See, e.g., Sen 1973; 11J778, pp. JZ']-9; Gibbard 19116.. Goodin 1,aab, cMp. )· Cibbard 1916. Brandt 19'19u

Maybl! there is something fillly about fon:ing people 10 ronoummalo! l'an!ll>optimol deols (Broome 197flo, p. 316; ll.oiT)' 1986). n.en. ia a clala of mubl
choices we intuitively fftl should 1M! left 10 individuals to bol<:h u they will.
Wherr we""' •l!l!"''l•tl"ff ~ into colloctive choka, ~.we""'
operating well outside that reolm. n.en., it would 1M! even ""'"' fishy to fftd
into collective deliberations rnlsleadl"ff P"'ference revealed by pooplr'• suboptimal choka -II98WIIing. of rouroe, some other lnH!r reading of their~
c:an 1M! obtained (by dlrec:tly asking them, or by indln!ctly inferring them. aft«
the fuhton of Twnky and Kahnemon l1981)).
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B. Reciprocal forlxrlranc~
Much of social morality has now been explained in k'rms of reciprocal
forbearances. Many of the things that would benefit one person would
harm another person even more; so each agrees to forgo his opportunities for gain at the other's expense, on condition that the other
likewise forgu opportunities fur gaining at his expense. The muchdiscussed strategic problems associated with concluding and enforcing such agreements need not detain us here. We need only null' that
reciprocal forbearances might apply to preferences as well as to actions. People may reciprocally agree to a rule of mutual tolerance, each
forgoing his meddlesome preferences on condition that all others do
likewise. Wherever people agree (explicitly or implicitly, actually or
hypothetically) to such mutual forbearances, laundering their preferences accordingly is fully justified in terms of their own larger preference ordering.

C. Explicit prefrrences for prefrrmces
On some accounts, people are distinguished from lower forms of life
precisely by the fact that they have not only preferences but also pref-

erences lor preferences.'·' These come in various forms: as moral principles, personal ideals, social ideals and role responsibilities." Such
higher-order preferences can justify censoring the utility functions of
anyone ~g them whenever, through "weakness of will,"' those
persons fail to live up to their own second-order preferences. If someone finds that one set of preferences is actually guiding his behavior,
when he dearly wishes another would insk'ad, then we can justify
laundering his preferences as a simple case of respecting his own preferences for preferences.'' In aggregating preferences, we count only
those that the individual wishes he had, and we ignore all those he
wishes he did not actually experience. No violation of want-regarding
principles is entailed, since we choose which preferences to count and
which to ignore strictly on the basis of the individual's own (higherorder) preferences.
" Fr.anlr.lurt 1971.
"Sm 1974"· Goodin 1975. l!enn "176; 1979- Hollis 1m.
" Rothenberg 1968, p. JJO· Of roune, II all preferences ...., on a par and difft>rent;.ted only acrording to their !lhrngth. thm there is no 1"ftSOil sy!tematically to
favur 90DWO!k'"s WNk !IOCOIId-<>rder prrfermre <M!1" his strong first-onler one
(!Ioiiis t9llt, p. t76l. To jullily that ..., must appeol to notiono of people"• oelfimageo and oelf-rospoct (Goodin 19llzb. chap. s> or a distinction between their
""'aluational" and "'motivational" structures (Watson 1975; 1<fn).
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D. 1mpliciI preferences for pr<jertnces
People only occasionally acknowledge explicitly their preferences
for preferences. We can, however, often find logical relations among
those preferences that people do acknowledge which imply certain
other preferences that they may fail to acknowledge. Admit it or not,
these are still thrir preferences in some important sense. Just as explicit
preferences for preferences can justify ignoring certain first-order pref·
erences in conflict with them, so too might certain logically central
implicit preferences override (and justify decision-makers in ignoring)
certain explicit but logically more tangential preferences. The social
decision-maker would be ignoring someone's first-order preference so
as better to serve his own higher-order (albeit implicit) preference.
Preferences still dictate dl'Cisions - no extraneous considerations are
being introduced - so weUarism and want-regarding principles are
not violated."'
Many weakly paternalistic arguments appeal in precisely this way
to implicit preferences for preferences to justify revising people's statements of their preferences. Gerald Dworkin asks us to "suppose that
there are 'goods' such as health which any person would want to have
in order to pursue his own good - no matter how that good is conceived .... Then one could agree that the attainment of such goods
should be prompted even when not recognized to be such, at the
moment, by the individuals concerned." The example he offers concerns an automobile driver who, although fully and vividly aware of
the risks he runs on the roads, refuses to fasten his seat belt. "Given
his life-plans, ... his interests and commitments already undertaken,"
Dworkin writes, "I think it is safe to predict that we can find inconsistencies in his calculations at some point"; and, therefore, we can
use his deeper (albeit only implicit) preference to justify disregarding
his stated preference for not bothering to belt up.""
Another example builds on Hegel's "master-slave paradox;• which
Elster explicates as follows:
The master is caught in a trap, for he can get no real satisfaction from
his power over a bring that hr tre.ts lib a thing. The vrry concept of
unilateral recognition is contradictory, as can be seen by thinking
• R. Dworkin'• (1977, chap. 7) argument for "taking rights srriouoly" similarly
starts with thosr rights which tho. Constitution explicitly gUMilntHs, ond procrrds to 6nd further rights which although not explicitly recogniz.ed orr ...,.,...
thele!s logically implicit in thooe which are. Thooe implicit rights must not only
be consldrrod alongside thooe which orr enunwrated but also, being logically
morr crntral, must actually ovrrTidt thr others in curs of conflict.
''G. Dworkin 1971, pp. uo-t. Rothrnberg h96fl, p. )JO) analyllf!l the caw of the
drug addict in prrciorly the same tenno.
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through the farcical idn of a nation being diplomatically rerognirei by
one of its own colonies. To the t'XIent that the master treats the slave
on a par with cattle, he gelll no non-economic satisfaction from his
pow.,.; to the t'XIent that he treats the slave like a human being. he has
no pow.,. over him.'"

From this, we can generalize important conclusions about the whole
class of "second-party preferences," defined broadly as preferences
about other people's satisfactions whether of a benevolent or malevolent bent. One can find it satisfying to have and act upon such preferences about other people only if they are acknowledged to ~ people,
either by one's own behavior or by some larger system of social values. For the altruist this creates no problems. But for the sadist it does.
Both his personal dealings and his first-order preferences tend to degrade and humiliate people, to reduce mlon to the llovel of beasts or
worse; if he gets his way on policy, however, he will find it no more
satisfying to kick a man than a dog. since the social recognition of a
man's greater dignity was aU that made kicking him more satisfying
in the first place. The sadist's preferences for humiliating men in everyday life, then, imply a preference that others' dignity be acknowledged and respected in public policy. Even though he insistently
demands the contrary, the social decision-maker is obliged to respect
this logically central Implication of the sadist's first-order preferences.
His utilities are still controlling. however. No violation of wantregarding principles has occuned.

E. Intenrallogic of prtfrrence aggregation
All the previous arguments justify ignoring some of a person's preferences in terms that are somehow internal to his own pn>ference
function. A final class of justification points instead to reasons which
are located in the logic of the social decision process. Elsewhere I have
shown how one such implicit commitment constrains social decisions.
Respecting people's choices implicitly commits us to respecting their
dignity, and this implies certain clear limitations on the choices we
may be obliged to respect.'' Similarly, our very choice of aggregating
preferences as a way of making social decisions carries consequences
for the kind of preferences that we can count. "After all," Harsanyi
reflects:
the entire b.uis for (the oocial decision-maker)r's interest in sati.•fying
is human sympathy. But human sympathy can hardly
impose on i the obligation to respect j' s preferences in cases where the

f• prelen!nce

• Elster t9j'6b, p. 26t.
-Goodin tljllab, chap. 5·
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latter are in dear ronOict with human sympathy. For eumple. human
sympathy can hardly require that i should help sadists to call!e ll!lnl!ressary human 9Uifering - rven if a very large number of sadists could
obtain a very high utility from this activity.~

Just as some aspects of our friends'

character"S are better ignored, 110
too are some arguments in our fellow citizens' preference functions
better ignored.

Taken together, these five arguments suggest that want-regarding
principles, suitably expanded, can afford substantial protection
against perverse, meddlesome preferences and the heinous outcomes
they might produce. Ultimately we may want to launder preferences
more thoroughly than we can find internal justifications (like thole
discussed) for doing, and we will be forced to fall back upon idealregarding prindples to do so. But at least I hope to have shown that
the demand for decisions based on "nonutility information" - and on
vested rights in particular - is premature. There is still much unexploited room for maneuver within the want-regarding framework.
provided we take a broad view of what "utility information" can include.
Ill. THE SELF-LAUNDERING OF PREFERENCES
IN COLLECTIVE CHOICE

Formal models of collective choice tend to represent it as some mechanical process of aggregating individual preferences. This badly understates the true complexity of the process. Whereas these models
usually take preferences as given, for example, classical theories of
democracy have always acknowledged that people can and should
reformulate their preferences in response to rational discussions in the
course of collective deliberations. Instead of working on some fi:ud set
of preferences, the social decision machinery changes them In the
process of aggregating them." Furthennore, and more to my present
point, the soda I decision machine does not necessarily work with each
Individual's full set of preferences. This Is partly becauae people find
strategic advantage in suppressing some of their preferences. But
"Harsanyi •ma. p. 6.>. Notice that no one is excluded fmm the d«<ooon arma:
Everyone's preferences rount, just not o/1 ol rveryone's preferences . - r i l y
rounL Harsanyi's argument here parallels J. S. MiD's llt8591/tC}751>, chap. 5I
agalnot allowing anyone to sell himself Into slavery. If we lftpod poople'1
chok:es becaUOI! we respect their ln!edom. then that glws us no gmunds for
,...peeling tiler choke to '"""""""' their ln!edom.
"Sunsteln 1990, chaps. t-:z; 1991. See similarly J. Cohen t9119, Dryuk 1990, Dunleavy and Ward 11)111 and UHII! 1952. p. .¢1.
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those distortions are ephemeral, shifting with strategic circumstances.
There is a deeper dynamic. inherent in the very nature of the collective
decision process, which induces people to launder systematically their
own preferences, and to express only a small subset of their preferences in the form ol political demands. This forms the basis for my
discussion here.
Basically, collective decision-making evokes different sorts of preferences, because "an individual's response depends on the institutional environment in which the question is asked." Certain kinds of
argument, powerful though they may be in private deliberations, simply cannot be put in a public forum. In countries like the United
States, "the market is an institution designed to elicit privatelyoriented responses from individuals and to relate those responses
to each other.... The electoral, legislative and administrative processes together constitute the institution designed to elidt communityoriented responses."" This latter function is served even more dramatically, in both theory and in practice, by Thai village meetings.
Anthropological observers report substantial discrepandes between
the way in which villagers say they intend to vote on public works
projects alwad of lime, and the way they actually do vote in the end.
Closer examination of what happens during collective deliberations
leading up to these votes reveals that "during the coul"!le of the dedsion period the community-oriented values become increasingly important.""
The distinction I am drawing is not between a person's "perceived"
interests and some other "truer" interests which he discovers in the
course of collective decision-making. Instead, it is between multiple
preference orderings actually operative within the individual, and
which he applies differently according to the context. As Brandt emphasizes In reply to Arrow, "some choices are motivated by the prospect of enhanced ~I wt/fort! • .. whereas others" - paying taxes is
his example- "are motivated by considerations of mon~l pri11cipl~.""
People can be moved to action by either self-interest or benevolence,
by either material or moral sentiments, by "ethical" as well as egoistic
preferences, by "social" as distinct from "private" preferences."
~~

1Cj66, pp. 216-7. S... similarly Musgrave 1g68. p. 16o.

Bdmes 1979, p. 174.

"ll Brandt 1<1t7, p. zr; d. lor.- h951l196J, PP· S.-J.
"S..., rspoctively, Hume 17)9; 1777, and Smith 1790; Harssnyi 1955 and Goodin
and Roberta 1975; and Planwnatz 197). pp. 155~. and Bator 1957· Similar
themes~~ pursued in S.Jf 1975, pp. 134-5, MacRae 1976, pp. 1JII--45, Son 19'f18,
llenn 1979- M.rgolio 1982 and Mansbrldp 1990- Of coune, altruiotic preferona!o
can be . . - t e d u eplillic ones ronolrainod by the exigencies of otratesi<"
play in an llenlted prl8oner's dilemma same (Runciman and Son 1965, p. 557),
or they can be lncorponted alongside egoiolic ones in a ~ meta~
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This multiplicity of preference orderings matters because, in the
conWxt of collective decision-making. people will launder their own
preferences. They will express only their public-oriented, ethical preferences, while suppressing their private-oriented, egoistic ones. Tilere
are various reasons for this. One explanation turns on the logic of
"role rationality.'',. Publicly oriented preferences are somehow
uniquely appropriate to the role of the individual qiUJ citizen. An individual can hardly conceive of himself as a person who occupies a
certain kind of role, and who has the sort of preferences that go with
it, without also being disposed to act upon them when required by
the role to do st>.
Paralleling this argument for moral self-expression couched in
terms of roles and self-images is another even stronger argument
growing out of the so-called paradox of voting. The paradox is that
anyone bothers to vote at all, since the chance of his casting the decisive vote "is less than the chance he wiU be killed on the way to the
polls."" That certainly makes it irrational to vote, insofar as your payoffs depend upon the outcome of the eli!Ction. Privately oriented egoistic preferences are of that sort and, therefore, cannot motivate your
vote. Ethical preferences, however, are not necessarily of that sort.
"Doing the right thing" may bring satisfaction in itself, even if the
ultimate outcome is unchanged." Repudiating some nasty business
can enhance your self-respect and sense of integrity, evm if it goes
ahead without your endorsement."' Why people bother going to the
polls at all, and how they vote once they get there, can both be explained in terms of taking a moral stand.~'
The power of a moral crusade to draw votes is well known, cer·
tainly among politicans themselves. Among political scientists, there
has been some talk of a fundamentally "public-regarding" ethos underlying voting behavior; and it has been shown that "symbolic valordering (Benn 1979, p. JOZ; Brandt 1~; Sen 197711). But the former is only part
of the story (Goodin 198zb, chap. 6), while the latter """""""tationo INvr out
much that is of significann>, hehaviorally and otherwise.
"Benn I'J79. Hollis ''TTl· Goodin 1975·
"Skinner 1941!, p. 265. Down.• 1957. chap. 14.
.. Q.,..ldan •nd

R~rb

liJ75· Brunnan and Lomoull.y 199)·

"B. Williamo 19730. rr· 1o8-t8. Hill 1979. Goodin 198zb, chap. 5· Sine• one vote
tal<en by i~Mif is ol virtually no olecloral <""""'!""""'· vot.,.. are precludod from
acting on consequentialistic principles for COil!IOquentialistic ""'"'"'"· lllat may
J.,;od people to behave more fanatically politically than personally IHnllis 19lltl.
Still, people may ombrare consequentialistic ethics as a matter of principle and
abide by tlwm even where they carry no (direct, immediare) conoequetiCft.
~ Dowm h957. chap. 14), seeing the pallldox, suggeted that poop~<! go to . . out of a of ""civic duty."" Although Downs wos roundly criticized for in·
troducing this dn.s .r lfliJchitlll to save his theory, it can in this way be derivrd
from some other plausible assumptions about tbe nature of preference functions.
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ues" are far more powerful than "self-interest" as a predictor of
Americans' presidential votes.'' Perhaps the most compelling example, however, concerns the tendency of voters to reelect politicians
who have presided over periods of economic prosperity. Careful analysis of the data suggests that people are responding not to improvements in their own personal finances but rather, in public-spirited
fashion, to improvements purely in the national economic climate."
The explanation I would offer for such findings (though not the one
offered by the authors themselves) is that the "paradox of voting" has
forced voters to take a morally principled rather than narrowly selfinterested stand.
For a practical illustration of citiz=s using different sorts of preferences in their private and public capacities, consider the problem of
time-discounting. One of the most compelling reasons for an individual to discount future costs and benefits relative to present ones is
that, come the time, he may not be alive to experience them. How
heavily he should discount payoffs depends on how far they are in
the future and, of course, on his own life expectancy. The risk of death
would, according to midcentury actuarial statistics, imply a dist:ount
rate of around 0.4 percent for a forty-year-old American; for an Indian
of the same age, it would be 2.15 percent. From a purely individual
point of view, it would be foolhardy not to di<eount future payoffs by
at least this much. But risk-of-death discount rates have no place in
social decision-making. "Mortality probabilities of specific individuals
become irrelevant" there, because "the society goes on forever.""
Eckstein, like Pigou before him, thinks this provides the basis for
"dictatorial" action on the part of social planners in overriding citizens who try to impose their inappropriately personal discount rates
on social undertakings." In practice, however, this seldom seems necessary. What Pigou and Eckstein overlook is the possibility that "an
individual's time-preference map may be strongly influenced by his
expected life span in his capacity as an economic man, although in
his role as a citizen his time-preference map may reflect great concern
for adequate protection for posterity."" When considering social projects, people do seem to take a far longer view than would make sense
in their private lives, voting for projects that would hardly begin to
pay off until they have long been in their graves. The reason, I suggest,
•' Banfield and Wilson t'/64. Sears, lau, Tyler and Allen t9&>.
"Kinder and Kiewlel tljSt; Kiewiet tljS}.
"Eckstein t<)6t, pp. 457. 459· Givrn the way J""'Ple's values and preferences will
choonge over this period, their discount rate should be even higher than this riskof-death calculation implies (Parfit t97f>, pp. 1)8-<1; 1984, appendix Fl.
w Pigou 1932, pt. t, choop. •·
"Mllrglin t'J(>). p. <)8.
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is that in the context of collective decision-making people operate on
the basis of social/ ethical preference functions rather than upon their
private/egoistic ones.
IV. BEYOND SELF-l.AUNDERING

The laundering of preferences is easily accomplished - and even more
easily justified - when in the context of collective decision-making
people do it themselves ... But some perverse preferences ("principled
malevolence," e.g.) would still slip through. Such further laundering
as is required must be undertaken by policy-makers, acting on behalf
of those with whom they interfere. This paternalism is gentled by two
special features. First, overriding a person's preferences is (on arguments A-D in Section II, at least) justified in terms of that person's
actual preferences, rather than in terms of some reading of his "true
interests" which he does not himself share. And, second, this argument suggests only that we disrfKard et.'l"tain votes a person might cast
or demands he might make, rather than heavy-handedly force him to
do or restrain him from doing something contrary to his will.
The practical political problems surrounding any form of paternalism remain. We need institutions with enough slack between citizen
demands and social decisions to allow policy-makers to override mistaken preferences when necessary, but not so much as to cut politicians free from the constraints of citizen preferences altogether. These
difficulties are lessened where (as in arguments A~ in Section II)
people will eventually rome to be grateful to a paternalist who has
truly rendered them a service. Then democratic accountability - understood as a post hoc check- can suffice. This allows public officials
to serve the "public interest," understood as what the public will
eventually rome to approve, rather than cater to the public's possibly
mistaken ideas of what it might like ex ante."
Another modest but nonetheless useful method of laundering preferences, which can be used when that one cannot be, is suggested by
the analysis in Section I. There I argued that our paramount goal
should be to protect people's self-respect and dignity, and that these
are offended by the social sanctioning of mean motives of others that
"'It is nut just that ..If-laundering is a choice that people make for tlwmoelves. It
is important to add that the conotraints in reoponoe to which they do 110 ore
themselves morally a~ble, deriving .as they do
from the .....I for
each to blend his own will with that of uthen in reaching a collective decision.
"Goodin •9119<· This proceoo is made easieT by the tendency for people to vute
'"retrospectively.'" rewording or punishing incumbenb for what they havr done
in their last perkx1 in office, rather than proopectively cuing on compoign promioeo (Fiorino 1q81}.

""'"'ly
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takes place when perverse preferences are allowed to enter the social decision calculus. lllat is why input filters (such as preferencelaundering) rather than mere output filters (such as vested rights) are
required. Notice, however that stopping people from having (or even
from giving voice to) such preferences is not what is crucial. Rather,
it is stopping the sodal decision-making apparatus from taking official
cognizance of them.
The most straightforward way of doing that is through the rules
governing debate within the legislature. Already there are certain limitations on what may be said in the chamber. The rules of the British
House of Commons, for example, prohibit "treasonable or st-ditious
language or a disrespectful use of Her Majesty's name" and in the
American Congress members may not speak "disparagingly about
any state of the Union" or subject the president or other members of
their own or the other chamber to "personal abuse, innuendo or ridicule."'" At present these courtesies are extended only to other members. But there is no reason, in principle, why they should not be
extended to citizens and groups of citizens more generally."'
The effect of extending parliamentary privil<>ges in this way must
not be overstated. Banning racist talk from the floor of the chamber
will not prevent measures designed to disadvantage racial minorities
from being introduced and passed. At most, my proposal would prevent explicitly racist justifications for them from emerging in the
course of parliamentary debates and from entering into the legislative
history of the bills eventually enacted. The real motives of their sponsors may be an open secret. Indeed, they may even boast of their racist
intentions outside of the chamber itself. The l<>gislature refusing to
take official cognizance of perverse (e.g., racist) preferences would,
therefore, amount to little more than a polite fiction. That, however,
nowise diminishes the value of the gesture in protecting people's selfrespect. It is in the nature of dignities and indignities that they are
conferred more through symbols and gestures than anything else.•'
The political realism of this proposal may well be queried. As
•' May 1971, p. 415. Cannon l'j6J, p. 157; US. Congreoo, Senale 19f15, Standing
Rulr 19-4. Other "rules of decorum" restrict the form speeches can takr; ..,.
)effenon h8o1, oec. 17l and May h971, chap. 19l.
~Groos 1953. pp. 371-1. Note that this does not amount to giving people a riglrl
not to be insulted in parlianwntary debates, however. No member can waive his
privi. not to be insulted on the Door, nor need a member demand his rights
in this regard for the Speakrr to intervene (U.S. Cong,...., Senate 1965. Standing
Order ICj-4; Cannon 1Cj6J, p. 159; May 1971, pp. 424-JJ); indeed, the offended
party is obliged 10 accept an apology when it is proffered. •nd if he does not he
will himself be takrn into ru&tody (May 1971, p. 4>0).
~Goodin 198o, chap. 5; 1<jlbb, chap. 5· Shklar (1979, p. 19) is right. Hypocrisy has
ib uws.

I.Aundn-ing pref"rnus
Dworkin says, it would be futile "simply to instruct legislators, in
some constitutional exhortation, to disregard the external preferences
of their constituents. Citizens will vote these preferences in electing
their representativ.,.., and a legislator who chooses to ignore them will
not survive."'' But my proposal does not require politicians to ignore
perverse preferences of their constituents, but merely asks them not
to voice them in the legislative chamber. The votes of representatives
(if not their speeches) can still perfectly reflect constituents' desires."
In any case, the political feasibility of any scheme for restricting
majority rule must ultimately depend, directly or indirectly, on the
acquiescence of the majority itself. We speak as if instituting a scheme
of "civil rights" will necessarily "remove those decisions from majoritarian political institutions altogether."'' But constitutions, of course,
can be amended or replaced, and rights within them withdrawn. A
politician who persists in playing by the established rules when his
constituents insistently demand he refrain from doing so will simply
be replaced." It is therefore surprising and encouraging that the low
popular regard for various constitutional rights has translated into so
few serious political demands for their repeal." The implication seems
to be that majorities with undeniably perverse preferences might, under some circumstances, abide by (and perhaps even appreciate) institutions denying them the opportunity to put those preferences into
practice.
To some extent, people put up with such restrictions as a matter of
"reciprocal forbearances" (of the sort discussed in Section liB). Having
their own preferences denied - whether by rights guarantees restricting outputs, or by preference-laundering rules restricting inputs - is
merely the price th•'Y pay for institutions that will similarly deny the
preferences of others."' There is no more point in punishing their representatives for agreeing to those restrictions than there is in punishing them for agreeing to a national budget that devotes less than 100
" R. Dworkin 197fl, p. 1}4·
"That may not bl! I!ROUgh to satisfy tlwir ronstitu<>nts. Myrdal h944, pp. 6o-1l
"'J''rt!l that, in tho "rank onler of discrimination" in tho American South, symbolic gesturn we'ft always much more import.nt than matft'ial intensts.
"R. Dworldn 197fl, p. 1}4·
"Goodin 1975; 191Pb, chap. 6. Borry '975· p. -4"9·
"Prothro and Grigg 1q6o. M<Clooky •964· Mct:loaky And Brill •911J. Snid<rmlln,
Tdlock, Glaoer, c.,.,., and Hout •9119·
"Tho need for ~iprocal forbl!ara""" might an... from standud prisoner's di·
lemma-style rollecti'~ action problemo (Goodin t97f>; HArdin t<j&). Or people
might realize that pursuing "status goods" (Hinch 197f>l io srlf-<lefeating. and
rule out such preferences from tho outset. Or they may realize that things like
racial hatred are ..,lf.tu..Jing (Live and Much 1975. pp. J96-4o>l and agree that
radst pm..renm. bl! ignored In order to nip that ~in tho bud.
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percent of public expenditures to their own constituency. But there
are some "persistent minorities" whose reciprocal forbearances we
can be quite sure we will never require, and at the end of the day
tolerating rules protecting them can only be explained in terms of
internalized moral principles of the sort discus&ed in Section Ill."'
V. CONCLUSION

Social choice theorists, in order to make their subject mathematically
tractable, have tended to narrow our understanding of "utility" to a
simple, single preference-ordering. Much is thereby gained in terms
of formal rigor. But much is also lost A broader understanding of
what "utility information" might consist in would, as I have shown
here, serve utilitarians far better. It not only wuuld enable them to
make sense of how individuals actually do launder the preferences
they express in coUective decision contexts but also would justify them
in instructing aoc:ial authorities to respond selectively to only certain
sorts of citizen preferences.'"
''Goodin 1'1921>, esp. chaps. 2. 4· 5· 7·
"urliel' wnlons wrre .,.-nlod at aru-Js and Usi-'- I am particularly sr•~
ful for cxmunmts, then and later, from Jon Elom-, DegfiM IWJJ...tal, Aanund
llyland, llftman va11 GuN-. Fralld• Sojl!nted, c- SUnsmn and MIR

Taylor.
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Heroic measures and false hopes

''Heroic measures" refers to the deployment of unusual (rare, experimental, expensive, nonstandard) technologies or treatment regimes,
or of ordinary ones beyond their usual limits. The examples ordinarily
offered concern care for the terminally ill, a heart-lung machine
hooked up to someone who is brain dead, and 110 on. But, philoiiOphically, special complications are posed by people who would otherwise (and who may, anyway) cease to be. Here I shall focus instead
on cases where such complications are absent - on extraordinary
measures for creating life (in vitro fertilization and such like), and on
extraordinary measures for improving the quality of the lives of the
handicapped (e.g., electrical stimulation of paraplegics' muscles to
simulate walking).'
Such heroic measures represent an unattractive aspect of utilitarianism. They amount, if not quite to kiUing people with kindness, at
least to torturing people with kindness. Yet insofar as it is a kindness,
insofar as people's well-being is indeed promoted by the intervention. there would seem to be no utilitarian grounds for ending the
torture. This chapter is aimed at correcting that shortcoming. Here I
shall be offering considerations, internal to utilitarianism, which militate against deployment of heroic measures. Those considerations do
not always prove conclusive. But they must always be weighed in the
balance, and they may occasionally (in certain classes of cases, they
may even characteristically) lip that balance.

' As reported in Tiw, o..:..mber 1 ,, 11)82. T1w c:onc:lusions of thil dlaptw may bo!
applied, mutatis mutandis, to the dyins - although exactly what mutatis mutandis miJ!hl there involw may prove to be an """"""""'Y dilftcult question.
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It seems distinctly odd to be arguing against heroic measures. Heroism is somet!Ung we ordinarily regard as ~rcrptiorullly good. But the
term "exceptionally" good is telling. From the point of view of the
penon performing the acts of heroism, such acts are exceptional in
the sense ol being above and beyond the call of duty - where, as on
Unnson's analysis, the limits of duty are set at what can reasonably
be expected of competent moral agents.' Correlatively, from the point
of view of the beneficiary of heroic interventions, such acts are also
exceptional in the sense of being rare events, since "what can reasonably be expected" evokes (for moralists, as for lawyers) a sense of the
"normal" that has a certain frequentist tinge about it.
The sense of the heroic that is carried over from this standard analysis of heroism into the analysis of heroic therapeutic interventions
retains an air of the extraordinary and the exceptional. But in that
application, the notion of the heroic is broadened somewhat.
There are, in fact, two senses in which medical treatment might
qualify as "heroic measures." 1be first is the same sense as that in
which heroes themselves are rare; that is, the requisite performances
are made only occasionally. A second sense in which medical treatments might qualify as "heroic" is that it is only the exceptional pa·
tient who will, if given the treatment, actually derive any benefit from
it. One in a hundred, or one in a thousand patients might benefit from
some experimental cancer cure if it were administered equally to all
of them, suppose. That, too, would count as a "heroic" form of treat·
ment.
Whichever the sense in which the treatment is heroic or exceptional,
however, it is always presumed to be exceptionally good. It is that
presumption of goodness which I next turn to query.
II

Heroic measures are presumed always to be good: certainly, at least
from the point of view ol the recipient; and by virtue of that, at least
presumptively from the point of view of society at large. Think of the
case of the terminally ill. Without the heroic treatment, they would
cease to Jive. If the treatment in view promises (with wlultnw probability, however small) a We that is worth living for them, then it is
at least from their point of view better that they should receive the
treatment than not. Any chance of a good life is better than no chance
of a good life.
' Urmson •9511·

H"oic measures and false

~

There is nothing special about the terminally ill in this regard. The
same easy presumption of the desirability of heroic measures can be
grounded on the same sort of logic for those who are not terminally
ill. Suppose the paraplegic's life is worth living; it is not as rich or
varied as that of the able-bodied, perhaps, but it is better than nothing.
Still, a life with some mobility is, presumably, better than a life spent
entirely in a wheelchair; and any chance of a better life is better than
no chance of a better life. So heroic measures to enable the cripple to
"walk" are presumably good, just so long as the treatment does not
entail any downside risk of something even worse than the cripple's
present paraplegia (e.g., quadraplegia).
In practice, of course, heroic measures sometimes do offer precisely
that: a lottery that has, as its possible outcomes, either a life that is
very much better than the one presently being enjoyed or one that is
very much worse.' In cases such as that, heroic measures are neither
presumptively good nor presumptively bad. To decide whether they
are good or bad, in any particular case of this sort, we must consider
the relevant probabilities, the values attached to each possible outrome, and the value or disvalue associated with risk-taking per se.
Those, however, are considerations that I would like to bracket out
for purposes of this discussion. For present purposes, let us suppose
that heroic measures pose no downside risk whatsoever. In what follows, I shall be supposing that heroic measures will either make the
recipients of such treatments better off or else they will leave them no
worse off than they would have been in the absence of the treatment.
III

Even after all that has been bracketed out, there still is, I shall argue,
a sense in which heroic measures in medicine may leave their recipients worse off. This is through engendering "false hopes." It may be
good (albeit above and beyond the call of duty) for us to be heroes.
But it is wrong for others to expect heroic performances from us; and
it is wrong for us to lead people on in this respect, causing them to
expect more heroism than is actually afoot. If the expectation followa
inevitably from the perfonnance, then that is an argument against the
performance itself. Such is the structure of my argument here.
Heroic measures have been described here as "unusual." They are
heroic either because they are not often undertaken, or else because
they do not often work to produce the desired effects. In medical
applications, especially, these two aspects of heroism are often con• tn discussions of "drath with dignity" perhaps this is pt'l!<iwly what is at
- living

li~

IMI is worse than not living at all.
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nected. Measures that usually do no good are not usually undertaken.
precisely because usually they would not work anyway.• Certainly not
all cases fit that mold, and I shall return later to discuss cases where
failure to undertake heroic measures cannot be thus justified. For now,
however, let us focus upon cases where that analysis is accurate. For
those cases, at least, we may legitimately equate "heroic measures"
with '1ow-probability-of-success treatments."
In analyzing what might be wrong about offering people lowprobability treatments, it is important to recall that people are offrml
such treatments. People are not forced to accept such treatments; they
are not given the treatments unless they or someone acting as their
agent consents to it. Now, we regularly let people take risks. Some of
them carry a very real possibility of undesirable outcomes; some of
those undesirable outcomes entail serious damage to their health or
other vital interests. Still, we are perfectly comfortable in letting people engage in those risky ventures, just so long as we are sure that
certain basic preconditions are met (their consent is present, it is fully
voluntary, well informed, reflects their settled preferences, etc.). Why
then should we have any qualms about letting people take risks (even
very bad - i.e., low-probability - ones) of imprmring their health. especially where tiC hypollltsi the treatment could only improve their
health and never wonen It? That, on its face, seems to present something of a puzzle.
My resolution of that puzzle will focus on the role that offering
people low-probability treatments plays in engendering in them (or
those who care about them) false hopes, and on the way that such
false hopes in tum undermine people's welfare.
IV

Before turning to my own argument as to why this is true, let me
distinguish mine from a more familiar method of arguing for similar
conclusions. It is well known that people's probability judgments are
subject to all sorts of unwarranted influences. Building on those familiar propositions, it might be thought that what is wrong with heroic medical interventions is that they lead people to imagine that the
probability of success is far higher than it actually is.
The phenomenon here in view amounts to "wishful thinking." People desperately in need of treatment. when no treatment looks particularly promising. resort to long shots. Very much hoping. against all
the odds, that the treatment will work, they rome to believe that it
• That is the <harocteriatlon of "standard pro<tia!" underiyins defintlons of mal-

pl'llctice and modical

~ ~ tlj68).
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will. The wish, rathl'r than thl' evidencl', is what here gives rise to the
belief.'
On that reading, the problem with false hopes engendered by heroic medical treatments lies in the false beliefs people have about their
probability of success.• False beliefs usually carry harmful consequences, at least on averag<' and over the long haul. In the special
circumstances here in view, however, they do not. Ex hypollresi. the
treatment can only (1) make people better off than they would otherwise have been or else (2) leave them precisely the same as they
would otherwise havl' lxoen.'
Given that, the long-shot treatment is a "strictly dominant" strategy. It is no worse than any other strategy in any possible state of the
world, and better than any other strategy in at least some possible
states of the world. Such a strictly dominant strategy, where available,
is uniqu.,ly rational. It does not matter how dominant it is - how
many states of the world there are in which it is actually better than
(rather than merely "at least as good as") other strategies, or how
likely it is that those preferred states of the world will occur. And
since probabilities are of no consequence to strictly dominant strategies, neither are (false) beliefs about probabilities. In short, the penalty
that we ordinanly pay for acting in reliance on false beliefs about
probabilities is waived, und<'l' thl' special circumstances here in view.

v
In the previous argument, harm was done to people by their beliefs
that the probability of heroic meib'Ures succeeding was higher than it
actually was. The fatal flaw in that argument was that that turns out
not to be a harm at all, because in the circumstances here postulated
people's choices are unaffected by their probability judgments, distorted or otherwise. The harm that I shall next be considering derives
simply from holding out any hop<' at all to desperate people. When
we propose to someone some heroic measure or another to alleviate
the problem, we are thereby holding out some hope- some possibility
'B. Williams t97Jb, pp. t)6-st. Pear.~ 191!4.
• Either they do not believe that !be probabilities of SU«t!SS are as low as I~
..... ny are, or els4. they cannot bring tbernJoelv.. to act upon that belief. One reuon
may have to do with what psychologists call the "availability" heuristic - the

occasional miraculous cure is more memorable, and psychologically regislft'ed as
more probable, than the multitude <>f mundane failures ITwnl<y and IYhneman
IYhnoman. Slovic and Tver.~ky
'Of rour.oe, "otherwioe have been" embrac<s the altem.atiw treatments people
might have undertaken as well as the <.'tlWW the untreated diseose would otherwise haw taken. It would be obviously wrong for doctOB to otm- a lawprobabUity treatmrnl, where oo~ highel--probobillty one WIIO available.

•911•;
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- of success. That in itself hanns people I shall now argue. The harm
that comes to people, on this argument, derives from the distortion in
their life plans that is produced by the introduction of successful treatment even as a mere possibility. That, rather than any exaggerated
notions they may harbor as to its chances of success, is the real source
of their injury.
What is wrong with false hopes is that they lead people to pursue
illusory goals. Those goals are illusory, first, because they are (probably! unattain.1ble. That, in tum, makes them illusory in a second
sense as well. The very goodness of the goal is itself an illusion; and
that is true for reasons connected, somehow, to the unattainability of
the goal. It turns out to be not merely foolish but positively harmful.
in some way or another, to pursue goals that are unattainable.
There are basically two ways of going about analyzing what is
wrong with (probably) unattainable goals. One appeals to standards
that are external to the agent himself; the other appeals to standards
that are somehow internal to the agent himself. Appeal to external
standards would be more powerful, if only those standards could
somehow be validated. But that, of course, is a tricky business. Internal standards are less contentious and, motivationally at least, no less
compelling. The bulk of my argument will therefore be couched in
those term•, aftrr only a brief nod in the direction of the sorts of
external standards which might be employed in this connection.
The external standard to which arguments against false hopes
might appeal is just a variation on the classic stoical argument that
people should (for the sake of their own happiness, or peace of mind)
revise their desires in light of what they can realistically expect to get.
This principle requires only a little revision in the present context. The
point of the stoics is couched in terms of possibilities. People ought
not to desire that which is impossible. What is at issue with heroic
therapeutic interventions is improbable, not impossible, goals. But the
basic stoic point retains its force thrre, too. People will only make
themselves miserable pursuing goals that are probably beyond their
reach, or devoting more effort (or attaching greater hopes) to goals
than their objective probabilities of attainment truly warrant.
Whether or not we can appeal to external standards for these purposes, it is clear that we can make a very powerful appeal indeed to
internal standards. And this strong sort of internal appeal must be
distinguished from the relatively weak form of appeal that addresses
only those who explldtly want to be realistic from the start. Some
people do, others do not. Any argument that is hinged on brute facts
about people's first-order preferences in this way would be powerfully
compromised by their variable first-order preferences in this matter.
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The more powerful form of internal appeal turns instead upon reasons people have for regarding heroic measures as prima facie undesirable, whether or not they actually do. These are reasons that are
still, in some sense, intl.'m.1lto people's own existing preferences. But
they are reasons that lie beneath the surface level of their first-order
preference themselves.'
The key to this argument is just this. Life plans are complex things
with various interactions between the particular projects that comprise
them. Heroic interventions, if succes.•ful, would make a big difference
to those plans.• Their success would require a comprehensive revision
of those plans, not just some marginal adjustments. If a cripple could
walk, his life would change completely; if a childless couple had children, their lives would change completely; and so on.
Thus, people with the prospect of hemic interventions find themselves at a fork in their lives. Depending on how things turn out, they
will want to pursue very different life plans. These are typically incompatible alternatives. They must pursue either one or the other, and
cannot hedge their bets by pursuing a little of both. And typically
choices between such alternatives are substantially irreversible. Once
having set out down one path, it is costly if not impossible to go back
to the fork again and start out down the other instead."' In any case,
even where hedging and backtracking might be possible, there is a
good reason to avoid it. A life of equivocation and false starts is a less
good life than is one characterized by more coherence and consistency."
The upshot is that people facing the prospect of a heroic intervention must hold all their other plans in abeyance pending the outcome
of those interventions. The final step in the argument against heroic
measures is to say that that waiting is itself costly to people. It may
entail actual out-of-pocket expenses. But at the very least, it will entail
"opportunity costs." There are various other projects that people
could be pursuing, but are not pursuing, pending the outcome of the
heroic intervention.
Of course, the price of waiting is a price that people would only
'lbr argument oketched below is ouperior to onot...,r, draling simply ln terms of
"sour grapes" - not wanting !IOIIWthlng iJ you (prcbablyl cannot hAve it. That
is •• irrational in just t"" some way as wishful thinking (Eisler •98:1. chap. J).
' We would not call them """role" II they did not. So.mantlao aside, we would
hAve no grounds for taking an action with such low ch4ncn of !IUCCI5I unless
the change It might make would be subotantiAI.
~Arrow and F'lsher •97•· Of course, heroic measum~ themselves can SOI1Idimes
be option-.,.....,mng str1regies.

" Nozick t98t. pp. .fOJ-50· WoUheim •911-4.
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too happily pay if the interventions turn out ultimately to succeed.
My point is just that it is a price that people have to pay for heroic
interventions, whethet- they succeed or fail.
The structure of my argument in Section IV, in replying to the probablistic form of criticism of heroic interventions, was to say that heroic
interventions as here construed constitute no-lose propositions. Either
they leave you better off than you would otherwise have been or else
they leave you exactly as you would otherwise have been.
The structure of my argument in this section is to say that, because
that lottery is not played out instantaneously, heroic interventions always constitute costly propositions. Succeed or fail, they always entail
interruption to life choices pending their outcomes. How great those
costs might be varies." Whether those costs are worth paying varies.
It is no part of my claim that heroic medical interventions are always,
on net, disadvantageous. My claim is merely that there are always
these costs to be weighed in the balance.
(As I said at the outset of this chapter, the terminally ill constitute
a special case. Now we can see why. According to the conventional
wisdom, anyway, the terminally ill can have no alternative plans to
hold in abeyance pending the outcome of heroic interventions, and in
this way are radically unlike others who might be offered such interventions. If the intervention fails the terminally ill die, whereas if in
vitro fertilization fails the couple carries on their very different life
without children. Of course, this conventional wisdom misconstrues
the situation of the terminally ill. They will typically want to make
plans - euphemistically, to "arrange their affairs" - even if it is only
to die well. And in any case, the life choices of families and friends
will be held in abeyance pending the outcome of a terminally ill patient's treatment, even if he himself has no plans that are being held
in abeyance. More generally, taking the terminally ill thus misconstrued as the paradigm case for heroic interventions quite wrongly
implies that those offered heroic medical interventions typically have
no choice - or at least no acceptable choice- but to hope that the long
shot succeeds. Even as regards the terminally ill that is not true, as
advocates of hospices and holistic medicine rightly argue against advocates of aggressive surgery. It is all the more untrue as regards
childless couples or paraplegics, who really do have po115ibilities for
perfectly reasonable lives even without heroic interventions.)
The argument developed so far constitutes a case for an individual's rejecting heroic measures in his own case, on the grounds that
" With. among other thinss. the time it takeo for theBe uncertainties to play them·
oelveo out - if there is always ""one more poooibility"' just around the corner,
then poople'• life choices may be suspended virlually indftinitely; if there a"'
few poosibilities and quick .....,.utions, the interference might be •light.
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they entail costs in excess of their probable benefits.'' But we can build
on that proposition to come to a case for rejecting certain whole classes
of heroic measures quite generally. as a matter of public policy rather
than merely personal choice.
The bridging proposition required here is much like the psychological propusition developed in Section IV. Wishful thinking being
what it is, people will, if offered the prospect of a heroic medical
treatment, imagine that the treatment has a better chance of success
than it really does. In consequence, they will weigh the probable benefits of the treatment too heavily, relative to its costs; and they will
make what, by their own standards of value, is the objectively wrong
choice. In Section IV, their misestimates of probabilities did not matter,
because heroic measures W<'l"e seen as costless. Having here come to
see how l'rrors of this sort can be costly, making mistakes about probabilities can indl'ed cause harm. Here, there is a very real pmalty to
be paid from making the wrong choice, and that is what mistakl'n
probability assessments trick people into doing.
Roughly sp<>aking. the broad classes of heroic medical interventions
that might be less attractivl' in that light would be onl'S displaying
either (or both) of the following characteristics. Onl' is that the ultimate outcome of the treatment regime will not become apparent for
quite some time. The other is that those who would receive the treatments would have reasonably good alternative lifl' choices available
to them, even in the absence of the treatment. The former consideration sp<>aks to qul'Stions of costs of holding other plans in abeyance
for a very long time while the consequences of the trl'atment play
themselves out; the latter speaks to qul'Stions of benefits of the treatment regime, compared to those that would be realized even if that
treatment were withheld. The higher the costs or the lower the benefits
of a lrl'atment regime characteristically are, the more wary we ought
to be of offering it to people at all.
VI

None of this constitutl'S an ironclad argument against heroic medical
interventions, either in general or as applied to particular treatments
or particular patients. At most, I can only claim to have shown that
there is always a price to be paid for such interventions, and that there
ought therefore to be a presumption against rather than in favor of
such intl'rventions. But this presumption, like all presumptions, is em"More formally, heroic rneasure5 should be rejected if tbe opportunity coob of
waiting to see how tbey turn out would ""ceed tbe utility of succeos, ditcounted
by it. improbability of succeeding. tes• the utility of tbe beot alternative life plan
absent tbe henlic measure.
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inently rebuttable. Any given person may suppose the price worth
paying. And say what we will about the general propensity among
people toward wishful thinking, any given individual may be seeing
matters perfectly clearly in so judging.
All that to one side, however, there is yet another way in which
heroic medical interventions might be justified, notwithstanding all
the arguments lodged against them here. Suppose that heroic measures involve treatments with a low probability of success, as suggested previously. But further suppose that the probabilities of success
improve with each successive trial; that is, doctors learn from their
experience. And suppose, finally, that that is the only way that the
doctors can learn what they need to know in order to perfect the
treatment.
The heroic medical interventions might be justified in roughly the
same way that we justify using the terminally ill as subjects for trials
of long-shot cancer cures. Someone has to be the guinea pig. Giving
these patients the treatment engenders in them false hopes; but someone has to be giv<'n false hopes in order that subsequent patients can
havl' a real hope.
We are naturally - and quite rightly - queasy about using the terminally ill in these ways, necessary though that may be. We build in
various safeguards, and impose various conditions, b<>fore this can h<>
done to them. Surely we ought to hedge heroic medical interventions,
thus rationalized, with similar constraints. Perhaps the most central
of these, for present purposes, is the requirement that we have som~
reason (analogous to promising results from animal experiments, in
the case of cancer cures) for supposing that the heroic intervention
might do some good, even for the present patients who are basically
acting as guinea pigs. That is just to say, it may be an unfortunate
necessity to engender in people largely false hopes, but it is never
permissible to engender in them hopes that are mtirely false.
Notice, finally, that it is the promise of treatment, rather than treatment per se, that generates false hopes. The paraplegic hopes that
technology will soon develop to enable him to walk. The in vitro fertilization patient hopes that it works next time. And so on.
Some heroic medical interventions entail such promises for the future. Others do not. Imagine the case of a stagnant technology, with
no prospect in either the short or even medium term of any bfl'akthroughs. Suppose further that a single application of this "heroic"
technology will decisively determine the results that any given patient
might expect from it; if it does not work the first time, theft' is no
point trying it another time. Suppose further that all patients who
could possibly benefit from such treatment aft' given it immediately
on being identified, so there is no waiting involved. T/Jm application
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of these "heroic" technologies would resolve lll\Cel'talntles rather than
engendering them. and would be immune to the criticisms lodged
against them in Section V.
Needless to say, most technologies are not like that. In the real
world there are - and probably always will be - queues. With most
treatments, no single trial is conclusive for any given case - if only
because the medics might have misapplied the technology or misread
the results. And most technologies develop in unpredictable ways at
unpredictable rates - we can never be sure that the technology is stagnant, and useless for a person in the future if il is proved to be useless
for him now.
With respect to queues and mistakes, we might be inclined to express the pious hope that they be eliminated. If they are, those objections to this strategy for rescuing heroic medical interventions from
the criticisms here lodged against them would drop away. But no one
can wish an end to breakthroughs in technologies that enhance the
quality of people's lives. So even in the real world, some of my criticisms of heroic medical interventions for raising false hopes will retain their force.
Again, nothing I have said should be taken as a conclusive argument against medical innovation. My argument is merely that there
is always a price to be paid, in terms of the false hopes il engenders
and the harm that they do to people. But that may be a price that we
should be prepared to pay.''
''I am grateful to audlrncel at tlw Uniwrsitlos ot Stockholm and York for comments on earlier wra1ono of thio chapter.
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Theories of compensation

From a moral point of view, the function of compensation is straightforward. Compensation serves to right what would otherwise count
as wrongful injuries to persons or their property. That is the role of
"compensatory damages" in the law of torts and of "just compensation" for public takings of private property. And that is what the New
Welfare Economists were relying on when making the possibility of
gain:m' compensating losers the proper measure of permissible poliot..os.

It would, however, be wrong to presume that we as a society can
do anything we like to people, just so long as we compensate them
for their losses.' The subset of the policy universe to which such a
proposition properly applies - policies that are "permissible, but only
with compensation" - is bounded on the one side by policies that are
"permissible, even without compensation," and on the other side by
policies that are "impermissible, even with compensation."'
There clearly are some things that we as a society can do to people
without compensating them in any way for their ensuing los.o;es. The
state need not compensate people who are stopped from endangering
the public health, safety or welfare.' No one expects state inspectors
to compensate owners of unsanitary restaurants or unsafe factories

•97'1·

' Prosser and Wade
oec. 90)11. Michelman 1967; Ackerman 1'177. Kaldor 1939;
Hicks 1939·
'Or, in the hypotheticallonnulation of the Kaldor·Hicks principle, could com pen·
satr them lor their "-s.
' My locus here is on what public officials may legitimately do to individuals.
Analogous isoues ariloe in deciding what individuals may legitimately do to other
individuals (Nozick 1974. p. 59).
~ This ~ in American constitutional law as the distinction between actions
arising under the stair's "police power" and its "takingo power." 5t'e Michelman
•967; Ackerman l<rJ7; Sax 1971 and, more generally. Corwin 1978 and Tribe 1978,
pp. 461ll.; d. Epstein 1Cj115.
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they close down. No one supposes that the legitimacy of public health
authorities putting victims of smallpox into quarantine is in any way
contingent upon compensation being paid to them for lost wages. No
one expects the police or courts to compen..o;ate the murders or thieves
they incarcerate.' No one expects the legislature to compensate tax
accountants when passing new legislation to close a lucrative loophole
in the present code, or owners of gas-guzzling cars when increasing
the gasoline tax, or taxpayers generally when levying a new tax.' Such
actions as these, taken under the state's police or taxing powers, are
perfectly pennissible, even without compensation being paid to those
who lose as a result.'
The converse is also true. There are some things that we as a society
cannot do to people, even if they are compensated for their resulting
losses. This class of cases provides the principal focus for the present
chapter.
When trying to carve out a case for absolute prohibitions, earlier
writers have usually tended to argue that some polides are impermissible because it would be impossible to compensate people fully
for their re;ulting losses.' One tack is to say that the losses would be
'True, lhooe who are quarantined or impriooned are ordinarily paid a omall per
diem, collectable upon discharge. But thi5 modest •um rarely constitutes anything
apprOKhing lull compensation, even just for earning> (rven juot lrgaJ ones! I lost
while detained. A5 evidence, witness the way in which thoR succeoolully suing
for false imprisonment get far mo,..,, even in purely "compensatory damages,"
than the per diem due anyone imprisonod, whether rightly or wrongly.
• At l...t not usually. For rationales and qualifications, oee Epstein 1985, chap. 18;
nkloteln 19'761>; and 5idgwick 18c)1, p. 188. Neither do ownen of a building. ouch
ao Grand Central Station. need to be compensated when ita being declared a
Historical landmark P""Ciudeo them from building an offtc. block atop it. Nor
do we
people to be compensated. by one another or the public at large,
for ..,_. inflicted by ordinary operations of economic markets (Haveman, Halberstadt and Burkhaoser 11j14, p. 32; cf. Blough 1941).
' How to distingui5h these two classes of c....,. lieo beyond the ocope olthis chapter. Although it may be lr\K' no compensation is """" dur to violaton of rights
(Sidgwick 18c)1, p. 187). it i5 not true that compensation is due only to people
whooe righl!l hav• been vk>lated - compensation is due in CMI!S of voluntary oale,
lor ....,.,p.... ewn though no rtghla ......., violated (Tholrwon l'JII6, p. 77). AUied
to that is an nplanation in terms of "legitimall' npectatioas." We need not compensate people when dq>rivlng them of things that they had no """""" to 6pecl
they would be able to bop; we do need to compenoall' them when dq>riving
them of things that they had no reuon to npect would be taken away. Yet
another analysis io that thooe public activitie not requiring o.plictt compensation
are ones forming part of • larger social contract &om which ewryone In oociely
derives "implicit in-kind compensation"; thooe for which 6plicit compensation
Is due are thooe of which that is not lr\K' (Epslein llj(lj, chap. 14).
'This is the approach of Nozick (1974, pp. 66ft.; d. Goodin tcnf>, p. 811. Allftnlttvely, we might try to ground a cue for prohibitions on consid..,.tions of elfi-
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infinite, and impossible to compensate for that reason; another is to
regard the losses and compensations as incommensurable, so we
could never know whether compensations were adequate to cover
losses.'
Both those approaches have run into serious difficulties. As a
purely practical matter, it is difficult to adjudicate conflicts between
two things, each of which has infinite value."' More fundamentally,
infinite values imply lexicographical priority rules, which are wildly
implausible. There are few (if any) pain; of goods such that we would
refuse to sacrifice any quantity, however small, of the more valuable
to secure any gain, however large, in the less valuable."
The "incommensurability" approach misrepresents hard choices as
easy ones. We may find it hard to say whether Sartre's student should
abandon his aged mother to fight with the Resistance or abandon his
country to stay and comfort his mother; but whatever else we say
about this choice, we are confident that it is rightly to be regarded as
a hard choice. Representing the competing claims of kin and country
as incommensurable would carry the opposite implication. Since ntl
one solution would then be demonstrably any better than any other,
the student might as well just flip a coin rather than agonizing over
the choice. That, however, is surely too easy." Wherever we are
tempted to say that the values at stake in some choice are incommensurable, we are likely to be similarly uncomfortable with such a trivialization of a choice that we think should rightly be regarded as
tragic.
Here I shall take a different tack altogether. I shall not be saying
that policies are impermissible because compensation is impossible in
either of these ways. I shall concede that compensation in some sense
can be paid. But that is compensation in a diffumt sense than that
which renders permissible otherwise impermissible policies. For that
transformation, compensation of a strong sort is required. In the class
of cases here in view, only compensation of a different and much
weaker sort is available.
dency or distributiw justice. rather than on the impooeibllity of compensation
(C..Iabresi and Melamed 1972l.
'Williston 1932. !M!C. )lit. Zeclcha.-r and Sbad~r t<j68, pp. )Sff. Tribe 1972, pp.
87£1. Feinberg 1973. p. 9Z· B. Williams t9lh, chap. ~·
•• Unlefls one wants to talk in tenno of "diff..-mt..Uzed infinities" (Feinberg 197)•
p. 9Z n. 8; d. Mishan lt9701'974· p. 462l.
" Sen 1974b. Harsanyi •m· See more generally Nozick t<j68.
"C. Taylor 1976, pp. 290-1; see further Griffin t'fll; B. Williams 1981, pp. 76ff.
Similar objections ~ lodfl"d against the "anything II"""" implication that &ft'ms
to follow from Kuhn'o argunwnto about the inrommrnsurability of scientific poradigms (Lakaroo and Muosrave •970).
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Of course, some other right-making characteristic might always intervene to render a policy permissible even if the right form of com·
pensation is unavailable to do so. It is no part of my thesis that all
polides not admitting of this strong form of compensation are nee·
essarily illegitimate tout court. My thesis is merely that arguments
couched in terms of compensation cannot, in these cases, provide the
needed legitimization.
l. THE NOTION OF "COMPENSATION"

A Compensation in gmeral
The general idea of "compensation" is straightforward enough. To
compensate someone for something is, in the words of the U.S. Supreme Court, to provide that person with "a full and perfect equivalent" for that thing." If he is given more than that, we would say
he has been "overcompensated"; if less, "undercompensated." Being
bracketed as it is between these other two notions, the notion of compensation per se clearly implies the providing of the txact equivalent
- neither more nor less.
To compensate someone is to provide him with something that is
good, that is, with things that are desired (or at least are desirable).,.
The aim is to bring him up to some baseline of well-being. lllat baseline to be used for reckoning the adequacy of compensation will typically be identified by reference to some status quo ante, that is, some
position that the individual himself actually enjoyed at some previous
time. Thus, in the law of torts, the baseline for compensatory damage
calculations is the position that the injured party was in before the
tort was committed against him; when property is taken under the
governmenrs power of eminent domain, the compensation due is
reckoned as the amount of the property-owner's loss, understood as
the difference between his position in the baseline situation prior to
the seizure and his position afterward; and so on.''
''Brewer til<)), p. 3>6. 5« aloo Atiyah t')llo, p. s; Atiyah and Cane 1987, p. s; and
Day tylll.
" Inflicting hann or revenge, althuugh liOflWti"""' chatilderized ao """S"tive cumPft'S"Iion" (MacConnack 1973), annot rount as ctlii\Pft'S"tion in this """"" unless, of rourse, the penon being "comf""'S'lted" is made better off by that
other person's being made wone off, .. !IOIJlelime hai'P""" (Hinch 1976; Sen

•983>·

'' Pmooer and Wode '979· S«S. 90)ff. Atiyah t9&>, chap. 7; Atiyah and Canr tfllt7,
chap. 7· Corwin •918. p. 402. Occ..ionally the baseline is sonw independent norm
or ideal which. although perhaps standard among some of the population u •
whole, was """"' previously enjoyed by the individual being romf""'S'll<d. It io
only in this attenuated """"" that we "rompensatr" the congenitally handicapped to< vision they nrver had by providing ....tng...y. dogo, or the educa-
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Fmally, notice one further general point. Compensation is not the
same as restitution. It is one thing to restore the object itself to its
proper owner. That is what we (and the Oxford English Dictio1111ry) call
"restitution." It is quite another thing to compensate the person for
its loss (much less for its absence all along). Such compensation is
characteristically a matter of providing something which will, in the
words of the Oxford English Diction11ry, "counterbalance, neutralize, or
offset" the loss or disadvantage. What all th011e terms suggest, in tum,
is not the restoration of the object itself, but rather the provision of
something else altogether. ••

B. Two kinds of eqr1i!llllence
The central claim of this chapter is that there are two kinds of compensation. These correspond to the two fundamentally different ways
in which one object can constitute an "equivalent" for another object
which the person has lost (or never had).
The first kind of compensation might be called means-repl11cing compt'nSIIIimr. The idea here is to provide people with equivalent means
for pursuing the Slime ends (the same as before they suffered the loss,
or as they would have pursued had they not suffered the disadvantage). Giving someone who has been blinded a sighted amanuensis
or someone who has lost a leg an artificial limb are attempts at this
kind of compensation. which I shall hereafter call compensation,.
The second kind of compensation might be called ends-displ~~eing
romperrSIIIion. The idea here is to compensate people, not by helping
them pursue the same ends in some other ways, but rather by helping
them to pursue some other ends in a way that leaves them subjectively
as well off overall as they would have been had they not suffered the
loss or disadvantage at all. Giving someone who has suffered a bereavement an aU-expenses-paid Mediterranean cruise might be an example of this sort of compensation, which I shall hereafter call
compensation,.
The distinction between these two kinds of compensation might be
summarized thusly. The first kind of compensation attempts to provide people with equivalent means to the same ends. The second kind
of compensation attempts to provide them with equivalent satisfactions through different ends.''
tiorWiy dilodvantaged for llirnuli that they never had at home by providiiiJI
pM~Chool education (Culyer 1974, pp. »-J; H.lvernan et al. 191!4, p. JO).
"Sldgwick 1111)1, p. 18o. Sirnllarly in asell of oongenital disadvantage, ron-ective
lenoeo romponsatr klr iii-Wped eyeballa, hmri"'l aids klr - k rardrurns, just
u cash payments constilule "just compensation" for ronllocaled lands.
"This parallelo Atlyah'o (1ljllo, pp. n;o-3; Atlyah and Carw r987, pp. 474-6) dio-
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Both standards of compensation insist that people must be made

11s urr/1 off as they would have been, had it not been for the loss or the
disability for which they are being compensated. With compensation,
however, they will be made as well off but dijfrrmtly off than they
would have been. To achieve compensation,. it is not enough that they
somehow or another be made as well off. They must be left idmtie~~lly
situated with respect to exactly the same sets of ends.
II. COMPEI':SATION IN PRACTICE

In due course I shall argue for the moral superiority of compensation,
over compensation,. In attempting to motivate that argument, how·
ever, it might be useful first to reflect upon compensation as it is
currently practiced in public policy. Contemporary societies have developed a wide variety of ways for compensating people for all man·
ner of accidents, injuries, illnesses, disabilities, losses, and so on. In
surveying them all, it is striking how many of our public policies aim
at what I have here called compensation,. and how few aim at com·
pensation,.
The distinction is never phrased in precisely those terms, of course.
Instead, lawyers typically distinguish between compensation for pecuniary harms and for nonpecuniary ones. Pecuniary harms include
damage to one's property or earnings capacity or the creation of legal
liabilities; nonpecuniary harms include bodily harm, emotional distress, humiliation, fear and anxiety, loss of companionship, 10118 of
freedom, distress caused by mistreatment of a third person or a
corpse, and so on. ••
Now, compensation of the sort lawyers have in view will come in
a pecuniary form, as monetary damage awards or other cash pay·
menl~. Hence, pecuniary compensation for pecuniary losses would
constitute what I have called compensation,: the replacement of like
with like. Compensation of a pecuniary sort for losses which them·
selves were nonpecuniary seems to constitute compensation,: the substitution of one sort of pleasure for another.
One good indicator of the balance of compensation, to compensa·
lion, in our existing compensation policies, then, is the extent to which
they attempt to compensate for pecuniary versus nonpecuniary
losses.'• In practice, the former typically involves payments to replace
tin•:tion between ''equivalence" rompensatlon and "subldtute (or IIOY<rY' <om·
penoatlon, although the e~~ampleo offer«! there tend to blur the distinction.
·• ....._,. and Wade 1979. S«S. 905~·
•• A-her indkak>r is the way in which cuurb order "opKilk po!rlormance" of
contractual duties where "the e•istena! of """timenhll UIIUCi.ations and I!Oihetlc
lnteresto" <>r "the dlllkulty, ina•nvenl<m<Y or lmpooolb!llty of abt<llnlng a dupll·
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lost earnings or to cover extra expenses associated with injuries or
disabilities, whereas the latter typically involves payments compensating for "pain and suffering" or the "loss of faculties or amenities."»
Perhaps the most comprehensive survey of compensation policies
is the one carried out by the Oxford Socio-J..egal Studies Centre in the
late tCJ7(lS. Eighteen categories of financial support to U.K. victims of
illness or injury were studied." Of these, only four (or perhaps five)
offer any provision at aU for pain-and-suffering or loss-of-faculties
payments." Summarizing these findings, the Oxford team writes,
Most benefits ... give priority to meeting either the IDM of income or
the reimbunement of the exba expenses iiiC\IJ"Ied by disabled people.
A few - damages, criminal injuries compensation, the disablement ben·
efit for industrial injuries, and war pensions - do provide some money
to assuage sufft'ring or to give an alternative pleasure where the ...
victim can no longer enjoy a particular activity. But this type of loss
is covered by social oecurity only in exceptional cases, and few people
tab advantag• of the opportunities to buy private insurance to rover

against

it.~)

Furthermore, among those programs offering pecuniary compensati'm for nonpecuniary losses, only one (tort law) provides substantial sums to large numbers of people in many jurisdictions. "Personal
accident insurance policies (rare enough In themselves) are usually
limited to medical expenses or income losses; and though small disability payments are often made under comprehensive road traffic
insurance policies, they rarely exceed £500 for severe disablement,
with lesser sums for other cases."" Compensation for pain and suffering or loss of faculties associated with war injuries, industrial injuries or criminal injuries is obviously available to only very small
cate or substantial equivalent of the promi!ed performana!" mNN "the remedy
in )moneu~ryl damages would IK>I be adequate" (Willioton 19JZ• !10<!1. )S8)t)and
)6llb-<)l.
•· Atiyah 198o, pp. 535-9: Atlyah and CaJW 1987, pp. 473-6. D. Harris 1974, p. 48.
.....,.... and Wade 11)'79. sec. 903, ronunertt a.
" These incluc:le two types of damages (damages at common law. as modified by
otatute: criminal injuries rompensationl. ten types of ooc:ial security im:ome support (Industrial injury benefit; disablement benefit, and special hardship allowance and UIWlllployabtUty supplements thereto; war pensions and a5110dab!d
spe<ial allowance:
bfttefit; invalidity benefit: noncontributory invalidity
pension; invalid care allowan<e; supplementary benefit~: four types of social security expo!I'W paytnftlt lattendana! allowana!; constant attendana! allowana!;
mobility allowance: the !emily fund) and two types of private provi&ion !sick
pay from -ployen: private Insurance). See Harris et aL •9114. pp. 4-u.
u These are criminal injuries compensation, disablement benefit, war pensions and
(oftml private penonal attident lnsurana! (Harris et al 1CJII4. pp. 4-ul.
" Harris et al. 1CJ114, p. 1 S·
u Atiyah t98o, p. 537: Atiyah and Cane 1987, P· 475·
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numbers of people injured in very particular circumstances. Even
then, the pain-and-suffering or loss-of-faculty component in the award
(certainly as compared to the lass-of-earnings component) is typically
quite small, amounting to no more than Ssoo to S1,ooo.'' Tort law,
although notionally more generous, in practice often offers little

more ...
Sums like these can hardly pretend fully to "make up" for serious
bodily harm. They are instead token payments. As with "nominal
damages" in tort law, the sums involved are not "utterly derisory";
but pretty dearly, the principal value of the awards is meant to be
symbolic. The aim, in Atiyah's terms, is surely to provide "solace"
rather than "substitutes."''
Thus it would seem that monetary payments principally serve to
replace monetary losses. The vast majority of compensation programs
doling out pecuniary awards do not even try to compensate for nonpecuniary losses at all. Those few that do tend, in practice, to make
only token gestures along such lines. That strong preference for replacing like with like, money with money, would seem to betray a
preference for compensation, over compensation,.
The same pattern reappears when we look more deeply at the way
in which compensation schemes characteristically function. We provide the blind with talking books, readers and audible street-o-ossing
signals. We provide the wheelchair-bound with access ramps to public
buildings. We provide invalids with home help (or an Invalid Care
Allowance, to allow them to hire it), and the lame with transport (or
a Mobility Allowance, to allow them to acquire it), and the disabled
with rehabilitation and retraining."'
All those things are by way of compensation, -improving people's
lives in broadly the same respects as some accident, injury or disability
has worsened them. What we typically do not do is to offer compensation, compensating people in one realm for losses suffered in some
other realm entirely. Monogamous societies do not, typically, make
an exception to allow a blind man to take two wives. That might make
''!son 1g8o, p. 65; Nonet 1969, pp. 20-5; En-..r 1974. vol. 2, p. 131; Elias 1gl!j, pp.
n. 1 51 -7·
»In one otudy of out-of·court S<'ltlements,the "mean sum for non-pecuniary looses
such as pain and suffering wa.• £ 973," which does indeed seem low given that
nearly 40 pen:ent of cases involved permanent disability <>f oome form or another
(Harris et al. 1 ~. p. 90l.
''Williams and Hepple 1g84, pp. 57-8. Atiyah 1g8o, p. 537; Atiyah and Cane 1987,
p. 475· See simiUrly En-..r 1974, vol. 2, p. IJI.
"Haveman 01 al. t~. pp. 45-6; both what they term "ameliorative" and "corrective" respon...,. would fall within my larger category of compensation,. See
details of the programs in Harris 01 al. 1~, chap. 1; and Atiyah 1g8o, chap. t6;
Atiyah and Cane 1glj7, chap. t6.
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him better off in some global sense. But it would be deemed inappropriate, having nothing to do with his blindness.
III. THE STRUCTURE OF PREFERENCES AND
TilE POSSIBILITY OF COMPENSATION

Modern welfare economists no doubt would, on the face of things,
find this preoccupation with compensation, baffling. From their perspective, the point of compensation is merely to leave people as well
off as we found them. If indifference curves are conceptualized as
connecting points representing different bundles of goods that a person regards as as good as each other, then being compensated must
surely just be a matter of ending up on the same indiffrrrrra curot'
afterward as before. There is no need to restore someone to the samr
point on that indifference curve (i.e., to restore exactly the same bundle
of goods to him) since, a hypothesi, he is indifferent between all alternative points <ln the same curve ... For the welfare economist, the
choice between compensation, and compensation, all comes down to
cost; and if in practice it proves cheaper to make losses up to people
in some way other than by restoring things like those they have lost
(as typically it will),>" then compensation, is from the welfare economist's perspective decisively to be preferred.
What underlies welfare economists' insensitivity to the distinction
between compensation, and compensation, is their studied indifference tu the deeper structure of people's preferences. Within ronvl.'lltional consumer theory, everything is presumed to substitute for
everything else at the margins."
Now, even within economics there is a growing band challenging
this presumption. Georgescu-Roegen wryly observes that "bread cannot save someone from dying of thirst, ... living in a luxurious palace
does not constitute a substitute for food, etc."" Or as Lancaster says,
there must be something about margarine that makes it a good sub•• Eronomisls tend to assume that any "nonpecuniary" lao...,. can be e<>mpensated
juot by adding more IliON!)' to 1M sum ol compensation paid (Kaldor 19J9, p.
551 n. t; CulytT 1974, p. ul.
•· Obviously, getting him back to the same indilkrence curve (compensation.) can
"""""" coot more than getting him back to some particular point on that curve
lcompensatlon,); olton It wiU cost less.
"Pareto h927h971, pp. 182-6; WickstHd 19)). pp. 15>-), }6<>-1. Cl. S..n l1977al
and Nozick's (tg68, pp. ))if.l discu!olon of the various different ways in which
vat..... might "OVI!rrldr. outweigh. lWUtraliu, weaken. dissolve, detroy, invalidare, pn!dudr or nullify" oar anothet, which suggests a oimilarly complicated

structure.

"G!orgncu-Roegon 1954, P· '16.
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stitute for butter but a bad substitute for a Chevrolet. Building on such
observations, Lancaster goes on to offer his New Consumer Theory,
breaking away from the traditional approach that goods are the direct
objects of utility, and in.•tead supposing that it is the lobjectivel properties or characteristics of the goods from which utility is derived ....

Utility or preference orderings ... rank collections of characteristics and
only rank coUections of goodo indirectly through the characleristics that
they possess."
In Sen's terms, "commodities" are valued not only in their own right
but rather by virtue of the "capabilities" that they bestow." In short,
goods have certain objectively defined capacities to serve our subjec·
tively defined ends.
The particular importance of this model for the present argument
lies in its analysis of the way in which goods can substitute for one
another. One thing is a good substitute for another if, however dif·
ferent it might otherwise be, it has the same objective capacity to promote exactly the same end as does the other. In Lancaster's terms, two
goods are "perfect substitutes" if they present exactly the same "characteristics" in exactly the same proportions; they constitute "close substitutes" if the associated characteristics-bundles are substantially
similar. In Sen's terms, they are good substitutes insofar as they promote the same capacities." Thus, objects that are otherwise very different - as are trains and cars (ask any engineer) or butter and
margarine (ask any chemist) - might nonetheless constitute close substitutes for one another, insofar as they present the same deeper Lancastrian "characteristic" or promote the same "capabilities" or, In
layman's terms that connote almost the same thing. serve the same
ends.
For many things, there ore dose substitutes. Production-line manufacture being what it is, one Ford Fiesta is to all intents and purposes
just like another. So, unless you happen to form sentimental attach·
ments to your automobiles, you can be fully compensated in the 6rst
sense as well as the second for the loss of one Ford Fiesta by being
given another. One dollar bill is much like another. So, unless you
attach particular importance to how you came by it (e.g., it wa• the
first dollar you ever earned, or it was given to you by your grand·
mother before she died), you can be fully compensated in the first
sense as well as the second for the loss of one dollar by being given
another. And so on.
There are many things, however, for which there are no dose sub"Lancaoter •966. p. tJJ;
"l.anca!ler
"l.anca!ler

•966. P·
•966. p.

1971.

'+4·
144. Sen tgllsa.
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stitutes. One rich source of examples concerns personal integrity. Both
bodily integrity and moral integrity are the sorts of things that, once
lost, are largely irreplaceable. Other examples concern goods which
are valued on account of their histories. Works of art, keepsakes, JUs..
toricallandmarks and natural wonders are all irreplaceable insofar as
what we value about them is intrinsically bound up with the history
of their creation. "That is what makes facsimiles, which are otherwise
identical to their originals, mere "fakes.'',. There being no close substitutes for objects that are irreplaceable, it is impossible to compensate
people in the first sense should these things be lost. All we can do is
to compensate them in the second sense, offering them goods with
different characteristics, speaking to altogether different ones of their
desires, and yielding altogether different satisfactions.
The welfare economist's case for ignoring any distinction between
the two kinds of compensation, sketched in the opening paragraph of
this section, was that "indifference is indifference; it does not matter
where compensation puts you on an indifference curve, just so long
as you are restored to the Slltnl! curve." Recasting the argument of this
section into those terms, we have seen that indifference is not all of a
cloth. There are, in fact, two kinds of indifference, corresponding to
the two kinds of compensation.
In the form of indifference that parallels compensation,, we might
be indifferent, between two options because they are equivalent ways
of achieving the same goal. We might be indifferent, between the high
road and the low road because they both get us to the same destination in the same time and with the same effort. In the form that
parallels compensation.. we might be indifferent. between options because they are ways of achieving equivalently good goals. We might,
for example, be indifferent. between the Glasgow road and the Edinburgh road because both dties offer amusements which, however
different, are equally amusing. Economists, in their continuing quest
to "extract the minimum of results from the minimum of assumptions,"" use the same curve to represent both fundamentally different
phenomena.
IV. THE SUPERIORITY OF COMPENSATION,

With this apparatus in hand, we can now return to the question of
how it can be wrong for the state to do certain things to people, even
if it compensates them for their losses. The short answer, foreshad" On "irreploceable usets." aee Goodin tg&J; tgB.u; •g82b. pp. uo-•. •s;HI. •B•3. On "labs," ..,. Goodin t99Do chap. 2, building on Sagoff •978 •nd Elliot
tg82.
"~ •966· P· ':!2·
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owed at the outset, is that the compensation is inadt>quate to legitimate the policy, because it is of the wrong kind. The cases where
compensation is inadt>quate to legitimate policies, I submit, are cases
where there is something irreplaceable at stake. Since there are no
close substitutes for the things people would lose, the state could compensate them only in the weaker, second sense. And that is just not
good enough.
Why is that not good enough? After all, something might be irreplaceable without being of infinite value. Each oil painting is, in some
sense or another, an utterly irreplaceable "one of a kind." That, however, does not stop artists (even rich ones, who are not in any sense
acting under duress) from selling their works. The same seems to be
true for a wide variety of other things that we would regard as irreplaceable. There is usually wme price such that people would be induced to part with them.
But it is one thing for someone, in exchange for something else
altogether, voluntarily to part with some thing that is irreplaceable."
It is quite another for the state compulsorily to force that trade.
The way that compensation works to legitimate public policies is
by removing any distributional objections to the const>quences of those
policies. That is dearly the role economists see it playing. If gainers
actually compensate losers and still have some gains left over, then
the policy constitutes a Paretian improvement in that someone wins
and no one loses. If gainers hypothetically could compensate losers
and still have some gains left over, then at least that shows we could
have neutralized the distributional effects of the policy and still shown
a profit; that we refuse to do so is itself a distributional decision.,.
There is nothing peculiarly economistic in viewing compensation
in this way. Lawyers and courts of law have long taken a similar view
of it.•' What is peculiarly economistic is the way of putting the point.
In explaining how compensation removes distributional objections,
the economist would typically say something along these lines: "If
everyone is as well off as he was before the policy was instituted, then
no one has any grounds for complaint."
That way of putting the point. however. focuses on inlnpersonal
"'That slides over the question of wb.t constitutes a "coercive offer." If someone
has no choice but to accept the o~r- because otherwise he will die, for eumple
- thrn the offer counts as ''roeTCive;· whatever its external form. ~ 58Inr may
he true if the sum offered is very subst.ontial compared to the penon"s pro!Wnt
holdings (e.g.• imagine an underpaid clerk being offered $1 million in etthange
for his little finger).
"That is its role in discus6ions both theoretical U<aldor 1939; Hicks 1939) and

applied (Cordes 1979; Cordes and Goldfarb 1<)83; Hochman 1974; Tullock 19']6).
.. Michelman 19hJ, p. 1168. Ackerman 1977. Trihe 19{6, chap. 9·
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redistributions while ignoring intrapnsonal ones. AJ; shown in Section
III, people's preferences and goals are not one undifferentiated mass.
Rather, they fall into several distinct, subjectively defined categories.
To guarantee the distributive-neutrality of our policies under those
circumstances, it is not enough that people be left globally as well off
as we found them. We must furthermore make sure they are left exactly liS we found them. The former consideration speaks to interpersonal distributions, the latter to intrapersonal ones. It would be wrong.
to the same extent and for the same reasons, for the state peremptorily
to redistribute priorities between the goals and projects that constitute
one person's own life as it would be to redistribute resources between
the goals and projects that constitute different people's lives."
Compensation,. where it is possible, successfully avoids both sorts
of distributional objection. Where they are given dose substitutes (as
defined previously) for what they have lost, people are not only as
well off as before but also in exactly the same position with respect
to exactly the same goals as before. All that has changed is the means
by which those goals are to be pursued.'' Where no dose substitutes
are available for what has been lost - where compensation, alone is
possible - some amount of intrapersonal redistribution is inevitable.
People might be as well off as before, but they will be differently off.
They will have been forced to shift their goals, and not just their
means of achieving their goals. Thus, compensation, eraiii!S all distributional objections to policies, whereas compensation, erases only half
of them. That explains the superiority of the first sort of compensation
over the second. That explains why compensation, is just not good
enough to legitimize certain sorts of policies.
(Again, I should emphasize that distributive neutrality is neither a
necessary nor a sufficient criterion of a legitimate policy, from a
broader perspective. AJ; I said at the outset, all kinds of state action
are perfectly permissible without any compensation whatsoever. My
point here is a much narrower one. The only way compensation can
do anything at all to render legitimate otherwise illegitimate policies
is by removing distributional objections to them; and compensation.,
by itself, can do only half that job.)
" Economiats might protest thai lhr two are disanalogous. In the interpenonal
cue, lhr dlslribulioNI objedicn is thai """""""' hal boen harmed; In the intrapersonal case, no """ has. But that Is 1n1e only if ''having boen harmed"" is
romp~y analyzable in lenni of ''having boen shifted to a lower indifference
curve.'' which I am here denying.
" That in Itself might c:onotilule an interference with the rourse p<Ople have chooen
for their lives, but it obviously CONiiluteo much lesll of .,.,.. than forcibly shilling

them onto dilm-ont goals altogfther.
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There are two independent ways of explaining what, exactly, is
wrong with imposing on people such intrapersonal redistributions,
forcibly shifting them from one set of plans and projects to another.
The first has to do with the value of "coherence and unity" in a person's life." Critics of classical utilitarianism have made much of the
objection that it requires us to lead an incoherent life: fifteen minutes
collecting for Oxfam, three hours as a nurse, twenty minutes as an
investment banker, two hours shearing sheep, etc. Such a life, maximize social utility though it may, in some deeper sense adds up to
nothing in the end." One way of capturing this thought is to say that
you can be either a saint or a sinner, but that there is no point in being
a saint and sinner on alternate days.
As it stands, this is a perfe..;ionist objection to forced intrapersonal
redistributions between a person's plans and projects. That is to say,
a life characterized by more coherence at any moment in time and by
more stability across time is a "better" life, by some ~:rtmwl criterion."
Of course, it is also a more satisfying life by the internal criteria that
most people use in deciding what makes their own lives satisfying.
But some people might happen to prefer a less coherent life to a more
coherent one - regarding "coherence" as a straitjacket constraining
creativity, or whatever. Given this potential divergence, perfectionist
arguments based on the objective goodness of a more coherent and
unified life are potentially open to powerful antipaternalist rejoinders.
Remember, though, that the objection here in view is to forced shifts
between a person's plans and projects. If someone freely chooses to
adopt and abandon projects willy-nilly, that would be one thing. Even
if we suppose that would be a less good life, by some external standard, we might nonetheless suppose that he should be allowed to lead
his own life as he pleases. But for someone to be forced, by some
external agency, to drop one project and take up another (even one
that he would himself regard as an equally good project) is something
else altogether. Far from endorsing that policy, the antipaternalist argument firmly condemns it.
Second is the logically quite separate argument, from "autonomy,"
against forced intrapersonal redistribution.• between a person's plans
and projects. It is, after all, a central tenet of the liberal ethos that
"respecting" people means taking them as we find them. It is important, in those terms, that people should be free to choose their own
"Compensabon has long been justified as providing >lability. and hence roherence, in peoplr'• livt'S (Sidgwick 1891. pp. 1;-r&>; Tullock 197fl, p. 54; M<ICCormick 1<)82, p. 214). This theme io furthe< developed in Chapter 12.
M B. Williams 197)a, pp. 1o8-18; 1Cj81, chap. 1.
"Nozick 1Cj81, pp. 40)-51. Wollheim 1'114.
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life plans for themselves; and it is equally important, in those terms,
that once those choices have been made other people should respect
them ...
Modern wellare economics grasps this point, albeit imperfectly.
There, "the criterion used for [specifying) an increase in an individual's welfare [is[ that he is in a chosen position."" But surely taking
people as we found them means respecting people's actual choicesones that they rtt~lly rtUidt, rather than ones they might have made in
some counterfactual world that never has (and perhaps never will
have) existed ... What we are supposed to be respecting is people's
choices, not their disembodied preference orderings. It would be flatly
contrary to the fundamental ethos of liberal welfare economics to force
people to consummate Pareto-optimal deals, or to make such trades
on their behaH without their permission.•• Suppose someone has contrived to sell my house out from under me, without my consent.
Surely it would not suffice for him to reply to my protests that he got
an exceptionally good price for it and that, despite the fact it was not
for sale, I certainly would have agreed to sell it for that price if only
he had been able to contact me. Whether or not I would have agreed,
the point remains that I did not. By virtue of that fact alone, my autonomy has been violated!'
Mean.,..rrplacing compensation, ""'peels both <>I th.,;e valu..s,
whereas ends-displacing compensation, respects neither. Providing
people with alternative means to the same ends (compensation,) allows them to pursue the same, self-selected goals as before. That they
are the "same" ensures unity and coherence; that they are "selfselected" ensures autonomy.'' Compensation,, in contrast, might leave
people "as well off as before," in some sense or another, but it forces
them to pursue different goals than before. That they are different
compromises unity and coherence; that they are forced compromises
autonomy.
Compensation,, in effect, forcibly pushes people along their indif.. O'Neill 1<JII5. Respecting chokes for the sake of the dignity of malting them
(Goodin J<jS>b, chap. 5) similarly suggoot> that compensation, is on inadequat~
subotiture for compensation,. Mucking around with a person'slife plan5, lorcibly
!!hilling him from OM goal wt to another (~ if it is, from his own point of
view, an equally good lei of goals) is hardly the way to P""""'e 1..., penon'•
5elf-""'pect or ...11-imag~.
" Uttle 1957. p. J7·
'"R. Dworl<.in 1977, chap. 6; h9Boh985. pp. •75-&.
ft Barry 1(j86, pp. n. 41. Sen 1977a, P· 9J·
~Broome 197floo, p. 316. Kleinig 1(j82. Calabresl and MelamN 197._ p. 1ub.
" Compensation, may be more intrusive - !\'habilitation involves 11101\' of an in·
trusion into a person's life than cash compensation. for eumple. But that only
goes to !!how that autoaomy Is not simply a matter of nunintruslw,_
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ference curves. The fact that a penon remains on the !lllme indifference
curve means that, ab initio, he would have been equally prepared to
accept either option. either his previous bundle of goods or his new
bundle." He would have been - but, as a matter of personal history,
he did not (his life has gone down a different track, now); and, as a
matter of public morality, no one ever asked (he did not COIIIellt to
the change). Morally, both those facts are vital. For those reasons,
when a new bundle of goods is simply foisted upon people in compensation, whether or not it is an equally good bundle is simply irrelevant.
V. POLICY IMPLICATIONS

Insofar as we are counting on compensation to right what would otherwise constitute wrongful inflicting of harms upon people, we must
respect the following precepts that follow from the arguments developed thus far.

Prtwnlion is bello than compt'IISIItion, whoe it is an implllctt~bltobjtct
that would be lost.

(J)

The logic of this proposition is simple. If something irreplaceable
is lost, only the weaker form of compensation, would be possible.
People would be as well off but differently off than before. U the loss
is prevented, however, that would leave them in exactly the same
position as before, still in possession of the irreplaceable object itself."
This explains the differential, noted by several economists, between
how much people are prepared to spend to protect certain things and
how much they are prepared to insure them for. Zeckhauser offers
the compelling example of a woman facing the risk of breast cancer.
Imagine she is willing to spend $5.000 for medical treatment to reduce
the risk of cancer from 10 percent to s percent. That implies that the
value of a healthy breast to her is Stoo,ooo. Suppose now she is offered
insurance at the rate of $20 of coverage per dollar's premium. Does it
necessarily follow that she will pay Ss.ooo more to cover the full
Stoo,ooo that the breast is worth to her? Zeckhauser concludes that It
" In Thum!;on"s lt(j86, chap. to) ~. he would have been willing. ex anll! of hia
righls being •iolated. to sell the violator permiMion in exchange lor the ~
now being paid in ex poet compensation lor their violation.
"Atlyah ti)Ro, p. 8; Atiyah and Cane •9117. p. 7· Irreplaceability apart. peychomo!tric
evidence •""'"" that people atta<:h """" value to avoiding los& of what they
already have than they do to securing symmetrically larg. gains lKahntman and
T~ky 1979; Knebch and Slnden t91J4; Gregory and McDMiela t9117l; 011 the
implications of this fact for the economic analysis of the law, ..., Mlohan 1967;
pp. t9ff.

'97'·
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does not. Since the insurance money would not restore the breast, "it
would be quite rational for her to insure no more than the medical
expenses" of the mastectomy. Similarly, when a Constable painting
valued at £100.000 turned out, after having been stolen, to have been
insured for only £2.,000, the vicar explained: "We never had any intention of selling it and we could never replace it so there wasn't any
point in insuring it for its full value.""
This principle is also reHeded in certain practices of the courts.
Ordinarily, the courts let people do as they will; and they order tort
damages aft~• the fact if people have, in the end, caused others some
harm. Sometimes, however, the "nature of the interests" that stand to
be hanned is such that damages would be a "relatively inadequate
remedy." Where the interests that would be "harmed by tortious ronduct are so remote from the maricetplace that ... it is idle to speak of
their compensation in terms of money," courts will not wail until after
a tort has been committed. Instead, they will issue an injunction designed to prevent the tort from ever occurring."
Finally, notice that much that presents itself as compensation policy
might just be an oblique form of prevention policy. This is so because,
in many realms of compensation policy, the compensation would have
to be paid (in whole or in part, directly or indirectly) by the persons
responsible fur causing the damage. Tort law Is the clearest example
of this; a weaker one might be workmen's compensation. where the
employer's contributions are uninsurable or where the premium paid
for such insurance varies according to the number of claims the insured has lodged. Since the risk of incurring such expenses would
presumably serve to deter people from actions likely to harm others,
compensation polides in this way might double as prevention polides.
It is hard to discern what the balance might be as between these two
very different aims in present compensation schemes. But the prevention rationale clearly does explain what otherwise appear as anomalies
in present polides, such as the awarding of compensation for '1oss of
amenities" to a person who, through severe brain damage, has been
rendered "totally insensitive to his loss." Here the deterrent/prevention rationale is clearly controlling. The principle at work is simply
that "it should not be cheaper to kill than to maim, and, further, it
should not be cheaper to injure a person so severely that he is incapable of obtaining any enjoyment from a sum awarded to him as
compensation than to injure him less severely.""' That argument has
w ZeckhoU!ft 1975, p. 454- S. llftw. Coldtftln fvn~ing G.-JII<, October a), 1q85,
p. ). Soe 1110re generaUy Cook and Graham 1977.
" l'nwel' and Wade 1979, 11«11. 9)6, 944 and 944 comiiW'ftt b. G. Williams and

twpple ~~. PP·

68-7J.

"G. WiUiams and twppJ. ·~· p. 8). Atiyah and Cane 1flll7, pp. 187-11. On d,...
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nothing to do with the adequacy of compensation for the victim, and
everything to do with the adequacy of the deterrent for the tortfeasor.
(21

W/1ere a lost object is replaceable,

tl~r

compensation offered s/1ould include

the cl<JStst possible substitute for that which has bern lost.
The aim of that form of compensation which can legitimize other·
wise iUegitimate state action - compensation, - is to allow people to
remain in exactly the same position with respect to exactly the same
ends as before the damage occurred. The goal is to make sure that
means can be replaced without ends being displaced. The more nearly
perfect the replacement (the better the substitute) that is being offered,
the more nearly this goal of compensation, has been accomplished.
This principle goes some way toward explaining why we are rel·
atively comfortable in compensating people for losses that can be truly
said to have some "fair market value." The advantage usually claimed
for this class of cases is that here we can unambiguously fix a fair (i.e.,
market) price on the losses." But that, I think, is the smaller part of
the story. The real advantage in such cases lies, I think, not in the fact
that there is a market price for those things which are marketed. It lies
instead in the fact that there is a market in those things which are
marketed. That is to say, people can take the money they receive in
compensation, go out into the marketplace, and buy another object
just like the one they have lost.
This principle also explains the emphasis upon relulbilitGiion in so
many of our actual compensation policies, detailed in Section II. Rehabilitation, understood literally, consists in restoring lost functioning
of that which has been damaged; understood metaphorically, it con·
sists in substituting for that which has been damaged something that
will perform much the same function. Occupational therapy is an ex·
ample of the former, prosthetic devices of the latter."'
This emphasis upon rehabilitation also goes some way toward explaining why public policy should so often strive to aid the injured
(and disabled, in particular) as a group rather than as individuals. As
Donald Harris observes,
Handicapped people are usually dependent on governmental or community projects to provide them with speciAlly-adapted housing or
transport, parking and recreational facilities, act"esS to buildings open
to the public such as museums. theatres, cinemas, etc. lbe common law
terrenc1' and arodcnt prevention more generally, ..., Atiyah and Canr 1'J87,
chap. 2.4 and Calabresi 1970.
"Corwin 1978, p. 402. Calabresi and Melamed 1'1J2, p. 11o8. Prooioer and Wado
1979, sec. 903 comment •·
"Hoveman et al. 191\4, chap. 4-
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notion of giving the individual his own sum of money to find his own
facilities on an individual basis is not realistic in the modem world."'

Giving someone who has been crippled monetary damagt'S dOt'S not
help him up the stairs to the City Council chambers, whose meetings
he used regularly to attend. Building him a wheelchair ramp does.
"The importance of these facts is that they suggest that public expenditure of money to overcome difficulties of this kind may be a higher
priority than more private compensation for disabilities as such ......
(J) Peopl~ should bt compensated as btst they can for irrrplaceablt ol>jrcts
onct los/, bad ""'' dOfS nothing lo legilimiu polici~ drlibrratdy inflicling
those/~.

Sometimes people suffer irreparable losses, despite our best efforts
at preventing them. Or sometimes we find ourselves inflicting irreparable losses as part and parcel of some policy that is independently
legitimiud whether or not compensation is paid. Once irreplaceable
objects have been lost, compensation. is the only possible remedy. It
is a very inadequate remedy, to be sure: tx hypollresi, there arc no close
substitutes available. Still, inadequate though it may be, compensation, is surely better than nothing. There can be little doubt that it
should be paid.•'
We must, however, be very clear as to what its payment might
accomplish. Payment of compensation in the strong sense - compensation, - can right wrongs fully and completely legitimize our lossinflicting course of conduct. Payment of compensation in the weak
sense- compensation, -cannot. Insofar as losses are irreparable, compensation is necessarily inadequate. And insofar as compensation, is
thus inadequate, so too is the plea that "compensation has been (will
be, could be) provided" inadequate to excuse a loss-inflicting course
of action that would otherwise be illegitimate.
The distinction I have in mind here can best be evoked by examples
from criminal injuries compensation policies. It is one thing to pay the
widow of a soldier killed by IRA snipers £100,000 in compensation
after the fact; it is quite another to use that sum in deciding ahead of
time whether or not to buy soldiers flak jackets that would save their
lives." Or, for another example, it is one thing to decide that we
,. D. Hams 1974- p. 48.
and Cane t9fY7, pp. );'9ft.
" Calabrei and Mflamed 1972.
"Ct. Tullock 1978, pp. 53-4· This le.tves open the question of whether it is per·
missible to imJ""M! or incur more risks of such I"""""; for diwrw views on this,
see Nozick 1974, pp. 82ft.; Goodin t<j!Ub, pp. 1~; and Th<>mSOn 1g86, chap.
~ Atiyah

ll.
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should pay rapt' victims £1.000 in compt"nsation; but it would be quite
another to decide that it would be cheapt"r to pay off the two victims
that will predictably get rapt'd in some particularly dark street than
to install a £3.000 lighting system. That compt"nsation of this sort is
inadequate does not mean that it should not be paid at aU. But it does
mean that it should not be counted on to right all the wrong. Prevention is still the best policy.
VI. CONCLUSION

For our conclusion, let us return to that classic cautionary tale concerning economism and public policy, the Roskill Commission.
Among the things that needed to be calculated in reckoning the costs
and benefits of a third London airport were the losses to homeowners
who would be displaced. just reckoning the value of a house at its
market price obviously understates the true value of the house to the
householder. After all, he declines to sell his house on the free market
at the market price. What right do we then have to a!ISume that he
would be fully compt"nsated for its loss by the same price he has
already rejected when it is compulsorily purchased by the government? So the Roskill Commission set about surveying residents, asking, "What price would be just high enough to compt"nsate you for
leaving this house (flat) and moving to another area?"
The striking thing about this survey was that 8 pt'rl:ent of respondents said that they would not move at any price. Now, as Mishan
says, "it may be that a good interviewer would have elidted a finite
sum ... - perhaps £50.000? or £5 million?" But, as he goes on to say,
"it is not altogether inconceivable that for some older, or unworldly,
people all that(money( could buy for them would not suffice as compensation for having to live elsewhere.' .. '
Presumably few pt"Ople would be so silly as to deny that with £5
million in compt"nsation they would, in some sense, be better off moving out of their £5.000 house and living elsewhere. What these respondents would surely have said is not that they are better off, but
rather that no amount of money can replace lost friends and the like.
In my terms, it is the impossibility of compensation., not the inadequacy of compt"nsalion,, that was at issue here.
This, I dare say, is a common pattern. Most policies will probably
run up against at least 8 pt"rcent of losers who feel hard done by in
some such way. That is not to say that we should not carry forth wUh
the policy. There are all sorts of reasons for and against building a
third London airport; the uncompt"DSatable, loss of displaced residents
"Ml•han 1970, pp. 462-).
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is just one among many, and on balanc:e we may weU decide that It
is best to go ahead with the policy. What we cannot say, however, is
that since I~ wiU (or could) be compensated, they have no grounds

for complaint..
" EMU.. veniono ..._ ~ •t the Unlvenltioa of Arizonll, Chlc.lso. Georp-

town. COtloborg. Muylud. ~ Stoc:khobn. Uppul.a .and Vorl< .and the
A..traU.n N.otic>MI Uniwntty. I •m plftul for the COINIWIIIll, then .and lam,
ol Geotf llmlnan, john Broome, John Dryzek. Jim Griffin. RuaeD Hardin. Shel·
don LNdor, Julian Lr Grand, Keith l...ehrer, Howard MJorgolis, l'hiUp l'fttll .and
Gordon Tullod.
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Stabilizing expectations

11te political history of welfare state institutions is one thing. their
ethical justification another. The collective intentions of the many and
varied actors who had a hand in shaping such institutions were seldom simple and rarely altogether noble. For present purposes, let us
leave actual intentions to one side, however. Let us ask. instead,
whether there are any good moral reasons (whether or not they were
actually the foundl!rs' reasons) for the institutions that they have bequeathed to us. Putting the point another way, were we constructing
our social institutions de novo, would we have good moral grounds
for including a welfare state with these particular characteristics
among them? It is in this spirit that I here inquire into the practice of
paying certain social bl!nefits in an earnings-related form.
Conventional moral wisdom has long held that the wi!Jfare state Is
justified principally as a device to bl!nefit the poor. 11tere may, of
coUJ"Se, be perfectly respectable reasons for its benefiting not only the
poor.' Pragmatists, reflecting upon the realities of political power and
economic behavior, may counsel that the price to be paid for programs
that benefit the poor is to allow the nonpoor to cream off soml! of
those benefits, too. Idealists, reflecting upon the value of community
solidarity, may offer some more high-minded reasons for wishing the
welfare state to benefit rich and poor alike. Whoever eiJe is nwant to
benefit, and why ever they are meant to benefit, though, It Is standardly presumed that the welfare state's first concern must always be
with the poor. They, always and ever, are the principal dln!ct intended
beneficiaries of welfare state prograDili. Or so goes the standard story
told in moral justification of such scbemes.
Given that understanding of the welfare state, we would be hard
pressed to eKplain why welfare prograDili should sometimes actually
'Goodin •nd L. Crud
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-and, indeed, intentionally- pay more to the better off. Yet that is
precisely what is done through earnings-related benefits built into
many social welfare programs. The more you earn, the more you will
receive when you cease to earn. in the fonn of old-age pensions, unemployment benefits, sickness and disability benefits, maternity benefits, and so on down the list.
There may, of course, be no good ethical justification for that practice. Perhaps it is nothing more than a politically necessary (or, still
worse, unnecessary) sop to the better off to buy their support for propoor programs. If we can find no good moral justification for earningsrelated benefits, that will be the conclusion with which we are left.
But we ought not leap to that conclusion precipitously, ahead of seeing whether some ethical justification can indeed be found.
Here I examine the administrative details of such programs in an
attempt to tease out various possible grounds for linking benefits to
earnings in these ways. I then go on to explore to what extent the
rationales thus uncovered provide leverage on larger questions of how
best to justify the welfare state as a whole. The model I end up defending traces one of the welfare state's principal justifications to its
role in providing "stability" or "security" for citizens. By smoothing
out the peaks and troughs in their earnings patterns, it provides limited proto!ction for their market-baoed ""pectations about future income streams. Morally speaking. that is a modest but nonetheless
worthy goal.

In social security law, payment of benefits is conditional in various
ways on various factors. Some of the conditions serve to restrict who
is entitled to receive benefits. Other of the conditions serve to determine how much benefit they are entitled to receive.
The former sorts of restrictions are the more familiar. Broadly
speaking. these conditions fall into two types. First, there are programs of "categorical Allllistance" (old-age pensions, disability benefits,
workmen's compensation, unemployment assistance, widows' benefits, and such like) providing benefits only to those who are deprived
or disadvantaged in some specific respect or for some specific reason.
Second, there are programs of "general assistance" providing benefits
to anyone who is poor, regardless of reason. Eligibility for general
assistance is here conditional simply upon a test of the claimant's income or assets or both.
The relative merits of alternative ways of determining who should
be eligible for social welfare benefits are much discu!lled, among mor-
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alists and policy-makers alike.' The further question, no less important
but much less widely discussed, concerns how we should set about determining how much benefit ought to be paid to each eligible claimant.
In programs of general assistance, the two questions tend to be
an.~wered in the same way. The same sort of means test that is used
to determine eligibility in the first instance is used to determine benefit
levels. Claimants are eligible for this form of assistance because their
income or assets fall below a certain threshold, and they are eligible
for more assistance the further they fall below that threshold.
Under such rules, the aim is to ensure that only the poor get assistance and that they get more assistance the poorer they are. Those aspirations may not always be completely realized, of course, • but at least
the motivation underlying them is readily comprehensible. No matter
whether one's aims were to relieve poverty or to reduce social inequality, a good way to further such aims would be to target social benefits
on those people with less than median income or assets and to pay them
more the further their incomes or as.o;ets fell below that median.
In programs of categorical assistance, in contrast, eligibility and
benefit levels are decided according to different criteria. Eligibility for
benefit, in the first place, is predicated upon a claimant's fitting the
description set down in the categories of persons entitled to that benefit. Once that categorical hurdle is crossed, however, the level of benefit to which claimants are entitled is predicated - either in whole or
in very larger part - upon the claimant's past earnings. Details of
social security law naturally vary from country to country. But it is
striking how nearly universal this basic phenomenon actually is. Judging from the U.S. Social Security Administration's ucrnation synopsis
of !IOdal security throughout the world, in virtually every major categorical assistance program in virtually every nation of the world benefits are strongly and positively linked to previous earnings.'
particular categories of disttelo, and
for treating people suffering those forms better than poor people in genera~ invoiws notions of the "deoerving poor.'" Recipients of aotegorical aoslstana! are
prnumod to be poor through no fault of their own, whon!u those eligible only
for noncategoric.lll general .uolstance are prnumod lobe oomehaw lo blame fur
their plight. Whether that is empirically true or ought DIOI"IIIly ~n~~tta is q.-.
tlonable (Goodin tg88, chap. 10). But as an analyois of the basel of oociaJ policy,
that seems indisputable.
'Goodin and LeGrand 1987. Le Grand 11)112.
• U.S. DHEW 197fl, cols. 5 and 6 in each of the country summaries. "VirtuaDy aD
programs" becaWIO, while benefits are ai!N81 invariably earnings relall!d in four
clasoes of programs (old age, invalidity and survivor programs; unemployment
benefit; sickMM and maternity programs; work injury programs), they nowr are
in a fifth (family or clilld allowances). "Virtually every nation" becau. a lew
countries pay flat-rate benefits under """"' programs, though rven they typicaDy
pay earnings-related oupplements undor at least oome of their ocher program~ of
• The standard reason fur focusing on those
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Notice the curious consequences of this practice. Where benefit levels are earnings-related in this way, the more that you earned during
some "qualifying period" prior to the commencement of receipt of
benefits the larger the absolute benefit that you will receive in consequence. Under such a rule, less - not more - is paid to those who
are and have always been poor. Furthermore, the poorer they ha\'e
historically been, the less benefit they will receive directly in consequence of that fact.
The pragmatic motivation underlying such practices is, perhaps,
dear enough. Insofar as it is economically or politically necessary to
bribe the nonpoor into supporting social welfare programs by letting
them benefit too, the bribe naturally needs to be larger, the richer the
person who is to be bribed. Much in the historical record suggests that
just such cynical logic led to the development of earnings-related components of welfare systems.'
If we are looking for principled rather than baldly pragmatic rationales, however, these consequences of earnings-related benefit structures are far harder to justify. Even moderately large programs of
earnings-related benefits can do little to alleviate poverty, and even
less to narrow social inequalities. They necessarily frustrate communitarian attempts at producing social solidarity and fraternity by treating everyone- rich and poor- alike. In short, linking benefits to prior
earnings has obvious and inevitable effects that run dearly counter to
all the goals that we have always attributed to welfare states." Yet that
is precisely how the vast majority of welfare states worldwide determine benefits under categorical assistance programs - programs
which (in terms of sheer expenditures, anyway) can be almost twice
as important as ones of general assistance.'
II

A
There are various easy ways to explain our way out of this paradox.
None, however, is wholly successful. The first response is that, while
categorical auista~; thuo, e.g., earnings-relAted supplements to the United King·
dom's basic flat·rate benefit for sickness and maternity, work injury and unem·
ployment would, at the maxlmum level payable, nearly double that basic benefit .
• J:lmhick '979· chaps. lG-14• Beveridge (11)42, para. )02; - also paras. 9 and JC14) famouoly recommended
flat·rate !!Ociallnsurance schemes rather than earnings-related ones- but less for
any of these rQMJI\5 tlwt on account of his oboeslon with sell-help and his
""""latlve supposition that people should and would secure such earningsrelAted supplements through "voluntary insuranct'" on the private marU«.
'H.anoon 19&;.
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earnings-related benefit• pay more to the rich than to the poor in
absolute tenns, they almost invariably pay the rich proportionately
less of their previous earnings than the poor. There are various mechanisms for making benefit structures progressive in these ways.' However it comes about, though, such progressivity in the benefit structure
would mean that even if earnings-related benefit programs pay more
to the rich in absolute tenns, they pay more to the poor relatively.
As it happens, this progrcssivity in the distribution of benefits is
ofli!et by the regressivity of the payroll taxes characteristically used to
finance those benefits. just how progressive and regressive those two
are, respectively, varies between countries and is typically somewhat
uncertain even within a single country. But the best guess is that the
two effects just about cancel one another out in must cases.•
Beyond all that, though, is the larger question of principle. If the
aim of welfare-state programs is to aid the poor, why should we not
insist upon a program that pays more to the poor, absolutely as well
as relatively? Why should we content ourselves with a program
which, while less biased against the poor than the distribution of earnings itself, nonetheless pays more to the rich than the poor? There are
good pragmatic reasons for such arrangements, of course. But nothing
that has been said so far provides any principled justification for accepting welfare arrangements that are only half as pro-poor as they
might be.'"
None of the standard principled defenses of the welfare state provides an answer. Communitarian goals and egalitarian ones couched
in tenns of minimizing the absolute difference between rich and poor
are necessarily frustrated. Relative-egalitarian and poverty-reduction
goals are harder to pursue in this way. It is, for example, a point of
pride among U.S. policy-makers that they have usually managed to
hold the ratio of maximum to minimum benefits paid under earningsrelated programs to around four to one. But if we must spend four
dollars on the nonpoor in order to get one dollar to the poor, a program would have to involve truly vast expenditures overall to aile'One is to build that progressivity ('l(plicitly into the benefit formula, as in the
United States (O.."'"lhick •979· p.

~56). Anot~ i5

either directly (specifying a maximum

l~el

to imf"l'-W cetling..-o on benefit5,

of benefits payable) or indirectly

(specifying a ceiling on h(Jw much of one':; previout' Nmings ''count" toward

vesting higher benefit mtit~ts).

'90"''·

'Pechrnan, Aaron and Taussig 11)68, pp. 241>-7· Derthick 1979, pp. >54-8,
'" Diminislling marginal utility of income might be one explanation. A larger payment to those who already have more is worth the same to thftn, in utility term.•,

as a smaller payment to thooe who have less. But that rationa~ deals in t.mns
of present means, whereas the practice ties bmefits i~ad to past .. mings. That
suggests that the !ltabilization rationalE' in Section V better capture the true
rationa~ undorlying the practice.
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viate poverty by very much at all. Lilcewise, we would have to
distribute an awful lot of money at the 4:1 ratio to make much of a
dent in the to: 1 ratio that marks the difference in income between the
top fifth of earners and the bottom fifth."
Thus, all that the argument from the progressivity of the bmmt
formula succeeds in proving is that things are not as bad as they might
be. Nothing in it shows that things are as good as they should be.
There is, in it, no principled defense of the failure to provide more
benefits to the poor than the rich in absolute as well as proportional
terms under categorical assistance programs.

B
Second, there is an argument that purports to show that despite
historical dlffenonces in their earnings, all recipients of categorical assistance are alike at the time they receive assistance. After all, earnings-based considerations enter into the calculation only after some
categorical hurdle has been crossed; and the nature of the categorical
hurdles is such as to guarantee that, however high claimants' previous
earnings, they will have (largely) cea.'led by the time claimants qualify
for assistance under any of these headings. Take the case of those
qualifying for IIOCial beneAts by reaROn of unemployment. They may
have earned a lot in the past, but if unemployed then by definition
they have no earned income In the present. The categories describing
persons qualified ror sickness, disability, maternity, or old-age benefits
are similarly crafted in such a way as to disqualify anyone still in paid
employment.
What this rejoinder amounts to is a suggestion that we regard the
categorical tests that constitute the first cut in programs of categorical
assistance as a rough-and-ready surrogate for a means test. They ensure, in effect, that anyone qualified £or benefits at all will have little
or no earned income in the present period. True, categorical assistance
programs then go on to pay more, in earnings-related benefits, to
those who had historically earned more, and that requires further explanation. But at the very least, they pay it to people who are, just at
the moment, poor - in this particular sense, anyway.
That is not the only sense that matters, though. Even if reduced to
zero earnings in the present period, people who have historically
earned more are typically still better off in two connected respects.
Generally, those who have earned more in the past will have accumulated a greater stock of capital (savings, investments, etc.) on which
they can draw in the preent. While some of those assets may not be
" Dmhlck 11119· p. 257. Atkinson •975· P· 52.
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in particularly liquid forms, in principle it should always be possible
to bonow against them to tide you over. Furthermore, thoae who have
historically earned more will typically have more unearned income
(Interest on savings, dividends from investments) coming In, even In
periods during which they are cut off from their ordinary !IOUrces of
earned income.
In practice, then, little comfort ran be taken from the thought that,
however much they used to earn. people who qualify for categorical
assistance earn nothing now. They are still better off, in all probability,
than those who have historically earned less.

c
Third is the "fairness" or "equity" rationale for making benefits earnings-related." This argument frankly admits that the rich get more of
those benefits but goes on to say that it is only fair that they should
do so. They deserve more benefits because they paid more for them.
Categorical assistance is almost invariably organized on a "contributory" or "social insurance" basis. Some proportion of a persoo's paycheck is deducted and deposited into a separate trust fund. Those
"contributions" serve - politically, morally and psychologically, as
well as legally- to vest the person's subsequent entitlements to benefits. '' Deductions being linked in this way to earnings also means
that those with higher earnings will have made greater contributions
(at least in absolute money terms) to such schemes. In the language
of insurance, the rich will have paid higher premiums, and other
things being equal the larger the premiums you have paid (or the
greater the contributions you have made, more genenlly) the more
you are entitled to receive if the stipulated contingency occurs. ••
Underlying the argument that benefits should be earnings-related
because contributions have been is a deeper claim that people should
get all that they pay for and only what they pay for. That proposition.
if universally implemented, would preclude what we ordinarily regard as the characteristic function of the welfare state, that is, the
.. o..rthick 1919. chap. 10.
''As Franklin D. Roosevelt explained, "We put thme payroll contributions then!
so as to give the rontribul<n a legal, moral and politkal right to collect thl!ir
pensions.... With tht..., taxl!l in then!, no dilmn politician aon ,...,.. !ICI'&p my
social security program" (quoted in o.rthidt 1979, p. ZJO).
" OU..f among the "other thin1111" that mwot be equal is the magnitude of the risks
each party runs. But that does not explain why the rich should pay oyatematically
higher premiums. True, they have a better chance of living lonpr, and """""'
collecting more in old.,.ge pensiono. In every other ,..peel, though. their projected claims woold pn!SWNlbly be ll!la than thole of the poor, who therefore
should, on strict actuarial logic, be the ones paying higher ~
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transfer of reBOUrces from rich to poor. It is, indeed, notable that programs of SCH:alled social insurance deviate systematically from the
fundamental principles of true insurance at precisely that point. The
first principle of real insurance is risk rating. charging each person an
insurance premium proportional to his true actuarial risk. One consequence of such a practice, however, would be that thO!ie most in
need of protection, and least able to pay for it, would be charged most
for it. Therftore, it Is hardly surprising that the quasi-insurance components of social welfare programs adopt different rules enforcing. in
effect, compulsory risk pooling. In programs of social insurance, people with very different risk profiles are forced to share the same pool,
paying the same premiums for the same levels of coverage, regardless
of their very different probabilities of having to file a claim. Whatever
the justification for such a practice, it falls outside the logic of insurance, strictly speaking - as everyone from Hayek to Titmuss is at pains
to emphasize.''
In one way, that rejoinder to the fairness rationale for earningsrelated benefits simply restates the paradox with which this chapter
began. If the fundamental aim of the welfare state is to supplant the
market for the distribution of a limited range of goods and services,
then why do some of the welfare state's very own programs incorporate precisely those ...me market-based criteria of people's worth
by linking benefit levels to people's past earnings? If programs of
social insurance should deviate from strid principles of true insurance
in some respeds (e.g., not making premiums reflect aduarial risks),
then why should they not deviate in other similar res peds (by, e.g.,
refusing to pay larger benefits to people just because they paid larger
premiums)? All of these are just more pointed ways of asking the
same basic question with which we started - if the basic ethos of the
welfare state is to help the poor, then why do some of its programs
pay more to people the more they have earned?
Nothing I have said so far counts as decisive counterargumentation
to the fairness rationale. It does help isolate the queerness of the practice here in view, however. Why should benefit levels in categorical
assistance programs be .. fair, .. in this narrowly market-based way,
when so much of the rest of the welfare state deviates so systematically from such standards of fairness?
At root, the fairness rationale for earnings-related benefits relies on
notions of people's moral deserts. The basic claim is that people who
have paid more deserve to get more. This desert-based logic breaks
down at several points, however.'• First and most straightforwardly,
''Hayek 19foo. chap. 19- TitmUSI 1g68. pp. 17J-&7· Goodin 1g88. chap. 6.
"Goodin 1g88, chap. 10.
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at least some of these contributions on which people's differential en·
titlements are predicated were made not by the person himself but
rather by someone else on his behalf. Survivor's benefits are paid not
on the basis of the survivor's own social insurance contributions but,
rather, on the basis of the deceased person's. In most systems of social
insurance, employers are required to make payments at least as large
- and often up to twice as large - as the employee's own into his
social insurance account. Hence what is involved here is not, strictly
speaking, a matter of paying more in benefits to those who paid more
in contributions toward funding those benefits. It is instead a matter
of paying more in benefits to those who either paid more themselves
or had more paid on their behalf.''
In some respects, this difference might not matter much. A savings
account opened in my name is just as much mine, whether the money
that was deposited into it came from me or from my grandmother. If
the issue were simply one of property rights, that would be the end
of the matter. There is a deeper issue here, however. How can we
justify vesting people with such property rights in social security en·
titlements, in the first place? The fairness rationale attempted to provide an answer, in terms of people's moral deserts. But for arguments
cast in terms of deserts to work, the meritorious performances must
be the person's own. Desert is predicated on the basis of Iris character
or Iris past performances. A person can deserve something, therefore,
only if he did something meritorious himself. For purposes of moral
deserts, it is simply not enough to have had something meritorious
done on your behalf.
The desert-based argument breaks down at a second point, too. In
order for desert claims to be predicated upon a person's past perform·
ances, they must have been voluntary performances. just as people
deserve no blame for coerced or otherwise involuntary actions, so too
do they deserve no credit in such situations, either. Now, contribu·
lions to social insurance schemes are coerced in just this way. Indeed,
this marks out the second important point of distinction between social insurance and private insurance schemes. Under private insurance
schemes, participation is ordinarily completely voluntary. Under social insurance schemes, participation is ordinarily compulsory for
everyone who falls within the ambit of the scheme; and contributions
to the scheme are extracted under threat of penal sanction (as their
'' The employe( s contribution might be considered a fringe benefit paid to the
employee in lieu of higher wages. (Apparently it is nplidtly so in, e.g., Gftman
waS" bargaining.) ~ that might count as the empioyft making a oort of in·
din!ct deposit to his own account. But ha\•ing no option of demanding the wages
instead, he "acrepb" that contribution in lieu in such an attenuated -.e that
the second objection, to be discuMed, remains.
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popular designation - "social security taxes" - makes plain). Such
roen:ed contributions can fonn no basis for a desert claim. For purposes of moral deserts, it is simply not enough to have been forced
to do something meritorious.
The fairness rationale for earnings-related benefits, therefore, is not
only queer but doubly Oawed. The argument that people with higher
earnings deserve higher benefits because they made higher contributions presupposes h) that they made th.- contributions themselves,
rather than having had others make them on their behalves, and (z)
that th.- contributions were made voluntarily. Both assumptions are
substantially in error, the latter one virtually completely so.
Ill

None of !h.- arguments suffices to justify linking social welfare benefits to previous earnings in such a way as to ensure that more benefits
go to the rich than to the poor. For a more satisfactory explanationcum-justification of such practices, we need to reconceptualize somewhat the function of the welfare state.
At least in part, the welfare state is not really aimed at aiding the
poor or even at aiding people when they are poor. It does that, too,
of course, principally through its general assistance components. But
there is a further, independent, and really quite important function
that it also serves - principally through its categorical assistance components. That is to provide a certain measure of stability to people's
economic affairs. At least in part, the function of the welfare state is
to underwrite, and in that way to help stabilize, people's market-based
earnings expectations. Its job is, first, to smooth out the peaks and
troughs in their earnings patterns, bringing their short-term rewards
more into line with their long-term average earnings. And when
through some unantidpatable event their long-term earnings expectation suffers a sharp and irreversible decline, the role of the welfare
state is, second, to ease the transition from the old, higher expectation
to the new, lower one.
This analysis is far from novel. •• Indeed, some such intention is
signaled in the very names of the programs. They are called, variously, "income maintenance" or "social security'' programs, after all.
Commentators who are fixated on the question "What does it do for
the poor?'' have their own interpretation of th.- phrases, of course.
•• Earnings replkement while inalpodt.ated was clearly the aim of eorly workmen's compensation schemes (Nonet 1IJ69, pp. zdf.l. The point of sodal insurana! more genenlly Is to make "provision against intenuption and loss of
eornin8 powft'' (lll!verid8" 1942- para. u; - similarly Pechman et al. 1g68, p.
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For them, it is all a matter of maintaining people's incomes above a
floor set by the poverty threshold; the "security" involved, in their
view, is securing people against impoverishment. There is no need for
this very narrow interpretation, though. Here I shall show that these
programs do, and are right to do, precisely what their titles suggest:
provide stabilization of a more general sort.
One component of the welfare state - the contributory old-age pension - is already widely understood to serve roughly the function I
here attribute to a whole broad range of such programs. It is commonpl.lce to say that such pensions work to help equalize income over
a person's lifetime, taxing him in his high-earning years to pay for
income supplements for him in his noneaming years. Again, those
fixated on the question "What does it do for the poor?" tend to suppose that the justification for that practice falls straightforwardly out
of the justification for redistributing resources from rich to poor more
generally. Others, however, appreciate that this redistribution though undeniably compulsory - is more justifiable, somehow, for its
being intrapersonal. To explain why, I suggest that we need to appeal
to the values of stability and security in a person's life.
Much in the administrative detail of earnings-related benefit programs also supports the sort of interpretation that I am here advocating. Consider, first, the question of why some categorical assistance
benefits are earnings-related, while others are not.'• Virtually all are,
as already established, but there is one conspicuous exception. "Family assistance" or "child benefit," uniquely among categorical assistance benefits, is paid (invariably, in all nations of the world with such
a program at alll without respect to past earnings of the mother, head
of household, or anyone else." The reason, I submit, is that uniquely
among categorical assistance payments these were never meant as replacements for lost earnings." This pattern is wholly in line with my
interpretation of earnings-related benefits as devices for stabilizing
personal fortunes. In those terms, too, it would be important that benefits be related to earnings where benefits take the place of lost earnings, but there would be no need for them to be where they do not.
Consider, second, the way in which claims for categorical assistance
~

01 roune, as already discussed. programs of mt'ans-tested gelll!l'lllall6istanre are
organized around other principles altogether; and given thooe principles. it is
only natural that their benefits &hould be related to recipients' ......W ntlher than
to their past earning&. So, in looking for gmuine anomalies, ..., m\1!1 confine our
attention to programs of categorical """istanre. Anomalies can be found even
then!, however.
•· U.S. DHEW t')78, rol. 5, row 5· for each country entry.
"Notably, "maternity benefitt;" almost invari.ibly are earning• related, and of
course thoy do subotitute for lost earnings of the mother immediately around
the timr of delivery.
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must be made promptly if they are to be honored at aU. British rules
seem fairly typical in this regard. They stipulate that a person will not
ordinarily be paid benefits for a day's unemployment unless he claims
them on the very day; he will not ordinarily be paid siclmess, invalidity, or injury benefits for a claim more than twenty·<me days past,
or for disability, retirement, or maternity hospitalization more than
three months past. Most of those time limits are extendable in special
circumstances, but all are subject to an absolute time limit of twelve
months. u
Such strict time limits for claiming make these odd sorts of entitlements. True, one's claim to property of a more ordinary sort might
likewise lapse with time, but in land law it characteristically takes
something like a dozen years of adverse possession before that happens." The real reason for these social security rules may well be
baldly pragmatic, designed to help hard-pressed bureaucracies under
severe budgetary constraints trim their rolls." In principled terms,
though, the practice seems something of a mystery.
The key to resolving this mystery, I suggest, once again lies in the
role of categorical assistance in stabilizing people's fortunes by replacing lost earnings and thereby avoiding unnecessary disruptions
to their lives. A hard man might say that if people did not claim the
benefit promptly then presumably they did not really need it (they
got by on savings, or some such). That is not necessarily true, of
course. Many who need the benefits most are least well informed of
their entitlements and fail to claim them on time in consequence. What
is necessarily true of very late claims, though, is this. By the time they
are made, people will already have suffered precisely the sorts of di&ruption that they were designed to protect against. That rationale for
paying the benefits is simply no longer relevant.
Consider, third, the way in which categorical assistance for therelief of temporary distress is for a fixed period paid at a higher rate
than long-term assistance. Details vary from country to country, naturally. But the typical pattern, across OECD and Comecon countries
alike, is this. The invalidity pension, paid to the long-term sick and
disabled, is usually paid at the same rate, as a percentage of previous
~

Partington 19']8, pp. 24-32.
sum~N~rizing the U.K. Umitation Act of 1<j8o. Similarly,
tort claims are subject to a statute o/ limitations, but again it runs for much longer
and, in any case, is rationalized eosentU.IIy on grounds that evidence is unreliable
alter a protracted period (St. Leonards 1852). Such rationales hardly apply to the
case of SOCU.Isecurity claims o/ the sort hrre in view. Reliable evidena! of hospitaliution is euily obtained, evrn after severo! months havr puaed. for example .

"Buen (1')82, chap. 27),

.. Lipoky
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earnings, as the old-age pension. But short-tenn sickness and maternity benefits are usually paid at rates at least half again higher, for
periods of between six months and a year, after which claimants are
shifted over to invalidity pensions."
Why temporary distress should have such a greater claim on our
sympathies is, again, something of a mystery. Presumably those who
are destined to suffer the same misfortune forever would be worse off
and have a greater claim in consequmce. Again, there are perfectly
good pragmatic reasons for treating them worse - short-tenn generosity is cheap; long-term generosity gets expensive. But if we are to
explain the practice in principled tenns, once again we must have
recourse to the stabilization of expectations rationale.
In those tenns, the function of welfare benefits is to tide people
over, if their distress is temporary, and to ease the transition from
higher expectations to lower ones, if their plight is to be permanent.
Generous short-tenn assistance - sometimes amounting to 90 or 100
percmt of previous earnings - serves both goals. But if, after six
months to a year, the situation has not changed then it is time for
people to start coming to terms with their new circumstances. They
will have had adequate warning, and more than enough transitional
assistance, to make the requisite adjustments.
IV

The need for some such stabilization scheme is evident from recent
studies of the way in which a surprisingly large fraction of the population's economic fortunes fluctuate wildly from one year to the
next.'" In aggregate, patterns of income distribution seem remarkably
stable over time. The top decile of earners gets roughly the same portion of national income from one year to the next and, indeed, one
decade to the next. But when the University of Michigan Panel Study
of Income Dynamics followed the economic fortunes of five thousand
•• U.S. DHEW 19']11, comparing row
entry. This

is; nc.'ll: ju.~t

2,

col. s. with row t, rol. 6, ol """h country's

an artifact of comparing aml55 program categories. how·

ever; sometimes Cas in the two Germanles and Austria, e.g.> sickness benefit itself

is paid at a higher rate for the first halklozen or so weeks, and then at a lowft
rate thereafter. Broadly the same pattern holds if you compare the temporary
and permanent disability penoion provisions (row ). cols. 4 and s>. although
there you do find the very occasional anomaly (such as France, which pay> more
for permanent than temporary disability pensions).
• Presumably the mt50tl we worry more about st.tbilizing income than capital is
precisely that, for moot people moot of the time, capit.tl stocks do not fluctuatr
nearly so widely as income streams. That, together with the fact that capital
really mattrrs to people's lives only when transfonned into income, explAins why
the welfare otate has incume stabilization but not capital st.tbilization schemes.
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American families over the period of 1¢8-78, it found that "this
apparent stability" at the level of gross aggregates "is an illusion produced by the offsetting effect of many substantial upward and downward changes" at the level of individual families. ''Fewer than
one-half of the population remained in the same economic position
from the late 1'}6os to the late 19105, while one-third had dramatic
improvements in their economic well-being and one-fifth had dramatic declines.""'
This volatility manifests itself most generally and in many ways
most importanUy in dramatic fluctuations in family earnings from
one year to the next. The effects of the family's second earner's joining or leaving the work force are, surprisingly, swamped by the effects of variation in the hours worked (and hence wages earned) by
the primary earner "owing primarily to variations in overtime, second jobs or short periods of unemployment."'" Even for white men,
who are presumably the most stable group of earners in the sample,
the average year-to-year change in annual income was 25 percent; 40
percent saw their annual income fluctuate by 10 percent or more six
or more limes in the decade; "no individual completely escaped a decline in earnings, and almost 6o percent had declines in at least four
years."•
The earnings patterns of females and of nonwhites is still more
volatile, of course. But the striking conclusion of these findings is that,
even among white males, "no identifiable group - not the more educated, not union members, not even higher-income persons - seems
to be immune from these changes in year-to-year income. There is no
evidence that there are secure, protected niches in the economy....
Variability rather than stability and regularity characterizes the working lives of most men:•••
This common experience of fluctuating earnings in general is
matched, and to some extent caused, by common experience of the
particular sorts of misfortune that welfare state programs are designed to cushion against. The Panel Study of Income Dynamics,
again, found that "major unemployment" struck 29 percent of married men at least once during the eleven years, 1¢8-78. Involuntary job changes affected 22 percent. Work loss due to illness affected
''G. Duncan •9114. p. 3·
"'G. Duncan 1984, pp. 95, 98, 100. Thr average variation for all white male heads
of houoeholds over the ten yeats is 15 percenl For t~oartenl of them the
variation exceeded :ao percent in at leal """ year; lor a quarter of them, this
pattern wu oo frequent that their ten-year average r.- above that marlr..
• G. Duncan 1984. p. 1.21.
~G. Duncan •9114. p. 119.
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28 percent. Disability struck JO percent. The first two affected predominantly younger (and to a lesser extent middle-aged) men; the
third, predominantly middle-aged (and to a lesser extent younger)
men; the fourth, predominantly men over sixty, but to a lesser extent
middle-aged men as well.'' One way or another, though, every age
group is at substantial risk of needing categnrical assistance from the
welfare state to protect against fluctuating fortunes in the labor market.
Significantly, however, the fluctuations seem to work in both directions for the vast majority of people. They may need welfare to tide
them over a bad patch, but they are soon back on their feet again.
This is evident from the pattern of welfare utilization over time. The
Panel Study of Income Dynamics reports that between 1969 and tC)'lll
"one out of every four Americans lived in a household that received
income from one of the major welfare programs at least once," but
fully "one-half of the persons who lived in families where welfare
benefits were received once in a decade did not receive it in more than
two of the ten years."" Thus, it seems that most welfare recipients are
not long-term "welfare dependents" in any important sense - only
about ;z percent of the sample seem to have depended upon welfare
benefits for more than half their income for eight or more of the ten
years." Most people, instead, seem to have relied upon welfare ben·
efits as a form of transitional assistance.
The conclusion to be drawn from all these statistics is aptly summarized by the Panel Study of Income Dynamics report itself:
No broad demographic group in our society appears immune from
shocks to their usual standard of living, shocb resulting from rapidly
changing economic or penonal conditions. For men. the shock often
comes in the form of an involuntary job loss; lor married women, di·
vorce or the death of the spouse is often the precipitating event. Such
events may not always be totally unavoidable, but few people are immutw to occasional economic misfortune, and when it strim, weUare
serves as a kind of insurance for them, providing temporary assistance
until they are able to regain their more cu.otomary levels of living. ...
The&e people are "digging out" following a disaster. Welfare aMisls
them during that process and then, in time, is left behind.~

"G. Duncan 1984, p. ~7·
~G. Duncan 1984, p. 90·
"G. Duncan 1984, p. 75·
w G. Duncan 1984, p. 90· Although O.mcan's findings pertain only to the Unitod
SQtes, strictly •J>Nldng the precipit.ting events here mmtioned - involuntary
job looo, incapacit.ting accident or illn..., divorce or death ol • •Jl'OUW - • .., all
eqwolly common event! in other developed oocietles. lienee there is oome ""'"""
to suppose that the sa~M findings would emerse there .. weD.
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So far, I have shown that the earnings-related benefits of the welfare
state's categorical assistance programs are essentially devices to stabilize people's fluctuating economic fortunes. That, apparently, is
what they were designed to do. That, apparently, is the way in which
most recipients utilize them. I have left until last questions concerning
the moral justifiability of a public policy of underwriting people's
market-based economic expectations in such ways. It is to this topic
that I now tum.
The first thing to be said, I suppose, is that the recipients of such
assistance are themselves better off in consequence of such policies.
Bouts of incapadtation or unemployment are disruptive, in all sorts
of ways. But earnings-related categorical assistance programs help to
ensure that temporary exigencies do not force any unnecessarily dramatic alterations in the course of a person's life. So long as welfare
benefits are suffidently large really to replace most of his lost earnings - and such temporary forms of assistance (for sickness and unemployment, e.g.) typically are, often amounting to 90 or even too
percent of previous earnings - a person will be able to resume his
life, economically at least, much as before once his mi.,fortune has
passed.
Those who are in actual receipt of benefits are not the only ones to
benefit in such ways from such programs, though. Everyone who was
ex ante at similar risk of similar misfortune would benefit from the
insurance that such programs provide. Even if they never have to
claim benefits, at least they know that they can count on such bridging
assistance should they ever need it. That knowledge allows them to
proceed with their plans in confidence, knowing that it will take more
than merely passing misfortune of the sort that might well befall any
of us to spoil their plans. How many people are in a position to require such reassurance is, of course, an empirical question, the answer
to which naturally varies from country to country. On the evidence
of Section IV, it seems that in the United States anyway most people
are in broadly the same boat in this respect. Fully a quarter of Americans benefited from welfare at some point in the decade, and inspection of the personal characteristics of those who did suggests that no
demographically identifiable group is immune to, or even at substantially less risk from, such passing misfortunes."
" The primary e>cep~ion would ...,. to be biKk Anwricans. who undenilbly

do suffer subotantiaUy greo~ risks of l...tlng mlslortu...,. In tmns of the logic
of this dl.>pter. perllapo they should then?foft haw low.,. ""poctations-based
welfall! entltlftnonts. But that only oerves to emphasize the importance of suppiftnenll"8 IOllpoctA!Ion-bated principles of cotegorical assistance with the egol-
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Thus, everyone - recipients, and everyone else qua potential recipient - benefits from social welfare policies stabilizing incomes in the
face of temporary setbacks that people may suffer. That does not quite
settle things morally, however. Everyone benefits, but some benefit
more than others. Some people's incomes are stabilized at a higher
level than others', and more money is spent in so doing. That seems
morally problematic, in a way that simply "everyone benefiting" does
not.
There are various ways to try to make that outcome seem less problematic. One particularly bold strategy is this. Suppose we have got
the primary income distribution "right," in the sense that we have
good grounds for supposing that those who do earn more should earn
more. What those grounds might be can safely be left open, here.
Maybe it is a perfectly planned economy, in which all wages are set
at just the right level; maybe it is a perfectly competitive market economy, in which all wages have reached the equilibrium levels. No matter. The next step in the argument is to assert that once we have the
primary distribution right, the secondary distribution should mimic
it. That amounts to saying that whatever it is about the level of income
that a person ordinarily secures through earnings that makes that the
"right" level also makes it right that that level be reproduced through
welfare benefits, should his earnings temporarily cease.
There is no particular reason to suppose that that should be so,
however. Certainly neither of the accounts alluded to earlier of what
makes people deserve what they earn when in work would imply that
they deserve the same when out of work. Socialists would justify
higher earnings by virtue of a worker's greater social contribution.
But when he ceases working. for whatever reason. that greater contribution ceases - and with it his claim to higher income. Similarly,
the market rewards scarce skills only insofar as they are actually employed.
Other less bold strategies are of course available. A singularly economistic approach, for example, is to argue that the reason we relate
earnings to benefits paid people when they are involuntarily out of
work is to provide incentives for them to maximize earnings while in
work. This analysis seems rather far-fetched, though. Surely for most
people, the impetus to maximize earnings comes principally from a
desire for the earnings themselves, rather than from any reflection
upon the (typically uncertain, and anyway much weaker) effects of
those earnings on social welfare entitlements.,.
itarian, poverty·reducticm rationales underlying programo of II'"""'"'
aUuded tu at the outset uf this chapter.

a&&ista~.

'" Excq>t perhaps among marginal groups in the work force, such as thooe on the
v"'ll" of rrtimnent or a family"• second i~mer (Hammennesh tc}7'}1.
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Another superficially more plausible approach would be this. Presumably it is desirable, in terms of utilitarian moralities and perhaps
others as well, to help each person achieve the highest standard of
living that he can sustain on a long-term basis. Insofar as short-run
fluctuations threaten to undermine people's lung-term attainments,
then a goal of helping people to maximize the latter would commit
us to providing a social cushion against the former. And insofar as
any large deviation from a person's long-term mean performance
would undermine his overall attainments, such assistance must be
proportiunal to his long-term expectations. That, too, would rationalize earnings-related benefits.
There is a valuable insight embedded in that argument, which I
shall put to rather different use shortly. But cast in utilitarian terms
of welfare maximization, the argument will not go through. Wl'TC we
dealing with goods of "ultimate'" or "end-use·· value, then the way
to maximize aggregate social welfare would indeed be to maximize
each person's welfare independently of any other's. But in the wl'lfare
state it is programs of general rather than categorical assistance that
di~pense guods of end-use value (food, clothing. shelter, etc.) through
in-kind assistance; and those programs, recall, respond to sheer need
and are indifferent to past earnings. Benefits are earnings-related only
with resp<>ct to categorical

as.~istan<""C,

where the benefits diopensed

are invariably in the form of cash payments. Now, ca.~h is a paradigmatically "instrumental" good, valuable merely as a means to obtaining other things that are of value but not in itself of any value. Where
the goods involved are merely of instrumental value, there is no reason to suppose that aggregate social welfare would be maximized by
maximizing each person's holdings. On the contrary, given certain
assumptions about the competitiveness of the relative power confl'rred by instrumental resources over the allocation of a fixed stock
of end-use goods, there is reason to believe that aggregate social
welfare would be maximized by equalizing ratll<'r than maximizing
holdings of instrumental goods like cash." If anything. then, the welfare-maximization argument provides yet another ground for opposing rather than favoring earnings-related benefits stabilizing some
people at higher incomes than others.
For a really satisfactory justification of that policy. we must look
elsewhere. The most satisfactory one, in my view, is that !!OIJie morally
important outcomes cannot be realized unless people can count on
their being realized. This is a point usually pressed by rule utilitarians
against their act utilitarian rivals. I can plan my own activities in a
"Soe Chapter 15 in the present volume !building on Hirsch t9j'6; Sen
C".oodin 11)88, chap. 9).
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maximally beneficial way only if I can rely upon you to keep your
promise, come what may, without act utilitarian calculations of consequences in each particular case."' But the point is really a much more
general one and admits of a more personalistic formulation as well.
Where rule utilitarians would focus upon the benefits to society at
large from people's bcing able to form reliable expectations about the
future, others (such as Bernard Williams) would focus upon the value
of coherence and continuity within my own life achieved only by having reliable expectations about the future."'
The crux of the matter, for both personalists and rule utilitarians,
is that the plans and projects that constitute people's lives are complex
things, requiring many ink•rlocking parts to be fitted together. Often
those contributions must (sometimes contingently, sometimes necessarily) come sequentially rather than simultaneously. Where that is so,
earlier contributions would have been wasted if later ones are not
forthcoming; and given that, people might not risk making those earlier contributions at all, in the absence of some good guarantee that
later ones will indeed be forthcoming. Whether we are utilitarians
counting on other people's subsequent contributions to our interdependent projects, or whether we are personalists counting on being
able to sustain our own ongoing projects through time, it is valuable
for us to have some guarantee that the fluctuating fortunes of ourselves and others will not needlessly interrupt our long-term plans."'
Thus, there is a certain value - both to individuals and to society
- from people's being able to enter into long-term commitments.
Insofar as those commitments require rough stability of a person's
earnings over time, that value will be well served by social welfare
programs paying pe<>ple benefits proportional to their past earnings,
at least in cases of temporary interruptions to their ordinary income
stream.
It is an open question whether we should, on similar grounds, also
sustain the previous earnings of those who suffer more permanent
disruptions to their income (through disabling accidents, debilitating
illnesses, or long-term unemployment). Certainly such open-ended expenditure commitments are costly, and societies may well shy away
from them for that reiiS(m alone. But there are matters of prindple at
"Hume 1739. bk. J, pt. 2, oec. 2; 1777, sec. J, pt. 2. Hodgson t<F;. Harsanyi tm\>.
"Williams 197)0; t<j8t. Wollheim t91!4. Nozick t<j8t.
"Needlnsly'' In deference to the caveat entered Ia..,. about the iN'VItablbty, aod
hence desirability, of readjusting lifo plans in light of permanently changed cir·
cuiii8Unces (... further Chapter to). Note that evm the personalist, concerned
only with onr's accomplishment of one'• own plan.• aod proje<ts, ought worry
about fluctuations in the fortune5 of others insofar as thaw would prevent then\
from doing something that they must do if one's own plans ""' to sucteed.

~
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work here, too. In one !K'JISe, we should sustain the previous earnings
of permanent welfare recipients for the same reasons we should those
of temporary ones. Both have long-term plans predicated on the presumption of a continuing resource stream of that sort. In another,
more important sense, however, those who have been permanently
incapacitated would be living a lie to persist with their same plans,
just as before, as if nothing had happened to them. Of course we can
artificially sustain their endeavors through generous social assistance
for as long as we like. But that very artificiality deprives the outcome
of any status as "their" acromplishment, just as surely as if a cripple
were to participate vicariously in a marathon through the running of
her daughter.
Reconciling oneself to one's fate is not just another virtue, the value
of which is to be set off somehow against the value of framing plans
for oneself. Instead, we must conclude that whatever value we see in
people's framing plans and projects for themselves is conditional upon
their being realistic plans and projects, appropriate to the person's
circumstances." After a time, the permanently incapacitated ought to
be expected to readjust their plans and projects to their new circumstances.
Still, categorical assistance payments designed to replace lost earnings ought to be proportional to- and, indeed, a large proportion of
-past earnings, at least in the short term, even for the permanently
incapacitated. After all, it takes time to see that some states are truly
permanent. Beyond that, it lakes lime for people to discharge or renegotiate previous commitments made on the basis of prior expectations. If we think that there is value in people's entering into long-term
commitments of this sort, then we must be prepared to provide at
least transitional assistance of a powerfully earnings-related form
while they extricate themselves from them, when changed circumstances force them to do so.
Furthermore, some of those long-term commitments can never be
completely discharged or renegotiated. To some extent, the plans one
made before disaster struck, and predicated upon one's older and rosier expectations, wiD always be with one. To help people discharge
those obligations ex post of the disaster - and to reassure pet>ple ex
ante of any disaster that it is safe to give and to rely upon such commitments - we ought to provide welfare benefits of at least a weakly
earnings-related form to the permanently incapacitated, even in the
long term. That assistance need not constitute such a large proportion
'' FurthermonP. unpleosant surprioe- oftrn of • oort for which cash lransfers con51ilule ........nly inadequa!e compensation- ore, reoliolicaUy, a fact of life. People ought therefore also to be expected to frame puns in suc:h a way as to be
mlnimaUy IIO!IWillve to anlidpotable buffeting.
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of their previous earnings, on the assumption that they can divest
themselves of at least some of their previous commitments. But it
ought nonetheless be proportional to previous earnings, on the assumptions that at least some of those previous commitments cannot
be extinguished and that the commitments entered into by those who
used to be rich will be more expensive to honor than those entered
into by those who used to be poor.••
The value of promoting security and stability in people's lives is
only one value among many that we would like our social arrangements to serve. Pursuing that goal through earnings-related social
welfare benefits necessarily conflicts, in ways sketched at the outset,
with goals of equality, of community, and perhaps even of welfare
maximization. Nothing I have said here should be taken to imply that
the values of security and stability either override or even weigh substantially more heavily than those others. In cases of conflict, those
other considerations may well, on balance, prove decisive. Far from
denying that that might happen, I have here been merely roncemed
to show that there is something (albeit nothing decisive) to be said in
defense of programs of earnings-related benefits designed to stabilize
people's expectations. That in itself is something of an accomplishment, though, given the original mystery with which I began.
VI

The claim of the preceding section is just that security and stability
are morally worthy goals and that they are well served by earningsrelated social welfare benefits. But to say that those goals are well
served by such programs is not to say that they are "uniquely," or
even "best," served by such programs. To justify why earnings-related
social insurance should be both compulsory and state-provided, we
must show why such a scheme is superior to voluntary private insurance on the one hand and to compulsory private insurance on the
other.
Fortunately, there is a large literature within economics on the failure of insurance markets, much of which
•~

has~

shown to apply

1ne usumption of hngering ii\COn'\r-related expendlture commitmrntl, while

probably true in general, may wdl vary grutly across individuals. Clous Offe
communication 1994) suggeststh.otwe pick this up directly, rather th.on
indi~ly. by subjocting •amings-..,lah!d social bmefits to hoavy progreuivo tax·
otion. for which the... ""' generous """"'ptions for life plan-.pecifoc rxpmditu..,._ The trick there would bo in spocifying thole exemptions witl1 any degrro
ol ge...,..lity. My own hunch is that under this sbatogy either too little (or, owr
lime, too few of 111• right things) would gain exemption or else officials would
h.ove to be granted too much discretion in doing so (see Chapter 14 in the prosent
volume and Goodin 1')88, chap. 7l.
(~I
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with full force to the sorts of hazards involved in welfare state services." Some of the arguments have to do with notions of "moral hazard" (the danger that people, once insured, have Jess incentive to take
care) and of "economies of scale." Others have to do with risks being
interdependent rather than independent (given the interconnections
within the economy, the probability of a steel worker's being unemployed is not independent of that of a car worker's, or even of a garment worker's). Still others have to do with the impossibility of the
relevant actuarial calculations (no one, setting up a retirement annuity
in 1945. could have guessed what his life expectancy or economic
requirements would have turned out to be when retiring in 1990). All
those arguments justify making social insurance compulsory and making the state the underwriter of last resort of such schemes.
Two such arguments are of particular relevance to the themes of
this chapter, though. One has to do with what economists dub "externalities." As the rule utilitarian argument canvassed in Section V
suggests. my life plans are to some extent intertwined with yours. If
your plans are upset by some interruption in your earnings, there will
be some serious consequences for mine as well. Most dramatically, if
you go bankrupt, your own plans are certainly interrupted - but so
too are those of your creditors. Now, you might be tempted to insure
yourself against the consequences of your interrupted earnings tor
your own plans; but you would have little motive to buy insurance
to cover me for the consequences that your misfortune might have for
me. The externality argument thus justifies compulsory insurance of
earnings on essentially the same grounds as Wt' would justify compulsory inoculation against contagious diseases."
There is another reason justifying us in making it compulsory for
you to be insured against catastrophes that would seriously interrupt
your Nrnings, quite apart from that, however. This second reason has
to do with the fact that we have good grounds for regarding your ex
ante risk preferences - those that would be manifested in any voluntary insurance decision -as highly suspect. What matters morally,
of course, is how you would feel aftt'T the fact, once the catastrophe
has occurred. As Sen says, "We are interested in tomorrow's satisfaction as such, not in today's assessment of tomorrow's satisfaction.""

s.

"Arrow 1963· Barr 1987, rhapo. 8 and 9; 1989. Goodin 1Cjll8, <hap. 6.
" Strictly SJ'<"king. that justifJeO rompuloory insuranre against IOIIoS<!S you suffor
when !tOIJ\e'Onlt else's eerninp;s are interrupted, rather than compulsory insurance
again.'OI your own Nmings being inlemlpted. But as with the smallpox <...,, it
is typically more rllicimt tu protect you,....lf from the ronsoquences of others'
misfortunes by preventing thooe mislortu""" from befalling them rather than by
trying tu ohield you,...lf from knock-<>n ronsoqu~ when they do.
''Sen 1957, p. 7¢; ..., further Goodin tl}82b, chap. J·

Stabilizing

~rp«lalions

Yet there is abundant evidence in recent psychometric studies for supposing that people both underestimate the probabilities of catastrophes happening to them and underestimate how awful they would
feel if they did ... Insofar as ex ante preferences really are systematically difrerent from ex post ones, relying on voluntary private insurance in this area would make the wrong consumer sovereign.
VII

It is standardly said, in objection to all expectation-based models of
social obligation, that something is required to underwrite the reasonableness of the expectations if they are tt> generate obligations at all.
Unreasonable expectations, even if relied upon, can ground no
claims."
But those who plan their lives in the expectation that their present
earnings pattern will continue unabated are not being so obviously
unreasonable, though. In good Bayesian fashion, they are letting past
experience shape their expectations about the future. What could be
more reasonable than that? Even once misfortune has struck them. it
is not n~sarily unreasonable for them to expect that they will resume their former lives again in fairly short order. After all, most
people do.
On the foregoing evidence, however, what people ought to expect
(from the past experience of themselves and their fellows) is a pat·
tern of fluctuating economic fortunes. Fully a quarter of the popula·
tion suffered setbacks so severe as to force them onto welfare rolls
sometime during the 19flos; no ~ubgroup of the population is substantially more immune than any other; hence, presumably everyone
must know someone (or someone who knows someone) who has recently suffered a serious setback. Knowing that disaster might strike,
people ought reasonably to plan against it - by savings and private
insurance to replace lost earnings where possible, or by scaling down
their jlans so they do not depend upon such high earnings otherwise. If people plan on the assumption that their earnings will con"Kahneman. Slovk and Tvt'roky 1<jll>. Goodin •911>b. chap. 8. Sooe furthot- Chaplt'r
8 in this volume.
"Fried 1<j81. p. 10; cf. Goodin •9115<. p. 47·
"' All 1M """"· they must p~n against the virtual certainties ol life: growing old,
quitting work. dying. In c...,. of antidpatable drops in earnings (such os ore
associated with compulsory retirement, e.g.) there is much Ins oi a aw to be
made in the terms sketched here for making long-term -istance evt'R wNkly
Nmings-re~ted. The moot we might oay is that there are oome worthwhile projects which can be pursued over the courw oi one's working Ufe only on the
058WRplion that they will be pursued beyond it • well; &nd to moouroge people
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tinue at their peak levels without interruption into the indefinih!
future, in light of the clear evidence that should be known to them
that they will not, they are indeed behaving unreasonably. Certainly
they cannot appeal to the Reverend Bayes for support, at least.
What makes it reasonable for people to proceed in this way is, of
course, the knowledge that the welfare stab! will rush to their aid if
required. To say that is to make earnings-relah!d benefits justified by
a kind of self-fullfilling prophecy. People's previous earnings should
be sustained, because they exped that they will be; but the only particularly good grounds that they have for expecting that to happen is
the reassurance that the stab! will provide eamings-relah!d benefits if
the market ceases to provide earnings. Obviously, we cannot justify
welfare programs by reference to exp«tations that they themselves
induce. If when eliminating the program the exp«tations would disappear with it, then the exish!nce of those expectations cannot be what
justifies having the program. The justification would then swallow its
own tail.
In the end, I think we are forced to say simply that a life of fluctuating fortunes is less good- for the person living it, and for others
around him whose fates are linked to his - than one charach!rized by
more stability. No particularly fancy story is required to sustain this
claim, though. Someone who has to hed8" against more poeslbilltin,
and keep more options open, will have a life that is internally less
purposeful and coherent and exh!mally less predictable and dependable. Such a life is letis satisfying to the person leading it and less
useful to others depending upon him. It is that, I submit, that makes
it reasonable for people to exped the stab! to step in to provide stability to people's lives. It is that that justifies the state in paying welfare benefits proportional to past earnings, at least for a while...
to punue thole projocto we will have to guanntoe them the (eami~n!LIIed)
when!wlthal to conlin"" purauing them, even after earnings haw ceaoed.
"Earlier veralons of this chaplft Wfte read at All Souls' Col~•· Oxford, the Uniwnity of ArizAmil and the London School of Economia. I am grateful for CtlCI'I·
mmts, then and Liter, from Tony Atkinlon, Nick llorr, Brian Barry, Tim lleMiey,
Chrio s.rtnm, Tom Campbell. Howard Glenneoler, julian Lr Grand, Ted Marmor, O.vid Miller, Nod Muller and l1a~~» Ofre.

Chapter 1.3
Compensation and redistribution

Compensatory justice is profoundly conservative, standardly serving
to restore some status quo ante.' 1be essential aim of redistributive
justice, In contrast, is to alter those antecedent distributions which
compensatory justice is at such pains to re-aeate. 1be two notions
thus seem unalterably at odds, compensation striving to preserve
what redistribution seeks to change and redistribution altering what
compensation strives to preserve.
If fora!d to choose, rarely wiU it be compensatory justice that we
choose to abandon. We are not prepared to let wrongs go unrighted,
merely on the ground that the wronged are far riches- than the wrongdOei"S;' we are not prepared to deny workers compensation for accidental injuries at work. merely because they were being oves-pald
anyway.' Prindples of compensatory justice in this way have us
'That is variously characterized: as tlw pooilion people were In belon! olbrn
wrongod them (com.,...,..tory damages, in tlw Low of torto); as the pooltion people
were In belon! public: takings ol their private property (just compenMiion. In the
Low of eminent domain IMk:hebnan 1967; Eps!o"in tg851l; u the poolllon people
were in before cha1111es in public policy put them out of worlt (compeNOtlon
provioiono in legislation libmiUzing trade or dneguii1Ung airlines !Goldfarb tgllo;
Cordes and Goldfarb •9831 or extending the boundarios of national parlcol; as the
pooltlon people were In before an accident or lnjwy or other mlofomme befell
them (worl<men"o compenoation. unemployment compensation. ac:ddenlal Injuries compensation, criminal injuries compensation). For a>m!fthenslve surveys.
oee Atlyah and Cane •987 and D. Harris et al •9114·
' EV1!11 the doctrine of ""deep pod<ets'" in torts is 1IIOd only to deddr which among
multiple tortfrasoro should bear the coots. It would never dictate leaving a wrong
unrighted IIWftly on the ground that the victim. though wholly blameleA. 1"I(IMo
thrifts hao till' cleepoost pod<ets In town.
' Unleoo, pethapo. that better pay incorponted a "risk premium"" ...n..:ti"!!lhe risk
of ouch aa:ldenb - in which CUP it might be argued that the Injured worker hao
al11!11dy been compensated """"· and tu compensate him again would constitute
doubJe.dlppi"'l (d. Broome •IJ78b; Goodin 1g82b, chap. 8).
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firmly in their hold, and insofar as they do, principles of redistributive justice (seen as their polar opposites) have trouble getting any
grip at all.
Contemporary contractarians of a right-wing cast make much of
that point. For them, the pennissibility of interventions is predicated
upon the agreement (real or hypothetical) of everyone affected; and
people's agreement in tum is predicated on compensation (direct or
indirect, explicit or implicit) for any losses. From that pair of propositions, writers such as Nozick and Epstein conclude that any genuinely redistributive interventions must be decisively blocked.' Those
antiredistributivist conclusions follow, however, not from any positive
arguments (which are no more than arguments in favor of compensation) but merely from the further supposition that redistribution is
necessarily the antithesis of compensation.
The burden of this chapter is to show that compensation and redistribution are not necessarily incompatible. Everything depends on
how you set about justifying compensation in the first place. Some
arguments would indeed make compensatory justice an implacable
foe of redl~tributive justice, but those tum out to be the least defensible rationales for compensation anyway. The rationale for compensation that is most defensible pnwes to be broadly compatible with a
ct!rtain measure of redistribution, practiced in a certain way; it may

even demand a certain measure of redistribution.
Here I shall be making a weak claim strongly and a strong claim
weakly. The former- my major thesis- is a compatibilist thesis. Properly conceived, compensation is perfectly compatible with redistribution of a certain sort. More formally, the moral goal that l~ served
by compensation does not imply that we must not redistribute at all.
Establishing that involves a two-step argument, first showing what
the true goal of compensation is (Section I) and then showing that that
goal is perfectly consistent with redistribution of a certain sort (Section
II). The latter - my minor theme, offered in a more speculative spirit
- is an entailment thesis, suggesting that perhaps compensation actually entails or is entailed by redistribution in certain respects. I offer
some thoughts along these lines in Section Ill. The major purposes of
this chapter will, however, have been served by the compatibilist thesis alone. The principal aim is to block one apparently powerful argument against redistribution. If that blocking move also creates an
opening for further advancing the positive case for redistribution, that
is merely a bonus.

• Nozick •974· chop. 7· Epsmn

•98s. osp. part 11.
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C<>mpensati<>n and redistribution
l. RATIONALES FOR COMPENSATION

Compensation, as characterized in Chaptn 11, aims to provide the
"full and perfect equivalent" of what was lost and thereby to restore
completely the status quo ante.' There are three sorts of reasons for
wanting to do so. The first has to do with the substantive rightness
of the status quo ante to be restored. The second has to do with the
wrongness of the process by which that status quo ante was upset.
The third has to do with something more formal about the status quo
ante, wholly apart from its content or the process by which it was
disturbed. I shall explore each possibility in tum. To forshadow, by
arguing against the first (substantively based) rationale for restoring
the status quo ante, I will eliminate that rationale for compensation
which would indeed set it necessarily in opposition to redistribution;
and that clears the ground, in tum, for the compatibilist thesis to be
developed in Section II.

A Restoring right outcomes

The first and most natural reason for insisting on compensation is to
restore a status quo ante that embodied a distribution that was, in
some sense, substantively riglrt. On this hypothesis, the rightness of that
distribution wholly explains why we should insist upon compensation
to restore it.
Following Nozick, we can further decompose claims about the
rightness of the distribution being restored. One class of claims traces
its rightness to some special features of the pattern or md-slale embodied in that distribution. A second class of claims traces its rightness
to some special features of the history or process by which it came
about.• Typical of the former class are claims of egalitarians, who
maintain that a distribution is just insofar as it displays a pattern of
equal holdings. Typical of the latter are claims of so-called entitlement
theorists, who maintain that a distribution of property is just so long
as the history of its creation conforms to certain rules of justice in
original acquisition and subsequent transfer.'
Representing as they do structure and process arguments respectively, end-stare and historical analyses seem to exhaust all the logically possible ways of arguing for the rightness of distributions.
Neither form of argument, however, is capable of rationalizing the
'Brewer •II<JJ, p. 326.
• Nozick 1974, chap. 7·
'Nozick 1974; Epstein
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practice of compensation as we know it.• Those arguments only privilege cmairr sorts of distributions - those displaying certain characteristics picked out by each kind of argument. Compensation, in contrast,
restores any status quo ante regardless of whether or not it displayed
any such characteristics.
Consider, first, end-state theories. They assert that we should provide compensation because the paHem embodied in the antecedent
distribution was the right one. For it kJ have been upset was wrong
and for it to be reslored would be right. Compensation would do that.
Hence we should compensate.
Notice, however, that in practice the payment of compensation is
independent of any judgment about the justice of the antecedent pattern of distribution. People claiming compensation need not prove, to
win their case, that damage done to them exacerbated relative deprivation or social injustice. They need prove only that they were
harmed.
The law of torts protects rich and poor alike. People may claim
compensatory damages whenever they can prove that they were
harmed by another's tortious conduct. To win their case, they do not
have to prove they need the money. Those making ostentatious displays of donating their damage awards to charity were no less entitled
to receive them than were those who have to use the m<>ney to buy
basic necessities.• Those accused of torts cannot say, in their defense,
that they took only from those richer than themselves."' Current tax
laws may imply that an ideally just pattern of distribution entailed a
transfer of 10 percent of the Income of those in high tax brackets to
those in low tax brackets; but the moral superiority of that pattern
'By that. I -.an tlw ~of providing compensotion - understood as tM lull
and J>ftfa:t oquiv.W..t of what w .. loot - to right any and all wrongful damage
to .,.....,... and property. Although that ideal is rarely ,...,llzed J>ftfa:tly. it is the
idNI practice rule! rather than tM ineYitably imperfect imp..........tation of It that
a theory of compen~~~tol)' justice must strive to rationalize. Compensation Is
often intenwined with various other procticeo, such aa deleln!n<"e of harmcausing activities, via liability rule in torts. M.o~y of tM peculiarities of notionally compensatoty practkn, Inexplicable! on my ao:rount. might be explained by
rere...nce to thoooe other, comprting ronsiderations. Slill. I trust that tM1e are
enough "ciNn" cues of compensotion to build a theory a1011nd tlwoe J>ilradigmatic instances.
• Although tMre have been ploas, so far largely unmot, for tort damage awards
to be ""'"' ""plicitly redistributive (Abel 1tjll2).
~ Li~ise. in contract Jaw• ..,. may for distributional ........,. refuse to countl'nance certain snrts of contriiCt (entailing usuriouo inleftst .ales or slave wages.
e.g. IKronman ttjlloll; but ouch diotributional considerations primarily constrain
what sorts of contracts will be considen!d valid in tM fint place. rather than
excusing brNc:h of an otherwise vaUd contract. Poor debtors are not excused, by
reuon of their relative poverty alone, from "'J>iiylng debts owed to tM rich.
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does not excuse the poor in stealing from the rich, provided they take
no more than the 10 percent ideally coming to them.
In the law of eminent domain, similarly, the government is obliged
to compensate property owners whenever it takes their property. lnat
obligation is independent of any judgment about the justice of their
holding that much pn1perty in the first place. Inheritance tax laws may
imply that it is unjust for property to be concentrated in so few
hands." We would nonetheless be required to compensate a landowner for property seized during his life, even if we had intended to
take it without compensation upon his death.
Or, again, social security benefits are (as has been seen in Chapter
12) characteristically earnings related. Workmen's compensation, unemployment compensation, accidental injuries compensation, criminal
injuries compensation and the like all aim to compensate people, inter
alia, for whatever earnings they have actually lost. In consequence,
those programs all pay people more the more they earned. lnat is
independent of. and in certain ways flatly contrary to, public judgments made in other contexts about the justice of income differentials." The results may be paradoxical, but the practice of paying
compensation in this fashion is well nigh universal.
None of this, of course, is to sav that we refuse ever to countenance
inquiries about the justice of
of holdings. Those inquiries
must merely proceed along a 54.-parate track. The duty to pay compensation for damage done is independent of whether people have
relatively too much or relatively too little by way of present endowments. lnat, in turn, implies that the reason we insist on compensation
does not have crucially to do with the correctness of the pattern of
the distribution that the compensation would restore.
Consider, nt.'Xt, historical entitlement theories. Those assert that we
should compensate because people have been deprived of what is, by
historical entitlement, rightfully theirs. To upset that distribution was
wrong, and it should be restored. Compensation would do that. Hence
we should compensate.
But that is not the way compensation works in practice. Consider

p;;uerns

" Pnlia!M-b.1oM!d, hb.torical rntiUt."ITU:'t\1 might all(lW a

mon~

nuanct.od int&.orprdalion

of inheritance tax policies (e.g., that it is not wrung for tlw rich to enjoy

t~r

riches, it is ~rt'ly wrong for tht."'n to pass them on to othen). In the md-etateo
terms here in view, though, tlw pottern of holdings is all that can matm. The"'
is no plat:~ for ronsid~r.uiona o~bout how ~le carrw by thelr richn - through
t~r

own efforts or through bequets - to enter tlwse cakui.Jtions.

"' We know from its tn policies that the govenunmt itoelf thinks that a """" <q>Yl
pottern of income distribution would be preferablr and that it is the govrmment'• job to promote it. Yrt the very oame governmrnt, through ito compen-

Ytion policies, !Iris systenwhcally about reproducing tlw ...,., nonideol pottrm
of inrom• distribution which it tries to correct thnJUgh its tax p<>licies.
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the paradigm of tort law. There is no requirement that courts mount
a title search to ensure that people have historically dear claims to
their property before requiring tortfeasors to compensate them for
damage to it." As the Reporters for the American Law Institute's Stcond Rtslatrmmt of IM Law of Torts comment, "The important thing in
the law of torts is the possession [of property), and not whether it is
or is not rightful as between the possessor and some third party .'"4
The tortfeasor's duty to compensate is not defeasible, even upon
production of dear evidence of force or fraud in the history of the
plaintiff's acquisition of the damaged property.''). D. Rockefeller may
have engaged in some dubious practices, legally as well as morally,
in building the Standard Oil empire. lhat fact does not make it any
less of a tort for me to spraypaint graffiti on that company's gas
pumps, nor does it do anything to reduce the damages I have to pay
in compensation for cleaning them up.
Similarly, under the Jaw of eminent domain just compensation is
owed to th~ who possess (and hence have an interest in) property,
whatever the strength of their legal title." Or, again, under various
social insurance schemes such as workmen's compensation my entitlement is contingent merely upon the requisite contributions having
been made. How I or my employer came by the money used to fund
those contributions is irrelevant to my entitlement. Or, for yet another
example, my entitlement to unemployment compensation is contingent merely upon having lost my job. Whether that job was rightfully
mine or whether I bribed someone to get it is irrelevant.''
None of this is to say that we refuse to look into the historical basis
of people's titles to their property. It is simply to say that those inquiries, too, must proceed along a separate track. The duty to compensate for damage done is independent of those other inquiries. That,
in tum, suggests that the reason we insist upon compensation does
" It is not as if questions of title never matter. Thin"eS !nash enough to sue for
damago to automobllos thoy have stolen are unlikely to per.ouade many juries to
dectde in their favor. My point is just that quostions of title do not always enter.
" l'rosorr 1965, sec. ).28E, comment Thaoe "who can ~for private nuisanco"
include firol and foremoot "poosessors of the land," a trrrn whkh the Rrporters
poinredly add "applle to adverse pooseooon (i.e., t..._ who have no title to
It( as well as to those rightfully in posoesoion" (Pro!ooer t<jl\5. sec. H21E, romIN!'nt c).

"The ksl•ttmtnl (StronJJ •>/ !Itt lAw of T<>rl>, again. specifieo: "One is not barred
from
""'"'lY becauoe at the titM of the inmference he was commi«ing a tort (lf' a crime or, in the case of .an interf~ with his tilll" to or
posoesoion of land• or chattels, becawe it was tortuous or illegal for him to have
the title or pos!<'55ion" (Prosser tlj6j, sec. S&j).
"American U.w Institute •9116. sec. 6o9,, Unl.... porllaps, the rNSOil I lost the job was in penalty for having obtained the
job improperly in the fir5t place.

""'""ery ...
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not have crucially to do with the historical rightness of the distribution
that compensation would setve to restore.
The postulate that compensation is justified on the grounds that it
restores a substantively right distribution cannot therefore be sustained. Different theories exist as to what makes distributions su~
stantively right. But all would sensitize us to particular right-making
characteristics that defensible distributions must have, whereas compensation is in practice not systematically sensitive (to the point of
being almost systematically insensitive) to such considerations.

B. Riglrting u•rongs
The pra:eding arguments justified compensation in terms of claims
about the substantive rightness of the status quo ante that it would
restore. A second set of arguments justifies compensation in terms of
the wrongness of the process by which that antecedent distribution
has been upset.
This analysis has a certain appeal. Without necessarily joining historical entitlement theorists in claiming that outcomes are substantively right if produced through certain processes, we can nonetheless
agree that outcomes are wrong if produced through processes involving force or fraud, for example. Righting procedural wrongs may be
justifiable independently of any theory of the substantive rightness of
the outcomes thereby produced.
This analysis comes naturally to those approaching compensation
by way of torts. Those, by definition, are wrongs; and their wrongness
lies not in the substantive wrongness of the outcomes produced but
rather in the wrongness of producing outcomes in those ways. Compensatory damages right wrongs, in torts, not in the sense of restoring
substantively right distributions but rather in the sense of canceling
the effects of wrongful styles of intetvention in others' affairs. ••
True though that analysis of "righting wrongs" may be of tort damages, it is simply untrue of various other modes of compensation
equally important in today's world. Consider especially no-fault compensation syst<'ms. Both workmen's compensation and NPw Zealand's
more general accidental injuries compensation are paid to victims, indPpendently of any inquiry into fault or blame or wrong. whether on
the part of the victims or of anyone else. Those modes of compensation aim not so much at righting wrongs as eradicating evils. Compensation, then, is a mixed bag. In some cases (notably, tort damages
"Similarly, just coml'fll"llion for taking> of pri\'ile property under powers of
Pminent domain has historically been analyzed as part and pa~ of "due proc·
ess" (Corwin 1911. p. .378; Grant 19.Jt).
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and aiminal injuries compensation), it is dearly designed to right procedural wrongs. In others (notably, workmen's compensation and accidental injury compensation), clearly it is not. And still other cases
fall between these two poles.''
The only way to save the analysis of compensation as justifiable
righting of procedural wrongs, at this point, is to argue that tort-style
compensation is somehow paradigmatic. An argument along these
lines might be mounted.m But there is always going to be something
deeply unsatisfying about such an analysis. Holding some cases of
compensation to be paradigmatic and others deviant amounts to little
more than attempting to explain away our inability to explain half the
cases the theory is supposed to cover. Instead of giving a rationale for
compensation. that amounts to rationalizing our failure to provide a
rationale for a great deal of compensatory practice. Were that the best
we could do, it might be good enough. As I hope to show in Section
IC, an alternative rationale for compensation is both more complete
and more convincing.

C. Undenuriting reGsotUJblt apectatioriS
Having forsaken rationales for compensation based on the substantive
rightne!lll of the previous situation or on the wrongness of the way in
which it has been upset, we are left looking for its justification in some
more formal feature of the status quo ante. The substantive content,
historical background and distributional pattern of the status quo ante
are all apparently irrelevant to our decision to provide compensation

·• Unemploynwnt compensation is """rer the latter pole. Claiming unemployment
benftit is importantly diffen!nt from mounting a claim for wrongful diomiosal.
But theft lo • tinge ol t.ult-bued lugk: in the t.ct that a claim for unemployment
componsation might, in many plaas, be denied if the claimant were hi.....,lf
responsible for Jus own unemployment (by, e.g., having voluntarily "'"lgned Jus
poot nr having Jllven on employer good grounds for dismiooal). While unem·
ployment compensation lo not compensation to right a wrong. therefore, claims
lor it might be defeuible on the hasio of a wrong of • certoln !1011 on the claimanrs part.
•· Historically, worl<men's oompensation became no-faultless lor reasons of high
morsl principle than for pragmatic reuons. Est.oblishlng fault often proved prohibitively expensive, thereby blocking otherwise meritorious claims. Contem·
porory c:oncems for ....,.ding the no-lault principle.,. olten siiiiWirly motivated
pragmatic """""""'· These no-fault schemes of compensation might therefore
""'IIY be designed to right
wrongs which would root more than it is
worth to prove condusively (Freeden t97fl; Atiyah and Cane t9f'i7, chap. 21). But
that still makes liHie sense of trends to e>~tend compensation, nowadays, to coses
of (blatnelno) occidents and, Increasingly, of diseue involving virtually no hu·
man agency at all (Allyah and Cane t9f'i7, chap. 20; Stopleton t<JII6).

,.,.....,ro.
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to restore it. What we apparently need is an argument to the effect
that we should restore it, merely because the previous state was the
status quo ante.
No simple argument along those lines is going to work. The mere
fact that "x existed" is no reason for supposing that it should have
existed. It provides still less of a reason for supposing that it should
be re-created once it has ctased to exist." The sheer fact that the status
quo ante was the status quo ante cannot justify a policy of restoring it.
There might, however, be a way to derive the requisite justification
from a more complex set of facts, all connected somehow to the fact
that the state being restored was indeed the status quo ante. The further propositions that we need to complete this more complex version
of the nonsubstantive, nonprocedural rationale for compensation, are
three:
People reasonably rely upon a settled state of affairs persisting (or,
anyway, not being interrupted in the ways against which compensation protects thPm) when framing their life plans.
2. That people should be able to plan their lives is morally desirable.
3· Compensation, if sufficiently swift, foil and certain, would restore
the conditions that people were relying on when framing their
plans, and so allow thPm to carry on with their plans with minimal
interruption.u
t.

There is no need to belabor the central ethical premise of this analysis (proposition 2). The moral desirability of people being able to
frame and follow through on their life plans can be defended in a
variety of familiar ways. One points to the value of autonomy. Another points to unity and coherence as a source of value in people's
lives. Yet another points, in indirect, rule-utilitarian fashion. to the
value that we all derive from being able to anticipate what each other
is going to do."
All I here need add to those standard accounts is the further proposition that, however important it may be that people should be able
··One problem is that multiple candidates appeor for t~ role ol status quo ante,
each com!Sponding to a diffm.'nt past period. We have no reason for favoring
any one over t~ othen. Anot~r problem is that arguments lor protecting th.slatus quo ante often illicitly tum on argunvnts for protecting tho statu• quo ao
ouch. Yet once t1w status quo anw has been upoet. tlwre will have been eslablio~ a new statu• quo, itwll equally deserving of protection under that implidt
principle.
u

This expectation·pi'Otecting rationale appeilrs ofren in discus&ions of COR1pm5il·
lion; see Feldstein t<n(>a, p. 124= Cord.. and Goldfarb tljll), p. 356; and Michelman tq6-;, pp. utt-t) and pa55im.

"These are d~ at length in Chapters
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to frame life plans for themselves, it is all the more important that they
be able to follow through with those plans once they have embarked
upon them. The point of planning is not the act of planning per se,
but seeing those plans rome to fruition. Whether you tell an autonomy-based story in terms of sunk psychological costs or an indirectutilitarian story in terms of reliance upon established patterns in
others' behavior, it proves to be especially important that people be
able to follow through with their plans once they have set off down
some particular path.
Not much elaboration is required on the third proposition, either.
The function of compensation is straightforwardly to restore the status
quo ante. It will serve its expectation-preserving purposes, however,
only if certain further conditions are satisfied. The compensation must
be compldt, giving people back the full and perfect equivalents of what
they lost, if they are to be able to carry on as before. II must be surift,
restoring them promptly to avoid damaging interruptions to their ongoing projects."' And it must be artain, allowing no doubt that compensation will be forthcoming. so they can plan with confidence.
Should any of these conditions fail to be satisfied, people's plans
would be at risk of irremediable harm.
The first proposition will presumably be the most contentious. All
kinds of objections are ralaed against theories tracins entitlements to
"reliance" or "elCpeclations" more generally. Hume's theory of property rights and the reliance theory of contractual obligation are both
criticized on the ground that people can form completely baseless expectations and rely on utterly unreasonable assumptions. That someone expects or has relied on something is not conclusive, morally, in
the absence of some reason for supposing that good grounds elCist for
the reasonableness of that expectation or reliance.
One response to such an objection is this. Nothing is unreasonable,
analysis II prrfoctly 001111illent with, and borM out by. the practlre of compensation. On the Dill! hllnd, - think it important thllt compensation should be
paid promptly. and - ~ it a 1101ndal that the awniF time between injury
and tort judgment is throe yars IAiiyah and Calli! 1987, p. 272). On the other
hllnd, we also oeem to think thllt atto.r a ~n period of time, no compensation
neal be paid at all. On tort claims the statute of limitations typiallly specifies a
lew years; on social oecurity claims, 911Ch as lor workmen's compensation. the
time limit lor daimln& is lllll&lly a lew weeks or months. The moot standard
reuon given lor thllt prlldlce has to do with problems of amuolng reliable rvidence long atto.r the event, which may be a pownful rason In caes (e.g.,
torts) but lo weak in others (e.g., workmen'• compensation, where the factory
safety officer's log or hospital's records are unerly reliable long atto.r the event).
The salillactory reuon lor the practice, as I suggest in Chapter 12, _ , . . .
to be that compensation lo IIUJIPCl80d to avoid inlerruptions to people'slilr plans;
and such compensation would hllve no point Jon& atto.r the event, because by
then thllt internaption would abftdy ........ ~-
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statistically, in predicting that a settled stare of affairs will persist.
Induction is not thst unwarranted; the future really is only marginally
different from the present, very much more often than not. But suppose the status quo embodies a pattern of systematic and entrenched
injustice. Statistically we would have good grounds for predicting it
to persist, but we would have no grounds morally for expecting (still
less, for demanding) that it do so. We must therefore say something
further about u>IUlt sorts of interruptions to people's plans we propose
to remedy through compensation.
We do not try to reverse all changes in people's plight. We compensate only in certain, well-defined situations: accident, crime, disability, unemployment, tortious wrong and so forth. That catalog
seems to suggest that we compensate to restore the status quo ante
only if it has been upset either (1) in ways people had no reason to
expect or (2) in ways people had a reason to expect not to occur.''
As usual, that formulation intentionally straddles the statistically
unpredictable and the morally unacceptable ... That allows us to deem
"reasonable" - and hence, by my formula, compensatable- expectations which are well founded morally but not statistically. It would
be perfectly reasonable, morally, for people to expect crime not to
happen, even if they knew, statistically, that it often did.''
It also follows from my analysis that certain sorts of alterations to
the status quo should not be compensatable. It is unreasonable in a
moral (if not, alas, in any statistical) sense for thieves to expect to
retain their booty or for monopolists to expect to continue enjoying
the fruits of their privileged market position. No compensation is due
them to make up for any interruption to their life plans when those
things are taken from them by due process of law."' The same may
be true of certain risky ventures and unsettled situations. As a matter
of policy, we guarantee the security of bank deposits but we do not
underwrite the value of stock portfolios. The reason - consistent with
the reason I offer for compensation generally - is that people have no
good grounds, of a statistical or still less a moral sort, for expecting
Oause (2) goes 500\e !lub!tantial way toward subsuming tlw model of righting
wrongo an;tlyud in s.ction lB. That is accrptable, si~ the argullll!llts oiRftd
against that model men!ly """"fd to suggest that it is at INsl a parti.tl acrount,
true of some but not aU """"' of compensation. If cJ.uoe (2) """' is taken as
subsuming that model. dau'"' (J) can be taken as providing the lftt of tho story
nefdfd for a complete ae<'UUnt.
• Hart and Honore 1985. chaps. 2 and )· Mackie '955· Nozick 1972, p. 112.
r. Though at the margins sllllistical t')(peclations trump moral ones. P~rhapo walking alone in Cmtral Park after d.lrk, or not locking your doon in Detroit. really
i> "bringing the harm on you~Wif" in a way that makes it noncompensatable,
however immoral the crime ibelf might have been.
• Micbelman 1967, pp. 12)5""1· Cordes and Goldfarb •98J, pp- :164-5.
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high business profits over tM long run, in a way they did (even before
the advent of the Federal Deposit Insuranre Corporation) have good
statistical grounds for expecting banks usually n(lt to fail."'
It is sadly true that we do not always pay everyone all the compensation that on my acrount they truly deserve. S<>metimes rompensation would necessarily be so grossly inadequate that compensation
would constitute a travesty. Where harms are truly irreparable, and
the loss truly irreplaceable, little more than token rompensation is
offered ... Other times the problem lies, purely pragmatically, in figuring out who should pay the compensation.'' Thus it seems at least
arguable that the ethical point of compensation always lay in stabilizing expectations, and only purely pragmatic considerations ever
•topped u• from going the whole way toward that ideal.

D. Intmm conclusion
The true ju!ltification for compensation lies not in the substantive content of the status quo ante that it restores, or in the wrongfulness of
the process by which that status quo ante was upset, or in the fact
that the situation being restored had indeed been the status quo. The
justification lies instead in a complex set of facts about the way in
which people had been reasonably relying upon tiM! settled status quo
., n,., standard reductio od abourdum of the reliallC'e theory of contractual obligations goos IIR this: I could writr H. Rou Porol, saying that I was relying upon

tlw rxpoctation that he would srnd me Sto,ooo to prevmt foreclosure on my
mortgage; and so long as the purported reliance is genuine Perot would have
an obligation to send the IIIOM)',"""" though he had made no prior commitment
to do so and rvm though my reliance upon his doing oo wa.• baseless (Fried
tCJBt, p. to). Whether or not this is a good reductio of the reliance theory of
contract law (cf. Goodin •985". pp. 42-52), it is no counterexample to tlu. preen!
expectation-based onalysis of compensation. E•pectations in my theory must be
tied to some status quo ante, In a way that that expectotion about Porot's benefaction cloarly was not.
,. D. Harris et al. tgl4, p. 90· Ser further Chapter tt. Section •· in this vulumr.
''Consider the history of compensation schemrs. Tort damag.. came 61'!11, because
it was c~ar who should pay; workmen's compensation and tlu. llkr came next,
once we hod worked out principles of Insurance allowing us to charge everyone
involved in risky rnlftpri&<s prrmiumo proportional to their cuntributions to tlu.
risk of a<ddent. n,., tWX! strpo are presumably to ..tend the ..me insurance
<"<>llC"J''5 to rmbrace compensation for disea.., economic dislocation and so forth.
n,., eaor with which roat)>E"'Ntion ochemrs worldwidr tended to evolvr in thrse
direc:tlon5 suggests that thr reason for beginning where we did, and pausing
where we have, wu only .....,. pragmatic. It is not u if we ever thought that, on
principlr, to d......,., compensation you had to have bern injured In some particular way. We merely found it NBier saying from whom peoplo injured in thosr
ways should recover.
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ante persisting in much the same shape into the future when framing
their life plans.
This analysis presents no more than a prima facie justification for
compensation. It provides one reason for compensation restoring the
status quo ante, but that reason is not necessarily conclusive. Coun·
tervailing reasons, which may well prove stronger from time to time,
may argue for altering the status quo in certain respects- even at the
cost of upsetting expectations. The argument I give for compensation
does not say that that must never be done, merely that it will always
carry some moral cost.
My case for compensation also implies, however, that that cost is
variable rather than constant. The status quo can often be altered at
little cost, and sometimes at no cost at all, in tenns of upsetting people's expectations. Insofar as one of these less-cost strategies is pursued, we have less reason (in the limiting case, no reason at all) in
favor of compensation or against redistribution.
II. THE COMPATIBILITY OF REDISTRIBUTION
AND COMPENSATION

In this section I am concerned less to argue for redistribution than to
block certain sorts of arguments against it. As I said at the outset of
this chapter, compensatory justice seems systematically to trump principles of redistributive justice. How powerful that trump is, though,
depends on how principles of compensatory justice are justified. If the
reason for restoring the status quo ante had to do with its substantive
rightness either because of its pattern or of its history, then any redistribution (which necessarily deviates from that right distribution,
also) would be condemned. But redistributivists need not fear. Com·
pensation, as I have shown, cannot find justification in any such facts
about the substantive content or historical pedigree of the status quo
ante.
Redistribution nect.>SSarily alters the status quo. If the reason we
should compensate were that it was wrong to alter the status quo,
lx-cause the distribution being altered was substantively just by some
standard or another, then redistribution would be wrong for precisely
the same reason that compensation would be right. But if the reason
we should compensate is not that it is wrong for the status quo to
have been altered, but merely wrong for it to have been altered in
certain sorts of unanticipatable ways, then the conflict between redistribution and compensation is erased.
On the expectations-based argument, what is wrong is not altering
the status quo but rather altering it unpredictably. Therefore redistri·
bution that alters the status quo would be perfectly permissible, just
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so long as it was done in a predictable manner. This is just to say that
redistributions ought to abide by something akin to rules of natural
justice. In economic policy just as in criminal law, public affairs ought
so far as possible to be conducted according to known rules." So long
as people know well in advance when and how redistributive policies
will affect them, redistributions cannot come as a "bolt out of the
blue" wreaking unreasonable (because unanticipatable) havoc on their
lives.
Standing rules of distribution of precisely that sort are written into
our tax codes. The progressive income tax has long been on the books.
Its rates change marginally from time to time, but everyone has had
more than adequate warning of the government's general intention to
tax higher incomes more heavily than lower; indeed, given how little
the real rate of tax paid varies from year to year, people have even
had adequate warning of the rough magnitudes involved. Since those
laws predate any of us entering the work force, we all ought reasonably be expected to have framed our life plans taking those redistributive measures into account. We would have no grounds for
complaining about an unanticipatable interruption in our plans when
those tax bills fall due, had we failed to do so.
My argument on that score presupposes. first, that people can reasonably be expected to take the previously announced policies of their
governrnent into account when forming their plans. That seems minimally contentious, at least insofar as those policies constitute "settled
intentions" of the government." My case further presupp(lses that
governrnents can make and stick to redistributive policies that stretch
well beyond any individual's planning horizon. Governments surely
do so; they engage in long-term economic planning. investment in
basic research and development and so forth on a far longer time
horizon than that of the typical individual or firm."
"FulloT 1')64.
'' And, we might want to add, il\50f.u as those policif'5 are not actually immoral.
Whether th.t proviso is strictly n«essary is something of an open question. II
seems unreasonable for people to proceed with their lih> plans in the ""pectation
th.t the governmenrs ~ ralistributivist intention, however immoral, will
not be acted on, in tlw saiN' way as it is unreuonable for people to per.N5t in

strolling through Contral Park at night long after it h.s become a den of thieves.
The mugged stroller, like the unjustly treated dtizen, can h.rdly profess swrprist
(as distinct from moral outrage) whrn pulled aside by the thirf or the police
olficrr. But the proviso h.rdly matten, since advocates of redistribution will in
practicr h.vr to havr somrthing persuasive to oay in il!l moral defen...,.
~ In democracies, prriodic ell!ctions ...uure th.t governments have !ihort life e><poctancies. But one govrrnmonf• rali5tributional plans are substantially retained, much more oftftl tNn not, by its succes!iOrs, even in cues of dramatic
regime ch.nges !Rme and Peters 1979, pp. 115, a6J).
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The main thrust of my compatibilist claim thus has to do with an

ongoing system of redistribution. Where redistribution is conducted
according to settled principles of long standing. we have no reason to
fear that it will do any real violence to the sorts of moral values that
compensation is designed to serve. That of course leaves the problem
of transitions. How are we to institute those rules of redistribution in
the first place?
Problems of transitions are genuinely difficult in practical terms
and genuinely fascinating intellectually. They have, accordingly, generated a large literature and much discussion.'' While I have no compelling solution to the problem of transitions, neitheT is that as much
of an omission as it might seem. Transitions, after all, are merely transitional - short-Jived, episodic and hence relatively inconsequential compared to the more protracted regimes on either side of them. I
am, therefore, much more concerned to give a proper account of thoee
settled states than I am to give a good account of transitions.
Still, my analysis does offer some potential solutions to the problem
of how to shift from 11!55 to more redistributive regimes with minimal
interruption to people's life plans. One solution is simply advance
notice!' Delayed implementation of this sort might help to cushion
redistribution's blow to your life plans. The problem from the redistributivist's perspective is that it does so by reducing the redistributive
effect of the policy, at least in the short term.
Another alternative would be to redistribute without warning. but
then to compensate losers straightaway in some other currency. Economists, anthropologists and political theorists alike observe that we
tend to be "specific egalitarians," worrying more about the distribution of some commodities than of others or of money in general."
Insofar as we are, we can take advantage of this curious fact to redistribute what matters and to compensate with what does not. In this
way, redistribution might once again be squared with the deeper values that compensation is supposed to serve.
Bringing about redistributions in the ways I propose, either in the
transitional case or in an ongoing system of redistribution, carries
costs of various other sorts. I would not want to deny that. I merely
say that if you are worried about the sorts of moral consideration that
motivate compensation - things like protecting reasonable expecta"See Hochman 1974, Kaplow •9116 •nd !IOUI'rel cih!d lhemn.
~Tullock hw&. p. 5}) commends the example at ninell!enlh-centwy reforms abolishing v•rious sinecures in the British civil oervio:e only upon the death at their
incumbents; others offer mon! modost IIUggostions •long limiiM linn. See oDnilarly Feldstein tCJ76b, pp. 91'-9; d. Goldfarb tljilo, pp. 2C)-JO.
r.

Tobin 1970. Douglas and Isherwood 1979. Walzer
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tions and life plans built around them - then there are ways to arrange
your redistributive scheme to protect those values.
That may or may not be the optimal mode of redistribution, all
things considered. Consider, for example, the familiar argument of
economists that if we want to redistribute we should do it through
unantidpatable, onc:e-and-for-all, lump-sum transfers in order to minimize the disincentive effects and consequent efficiency losses." The
redistributive "bolt from the blue" that Pigou and his followers recommend on efficiency grounds would wreak havoc with people's
lives. Indeed, it is crucial to the success of his efficiently protecting
scheme that the redistribution be utterly unpredictable. Whether the
efficiency gain would be worth the cost in terms of disruption to people's lives is an open question.,.
Happily, though. it is a question that I do not have to answer here.
My compatibilist thesis does not hold that redistribution of the form
I suggest is compatible with ron-y value that we may wish public
policy to promote. My claim is merely that, perhaps surprisingly, such
redistribution is thoroughly consistent with the purposes that compensation should serve. So long as that is true, arguing for compensation is not necessarily arguing against redistribution.

Ill. THE MUTUAL ENTAILMENT OF COMPENSATION
AND REDISTRIBUTION

The point of my previous argument is that redistribution is consistent
with compensation. That is to say, it does not necessarily offend
against compensation's underlying moral principle, properly understood. Perhaps we can go further and say that redistribution actually implies or is implied by compensation in certain circumstances.
Maybe the same moral principle that demands compensation sometimes also demands redistribution, or vice versa.
I offer these speculations more tentatively. The central argument of
the chapter is the compatibilist thesis already established; and that
argument is perfectly capable of standing on its own, without any
support from the ones I am about to set out. Still, if these further
extensions also go through. I will have succeeded not only in blocking
- Pigou 19)2. pt. 4, chap. 9·
" For oome eollmote of the ma11nitude of the effects, consider the calculations of
Oanzillft et al (11)111, p. 1019). Contemporary U.S. transfer payments, practiced
in a markedly anti-Pigovian way, seem tn produce a 4.8 percent reduction in
labor supply,
tu d~tive effects, in exchange for a reduction of 75
percent in poverty and a 19 percent reduction In the Ginl coefficient of Income
lnoquality.
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Compensation and rtdistribution
an apparently powerful argument against redistribution but in actuaUy advancing the positive case for it.

A. Rtdislribulion

impli~

compensation

The thought with which this chapter began is that compensation and
redistribution are implacable foes. It has now been shown that the
two can actually be reconciled. But showing that the two are not necessarily enemies is stiU far short of showing, as I shall now attempt,
that they are necessarily friends.
The first leg of that argument proceeds by a reductio. Suppose we
harbor egalitarian ideals. Suppose, further, that some rich person suffers accidental or even tortious damage, of the sort for which we think
people ordinarily should be compensated. If we are egalitarians, why
bother? Under our redistributive program, rich people are scheduled
to have a certain amount taken away from them anyway. Dame Fortune or tortfeasors have simply spared us the trouble.'"
That way of thinking is plainly crazy. No one supposes that insurance companies should refuse to pay out on fire illllurance policies
just because the house that burned down was a rich person's; no one
even thinks that, as a matter of public policy, houses should be uninsurable above a certain value.'' The same seems true of all the other
hazards that face us in contemporary life, and of all the other mechanisms that we have for compensating people when they strike.
What is fundamentally wrong with such propositions is just this.
We do not want to redistribute by accident. Redistribution is a matter
of policy, not of happenstance. Those who hold redistributivist ideals
invariably demand intmtiona/ redistribution. They want to produce a
certain pattern of holdings, or they want to rectify certain historical
wrongs. But they wish to do so systematically, not randomly.
In the same way that redistributivists think it unjust for some people to get rich by sheer luck, so too must they agree that it would be
unjust for some but not others to be relieved of their undeserved
riches by the sheer bad luck of their being the uncompensated victims
of accidents or injuries. No one is in favor of "capriciOUll redistribu•• Perhaps the most ""Pikit e•pn..,..ion of this thought "''"""' from the .....,... W\'lfare economists," who left compensation merely hypothetical precis<-ly on the

grounds that insisting upon the payment uf actual compensation would unjustiliitbly lock in the ""isting dwribution and arbitrarily pm:lud• the poooibility
of r<diotribution (Kaldor t9J9, pp. 550-1; t94f>-7, p. 49; Hicks '9)9. pp. 711-u;
Scitovsky tq.jt).
" Furthermore, that does not just reRect some g.noral prejudice against ewr preventing proplr from iMuring against whatever they want. Some things. such as
punitive d.tmagL'!- in torts, are

.:al~Mdy
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lion."" The upshot is that redistribution-in-the-large seems to imply
compensation-in-the-small.
The compensation thereby endorsed by redistributivist ideals is
highly qualified. Money given to the rich person whose house burned
down may well be subsequently taxed away in the coune of a larger
redistributivist program. And the losses intentionally inflicted upon
the rich by a scheme of redlstribution can themselves hardly be com·
pensatable. So the sort of compensation implied by redistribution is
both provisional and partial. What is surprising is not that it is shaky
in these ways but, rather, that the implication is there at all.

B. CompeiiSIItion implies redistribution
In similar fashion. the goals that compensation is supposed to serve
might actually imply a certain measure of redistribution. Once again,
the implication will certainly be partial and may well be weak. The
surprise is simply that it should be there at all.
In Section I, it was shown that compensation standardly strives to
restore some status quo ante. 111at general rule has one conspicuous
exception. though. We run programs of "disability compensation" of
various sorts- invalid pensions, attendance allowances or invalid care
allowances, mobility allowances and the like." Furthermore, we uffer
those benefits even to the congenitally handicapped. In providing mobility assistance to the congenitally handicapped, however, we are not
restoring them to some status quo ante in which they were able to
walk. Their handicaps being congenital, their impaired mobility has
been lifelong. 111at makes this case very unlike the ordinary practice
of compensation.
What we are doing here is not restoring the congenitally handicapped to some status quo ante. Rather we are bringing them up to
a standard that, while normal for the species, is one that those particular individuals never actually enjoyed." Worthy though that practice
" Michelmln 19fY7, pp. 1217-18. Similarly we illlist upon just rompenoation for
propeny t.oken under t1w power of eminent domain. not 10 much for Epotrin's

hg8sl oontract/tort prindplos (if you want to use another's propeny, you must
pay for the privllepl u for public-finance onn t!Yt _,.tlaUy "bar the Gov·
ernment fnxn forc:ing IIOIIW people alone to bear public burdens which, in aU
faimeso and justice, should be borne by the public as a whole" (lllack 1g6o, p.
49l. Just u It would be inoquit.oblr to impooe dlfmmtlal t.o""" on peoplr in the
""""' lnaxne d.o, 10 - In the takings cue would it be similarly inequilllblr
to impooe diffen!nliol SKrifkel on peoplr llll<'ll!ly bec.ouae they !Yppen to own
10111e!hins t!Yt the public roquilft.
" tmllmok 11j66. D. Hania el aL 1984, pp. 4-u. Haveman et al. 1984. Atlyah and
Cane •9117. chap. s6.
" Culyer 1974- pp. :u-).
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may be, it cannot be justified in the same way as ordinary compensation. Bringing up to some minimal norm of human existence people
who never previously enjoyed it does certainly not "restore" anything
to them. In terms of the rationale for compensation developed here
and in Chapter 11, their life plans have not been interrupted by any
dramatic changes.
These people might, however, suffer a closely related problem. Without that "minimal baseline norm" secured, these people may be unable
to frame and to follow life plans at all. U it is morally desirable that people should do so- as one crucial step in my argument for compensation
asserts it to be - then perhaps redistributive transfers to underwrite that
"minimal baseline norm of human existence" are thell1lle.lves morally
mandated by the selfsame principle. It may be confusing to call it "compensation." But the confusion is minor, since redistn"bution of that sort
serves the same moral goal as compensation itself.
Exactly where the "minimal baseline norms" should be set for what
goods should probably be left open. In general, what this "preconditions of agency" style of argument implies is that those norms
should guarantee everyone enough of what they need to be able to
plan their lives at all. What that amounts to is an empirical matter. It
seems empirically likely, however, that the gravest forms of deprivation remedied by the redistributive transfers of the welfare stategross poverty, protracted unemployment, persistent illness and homelessness - would all qualify as major interferences with any planning
at all. They therefore qualify for relief under my principle."
1lle "preconditions of agency" argument is most persuasive when
the resources involved are, literally, preconditions. That is to say, the
move is most persuasive when it is literally impossible to frame and
follow any life plans at all unless those resource needs have been met.
But that is a limiting case that will rarely occur. 1lle handicaps for
which programs to aid the disabled compensate (impaired mobility
and the like) reduce one's options. But they hardly preclude one from
conceptualizing plans, nor do they usually even reduce one's options
down to a single possibility. The same is arguably true of poverty and
most of its corollaries...
If "preconditions" is too strong, "preoccupations" may serve almost as well. The reason we should redistribute resources to meet
"Plantt9118. Waldron 199)11. pp. 125-49, JOOr)ll.
" It ""'Y well be that food. clothing and ohollft - and tho ba5ic lntomo required,
in markd !IOdetios like our own, to ...,.,.. them - are '"primary goods,'" , _ _
oary for whatever else one wants to do. Still, one can alwayo aost one's pia,. in
contingent h!rms. stipulating what cme would do wen. one's buic needs satisfied. Such primary goods ""'Y be preconditions of efftcociowl ocling. but they
are not preconditions of planning per ""·
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people's basic needs is that without those resources the psychological
prerequisih!s of planning one's life are lacking. Almost inevitably, people who do not know where their J\I!Xt meal will come from or where
they will slt!t!p tonight will find those conrems completely absoriring.
Preocrupied with how to satisfy their immediate needs, they are incapable of thinking much beyond that. If we regard it as di!Sirable for
people to frame and follow plans of a larger sort for their lives, we
ought therefore do what we can to remove those barriers to such
longer-term planning.
This argummt claims that redistribution may be needed to enable
some people to plan in the first place, whereas the previous arguments
maintained that we nero to compensate people to allow them to carry
on with reasonable life plans once embarked upon them. The difference between facilitating the framing of plans and facilitating followthrough on projects in progress may well matter enormously, morally.
Logically, perhaps, making plans comes before carrying them out. But
the disruption of projects-in-progress matters far more, both phenomenologically and consequently morally, at least for any morality that
takes people's self-respect seriously. That blunts the force of preconditions-of-planning style arguments for redistribution, which is one
reason I prefer to emphasize the argummts of previous sections and
to put these propoeltione more tentatively.
Another reason is that admitting a connection between autonomy
and resources is a doubJe.edged sword. That connection having been
made, when resources are redistributed away from the rich, they can
then complain of a lclll& of autonomy to them that is strictly analogous
to the gains in the autonomy of the poor that they experience from
the resources being redistributed toward them."
I do not think that that complaint is compelling. If resources yield
diminishing marginal autonomy just as they do diminishing marginal
utility, redistribution will do more to promote the autonomy of the
poor than to decrease the autonomy of the rich. Moreover, there is a
world of difference, in autonomy terms, between not being able to
plan at all and not being able to carry out fancy plans for some highly
luxurious existence. But those are larger arguments than can be pursued here. And the arguments of the first two sections are, for the
purposes of this chapter, more than enough anyway.
IV. CONCLUSION

My analysis explains the apparent paradox of running compensatory
side-by-side with redistributive polides. Paying some relatively rich
"Jones 1glb.
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victim compensation that redistributive measures will claw back may
seem to amount to giving with one hand and taking back with the
other. But there is method in that seeming mad-.
If we think it is morally desirable to ensure that people are able to
plan and organize their lives in a senstble fashion, we must be syatematic about both compensation and redistribution. Just as people
must be able to count on compensation whenevl!l" harmed in certain
ways, so too must they be able to count on redistributive policies
working in a similarly relentless fashion, no matter whether they are
on the giving or the receiving end of thoR policies. Erratic compensation would be profoundly unsatisfactory. For the same reuon, we
should be profoundly unsatisfied with redistribution I!I"Rtically taking
only from thole unlucky enough to suffer harms and rewarding only
thole lucky enough to benefit from their misfortunes. Both compensatory and redistributive policies can in this way be seen as manifestations of broadly the same principle, a principle of subjecting the
contingencies that buffet individuals' lives to some sort of n~tional
public control ...
"' Earlift wnions of those were dlocu!ood In I..Dndon, Norwich ond Nrw Oriana.
I om pllrtk:ularly gnoteful for thr mmments, then ond later, of Elizaboth Ander-

"""- Brian Bony, Dobbl4! Fitzmouri<'e, M.rtln Hollio, Sheldm Leeder, Saul Lev""'"'· Onora O'Neil~ Morris Perlnuon ond Albert w..~e.

Chapter 14
Basic income

Proposals to pay everyone in society a "basic income" are, on their
face, straightforward. The same sum would be paid, absolutely unconditionally, to everyone in society - regardless of their work performance, income, needs or any other personal characteristics.' Of
course, people might supplement this basic income in various ways,
typically with earned income. But it would make no difference to the
"basic income" you receive whether you were young or old, in work
or out of it, willing to work or unwilling or unable to do oo, marrird
or single, had dependents or not, or whatever. Every individual in
society would be guaranteed the same basic sum, regardless.
Many arguments can be offered in support of such schemes of income support. Egalitarian aims are served by paying everyone the
same sum, libertarian ones by giving them cash rather than end-use
goods, civil-libertarian ones by making the grant unconditional and
hence immune to official inquiries concerning people's personal circumstances.' True and important though aU that may be, I want to
focus in this chapter on another equally compelling but less familiar
rationale.
The crux of my case is that schemes paying everyone an unconditional basic income are less presumptuous than more conditional programs of income support. Not only are they less prying and intrusive,
less demeaning and debasing. More to the point of my present argument, they also simply make fewer assumptions and presumptions
about those whom they are aiding. That in tum makes schemes of
basic income more ~t. in one important sense, than more conditional schemes of income support.
' Von Parijs 19116; 1991; 1~ chap. 1; and van der Voen and Van Parijo 11}117.
'Baker 1992. Steiner 19'}2; Friedman and Friedman 11j8o, chap. 4· Reich 1963; llandler 1m; Goodin 19118, chap. 7· See furtlwr Von Parijo 1992, osp. chap. 1, and
van d..,. Veen and Von Parijl11}117.
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Critics of schemes of generous social benefits often complain of
their alleged "inefficiency," which in those contexts amounts to saying
that we spend too much on social welfare goals and pay too high a
price in terms of other goals in pursuit of them.' Be that as it may
(and the facts of those matters are far from settled), I shall here be
talking instead about terms <lf "target efficiency." That notion of ef.
ficiency is concerned strictly with assessing how well a program
achieves its own goals, with how many "hits" it scores on its own
self-defined "targets."
According to the conventional wisdom, overly generous social ben·
efits are inefficient in that sense, as well. Paying the same sum to
everyone, willy·nilly, seems inevitably to deliver less cash to those
who really need it than would distributing the same overall amount
of money through more tightly targeted payments conditioned on
tests of people's needs and of assets. Of course there are many things
to be said against means-testing social benefits; and many of those
familiar <lbjecti<lns touch directly or indirectly upon the target effi.
ciency of the practice.• There is, however, another way in which at·
tempting to target sucial benefits paradoxically actually undermines
the target inefficiency of thOS<' programs.
The essential point is just that targeting always seems to end up
working through surrogate indicators. Family size is taken as an in·
dicator of how much food and clothing a household needs. Income is
an indicator of how many calories will appear on the dinner table.
Marital (or household) status is an indicator the potential spending
power of those who themselves earn no wage. And so on.
All those indicators of needs, assets or means - and still more, all
of the social categories built into more expicitly "categorical" programs of social security - serve merely as surrogates for what morally
matters for purposes of our social policy. Inevitably, upon closer inspection we find that many of macro- and meso-sociological assumptions embodied in present social policies are no longer valid (and
maybe they nevl'r were).' Perhaps once it was safe for policy-makers
to assume income-sharing <>n an equitable basis within families; they
can no longer. Pl'rhaps once they could assume that most families
• Blaug•¢3· Murray •9114· Okun 1975· Cf. Goodin 1Cj88, chap. 8; Barr 1<j&;, chaps.
4 and 5; 1989; Van Parip 1990.
• Mram tests arr stigmAtizing; and in part becau... ol that they roduce lill<e-up ol
social benefits, often amonK those who most need them (Dracon and Bradshaw
1<)83; Goodin 1Cj88. chap. 7). FurthermoiY, the nonneedy often find ways of masq.wrading so as to paso even the harshest h!SIS of needs and mNns !Goodin and
U. Grand 1<j&;, chap. 6!.
'Titmuso !h967hCJ87b, chap. 7l arguE'S similarly, in his cla..ic papor on "Uniwrsal
and Selective Social Sen·icw."
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would have at least one breadwinner permanently employed at least
most of the timl!; again, they can no longer. And so on down the list.
Insofar as the sociological facts of the matter have changed, that
would constitute a strong CUI! against social polides targeting benefits
on the basis of those falee assumptions. Some of thOSI! ni!W sociological
facts - primarily facts about infirm work-force attachment on the part
of much of the population- might in themselves argue directly for
the distinctivl!.ly "nonproductivist" mode of social provision embodied in basic income schemes.•
Here I propoee to develop an even stronger argument for basic
income by building more obliquely upon those points about changing
social dynamics. 11le aim is to produce an argument that is not contingent (or anyway much less contingent) upon the truth of any particular set of sociological propositions. Rather than arguing that the
basic-income strategy is somehow more accurate in its underlying assumptions about sodal reality, I shall be arguing that it is simply more
noncommitttll - it simply makes fewer assumptions. In so doing. it
manages to be less prone to sociological error and less vulnerable to
soda! change than are alternative modes of social security provision.
That, in itself, contributes heavily to the target effidency of such
schemes in a world in which sociological facts are uncertain. highly
variable and, in any case, COIUitantly changing.
I. THE PARTICULAR PRESUMPTIONS
OF PRESENT POLICIES

Let us start, then, by examining the various sociological presumptions
built into present social security polides. My strategy here will be to
focus tightly upon particular programs, their administrative arrangements and their benefit structures, in search of the substantive sociological presumptions that are embedded in them.
Notice, first, that across the world - in both Bismarck and Beveridge
countries alike' - administrative arrangements for vesting sodal security pensions presuppoee something very much like "full employment." In virtually all those countries, the old-age pension is a
contributory scheme, with the predominant mode of vesting entitlements being through employment-based contributions (typically,
matching contributions from employers and employees) to the sodal
security fund on the employee's behalf."
Those contributions typically serve to vest pension rights not only
' Offe '99"·
'That is, in at l....t two of Espinjl-And.....,n's (1990) "three worlds of welfare
capitalism."
• U.S. DHEW •9711· Palme '990·
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for employees but also for their dependents (typically, spouses and
dependent children of tender years). So, strictly speaking, this arrangement for vesting pension rights does not quite presuppose full
employment in the sense of literally everyone of working age being
in paid employment. But it does in effect presuppose that everyone
in society is a member of some household unit, and that all heads of
households are in paid employment. It presupposes, that is to say,
that everyone is either in work or in a stable, long-term liaison with
someone who is.
Now, in a way this presumption constitutes little more than an
administrative convenience. Like "pay as you earn" arrangements for
withholding taxes from wages (and for withholding taxes at source
more generally), withholding social security contributions from wages
is undeniably convenient. The state is more certain of getting its
money that way; and individuals are thereby relieved of the burden
of having to find large sums of money all at once, quarterly or at the
end of every year.
If employment-based contributions to a pension fund were no more
than an administrative convenience, then there should be other logically possible ways of vesting one's old-age pension entitlements.
Given the administrative convenience of such payroll withholding arrangements, that is of course how pension entitlements would accrue
for those actually in employment. But for those who are unemployed
or nonstandardly employed, other surts of arrangements could in
principle be made. The self-employed could contribute - or even be
required to contribute - to the pension fund to vest their own pension
rights. For those who are persistently unemployed or literally unemployable, the contribution requirement could be waived altogether;
they could be allowed to draw a pension without having made any
contributions. Or, if we insisted upon retaining the fiction that contributions are needed to vest one's pension rights, the state agency
responsible for the relief of the unemployed and unemployable might
be required to make periodic payments into the pension fund on each
client's behalf.
It is nonetheless striking how infrequently and imperfectly such
possibilities are actually taken up. In the United States, social security
pensions are simply unavailable to those without the requisite employment-based contribution history. The permanently unemployed
and unattached may well be able to claim other means-tested social
benefits, but they cannot claim old-age (social security) pensions. And
even where those who have made no contributions are nonetheless
allowed to draw the old-age pension, those arrangements are inevitably awkward for all concerned. Insofar as social insurance schemes
are run principally on the basis of workplace <"Ontributions, it seems
2Jl
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that the unemployed will always be second-class partidpants in such
schemes.
A second cmtral presupposition of present social security policy is
that people for the most part live in stable family units where income
is shared equitably, if not necessarily equally.• Some such presupposition about family life is revealed in the way, just mentioned, in
which dependents can claim Social Security benefits on the strength
of workplace contributions made by the head of the household. But
it also figures cmtrally in other aspects of social welfare policy.
Consider, for example, the way in which means tests characteristically work to assess the family's need for social assistance. The test
is not on the means of each individual member but is rather on the
means of the household as a whole. The presumption, obviously, is
that households pool all their available resources, at least in times of
crisis. Or consider, again, the way in which US. authorities used to
calculate Aid to Families with Dependent Children. For many years,
in figuring the amount of aid due to a woman they would simply
assume that any child-support payments which courts have ordered
would actually be paid by the absent father, even though defaulting
fathers had typically moved outside the jurisdiction of the court in
question. Or consider, yet again, the way in which British authorities
operate the means-tested grant to students in higher education. They
calculate how much each student's parents should be able to afford
to pay and they then award the student a grant representing the difference between that amount and the full grant, on the assumption
(which is merely an assumption, which state authorities make no attempt to enforce) that the student's parents will actually contribute
whatever they have been putatively assessed.
Again. these presumptions are not strictly necessary to the polides
in question. If we doubted that husbands shared income equitably
with wives (and the evidence suggests that they do not)'" we could
assess each on an individual basis rather than all on a family basis for
all sorts of purposes - taxes, means-testing of social benefits, and so
on. If we doubted that child support payments are necessarily forthcoming. whatever the courts may order, we could pay the single
parent the whole AFDC stipend on condition that she transfer childsupport claims to the state, who would then press the claim against
the delinquent father, in tum." If we doubted that parents will voluntarily pay as much toward their child's education as we think they
should, we could pay the child the full grant and collect the putative
'The American case is weU discuued by tenBroek h954l.
"" M. Edwards t9llt. Piach.oud t91b. Pahl •9113·
" As under the U.S. Social Security Amendmmts of 1974 (Mondak>. &.nben and

Rlbicolf '97412)2
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"parental contribution" through a special tax levied against that
child's parents. None of this is impossible, and much of it has already
happened to some extent in one place or another. But while no particular presumption is necessary. some presumption or another is
again apparently necessary in all such schemes of categorical, targeted, means-tested assistance.
Note, finally, a third set of related presumptions built into recent
social security reforms instigated by the New Right. Those reforms
are couched in terms of catch-phrases like "self-reliance," "community
care" and "mediating structures." At root, all involve transferring
large portions of the state's welfare functions to families, friends and
voluntary community charities." And, more often than not, they involve transferring those n.'Sponsibilities to female caregivers within
those groups.''
Of course, ('Yen the New Right envisages a system of residual
safety-net programs of social assistance to cater to those who excite
little sympathy among family, friends or charitable institutions. But
like all safety-net programs. being a residual program, that one will
be deliberately spare and underfunded. The expectation is that most
cases, and the un.~poken implication is that almost all "really deserving cases," will be adequately catered to elsewhere.
Much might be said against such schemes. The questionable morality of imposing on already overworked and underpaid female caregivers in this way makes such schemes an anathema to feminists and rightly so. But quite apart from all that, there is also the simple
empirical question of whether such schemes could possibly hope to
work as envisaged given a society such as ours now is.
Underlying all such schemes for devolving the state's welfare function onto private parties - and for dramatically running down public
provision in consequence - is the basic assumption that most people
in need actually have someone to whom they can tum in this way.
There is much in the sociological literature, though, to suggest that
social support networks are much less dense than they once were.
There is much to suggest that trend will continue, with the increasing
shift of females (the traditional care-givers) out of the home and into
the labor market. In short, recent New Right social welfare reforms
presuppose a sociological reality that is rapidly waning and is unlikely
to be re-created."
"These propooals from New Right writen like BergeT and Neuhaus (1977l. Murray (t9114l and Novack (1987) won the qualified support ewn from the OECD
(tg81l. For •naly..s of how •uch schemes work in practice, ..., Johnson •987;
1990; for an ethical critique, see Goodin tg88, chap. n.
''Land tCJ78. Braithwaite 1990.
"d' Abbs 1g82. Blumer 1987.
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My problem is not so much with the partirular assumptions currently embodied in these or any other particular social security
policies, though. It is not as if those assumptions were somehow inherent in the very fabric of present social security policy. Alterations
of various sorts could be, and in many places have been, incorporated
in such policies without any undue strain to their fundamental fabric.
The point is just that, where social policy does incorporate any specific
assumptions, we must face that fact that they will inevitably need to
be altered in light of changing social knowledge and changing o;ocial
circumstances. And, as I shall argue in Section Ill, th011e alterations
will inevitably lag somewhat behind (and possibly very far behind)
the changes occasioning them. Hence, policies will inevitably fail to
fit social reality for 110me (possibly considerable) lime, in110far as they
are predicated on any particular sociological assumptions, in this way.
II. THE ROLE OF PRESUMPTIONS IN
THE PRESENT POLICY STY I.E

Let us step back, now, from particular policies and consider the role
of presumption.' in relation to whole "styles" of social security policy,
more generically considered. The particular presumptions embodied
in any particular policy may be peculiar to it alonE'. and can be altered
easily enough merely by changing the policy. But presumptions of
one sort or another are endemic in the present style of social security
policy per se. If - as will tum out to be the case in Section Ill - our
objection is to the use of presumptions as such, rather than to any
particular presumptions that we find flawed, then to meet the challenge a whole different style of policy rather than merely a different
particular policy will be required.
There are, of course, many ways of identifying the "present style
of social security policy." Its central feature can, for present purposes,
be &aid to be the fundamental tendency to distinguish between two
tiers of cases, for purposes of social security policy. On the top tier,
relatively more generous sums are paid to claimants relatively more
automatically. On the boHom tier, more niggardly sums are paid to
claimants, subject to more discretion on the part of the administrator
responsible for their case.
These two tiers can be variously characterized. One characterization
di.~linguishes between programs of categorical and of general a..._,;_,._
lance, another between contributory and noncontributory prugrams,
still another between social insurance and social assistance. Those various distinctions are largely overlapping. of course, so it might not
much maHer which characterization we choose. What is important to
note, however, is that whatever distinction we employ for separating
:lJ4
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thP favored top tiPr of social programs from the disfavored bottom
tier must necessarily embody presumptions of some sort.
Programs of categorical assistance pick out for especially favorable
treatment certain classes of people: thuse too old to work, or the blind,
or the victims of occupational injuries or criminal assaults, or whatever. But questions will then always arise as to why we should privilege those - and only those - categories of people in our social
policy.'' If we are going to privilege those too old to work, why not
those too young. or those unable to take paid employment because
they are burdened with the responsibilities of caring for the old or
young at home ?'• If we are going to privilege those who are blind,
why not those who are deaf and dumb, or those with debilitating
physical or mental impairments?" If we are going to run a criminal
injuries compensation scheme, why not similarly compensate out of
public coffers victims of mere accidents; and if we are going to help
those injured in accidents, why not help similarly victims of diseases
as well?'•
Of course, none of those particular choices is rooted in the nature
of the program itself. We may well be led by such logic toward an
ever expanding program of categorical assistance, embracing more
and more cases with broader and broader categories. My point is not
that that is impossible. My point is, instead, just that making any
sharp distinctions between programs of categorical and general assistance in this way necessarily entails presumptions.
First, it presumes that the right categories have been identified: that
persons in the categories picked out for better treatment are importantly different from everyone else and that they are, at least on average, more qualified for that better treatment. Perhaps some blind
people find it easier holding down a job than do some neurotics, but
unless the conven;e were characteristically the case there would be no
grounds for including the blind but excluding the neurotic within the
set of categorically privileged claimants.
Second, the practice of categorical assistance presumes that the
right treatment differential has been established. That is to say, we
presup~ that the extent of the differential treatment accorded to
those in the categories selected for especially favorable treatment corresponds to the actual differences - again, at least on average - between them and everyone else, along whatever dimension it is that
justifies that differential treatment in the first place. Thus, for example,
" The broodl"l' issues involved hm> are well calilloged by TUS51N1n and
1949·
'' TilntuS5 (1955! 1q87a.

''D. Stone

1CJI4.

'' Atiyah 1975, chap. ><>. See furthl"l' Chapter 11 in the preoenl volume.
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in making short-term sickness benefits half again larger than longterm disability b.!nefits, the presumption must be that people are usually able to rearrange their economic affairs so as to reduce their
financial commitments by something like 50 percent during the six
months they spend on the short-term, higher benefit before they are
shifted over to the lower long-term disability pension.''
A similar story can b.! told about all the other ways of characterizing our two-tier social security system. With contributory or social
insurance schemes, who belongs on which tier seems clearer, at least
at first blush. Notionally, the distinction is simply between those who
have contributed (i.e., who have paid an insurance premium) and
those who have not. But matters are never so simple. By that rule, we
should refuse to pay contributory benefits to anytme who has not
himself contributed - including, for example, those already of pensionable age when the contributory old-age pension was established
or, for another example, those who have not themselves contributed
but who are dependents of decreased others who have. In practice,
we always have extended the benefits of contributory social security
schemes to such persons right from the start. If we are going to relax
the contributory logic that far, though, why no further?
There must be some presumptions at work here- presumptions
about fairness or the structure of family life - that justify those but
rule out other apparently similar extensions of contributory benefits
to noncontributing parties. Presumably, for example, the ground for
pensioning those who were already old at the inception of the oldage pension scheme was that it would be unfair, somehow, to deprive
them of the benefits of a scheme to which they would happily have
joint'd, if they had only had the chance. But by that logic, we should
similarly include the persistently unemployed and the unemployable.
They too, it could equally plausibly be argued, would have been
happy to join the scheme had they only been given the chance of a
job.
Here again, two-tier policies presume, by their nature, that we have
identified the right principles to use in placing people on one tier or
the other. We presume that contributors (or those we are, for reasons
other than L"Oiltribution, prepared to treat as contributors) are importantly different - at least on average - from everyone else, in some
morally important respect. We presume, furthermore, that the difference in the treatment we accord them is proportional to those differences, again at least on average."
•• See C.:hapter u and O<>urces cited therein .
.. , Th~ latter presumption wNn partit."Ularly thin in social in...,uran<.-e ~hrrrws in·
volving compulsory risk-pooling. wh<>re bolter-than-average risks are in l'ffect
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The point, here even more emphatically than before in Section I, is
not that any particular presumption is necessarily embodied in social
security policy organized on a categorical, or contributory, or social·
insurance basis. If we decide one presumption is in error, we can
easily enough shift to some other on which to base our categorical
distinctions or the treatment differentials accompanying those distinctions. The point is simply that we do have to shift to some other presumption. If we are to sustain that sort of two-tier social security
program at all, we simply cannot do without presumptions altogether
within such schemes. We need some basis for distinguishing between
cases on the two tiers, and with such bases for distinction inevitably
come presumptions of one sort or another.
Ill. PROBLEMS OF PRESUMPTIONS

The basic problems with presumptions are plain for all to see. They
are vulnerable to factual error, and they are vulnerable to social
change. American social security policy presupposes, in its administrative struc-ture, that most households have a breadwinner who is
employed most of the tim<'. That certainly was not true when the
Social Security Act was pasoed into law during the Great Depression;
it certainly is not true of a small but significant minority of the American households, even today. The structure of the Social Security Act
similarly presupposes that families stick together through time, so that
social security entitlt'ments built up for the couple as a whole during
the breadeamer's working years will actually cover the same pair in
their old age. Such stability may well have characterized American
family life in the 19305 but it certainly does not today.
Of course, it is perfectly true that social security policy always contains a residual form of as.~istance extended to people who are in need,
whether or not they fit into any preordained categories. Those not
entitled to social insurance can always fall back upon social assistance.
Inevitably, however, such residual, catchall policy categories are
treated less favorably by policy-makers. They inevitably are funded
less generously, and they inevitably carry mon• social stigma than do
their mainstream policy counterparts. So it is simply not acceptable to
discount the importance of any errors we might make in our policy
by saying that there is a residual safety-net policy to catch any mistakes we might have made. Where we place the emphasis - what we
take as the paradigm cases and what we take as the periperhal ones
- dearly does matter.
legally compelled to cross-..,bsidiu wo...,..than-av.,..ge risks <Titmu,.; 191>8, pp.
173-87; Goodin 1!j88, chap. 6).
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That points to the third way in which social security policy is
vulnerable to presumptions. It is vulnerable to errors in emphasis,
treating as exceptions or residuals what are truly standard and paradigmatic cases of the social problems a policy is supposed to be meeting. When setting up a program. we try to tailor it to what we suppose
to be the standard case. If we are mistaken in what we suppose to be
the standard case, or if the standard case changes, our policy is not
the altogether fitting response to the standard case that we suppose
it to be. Administraton wiD have increasingly to twist and turn to
assimilate rather different cases, now standard, within the structure
of a policy designed with a different paradigm case in view. The fit
will never be perfect, and the injustice will therefore always be palpable.
None of this would matter, of course, if social policy were instantly
alterable once we realized our errors. But of course it is not. Indeed,
a veritable presumption in favor of the status quo sometimes seems
to be at work - especially in purely administrative settings - with
those advocating change being required to carry not just a rhetorical
but almost a quasi-legal burden of proof that a change is needed. How
seriously we should take such formalistic talk about burdens of proof
and presumptions outside such settings is, perhaps, unclear. Still, in
purely practiCAl politiCAl term& lhoee advocating change must inevi-

tably be the ones to bear the burden of mobilizing a coalition. The law
stands as written until it is rewritten, and change inevitably requires
further legislation or administrative action in a way that sticking with
the status quo does not. If the errors are palpable and their consequences severe, the change will no doubt eventually rome. But given
the costs of organizing changes, doubtless it will not rome immediately, and serious injustices wiD occur in the meanwhile.
In arguing against presumptions in this way, we must not overlook
possible arguments in their favor. Some presumptions have little to
be said in their favor. They are no more than descriptive presumptions
- presumptions about matters of fad. When those tum ()Ut to be in
error, there is no good reason not to change them straightaway. But
presumptions can be prescriptive as well as descriptive. In that latter
case, there may well be good grounds for persisting with presumptions we know to be descriptively inaccurate.
In many of the examples cited earlier, it may well be prescriptive
rather than descriptive presumptions that are at work. We presume
for purposes of social policy that families will share income equitably,
that families will stick together, and that people will resped court
orders to support their children. But perhaps we are under no illusions about the empirical unrealism of those propositions, in all too
many cases. l>erhaps we build those presumptions into social policy
2)8
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nonethele511 because we want to try to all:el' social reality in theMe respects, and we think that building those presumptions into social policy will somehow help to do so.
The goals embodied in all those prescriptive presumptions are undeniably worthy. The question is just whether the best way to punue
theMe goals is by building them into social programs In the form of
presumptions. Usually it is not. If we want to enforce court orders
against nonsupporting parents, surely we would be more suca!S8ful
in using the ordinary legal mechanisms for enforcing court orders attaching their wages, requiring surety bonds or, ultimately, incarcertating them for contempt of court." If we want to make sure that
families support their children through higher education. surely It is
betl:el' to tax them for the sum we presume they should be able to
pay. If we want to ensure that husbands and wives share family resources equitably, surely it is betl:el' to treat them as individuals rather
than a family unit for tax and social security purposes, so each gets
the same sum rather than the family as a whole getting a lump sum
to be divided as it sees fit between its members."
Simply setting up policy in such a way as to presume that these
desirable behaviors occur is a less direct, and for that reason 1- effective, way of guaranteeing those results. All too often, it is no use
at all, because when the policy fails to achiPVe its goals the penalty
for that failure falls on the wrong party - the starving student or the
undervalued spouse or whoml'Ver.
IV. BASIC INCOME AS A MINIMALLY
PRESUMPTUOUS STRATEGY

For all those reasons, it is desirable that our social policies should rely
as little as possible upon presumptions. The basic Income strategy can
be commended, against that background, as the minimally presumptuous form of social security policy.
It achieves that honor, of course, by also being the least disalminating form of social ~«Urity policy. Whereas other forms of social
"Chambers 11179- Withhoklift8 paynwnltl from wag.. ii"ICMI!Iftl the rotlo ol chikl!111pport dollars paid-to-owed from !IDI11e 53 percent to some 70 percent; but that
still leaves a stubbornly recalcitrant 3D l'ft""'t of !IUpporl awanllo unpaid, even
altor the moot draconian treatment we can .mou.iy contemplato. iiUititulln&
(Garfinkel and Klawittor 191)0).
" Although that is the larger implication of the rocont worlr. on family iiiCOIN"
sharin3 (M. Edwards 1g81; Piachaud 1g8:z; Pahl 1g8J), In proctice moot olthooe
studies focus on more modest poUcy goals such as retaining the child beneft~
which is in praclino coll«ted by the (typically r.m.lel partnor who Is nolin paid
employment and who Is In conoequence typically disadvantaged in the lntrafamily income carve-up.
2}9
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security policy attempt to distinguish between more and less deserv·
ing categories of claimants, the basic-income strategy attempts no such
distinctions. It simply gives everyone in the society the same basic
income.

There are obvious costs and disadvantages to being so indiscrimi·
nate in our policy, of course. But there are also advantages. By attempt·
ing fewer discriminations, the basic-income strategy also manages to
g<'l by with fewer presumptions. In other more discriminating two-tier
social security strategies, it is crucial to specify our categories correctly
and to set the treatment differentials between them correctly. Sociological presumptions which may or may not (now) be empirically war·
ranted enter as we try to establish any such distinctions. An advantage
of a policy attempting no such distinctions - whatever its other disadvantages - is that at least no such precarious presumptions get smuggled into social policy.
Thus, for example, programs of categorical assistance attempting to
aid only those genuinely unable to work need to draw sharp lines
between one sort of disability and another, or one cause of impairment
and another. In so doing. those programs make various sociological
assumptions - assumptions about the nature of paid work and about
what is and is not compatible with performing it in our society. Those
aMumptions are naturally prone to sociological ern>r and to social
change, in the ways just described.
A basic-income approach runs no such risks. The reason is quite
simply that it takes no notice of why a person's income is low - or,
indeed, of how high or low his income is. Whether a person is unable
to work or merely unwilling to do so is of no ronsequenCl', in terms
of a basic-income approach to social security. Such an approach
merely arranges, without further questions, to bring everyone's income at least up to some stipulated social minimum.
That example was chosen deliberately. It shows the basic-income
strategy in what would seem to be its worst light. Or at least I presume that most people would intuitively scorn a policy that proposed
to pay identical social benefits to the severely disabled and to the
merely idle. Contrary to our immediate intuitive reactions, however,
I now want to argue that that is the right thing to do.
Perhaps we should, if only we could, pay benefits to the deserving
and only the deserving. But those categories are not themselves clearcut. The "undeserving" might look a lot more deserving if we took
into account alternative forms of socially useful activity (in caring for
young children or aged relatives, e.g.) performed outside the labor
market. Or, again, we might count as "deserving" all those who
would work if provided good jobs at decent wages- thus shifting the
onus from unemployed individuals to the society that fails to provide
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them decent employment opportunities.'' And all of this in a way
merely betokens what are truly massive conceptual problems with
notions of moral desert, problems which prove particularly vexing in
these realms."
Even assuming the concepts of "deserving" and "undeserving" are
clearer than they actually are in these realms, we would face the problem of applying them to particular cases. There is, as discussed earlier,
always a serious prospect of sociological error and of social change in
these matters. Those risks vitiate, in tum, any categorical distinctions
with which we might try to capture those two concepts in our policies.
The risk of error is always with us, and the question is simply on
which side we should prefer to err. Is it more important to deny benefits to the undeserving. even if that means denying it to some of the
deserving. too? Or is it more important to make sure that all the deserving get the benefit, even if that means giving it to some of the
undeserving, too?
The answer is, of course, sensitive to actual numbers. If getting the
benefit to the last dozen deserving cases means giving it to thousands
of undeserving cases, we might decide that on balance it is better to
deny it to those last few deserving cases. Conversely, if weeding out
the last dozen spongers means denying the benefit to thousands of
deserving cases, we might decide it is on balance better to accept that
a few people will get undeserved rewards."
The calculation upon which the case for an indiscriminate basicincome approach to !IOCial security policy rests is just this. The harm
done by deserving cases being denied benefit by errors that accompany a more discriminating policy are, it is judged, worse than is that
done by undeserving cases being granted benefits by a less discriminating policy. In terms of the prejudicial example with which I introduced this discussion, it is judged on balance to be worse to take the
chance that errors in categorical !IOCial security policies will deny benefits to those genuinely unable to work than it is simply to swallow
the fact that some idle louts will get a basic income they do not deserve. Put that way, the repugnant conclusion is surely more appealing.
V. PERSISTING PRESUMPTIONS

Although the basic-income approach is the minimally presumptuous
!lOria! security policy, it is not without presumptions altogether. There
•• As Claus Olfe has usefuUy reminded me.
"Goodin tljllll, chap. 10.
"Goodin •911sb. Atkinson (tC)I)OI has powerfuUy extended this analysis, with porticular reference to unemployment benefits in the United Kinsdom.
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are some presumptions - some of which are genuinely problematic
ones - inherent in an Income-support scheme of any sort, one that
relies on notions of a basic income included among all the others.
Social security programs generically are income-transfer schemes,
aimed at providing compensation to certain categories of persons for
certain kinds of lOSBeS. 1be basic-income approach just generalizes this
strategy, providing cash to people unconditionally, without further
inquiries about what categories they might fall into or what sorts of
lO!IIIeS they might have suffered. But it still shares the same root presumption underlying all social security policy- namely, that whatever
it is that might ail people, an infusion of additional cash will cure it.
1bere is much of which that is true. But there is just as much of
which it is not. Suppose someone has suffered an injury resulting in
the loss of income - the classic sort of case traditional social security
(workmen's compensation) policies are designed to remedy. Now, if
what people care about in income is just the money, then an infusion
of money from one !IOUrce can easily enough substitute for money lost
from another. 11\ere, cash transfers can compensate perfectly well.
But even with so easy a case as that, matters are often more complicated. People sometimes (to some extent, probably always) care
about the !IOUrce of the income as well as about the money per se.
Earned income is a source of pride in a way that unearned incom.- is
not. And, as has been shown in Chapter u, matters get more complicated still when the loss in question is not just monetary. Of course
we can give people money to compensate for the loss of an arm; but
the wad of bank notes does not look or perform at all like the arm
used to do.
Now, social security schemes in general, the basic income approach
included, are all mechanisms of income support. They all work
through compensation for losses. 1be presupposition that they all
share is that losses can be fully compensated. And, insofar as they are
income-transfer schemes, they further presuppose that the losses can
be compensated by monetary payments. Insofar as certain losses cannot be compensated, or cannot be compensated by monetary transfers,
such presumptions are simply unwarranted.
The implication, as I see it, is merely that there are limits to what
social security policy - however organized - can do for us. For certain
sorts of irremediable losses, we must pursue a poliq• predicated on
goals of prevention rather than of ex post compensation. Regulations
to prevent workplace injuries are better than disability pensions for
those suffering such injuries, for example, precisely because a disability pension provides only lost wages whereas the injured worker has
lost an arm as well as the lost wagf'S for which the pen.qion might
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compensate him ... And insofar as work - and earnings more generally
-is a source of pride as well as of money, a full employment policy
preventing Joss of pride-inducing income would be preferable to a
universal grant, unrelated to work, providing the same monetary
sum ...7
VI. CONCLUSION: EFFICIENCY IN ITS PLACE

In this chapter, I have been making principally two claims. One is that
proposals for an unconditional basic income for all constitute a minimally presumptuous social policy. The other claim is that policies
which are minimally presumptuous in that way are likely to be maximally target-efficient, at least in a world where sociological facts upon
which more categorically based programs might be conditioned are
uncertain, highly variable and, in any case, constantly changing.
Arguing for basic income in efficiency terms in that way is undeniably cheeky. It meets and beats critics of social benefits in general.
and of unconditional ones in particular, on their own chosen ground.
ln a context in which apparently the worst thing that anyone am say
against such programs is that they are inefficient, the best thing to say
on their behalf is that, quite the contrary, such programs may well be
more efficient than any of the more draconian alternatives that their
critics would prefer.
ln closing. though. it is important to remember that we do not value
efficiency in and of itself. Instead it is valued merely as a means.
Whatever our other goals may be, we want to pursue them as efficiently as possible merely so that we may achieve as many of those
other goals as possible. Efficiency allows us to achieve more of those
other valued goals. That is its value - no more, no less. Its own value
of efficiency is thus wholly derivative from the value of those other
goals. Efficiency as such is of no independent moral importance to
us."' So at root the reason we should cherish the target efficiency of
basic income strategies is simply that that guarantees that we will,
through them, be able to relieve human suffering as best we can ...
,.. Ati •111uaod in C"I'YJ'frr 1.a..

"The same conclusion- thai we should !llrivelo get the pt"imary distribution right
rather th.ln countin11 •m a oec:unclary puollransfer dlslrlbulkm to provlcle a remedy - is urged on other grounds In Goodin and Le Grand •987. pp. =-5· A
model might br the Australian "workrn welfare state," where oocial IO<Urity
wu traditionaUy punued more through wage policy than transfer p~~ymento
ICastlos •98sl.
• Goodin 1'}811, pp. 2.45-56- LeGrand '990·
~I am grateful to Claus Oft.. and Philippe Van Parijs for comments on ;m Mrller
version of this chapter.

Chapter 15
Relative needs

What conventionally follows in public policy terms from recognizing
something as an unmet need is utterly uncont:entious. It is standardly
thought to be indisputably better for people to be provided with
more of what they need, up to the point that they need no more of
it. What follows from the proposition that there is a need for more
housing? That we should build more of it, obviously. What follows
from the proposition that there is a need for more education? That
Wl' should supply more of it surely. What could be more straightforward?
It is the theme of this chapter that, perhaps surprisingly, maximizing the supply of needed resources is not always the right responSP
to unmet need. At least for certain important classes of needed resources - and perhaps for most classes of needed resources, at least
across certain portions of their ranges- the best way of meeting unmet
needs may entail decreasing rather than increasing supply. More specifically, the best way of satisfying unmet needs may not be to cause
those who are relatively more needy to have more of the needed resource, but rather to cause others to have less of it.'
This chapter starts from two commonplaces about needs, their priority and their relativity. It proceeds to develop a paradox, arising
principally out of the latter attribute but deriving much of its sting
from the first. Thl! counterintuitive conclusion just indicated is then
teaSPd out of that paradox, and its implications for public policy in
various areas are explored.
'I take my toxt 1-. from ~u ((1;o6zl/t911, p. 45): "Mioery consists, not in
the lack of thing.•. but In the needs which they impoot' ... "Great needs,' said
Favorln. 'spring from grNt wealth; and often the best way of getting what we
want is to get rid of whAt we have.' "
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I. TWO COMMONPLACES

It is often said that, in any conflict between satisfying people's desires
and meeting people's needs, the latter is to take priority. lnlrllpersonally, that proposition constitutes the core of the case for paternalism.
It tells us to serve a person's needs, whether he or she wants them
satisfied or not. Interpersonally, that proposition guides the allocation
of social resources, giving priority to the satisfaction of one person's
needs over another's "mere desires."
Whether it is needs as such that deserve such high priority treatment, or whether it is merely something that correlates with needs. is
an open question. But that correlation - if that is all that it is - is
typically thought to be strong enough for claims of needs to exert a
strong moral pull on us. Exactly how strong a pull is another open
question. But the priority to be accorded to needs over wants Is typically said to be very strong, and is often said to be virtually (if rarely
literally) absolute.' That is the first commonplace with which I shall
here be conjuring.
The second commonplace is that needs can be relative as well as
absolute. There are in fact many ways in which, and many things to
which. needs might be relative. Here I shall focus on one of them in
particular, so let me just mention the various others to set them aside.
Most fundamentally, needs are of course relative to the goals for
which the resource in question is needed. Needs are inherently instrumental in that respect.' Beyond that, needs are relative to the society (time, place and social circumstance) in which you find yourself.
You have no need for a fur coat in Havana, for fissionable materials
in ancient Greece, for mainframe computers in Javanese rice fields, for
hunting lodges if you are in the English working class or for football
tickets if you are of the landed gentry .•
Here, however, I shall be focusing instead on a deeper sense in
which needs might be relative. My point is not just that needs are
essentially conventional, or in some other way relative to time, place
and social circumstance.' That is true, too. But that is not the end of
'Goodin tgllll, chap. 2. Cl. Bray~ 1987; Franklun •9114·
'Borry •CJ65. pp. 47'-9· Braybrooke •9117. chap.>. Wiggins •9115. pp. t54-5· Goodin
tg88, pp. 29"3•·
• The latter point, originally Tuwnoend'o (tg6>, p. ztg), formo tlw baa of PI·
achaud's (t<jllt) powerful critiqur of his latrr work in which TowtUII!IId (t9'1'J)
....,. to have forgotten it.
' "By nrceoeitirs I undenhlnd ... whatever thl' CUllom of tlw country renders It
indrcent for cn!dil.lble people, even of the lowest order, to he without." In Adam
Smith'• phrase upon which subsequent work on "n!lative poverty" builds <Townsend tg6>. p. ztg, quoting Smith; Townsend 1979).
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the matter. What in particular you need does not just depend on the
society in which you are living.
My focus here will instead be on the way in which, within a single
society, what one person needs may also be relative. My needs may
be relative, not only to the society in which I live, but also to what
others in my society already have. One person's needs-fulfillment may
be a function (positively, or more typically negatively) of other people's needs-fulfillment in the same society. What resources one person
needs in order to satisfy the goal of meeting certain needs may be
relative to the resources available to others in the same society for
meeting their similar goals.'
The former style of social relativization of needs i.~ a model of "relativism." It relativizes needs to societies. What you need depends on
the society (its objective circumstances and its extant \'alues) in which
you find yourself. The latter and deeper style of social relativization
of needs is genuinely a model of "relativities." It relativizes your
needs to the needs-satisfactions of otht'T membt'fS of your society.
Your needs-satisfaction, on that latter model. depends not just on the
society in which you are living but also on how well you, compared
to everyone else in that society, are doing toward meeting the stan·
dard that that society sets as the benchmark of needs-satisfaction.
Henceforth when talking of "relative needs" I shall mean the tenn in
that latter, stronger sense.
There are clearly certain needs that are, by that standard, not relative at all. They are completely fixed by nature and wholly independent of social context. The minimum caloric intake requin-d to
sustain a human body of given size and weight at a given level of
physical exertion in a given climate might be onl' such l'xampll'.' At
the very least, we can say with confidence that how much sustenance
you need to exert a certain amount of force on the natural world is
independent of the caloric intake of others around you.
Other needs, though, are more dependent on social context. The
clearest examples, perhaps, are those arising in connection with Peter
Townsend's discussion of "relative poverty."' Whether you need ac·
cess to a tl'levision Sl't to participate in social conversations in your
society depends on what proportion of the population around you
'There are what Sir james Steurat ((1;>67)1q66, bk. ~.chap. ~1l dubbed "political
necesoities" ""'uired for pursuit of "rank in oociety," distinguished from "physical necrssities" required for mere ~urvival.
'Dasgupta and Ray (1~) point out how dietary defideru:ies handk'ap the mal·
nourished in labor market cumpetition- in that """""· your 11ft'd for h.lOd really
would bto relative to others' ronsumptiun. Set- more gent"rally Stn_rt.tt"fl tyFh and
Townsend t91)~. pp. ~tl)...t8.
• Townsend 1954; 191)~; 1979-
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has access to one, and on how much social conversation is dominated
by last night's programs in consequence. How many calories you need
might even depend on what society expects you to do by way of
expending calories, which in tum depends on how many calories others around you have available to expend. If they are all playing tennis,
you need to have the strength to join in the game if you are not to be
excluded from that aspect of social life altogether.
In all such practical illustrations of the social relativity of needs, it
is almost inevitably unclear which sense of relativity - strong or weak
- is at work.• Sometimes the point of an example seems just to be that
needs are conventional, and relative to time and place and cultural
location in that sense. (Townsend's assessment of Britons as relatively
poor if they cannot afford to eat roast beef on Sunday seems a clear
example of that.)"' At other times, though, the point does genuinely
seem to be that your needs depend not only on what local convention
requires of you but also on how well everyone else in your society
satisfies those requirements. Your own needs-fulfillment really is then
dependent on, and relative to, theirs. What you need truly depends
on what they already have; the more needed resources they have, the
more of them you need.
II. THE PARADOX

If needs are relative in that strong sense, then there are in principle
two quite distinct ways of m<'eling needs. One is to increase the supply of needed resources to the relatively more needy; the other is to
reduce the supply of needed resources to the relatively less needy. Or,
of course, we might pursue the mixed strategy of doing both at the
same time.
Now, there is nothing paradoxical about the first option. It is not
in the least odd to suggest that we reduce aggregate neediness in the
population by giving more to the relatively more needy. There is nothing paradoxical in the sugg<'Stion that aggregate neediness could be
reduced by distributing any extra resources disproportionately in favor of the relatively more needy, for example. Nor is there anything
paradoxical in suggesting that we pursue that goal by redistributing
needed resoUR'eS away from the relatively less needy and toward the
relatively more needy. Such strategies, insofar as they are designed to

'"'n."'

• This is in part becau..., the >trung
actually implies the w~ak. If what yt'IU
need l~ reldh\'f to what oth,·rs around VtlU have. fur individuals ont bv one,
then it follows that what y<>u l1t'ed will ~l'K> be l't'latiw It> "'""" "''lcioty-oj,.dlk

aggrt"golte (mean consumption, or some such).
... Ttlwnsend 1979.
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give the relatively more needy people relatively more needed resources, are intuitively wholly accessible and perfectly appealing.
Notice, however, that the second option - equally eligible, on the
logic of meeting relative needs- does not stop with anything nearly
so unexceptionable as that. It is concerned primarily that we should
take needed resources <IWilY from the relatively less needy people in
the population. What we then do with those resources is, under that
second strategy, strictly speaking of no concern. To be sure, we would
make more of an impact on the reduction of relative needs if we were
to conjoin the second strategy with the first, both taking from the
relatively rich and giving to the relatively poor. But in the unalloyed
version of the second strategy, that is not strictly necessary. The desired effect could be achieved perfectly well simply by taking resources from the relatively less needy, and then throwing them into
the sea. That would be a perfectly good, albeit perhaps nonideal, way
of reducing the relative disparity between the two groups - and in so
doing, reducing the relatively more needy group's unmet (relative)
needs.
The logic of that inference is impeccable. Yet there is something
undeniably paradoxical about meeting needs by wantonly destroying
needed resources. There is something unquestionably odd about recommending impoverishment as a strat~ for needs-satisfaction.
Of course, the general structure of the problem is familiar from
other contexts. But the standard ways we have for solving such problems in those other contexts are generally unavailable to us here. It is
often said, for example, in discussions of equality that if all we care
about is equality per se then leveling down is as good as leveling up.
Throwing the treasures of the rich into the sea is a perfectly good way
of producing equality, too. If enough of the rich's treasures are tossed
away, all would be equal- albeit equally poor.
The standard response. in the case of equality, is that equality is
not all we care about, nor does equality even enjoy any particularly
strong priority over everything else that we also care about. Thus, for
example, we care about minimizing poverty or maximizing the average standard of living as well as about minimizing inequality. And
it is those other, competing. compelling goals that make "leveling
down" an unacceptable strategy of equality.
The same response, however, works less well in the context of arguments about relative needs. Needs claims have quite high (if not
quite absolute) priority over all other claims. The stronger we think
that that priority is, the more relaxed we should be about sacrificing
other goals to them, through a socially wasteful process of leveling
down to maximize relative needs-satisfactions. Of course, which strategy we should ultimately prefer depends on what alternative mech248
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anisms are available for satisfying relative needs, and on how effective
they happen to be. But it is perfectly possible that the goal may be of
sufficiently high priority, and the alternative means of pursuing it
sufficiently unpromising. that the strategy of wantonly destroying the
resources of the rich, Pol Pot style, might tum out to be the socially
preferred strategy.
Here, then, the paradox resists the standard solvents. It is not just
that some lower priority social goal (efficiency, or whatever) is suffering unnecessarily when we throw some needed resources of the
relatively less needy into the sea, and that our intuitive attachment to
that lower-ranked goal makes us uneasy about that practice. We feel,
intuitively, that the goal of meeting needs ilst/f somehow suffers in
the process of throwing needed resources into the sea. Surely, we say
to ourselves, making everyone in society go as short of food as the
hungriest member is no way to meet people's needs.
Ill. CHARACTERIZIN(; REALLY RELATIVE NEEDS

The upshot, I think, is just that people like Townsend have overplayed
their hand in pretending that all social needs are relative, in any
strong sense. Some are, some are not. And the air of paradox already
identified pretty well dissolves once we remind ourselves of that fact.
What is wrong with the strategy of throwing food into the sea in
order to meet people's needs is that their need for food is- to a very
large extent, anyway - absolute, and not at all relative to how much
others in their society are eating. Even if it is impossible for everyone
to eat as much as they need it is better - not just better for individuals
themselves, but even better in terms of (absolute) needs-satisfaction
across the society as a whole - for more people to eat adequately than
for fewer to do so.
The question, then, becomes how to separate out needs that are
indeed socially relative, in the strong sense. Some, such as Sen, might
attempt to do this by distinguishing between needed resources that
are of end-use value, on the one hand, and ones that are of merely
instrumental value, on the other hand." The point about food - the
reason that you are better off with more food than with less, however
much or little food others around you might have - is that food is of
end-use value to you. You derive benefits from food through the very
act of your eating it; you are not depending on any further chain of
social consequences, in which food consumption plays some crucial
role, in order to get the good in view from the morsel in your mouth.
Thus it would seem that your need for some resource can only be
"Sen l'!I!J·
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socially relative, in the strong sense, if the resource is of merely instrumental value to you. This partitioning of the problem takes us less
far than we might hope, however. The trouble is that, as noted in
Section I, it is in the nature of needs that needed resources are always
of merely instrumental value. In saying that something is needed, you
must always say for wh11t it is needed." But if that is so, then the
distinction between absolute and relative needs cannot be analyzed in
terms of a non-t!xistent distinction between needed resources that are
of end-use value and ones that are of merely instrumental value. All
are instrumental.
Everything will therefore have to depend on the second featurewhich was always going to have to be a necessary part of the definition of relative needs, anyway - of competitive utilization. All
needed resources are instrumental. But some instruments' usefulness
to you is independent of others' stock and use of similar instruments,
while some instruments' usefulness is not so independent. Food is an
example of the former. It is instrumental in keeping you alive, but
your meal's usefulness to you in that regard is independent of anyone
else's stock or use of the food in their larder. Money is an example of
the latter. It is instrumental, too, but how useful it is to you in pursuing your ends depends on how much others have and use of it in
bidding against you for scarce resources that you both desire but cannot both simultaneously enjoy.''
Now, the paradox identified above dissolves in the context of
needed resources that are instrumental and competitive in their utilization. If your stock and use of resources actually impinges upon
others' enjoyment of theirs, then it is easy enough to see how restrictions on your stock and use of resources might enhance overall social
enjoyment - what you lose through such restrictions may be more
than compensated by what others gain through them. Where instru" What we call needs moy well be thooe resources that are iru;tro-..bll for just
about anything elw onr cares to do (Doyal and Gough t984, p. 14; Daniels •98~.
chaps. 1 and ;~; Goodin tCj88, pp. 3~-40); but their instrumonbll nature is in no
way undercut by the univmtallly of the instrument. Mea~ reasoning in
general is plagued by the problem that maybe there never is any "end" in the
chain. Every end is always, at the same time, merely a means to some higherordet' end (Braybrooke and Undblom t'J6Jl.
''Models of this !10ft incluM Shubik's !1971) "games of status"; Hirsch's (t976l
"positional goods"; and Sen's ltmb; tlj8t; tlj8~; tljS~b; Dn!ze and Sen •9119>
"exchange entitlemonts" as • mNns of securing ''basic Qpabillties." Relative
needs will be a problem only In cizcumoblnas of scatrity. If everyone could have
all that they wanted of everything. then there would be no reason for resoum!
disparities to translatr into ronoumption di!parities; everyone could, and would,
be eqully utiated (Ellis and Heath tljSJ). Still, scorcity in that sense will presumably alwoys be with us.
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mental, competitive-utilization resources are concerned, throwing the
resources of the rich into the sea may well be a good way to reduce
relative !Odal needs overall.
It is worth emphasizing. however, that for the paradox to dissolve
In this way the competitiveness must be genuinely objective. II must,
somehow, be inherent in the very nature of the goods themselves that
one person's utilization of them as instruments toward his or her ends
is inherently competitive with another person's utilization of them in
similar fashion. Stories that trace the competitiveness to some purely
subjective attribute will simply not suffice.
For an example of the latter, inadequate, variation on this theme,
consider the familiar story about "relative deprivation." People's felt
deprivation is relative to their aspirations and expectations, which are
relative in tum to their reference group and average accomplishments
within it." A similarly subjective story about relative needs would be
that what people think they need is relative to what they expect to be
able to do, which is relative in tum to what others around them are
doing.
As a story about subjective satisfactions - of either wants or needs
- that account is impeccable. Yet surely there is still something paradoxical about any inference that we should therefore destroy needed
resources, just to reduce people's subjective anxieties about their relative deprivations. Perhaps the air of paradox persists simply because
we do not take subjectivities of this sort altogether seriously. We think
that people are (objectively) better off with more needed resources,
even if others have still more of them, however sensitive the people
themselves may be to meaningless relativities. Secondarily, perhaps,
we may be particularly tempted to take that hard line on merely subjective deprivation because we suppose that people always have it
within their own power to ease any objectively groundless sense of
deprivation that they may feel just by revising their aspirations or
their choice of who to take as their reference group. Purely subjective
problems admit of purely subjective solutions."
If the relativities matter not just subjectively but objectively, though.
then it is a different story. Instrumental resources that are competitive
in their utilization in that way are a wholly legitimate matter of concern, because the more of them that others have the less good mine
will objectively do me. Since it is not thinking that made it so in the
first place, thinking otherwise will not cease to make it so. It is not
within my power to make objective relativities cease to matter, in the
way that it is with subjective relativities. With objectively competitive
" Hyman 1942. Runciman tlj66. Campbell 1972. 0. Duncan "17!i• p. 2'73·
"Frankfurt 1984. pp. 9-1 J.
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resources, I inevitably am and I must inevitably remain objectively
wor.;e off, the relatively more others have of them. From that fact it
follows that we may all be made objectively better off - less needy,
in ways that objectively matter - by removing resources from the relatively well endowed, even if those resources are then merely thrown
into the sea.
IV. POLICY IMPLICATIONS

The argument so far has been designed to establish that, while (poce
Townsend) not all needs are relative, at least some needs are genuinely relative in the strong sense in which how much you need depends on how much others around you have. Let us call these,
generically, needs for "status goods." The balance of this chapter is
devoted to identifying certain specific needs of this sort, and tracing
out their policy consequences.
It must be emphasized at the outset, however, that very few goods
(hence needs) fall squarely into one category or the other. Most
needed resources are valued partly for what they can do for you,
independently of others' utilization of similar resources, and partly
for what they can do for you in competition with others. In virtually
all the discussion.• that follow, therefore, I shall p<'rsistPntly bt> ""Ying
"insofar as" the resources are needed as status goods, certain policy
consequences follow. There is no presumption that that is the only
role that they play, or the only need that they serve. Insofar as they
do indeed carry some other value, and serve some other end, then the
appropriate social policies vis-A-vi.• those needed resources are to that
extent potentially quite different.
With that caveat in place, let me simply catalog what I take to bt>
some of the main headings of social needs, tracing in what ways the
needed resources are status goods and what policy prescriptions follow from that fact.

A. Housing
Consider, first, housing needs. It is indisputably true that, to some
extent, people's needs for shelter are absolute, and not at all relative
to the housing standards enjoyed by others around them. Of course,
what sort of housing you need in the desert is very different from
that which you need in the mountains, and what sort you need in
damp climates is very different from that which you need in dry ones.
But that is just a matter of social relativity in the weaker sense - invariate standards of health and hygiene just generate different implications in different climatic conditions.
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There is, then, a "basic need" for housing that is absolute, and not
at all socially relative in the strong sense. It is a sad truth, of clear
importance for public policy, that not everyone's basic housing needs
are presently being met. Even (perhaps especially) in wealthy BOdeties, 110111e people still sleep on sidewalks, and many still live in insanitary environments. Far from all of them do so in any way that
could be remotely described as "through their own choosing." The
first task for public policy on housing must, unquestionably, be to
respond to absolute need of this sort. ••
Beyond that, however, there is a demand (that is often described
as a "need") for housing that is indeed socially relative, in the strong
sense. Accommodation is often acomed as "substandard," not on the
grounds that it is absolutely unsatisfactory (unhealthy, unhygienic,
etc.), but merely on the grounds that it falls short of the "standard"
typical of that BOciety. Thus, for example, Marx and Engels write:
A house may be large or smaU: so long as the surrounding houles are
equaUy small, it satislles aU social demands for a dwelling. But let a
P"lace arioe beside the little house, and it shrinks from a little house to
a hul ... However high (the poor man's) house may shoot up In the
rourse of civilization, if the neighbouring palace grows to an equal or
evero greater exterot, the occupant of the relatively small houoe will feel
more and more uncumfortable, dissatisfied and cramped within its four
walls."

Insofar as housing is indeed a status good of that sort, various policy
consequences follow. The first is that relative needs satisfaction will
be maximized by a regime that enforces broad equality in housing
standards. Over the minimum standard set by people's absolute basic
needs for housing. equally small houses are just as good as equally
large ones. Within the range here under discussion, it is the equality
of everyone's accommodation rather than its absolute size that matters.
The second policy consequence is that, on various other grounds,
it is probably socially preferable that housing should be equally modest for all rather than equally grand for all, again once we are over
the minimum standard 11et by aboulute basic needs for housing. Contrast, for example, the terraced three-bedroomed houses of an English
town with the suburban sprawl of three-bedroomed houses set on a
quarter of an acre in Sydney's western suburbs. The joys of living "in
the country" are wholly lost when you have to share it with 10 many
1411 W,aldron 1991.
"Marx and Engels 19,S. vol. 1, pp. 9)-4: cf. Streeten lljlh, p. 19- There are objective
as well as subjective foc:tors at work here. The more •P"CC your neighbor's ""'occupies, the farther you h.ove to walk to visit other neighbon or local ahopL
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near neighbors; the distances involved make walking to neighborhood
shops infeasible and driving. with the attendant traffic congestion at
rush hours, mandatory. •• Thus, insofar as relativities really are all that
matter to people in this range of housing choice, everyone would be
better off (have their "relative needs" for housing better met) with
smaller houses on smaller building plots.
In practical policy terms, this presumably means that relative housing needs would be better met through programs of building restriction rather than by programs of building. Land use controls ought be
used - in the name of meeting relative needs, even - to prevent a
socially counterproductive tum in the competition for ever grander
houses on ever larger plots in previously unspoiled locations. Negatively, governments ought to refrain from providing infrastructural
subsidies (through road building. sewer extensions, etc.) to developers. Positively, governments ought to take steps to protect the "green
belts" around urban centers.
None of those policy measures is in the least novel, of course. The
novelty lies merely in justifying those measures in the selfsame needsbased terms that are usually employed to justify the house building
that I would hope to stop. Depending on the exact nature of the needs,
maximizing the supply of dwellings may be counterproductive of satisfaction of howolns needs. If the needs in view are socially relative in

the strong sense (so the housing is required merely as a status good)
then smaller but more equally sized houses will meet that need better
than larger and more variably sized ones.

B. Food and clothing
The same that has been said of shelter can be said, mutatis mutandis,
of the other two members of the classic trio, food and clothing. Both
unquestionably, to some extent, address needs that are utterly absolute. Again, how much and what kinds of food you need to eat, and
how much and what kinds of clothes you need to wear, depend on
vagaries of local climate and so on. But that is social relativism of a
relatively superficial sort. At root, one's basic need for certain quantitieS of food and clothing is surely as absolute as one's need for shelter from the ravages of the environment.
Again, however, people are generally said to have "need5" for food
and clothing that go well beyond those absolute necessities. What sort
of food you need to eat, and what sort of clothing to wear, is to some
extent relative to what others around you are eating and wearing. In
•• Hirsch 197{>, pp. 31-41. K. j.ockson 1985.
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part, perhaps, that is becauae of the contribution food and clothing
make to one's capacity to utilize one's human capital effectively in the
labor market. A well-fed and well·dothed worker can work more efficiently than a less well (albeit perfectly adequately, by absolute standards) fed and clothed worker. •• In larger part, no doubt, the social
relativity of needs for food and clothing derives from the role of those
commodities as symbols and signals in every culture.•• Who would
trust an ill-<:lad person who prefers cabbage to caviar with a position
of responsibility in our culture?
The upshot, here again, is that food or clothing beyond the absolute
basic necessities is largely a "status good," your need for which is a
function of how many other people around you already have it. Insofar as that is true, it once again follows that how much of these
fancy goods matters less, socially, than how they are distributed. The
satisfaction of relative needs, across the whole society, is more a matter of equalizing stocks than of maximizing them.
Social symbolisms are sufficiently flexible, and policy instruments
sufficiently blunt, that it is probably hopeless ever to expect to impose
even rough equality on consumption of food and clothing. Sumptuary
laws have, historically. met with little success since Richard the Lionheart tried to prohibit the extravagant wearing of fur by the Crusaders
under his command." Still, there is one measure that might even nowadays be worth considering.
Highest status typically attaches to imported goods. <That is partly
due to their relative scarcity, no doubt; but it is at least partly due to
their being exotic, whether or not particularly scarce.) If we want to
maximize satisfaction of everyone's relative needs for status goods of
food and clothing across the whole society, one way to do it would
therefore be to discourage importation of fancy goods, to which high
status will quite probably be attached.
The standard way of doing that is to impose high tariffs, of course,
on the ground that the more expensive a product is the less of It will
be consumed. But that is exactly the wrong way to discourage status
goods competition, of course. The higher the price, the more a mark
of status the good's consumption is. Thus, instead of taxing French
champagne heavily, Australians keen to avoid status competition
should ban it altogether. ~o one will suffer, in absolute terms,
from being forced to drink the domestic product instead. There are,
•• For an l'legant formaliution ..., D&"ffupta and Ray h9f!6-7l.
•· Douglas and bhl!rwood '979•• Schoeck t9(>9, p. >6t. The requimnl"11t, •till in forr. in """"' placeo and some
schools, that otudents wNr school unilont\!1 similarly avuido statuo compftition
baed on clothing.
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of course, the standard "trade war" rejoinders to this proposal to be
considered. My point here is just that, if people's relative needs are
what is at issue, that is the best way to meet them.
C. Edua1tion

Education falls into the same broad pattern. To a certain extent, more
education makes you absolutely better off. You are better able to manipulate nature around you; you enjoy life more, and so on. To some
extent, however, one's need for education is socially relative. That is
clearly true in the weaker sense, in which how much information you
need to have depends on whether you are living in a primitive culture
or a technologically sophisticated one. It is also true in the stronger
sense, in which how much education you need depends on how much
others around you have.
The most interesting way in which education serves as a "status
good" has to do with "credential inflation" in the labor market. Suppose that the amount of information and intellectual sophistication
required to perform perfectly satisfactorily the job of an entry-level
clerk in the dvil service is equivalent to three British A-levels, or a
high school diploma in the United States. SupJXlR, however, that employeno will always prefer to hire more qualified rather than '""" qualified candidates for any given job, for any of a variety of reasons.u
Then each person. hoping for a better job, has an overwhelming incentive to acquire qualifications well beyond those that are strictly
needed to do the job for which he or she will apply. It is a "prisoner's
dilemma" situation among prospedive employees, wherein each
would be better off if they all refrained, but wherein no one has any
incentive so to refrain from acquiring credentials superfluous to the
task.. a'
Insofar as education is needed only to confer relati\'e advantage in
labor market competition (and I hasten to add here, as before, that
this is only part of the story), the policy implications are clear, at least
for a country with a centralized educational system. We need merely
dedde how many jobs there are (and are likely to be) requiring what
levels of educational attainment; then we ought to restrict entry to
those educational schemes to numbers roughly proportionate to the
projected need for people with those skills, after allowing for natural
Then! mishJ bl' good reasons lor this ~- Botter qualified candidates might
perform marginaDy betler or ""'"' ..,liably, or they might bl' betler long-mm.
lnveolments lor thr ftltployer. Mon. oftlm, though, the practice oeems to be employed llllm!ly ao a tie-l>rNbr •"""'8 candidates who ""' by aU "'""'>nable criteria oquaDy prom!Jing.
"Elster 11J760. Hinch 1976, PP· 41-51.
u
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wastage. In countries leaving such matters to the market, and where
people are allowed to buy as much education as they can afford, restricting credential inflation will obviously be harder. But perhaps a
first step would be to grade each job, according to the skills strictly
required for its performance, and to prohibit employers from discriminating against applicants on the grounds that they do not have educational qualifications in excess of what is deemed necessary."'
The general aim, with education as with other status goods, would
be to equalize rather than maximize across society. The rationale, here
as with other status goods, is not to promote equality for its own sake
but rather as a way of maximizing relative needs-satisfaction across
the whole of society. The fewer superfluous credentials each has, the
fewer all others will need.

D. Legal aid
On the face of it, "justice" is an absolute virtue. It is better to have
more of it than less, for each and every person. Any injustice done to
you is a wrong. which is not mitigated by any similar wrongs that
might have been done to others around you. From the obvious truth
of that proposition, we might (wrongly) infer another. It is always
better for people to have more legal services than fewer; more specifically, it is always better for people to have legal representation than
not to have it.
Legal representation is commonly described as a social need, and
legal aid schemes to provide such representation to those who cannot
afford it are generally justified on those grounds. Insofar as it is a
matter of providing attorneys for thuse accused of crimes, such legal
aid schemes undoubtedly contribute to "justice" in absolute terms.
Where the state will prosecute, it is wrong for the accused to stand
undefended. Similarly, perhaps, insofar as it is a matter of defending
against a civil action. Where the plaintiff will be represented by counsel, it is a matter of absolute natural justice that the defendant should
be likewi91'.
In other respects, however, legal services are a relative rather than
an absolute need. How much legal assistance you need depends on
how much others on the other side of the courtroom have to bring to
bear. To a large extent, you need lawyers to defend you against lawyers. If no one had lawyers, no one would need lawyers, in civil ac~

Perhap5 a 50Ciety so laissez·faire as to leave education to the market would not
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to be so interventionist at this point. But the same policy might be

juolified as a mild form of reverse dl'ICrimination. given that education attainment is tow..t among minorities Cepe<iaUy racial ones) that have been historicAlly vit."tims of unjustified di!K.TimiMtion.
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lions at least. In that sense, legal representation is a "status good," in
the technical sense that how much you need depends on how much
others around you have.
)1\S(>far as legal aid is indeed a status good of that sort, various
mo~r-less radical policy prescriptions follow. The rather grander
way of putting the point would be to say that we should try to follow
the abortive Indian attempt to return (for purposes of civil cases, at
least) to less structured forms of pleadings, familiar in England from
the early history of Chancery." The less grand way of putting the
point would be simply to say that we should try to expand upon the
model of the "small-claims courts" already in operation in various
Anglo-American jurisdictions. The point, in each case, would be that
legal representation would then be less necessary, and also less advantageous.
In this case as the others, the general idea is to equalize rather than
maximize the supply of legal services across the society. If lawyers
are needed only to defend us against other lawyers, then we would
be equally (or indeed better) off with fewer rather than more. The less
legal aid each has, the less all others will need.
V. CONCLUSION

These brief remarks on a random assortment of policy issues are
meant merely to be illustrative. The selection is not systematic; the
discussions are not remotely comprehensive on any of the proposals;
given how unrealistic, politically, most of the proposals actually are
there is littiP point in fleshing them out further. Still, some more general points of deeper interest emerge from those more particular policy proposals.
There are two components of needs-satisfaction. On the one hand,
we have needs that are absolute. The satisfaction that any one person
derives from needed resources of this sort is independent of others'
utilization of similar resources. On thl' other hand, we have needs that
are relative. ThPre, the satisfaction that any one person derives from
needed resources does depend on how many similar resources others
havP and use. These two components of needs-satisfaction are analytically separable even if in policy terms they are often empirically
intertwined.
Insofar as our aim is to maximize satisfaction of absolute needs, the
policy prescription is just the familiar one. There, we should indeed
maximize people's supplies of needed resources, up to the point that
they need no more of them according to standards of absolute need.
''Goodin 1<jlbb, chap. 4· C.lanter 1974·
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Insofar as our aim is the satisfaction of relative needs, however, the
policy prescriptions are really quite different. There, policy should be
guided by two principles. The first is equalization rather than maximization of resournos that are needed in this relative way. Maximization of relative needs-satisfaction across the whole society is (given
the way "relati\•e needs" in the strong sense have here been defined)
equivalent to the minimization of differentials between people's holdings across the whole society. It is the equality of holdings across
society, rather than the absolute levels of those holdings, that matters
for this purpose. Unlike absolute needs-satisfaction, everyone's being
equally poor in these respects is just as good as everyone's being
equally rich, so far as relative needs-satisfaction is concerned.
Though those two outcomL'S are <'qUally good in renns of relative
needs-satisfaction, there are other grounds for choosing between them.
Insofar as a resource is needed only to procure competitive advantage
over others with similar resources, and insofar as competition of that
sort is soci.1lly counterproductive (eating up resources that could, alternatively, have been put to more productive uses), it is socially preferable that relative needs be satisfied by providing everyone with
equally few resources of this sort rather than equally many. Minimizing everyone's equal supply of relatively needed resources, then, is
the second principle that should guide policy in this area.
These two principles, taken together, have further implications for
the preferred mode of provision of these relatively needed resources.
Roughly speaking, the options are to provide them through market
mechanisms that have been suitably adjusted or to provide them
in kind via direct social provision. Equalization of resources could, in
principle, be accomplished through either route. (In practice, of
course, there may be far more political resistance to the dramatic
equalization of income and assets that would be required to accomplish this via the market mechanism than there would be to the direct provision of nonfungible needed goods in certain more limited
categories.) The sec<.>nd goal, however, cannot credibly be pursued
through market mechanisms.
It is in the \'ery nature of the competitive market process that each
will try to "up the ante" in the status goods sweepstakes, and that
each must at least match the other's bid to stay in tht' competition.
This spiraling of the status good competition is socially counterproductive but utterly inevitable, adjust initial market aS6etS as you may.
Furthermore, the ordinary market technique for discouraging certain
social pursuits will not work with status goods. Whereas the higher
the price of most goods the fewer of them are consumed, with status
goods the higher their price the more a mark of higher status (and
hence the more valuable a token in social competition) they are. Thus,
259
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equalizing relatively needed resources at minimal levels is impossible
through market mechanisms.
There are many things that can be said in favor of a policy of meet·
ing social needs through direct social provision of the needed commodities.'" Here, I have added yet one more. Where the needs are
relative, in the strong sense, the great advantage of the state over the
market as provider of those resources is that the state can (at least in
principle) say "no" in a way that the market simply cannot. With
relatively needed resources- ones needed only to procure competitive
advantage, in a competition that is itself socially counterproductive uniform provision, at lower levels, will achieve all the good without
doing any of the harm that would be done by market-style maximi·
zation of thoee resources. The real advantage of direct state provision
for thoee sorts of needs is that the state can, in a way the market
cannot, actually restrict supply of those sorts of resources.
Whether there will actually be the political will for the state to say
"no" in this way is, perhaps, an open question. There should be. If
the competition in status goods is genuinely counterproductive - if
everyone really would be better off if everyone (themselves included)
were prevented from pursuing them - then there should be a substantial majority, approaching unanimity, in favor of banning the
counterproductive competition. But that assum"" that everyone i• realistic in assessing this as a competition that no one can win. Psychometric studies militate against any such easy assumptions. It is a
common phenomenon for people to think that they are better than
average, or in the top half of the distribution, on any range of favored
attributes you care to mention. And if that tendency is so strong as to
encourage large numbers of people to think that, against aU the odds,
they are likely to be among the very few winners of this status-goods
competition, then the natural, rational majority for banning such rompetitions might start to slip away.
Of course, needed resources are never wholly of one sort or wholly
of the other - neither wholly absolute nor wholly relative. So these
conclusions must be phrased with care. What my argument implies
is that, apropos of any needed resource that has a "status good" relativistic component (and most seem to have such a component, at least
across part of their ranges), there is something to be said for uniformly
minimal supply achieved through direct state provision; and there is
- Politic.llly, that proctice plays on the foct that we tend to be "specific egalitari·
ans" and to care about equality In the .u.tribution of certain commodities more
than others or than money in geMral (Tobin uno; Walzer tC)IIJI. EconumiraUy,
in-lr.ind transfers are more efficient in atisfying demand where tNore is grea~
variation in people's income than in their tastes for the commodities being dlslrlbutN (Browning 1975; Weil2mlln 1977).
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something, conversely, to be said against markets which, adjust them
as we may, will always tend to maximize supply of those resources.
That there is "something to be said" for such a policy does not imply
that that is a conclusive consideration. Countervailing considerations
must always be borne in mind before final policy recommendations
can be given. Still, that is an important, if partial, finding.
It is important, if for no other reason, because it flies so squarely
in the fa~ of conventional wisdom. Ordinarily we think that maxi·
mization of needed resources is socially desirable - as indeed it is,
where absolute needs are con~med. Writers employing a relative
standard of needs help themselves willy-nilly to that standard presumption. They tend to assume, without argument, that the right response to relative deprivation is to try to bring everyone up to the
standards enjoyed by the median member of that society. Where the
needs at issue are genuinely relative, though, that is not nece!l58rily and, if I am right, is necessarily not - the right response. Minimization
rather than maximization of those resources might be socially optimal.
There, less really may be more, and there we may well want to rely
on the state to enfo~ those minimalist strictures upon ourselves."
17
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Chapter 16
What is so special about
our fellow countrymen?

There are some "general duties" that we have toward other people,
merely because they are people. Over and above those, there are also
some "special duties" that we have toward particular individuals because they stand in some spedal relation to us. Among ttw. are stan·
dardly supposed to be special duties toward our families, our friends,
our pupils, our patients. Also among them are standardly supposed
to be special duties toward our feUow countrymen.
When reflecting upon what "special treatment" is due to those who
stand in any of those special relations to us, ordinarily we imagine
that to be espedally good treatment. Close inspection of the case of
compatriots reveals that this is not completely true, however. At least
in some respects, we are obliged to be more scrupulous - not less in our treatment of nonnationals than we are in our treatment of our
compatriots.'
Of course, it is a politically important result in itseH to show that
some of our general duties to those beyond our borders are sometimes
more compelling, morally speaking, than some of our special duties
to our fellow dtizens. More to the point of the present book. this
finding has the further effect of furring us to reconsider the bases of
our special duties to compatriots - with yet further political consequences. Morally, what ultimately matters is not nationality per se. II
is instead some other feature that is only contingently and imperfectly
associated with shared nationality. This feature may sometiml!ll be
found among foreigners as well. When it is, we would have duties
toward those foreigners that are similar in their form, their basis and
' I shall be moki1111 no distinction in this chapter betwwn "otate" and "nation,"
betwwn "dlizomship" and "nationality." Thooe terms will hen! be UHd lnlft·
changeably.
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p«haps even their strength to the duties that we ordinarily acknowledge toward our fellow countrymen.

I. THE PARTICULARIST'S CHALLENGE

A
Modem moral philosophy has long been insislt!ntly universalistic. Of
universal laws play themselves out in different ways in different venues and demand different things from differently placed
agents. But while their particular applications might vary, the ultimate
moral principles, their form and ronlt!nt, has long been regarded as
essentially invariant across people. The same basic precepts apply to
everyone, everywhere, the same.
A corollary of this universality is impartiality.' It has long been
supposed that moral principles - and therefore moral agents - must,
at root, treat everyone the same. Of coune, here again, basic principles
that are perfectly impartial can (indeed, usually wiD> play themselves
out in particular applications in such a way as to allow (or even to
require) us to treat different people differently. But the ultimate principles of morality must not themselws play favorites.
On this much, at least, utilitarians and Kantians - the great rontending tribes of modem moral philosophy - can agree. Everyone
counts for one, no one for more than one, in the Benthamite calculus.
While as an upshot of those calculations some people might gain and
others lose, the calculations themselves are perfectly impartial. 5o too
with Kant's Categorical Imperative. Treating people as ends in themselves, and respecting the rationality embodied in others, may require
us to do different things to, for, or with different people. But that is
not a manifestation of any partiality between different people or their
various projects. It is, instead, a manifestation of our impartial respect
for each and every one of them.
Furthermore, this respect for universality and impartiality is no
mere quirk of currently fashionable moral doctrines. Arguably, at
least, those are defining features of morality itself. That is to say, they
arguably must be embodied in any moral rode in order for it to count
as a moral rode at all.
COW"!Ie

' Or 10 it is otandardly ouppcood. ActuaUy thm! could M 1 "'rul• of universol
partiality" (•.g., "ovoryono ought to pursu• his own I n - " or "fYfl}'ono
ought to toke.,.,., of his own children"). A variant cl this rulo figures largrly in
my argument In Soctlon V.
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Despite this strong attachment to canons of universality and impartiality, we all nonetheless ordinarily acknowledge various special duties. These are different in content and form from thl! general duties
that universalistic, impartial moralities would most obviously generate for us. Whereas our general duties tell us how we should treat
anyone, and are hence the same toward everyone, special duties vary
from person to penon. In contrast to the universality of the general
moral law, some people have special duties that other people do not.
In contrast to the impartiality of the general moral law, we all have
special duties to some people that we do not have to Others.'
Special duties, in short, bind particular people to particular other
people. How this particularism of special duties fits with the universality and impartiality of the general moral law is problematical. Some
say that it points to a whole other branch of the moral law, not captured by any of the standard canons. Others, Kantians and utilitarians
among them, say that it is derivative in some way or another from
more general moral laws. Yet others say that this particularism marks
the limits of our psychological capacities for living up to the harsh
standards that thl! general moral law sets for us.•
Be all these foundational questions as they may, it is not hard to
find intuitively compelling examples of special duties that we would
all acknowledge. At the level of preposterous examples so favored
among philosophers, consider this case. Suppose your house is on fire.
Suppose two people are trapped in the fire, and you will dearly have
time to rescue only one before thl! roof collapses killing the other. One
of those trapped is a great public benefactor who was visiting you.
The other is your own mother. Which should you rescue?
This is a story told originally by an impartialist, William Godwin.
Being a particularly blunt proto-utilitarian, he had no trouble plunking for the impartialist position: "What magic is there in the pronoun
'my' that should justify us in overturning the decisions of impartial
truth?"' Nowadays, however, it is a story told more often against
impartialiats. Few, then or now, have found t"""""'lvl!ll able to accept
' Tho lftml and surroundi"'l analysis ul "•P"Ci<ol" and "g....,.al duties" derive
from Hart h955l.
'S... Goodin 1985c, chap. 1, and references therein. Tho stn>nges1 arguments for
ouch partiality, focusing on the noed to cen..,. onr'o ..-of oell, through perIDNil aU.Chmenb to particular peop1r and projocto (B. WiUiams •98•. chap. 1),
apply moot strongly to mDft personal Unks. They apply only very W!llkly if at
aU to impersonal links through shared race or nationality (Cottinshaln tgll6, pp.
370-tl.
'Godwin h79JI 1971, blr.. ~.chap. •·
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the impartialist conclusion with quite such equanimity as Godwin.
Many regard the example as a reductio ad absurdum of the impartialist position. And even thoae who want to slick up for the impartialist side are obliged to concede that impartialists have a case to
answer here.'
But the debate is not confined to crazy cases like that one. In real
life, just as surely as in moral fantasies, we find our.~elves involved in
special relations of all sorts with other people. And just as we intuitively feel that we should save our own mothers rather than Archbishop Fenelon in Godwin's example, so too do we intuitively feel we
should show favoritism of some sort to all those other people likewise.
The "mere enumeration" of people linkOO to us in this way is relatively unrontentious and has changed little from Sidgwick's day to
Parfil's. Included in both their lists are family, friends, benefactors,
clients, and co-workers and - especially important, in the present context - compatriots.'
Intuitively, we suppose that, on account of those special relations
between us, we owe all of those people special treatment of some sort
or another: special "kindnesses," "services" or "sacrifices"; "we believe that we ought to try to give them certain kinds of benefit." According to Parfit, "Common-Sense Morality largely consists in such
obllgatioruo"; and, within commonaenae mo.-ality, thooe obligations are
particularly strong ones, capable of overriding (at least at the margins)
our general duties to aid strangers.'

c
Here, I do not propose to focus (initially, at least) upon the precise
strength of those duties. Rather, I want to direct attention to their
general tendency. Notice that there is a presumption, running through
allthoae standard discusaions of special duties, that the special treatment due to those who are linked to us by some special relation is
especially good treatment. We are said to be obliged to do more for
thoae people than for unrelated others in an effort to spare them harm
or to bring them benefits. To those who stand in some special relation
to us, we are said to owe special ''kindnesses," "services" or "sacrifices."
That assumption seems to me unwarranted. Agreed, special relations do sometimes permit (and sometimes even require) us to treat
thoae specially related to us better than we need to, absent such a link.
• See, respectively, B. Williamo 1gll1, pp. 17-18, and Hare 1gll1, p. 1)8.
'Sldgwick hll74l1907, bk. ), chap. 4, """· ). Parfit 19114, pp. 95· 485.
' Sldgwlclr. l1874l 1907, blr.. ). chap. 4· oec. J. Parllt 1984. pp. 95· 485·
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Other times, however, special relations permit (and perhaps even
sometimes require) us to treat those thus linked to us worse than we
would be obliged to treat them, absent such a link. Exploring how
that is so, and why, sheds light upon the true nature and strength of
special duties. It also, not incidentally, limits the claims for exclusive
special treatment that can be entertained under that heading.
II. TilE CASE OF COMPATRIOTS

When discussing what special claims compatriots, in particular, have
against us, it is ordinarily a!lllumed that we owe more to our feUow
countrymen and less to foreigners. The standard presumption is that
"compatriots take priority" over foreigners, "at least in the case of
duties to aid"; "the state in determining what use shall be made of
its own moneys, may legitimately consult the welfare of its own citizens rather than that of aliens.' .. Thus, it makes a salutary start to my
analysis to recall that, at least with respect to certain sorts of duties,
we must be more scrupulous - not less - in our treatment of foreigners.
In the discussion that follows, "we" will be understood to mean
"our community, through its sovereign representatives." In discussing
what "we" may and may not do to people, I shall require some roughand-ready guide to what our settled moral principles actuaUy are. For
these purposes, I shall have recourse to established principles of our
legal codes. Although the correspondence is obviously less than perfect, presumably the latter at least constitute a rough approximation
to the former. Public international law will be taken as indicative of
what we may do to foreigners, domestic public law as indicative of
what we may do to our compatriots. In both cases, the emphasis will
be upon customary higher law rather than upon merely stipulative
codes (treaties, statutes, etc.).'"
Consider, then, all these ways in which we must treat foreigners in
general better than we need to treat our compatriots:"

'Ouolinl Shue (Jgllo, p.

IJZ) and Cardozo h915; p. •64/4J7l. n!Spo!CtM!Iy. Thlo
report of the con""nh011al wlodom is echoed by Nagel hwtl. p. Btl, Beitz (1979p. 163) and Goodin h98sc. chaps. 1 and zl. with only Cudozo among tlwm
being unmtkaUy ao:cepting of it.
~Unlike stipulatiw law, which might be made by a small body of people on the
spur of the moment, customary law ~Is the settled judgmnts of a pat
many people over oonw long period. It is thus a better guide to our colle<tiw
settled judgments on these taues (Goodin 1916, chap. 7; 1985<. chap. ,).
" Specific rontradu.ll or lmlty commitments m.oy otipulatr better treatment. or
permit w0r.1e, or bolh in different respocts. The principles oet out In the trxt
constitute the norm.otive background against which 5lldl ronlnll:ls or are

negotiatrd, howewr.
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Eumpk 11. We, through our public officials, may quite properly
take the property of our fellow citizens for public purposes, provided they are duly mmpenated for their losses; this is especially true If the property Is within our national boundaries but
is even true if it is outside them. We cannot, however, thus commandeer an identical piece of property from a foreigner for an
identical purpose In return for identical compensation. This Is
especially true If the property is beyond our borders; but it is
even true If the property Is actually In our country, in transit. ••
Eumpl~ b. We can conscript fellow citizens for service in our
armed forces, even If they are resident abroad.'' We cannot so
consaipt foreign nationals, even If they are resident within our
own country ...

E:ramplt c. We can tax fellow citizens, even If they are resident
abroad. We cannot so tax foreigners residing abroad on income
earned abroad.''

Eumple d. We can dam or divert the flow of a river lying wholly
within our national territory to the disadvantage of fellow citizens living downstream. We may not so dam or divert rivers
flowing aCI"OIIB International boundaries to the disadvantage of
foreigners downstream. ••

E:rampk t. We can allow the emission of noxious factory fumes
that damage the persons or property of fellow citizens. We may
" Fisher tljl>s, llt'C. 185<. This "right of safe puugo," for people and goods in
lrlnsit for purpooos of ooauner<e or study, dates to Grotius (( t6.z5l 19>5. bk. z.

ciYp. z. .a. t)-t5l, WoiH Ch7491•9J4·-. )46l and Vattol Clt7s8lt86), bk. 2,
ciYp. to, S«. t)2). Tho problom in oxproprialins fo~· property oulllide
our bordOIIJ doe not derive from probloms in appropriating • pio<e of
nation's torrltory. Tho 11111110 problem mnalns with a piO<'O of movable property
(!RICh u • ship - tho Brltloh government may mp!ioilion a ship of Britloh ~
ewn if It Is lying In Oub:h walen, but IIUIY not ox~ in dlro 0D10fJ1ft1CY roquilitlon a Oub:h ship ewn il it is IYin3 in Brltloh walenl).
"Opponholm 1955, vol. t, p. 288. This and tho similar n!OUlt in oxampko <follow
from tho foct that tho state enjoys contlnulnl! "pononar• ..,._.;pty over aliens
within Ito borden (!iuUR t6u, ciYp. )0, S«. u).
•• Opponhoim 1955. chop. t, p. 288. Tho Unital SlAtes Is oxcoptional in conocripting
aU..... who Aft ponnanont1y rnldont into Ito armed fora!l (Bickel 1975, p. 49).
Tho long-llandin3 rule In intftnltlonAI Law il that, while rnldent aliens may bo
nqulrod to holp with pollee, firo and Oood protection. 1oroi1!fton ""' .,...,.pt
from IIOrYini! In tho militia (Vattel(17s81•86), bk. z. chop. 8, llt'CI. 105-6).
"Opponholtn 1955, vol. 1, p. 288. Bickel 1975, p. 48. EarUor writers oiJl!UOCithot
""" rnldont allons should bo oxompt from cortaln oorts of t.xos (WolH 1•7491
1934. ooc. )24; Vattel(17sBI 186), bk. z. ciYp. 8, 11«. 1o6l.
• Opponholm 1955· vol. '· pp. Ztp-1, )48. 475·
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not do 80 If those fumes CI'OIIII international hontiers, causing

similar damage to the penons or property of foreigners there.''

f.xtnnple f We may set aJbitrarily low limits on the legalllabllity
of manufacturers for damages done by their production processes or products domestically to our fellow dtizena. We may
not 80 limit the damage recoverable from them for harm done
across International boundaries to foreigners ...
f:Jarmple g. According to International law, we may treat our fellow dtizens "aJbitrarily according to (our ownl discretion." To
aliens within our national territory, however, we must afford
their penons and property protec:tion "In accordance with certain rules and principles of international law," that is, "In accordance with ordinary standards of dvilization."'' Commentators
on international law pointedly add, '1t is no excuse that lal State
does not provide any protec:tion whatever for its own subjects"
in those respects.»

These are all examples of ways in which we must treat foreigners
better than compabiots. In a great many other respects, of course, the
conventional wisdom is perfectly right that we owe better treatment
to our compabiots than we do to foreigners. For example, we have a
duty to protect the persons and property of compabiots against attack,
''Oppenheim 1955, vol. I, p. 2CJI.
""II is," ..ys Oppenheim h955, vol. I, p. 350l, "a W1!11-blished principle that
a State cannot invou illl municipal legis!.lion as a reuon for avoiding ita international obligations."
"Oppenheim 1955, vol. I, pp. 686-7;""" further vol. I, pp. 190, 350• 641. Brierly
19)6, pp. 172ft. Even US. black-letter !.ow holds that "rondu<t attributable to a
loreil!" stale and causing Injury to .., Allen is wrongful under lnlemlllioNJ low
... if it departs from the InternationAl standard of jusllcr" (Fishrr t!J65, ooc. t6s
I•Jiall.
•Oppenheim '955· vol. t, pp. fo87-8. E!Kwhere, Oppenheim (1955· vol. t, p. 64tl
dlilws attention to the "palildoxial .......It" that "individuals, when residing a
aliens in a loreil!" stale, enjoy a mN5ll"' of prot<ction ... dented to nalloMls ol
a State within its own leiTitory." From the rarly 1IIOdem period th""''!h the
'9400• many intemaUonAI lawyrn held that since the ot.ole could refuse admission to aliens altogether, it could impoae any rondilions it UUd upon their remaining in the counby, however discriminatory and however undvlllmd that
treatmonl may 1>1!; at the Vf!rJ least, aliens they would NY ""' - wronpd U
treated no WOIW the nationals (Wolff h749)19J4, ooc. J02; Vattellt~)t86J,
bk. 2, chop. 8; Sldpic:k tfl9t, pp. 235-6; Brownlie t!J66, p. 425; d. ~ 1612,
chop. JJ, oec. 7). By now, however, it is decidedly the "pmrailins rule" in International low that "the... is an international standard ol jullke that 1 stale must
obaerw in the treatment of aliens, even if the lllle dllft obaerw it In the
treatment of ita own nalloMls, and even U the andard Is lnconolslenl with Its
own law" (fisher t!J65, o«. 165, comment a; Sohn and Baxter t!J6t, pp. 547-8).
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even when they are abroad." Absent treaty obligations, we have no
such duty to protect noncitizens beyond our borders. We have a duty
- moraUy, and perhaps even legally - to provide a minimum level of
basic necessities for compatriots. Absent treaty obligations, we have
no such duty - legally, anyway - to assist needy noncitizens beyond
our borders.
Even within our borders, we may treat citizens better in all sorts of
ways than we treat noncitizens, just so long as some "reasonable"
grounds for those discriminations can be produced and just so long as
the protection we provide aliens' persons and property comes up to
minimal internationally acceptable standards." Not only are aliens
standardly denied political rights, like voting and office-holding, but
they are also standardly excluded from "public service." This has, in
the past, been interpreted very broadly indeed. In the United States, an
alien could have been debarred from being an "optometrist, dentist,
doctor, nurse, architect, teacher, lawyer, policeman, engineer, corporate
officer, real estate broker, public accountant, mortician, physiotherapist, pharmacist, pedlar, pool or gambling-hall operator'';'' in the
United Kingdom the range of prohibited occupations has included harbor pilots, masters of merchant ships, and skippers of fishing vessels."
Besides all those quasi-public functions from which aliens are excluded,
they also suffer other disadvantag<.'S of a purely material oort. Perhaps
the most significant among them are the rules found in some states denying aliens the right to own land.'' All this can be perfectly permissible, both under international law and under higher domestic law.
Thus, the situation is very much a mixed one. Sometimes we are
indeed permitted (sometimes l'Ven required) to treat our fellow citizens better than we treat those who do not share that status with us.
Other times, however, we are required to treat noncitizens better than
we need to treat our own fellow citizens.
I pass no judgment on which pattern, on balance, predominates.
The point I want to make here is merely that the situation is much
more mixed than ordinary philosophical thinking on special duties
leads us to expect. That in itself is significant, as I shall now proceed
to show.
"T1wse

how"""'""'

obligations of customary and higher domestic Llw, unenfor·
ceable under international law (Oppenheim 1955. vol. I, pp. 6110-7>.
SuA"'" 1612, chap. 33, oec. 7· Wolff h749l1934. sec. )OJ. Sidgwick 18c)1, p. >J5·
Bril'rly 19)6, pp. 17>-J. Opptonhrim 1955, vol. 1, pp. ~1. Brownlie 14#>, pp.
424-48. Roomberg 1977. Corwin 1978, pp. ~>; 1g8o, pp. 151)-61. Anonymous
1Cj8J.
"Bickl'l 1975. pp. 45-6. S... also Corwin 1978, pp. cp-z; Cha"" and Ducat 1g8o, PP·
151)-6t; and anonymous 1983·
~ Bri61y 19)6, p. 17). Opptonhrim 1955. vol. 1, p. 69o" Brierly 19)6, p. 17J. 8ickl'l1975· p. 46. Anonymous 1Cj8J, pp.
u
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III. SPECIAL DUTIES AS MAGNIFIERS
AND MULTIPLIERS

In attempting to construe the effect that special relationships have on
our moral duties, commol\!lel\!le morality tends to employ either of
two basic models (or both of them - they are nowise incompatible).
On the face of things, these two models can only offer reinforcing
interpretations for the same one half of the phenomenon observed in
Section 11. Digging deeper to see how such models might account for
that other half of the phenomenon drives us toward a model that is
even more dreply and familiarly flawed.

A
One standard way of construing the effect of special relationships on
our moral duties is to say that special relationships "merely magnify"
preexisting moral duties. That is to say, they merely make more stringent duties which we have, in weaker form, vis-A-vis everyone at
large; or, "imperfect duties" are transformed by special relationships
into "perfect" ones. Thus, perhaps it is wrong to let anyone starve,
but it is especially wrong to let kin or compatriots starve. And so on.
That kind of account fits only half the facts, as sketched in Section
11, though. If special relationships were merely magnifiers of preexisting duties, then the magnification should be symmetrical in both
positive and negative directions. Positive duties (i.e., duties to provide
positive assistance to others) should become more strongly positive
vis-a-vis those linked to us by some special relationship. Negative
duties (i.e., duties not to harm others) should become more strongly
negative vis-a-vis those linked to us by some special relationship.
When it comes to our duties in relation to compatriots, however, the
former is broadly speaking true, while the latter is not.
It is perfectly true that there is a variety of goods that we may or
must provide to compatriots that we may at the same time legiti·
mately deny to nonnationals (especially nonresident nonnational&).
Rights to vote, to hold property, and to the protection of their per!IOI\II
and property abroad are among them. In the positive dimension, then.
the "magnifier" model is broadly appropriate.'"
In the negative dimension, it is not. All the examples a through f
in Section II point to ways in which we may legitimately impose bur·
" Example g abovr arguably does not fit thls pattern. It drpencla on whether construe this"" a positive duty to provide aliens with !IOIIIO!hi"' good ("due
proceos of law") or as a negotlw duty not to do !1011101hin3 lad to !hom ("deny
!hom due pnxru of law"); this in tum depend• on wherr we oet thr bueUne
of how well off they would have bfton absent our intrrwntion In tlw flnl plllce.
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dens upon compatriots that may not properly be imposed upon nonnationals (especially nonresident nonnationals). We may poison our
compatriots' air, stop their flow of water, deprive them of liberty by
conscription, deny them legal remedies for damage to their persons
and their property - all in a way that we cannot do to nonresident
nonnationals. If anything. it is our negative duties toward nonnatiunals, not our negative duties toward compatriots, that are here magnified.

B
A second way of construing the effect of special relationships on our
moral duties is to say that special relationships "multiply" as well as
magnify preexisting duties. That is to say, special relationships do not
just make our ordinary general duties particularly stringent in relation
to those bound to us by some special relationship; they also create
new special duties, over and above the more general ones that we
ordinarily owe to anyone and everyone in the world at large. Thus,
contracts, for example, create duties de novo. I am under no general
duty, strong or weak, to let Dick Merelman inhabit a room in my
house; that duty arises only when, and only because, we sign a lease.
The special (here, contractual) n!lationship has creat..d a new duty
from !ICI'atch.
The "multiplier" model bolsters the "mere magnifier" model's already broadly adequate account of why we have especially strong
positive duties toward those linked to us by some special relationship.
Sometimes those special relationships strengthen positive duties we
owe, less strongly, to everyone at large. Other times, special relationships create new positive duties that we owe peculiarly to those linked
to us. Either way, we have more and stronger positive duties toward
those who stand in special reationships to us than we do to the world
at large. And that broadly fits the pattern of our special duties vis-Avis compatriots, as revealed in Section II.
On the face of it, though. it is hard to see how this multiplier model
can account for the weakening of negative duties toward compatriots
observed there. If special relationships multiply duties, then we would
ordinarily expect that that multiplication would produce more new
duties in each direction. Consider the paradigm case of contracts.
Sometimes contracts create new special duties enjoining us to help
others in ways that we would not otherwise be bound to do. Other
times, contracts create new special duties enjoining us not to harm
others (e.g., by withdrawing trade, labor, or raw materials) in ways
that we would otherwise be at liberty to do. It is hard, on the face of
it, at least, to see what the attraction of special duties would be - either
274
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for agents who are anxious to incur them or for philosophers who are
anxious to impose them - if they make people worse off, opening
them up to new harms from which they would otherwise be protected.

Yet, judging from examples a through fin Section II, that is precisely what happens in the special relationship between compatriots.
Far from simply creating new negative duties among compatriots, that
special relationship seems sometimes to have the effect of canceling
(or at least weakening or mitigating) some of the negative duties that
people owe to others in general. That hardly looks like the result of
an act of multiplkation. Ordinarily, we would expect that multiplication should produce more - not fewer - duties.

c
Digging deeper, we find that there may be a way to explain why
special relationships have this curious tendency to strengthen positive
duties while weakening negative ones. This model quickly collapses
into another, more familiar one - and ultimately falls prey to the same
objections standardly lodged against it, as Section IV will show. Still,
it is worth noting how quickly all the standard theories about special
duties, when confronted with certain elementary facts about the case
of compatriots, collapse into that familiar and flawed model that ordinarily we might have regarded as only one among many possible
ways of filling out those theories.
The crucial move in reconciling standard theories about special duties with the elementary facts about compatriots laid out in Section II
is just this - whether special relationships multiply duties or merely
magnify them, the point remains that a relationship is inherently a
two-way affair. The same special relation that binds me to you also
binds you to me. Special duties for each of us will usually follow from
that fact."
Each of us will ordinarily benefit from others' being bound by those
extra (or extra strong) duties to do for us things that they are not
obliged (or not so powerfully obliged) to do for the world at large.
Hence the apparent "strengthening'" of positive duties in consequence
of special relationships.
Each of us will also ordinarily suffer from those extra (or extra
strong) duties imposing an extra burden on us. Hence the apparent
"weakening" of negative duties in consequence of the special rela" ~ are of rou ..... """"' unilateral power relations - like that ol doctor and
patint, or parent and child - that might imply special dutieo for one but not the
other party to the relationohip (Goodin •985c).
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tionship. We may legitimately impose burdens on those standing in
special relationships to us that we may not impose on those in no
special relation to us, merely because we have special rights against
them, and they have special duties toward us. Those extra burdens
upon them are no more, and no less. than the fair price of our being
under special duties to provide them with valued assistance.
Many of the findings of Section II lend themselves quite naturally
to some such interpretation. When we say that compatriots may have
their incomes taxed, their trucks commandeered, or other liberties curtailed by conscription, that is surely to say little more than that people
may be required to do what is required in order to me<>t their special
duties toward their fellow citizens - duties born of their fellow citizens' similar sacrifices to benefit them. When we say that nonnatiunals
(especially nonresident nonnationals) may not be treated in such
ways, that is merely to say that we have no such special claims against
them nor they any such special duties toward us.
Others of the examples in Section II (especially examples ,1 through
g) do not lend themselves quite so obviously to this sort of analysis.
But perhaps, with a sufficiently long story that is sufficiently rich in
lurid details, we might be persuaded that polluting the air, damming
rivers, limiting liability for damages, and denying people due process
of law really is to the good of all; and suffering occasional misfortunes

of those sorts really is just the fair price that compatriots should be
required to pay for the benefits that they derive from those broader
practices.
Notice that, given thl~ account. the motivational quandary in Section liiB disappears. People welcome special relation.•hips - along
with the attendant special rights and special dutii.'S (i.e., along with
the strengthening of positive duties and the weakening of negative
ones) - because the two coml' as part of an inseparabll' package, and
people are on net better off as a result of it. That is just to say, their
gains from having others' positive duties toward them strengthened
exceeds their costs from having others' negative duties toward them
weakened, and it is impossible for them to realize the gains without
incurring the costs.
Notice, however, how quickly ~ standard theories of how special relationships work on our moral duties - thl' magnifier and the
multiplier models - have been reduced to a very particular theory
about "mutual-benefit societies." Initially, the magnifier and multiplier theories seemed to be much broader than that, open to a much
wider variety of interpretation.• and not committing us to any particular theory about why or how the "magnification" or "multiplication"
of duties occurred. Yet if those models are to fit the elementary facts
about duties toward compatriots in Section II at all, they must fall
:z'Tf>
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back on a sort of mutual-benefit logic that provides a very particular
answer to the question of how and why the magnification or multiplication of duties occurred. As Section IV will show, that is not an
altogether happy result.
IV. TilE MUTUAL-BENEFIT-SOCIETY MODEL

According to the conventional wisdom about international relations,
we have a peculiarly strong obligation to leave foreigners as we found
them. "Nonintervention" has long bid fair to constitute the master
norm of international law." That is not to say that it is actually wrong
to help foreigners, of course. It is, however, to say that it is much,
much more important not to harm them than it is to help them. Where
compatriots are concerned, almost the opposite is true. According to
the flip side of that conventional wisdom, it is deeply wrong to be
utterly indifferent toward your fellow countrymen; yet it is perfectly
permissible for fellow countrymen to impose hardships on themselves
and on one another to promote the well-being of their shared community.
Perhaps the best way to make sense of all this is to say that, within
the conventional wisdom about international relations, nation-states
are conceptualized as ongoing mutual-benefit societies. Within mutual-benefit--society logic, it would be perfectly permissible to impose
sacrifices on some people now so that they themselves might benefit
in the future; it may even be permissible to impose sacrifices on some
now so that others will benefit, either now or in the future.
Precisely what sorts of contractarian or utilitarian theories are required to underpin this logic can be safely left to one side here. It is
the broad outline, rather than the finer detail, that matters for present
purposes. The bottom line is always that, in a mutual-benefit society,
imposing harms is always permissible - but only on condition that
some positive good comes of it, and only on condition that those suffering the harm are in some sense party to the society in question.
Suppose. now, that national boundaries are thought to circumscribe
mutual-benefit societies of this sort ... Then the broad pattern of duties
• Medieval pmcriplions along these lines were 5lm1glhl!nl!d In tum by each ol
the orly modem inh!rnatlonal l.twyen- Grotluo. Wolff and Vattel -..,that
by the linw of Sidgwick hlk}t, p. 2Jtl it could be ..id without equivocation that
the "prlncipJ.. of mutual non-Interference" is "the fundanwntal principle'' of
international morality. It remai111 so to this day in the view ol most lilwyen and
many plillooophers (Walzer nrn; tglio).
"This follows from Hume's h7J9. bk. J, pt. z. oec. z.
oec. J, pt. •l aa:ount
of the "circuD151ances of juolice." Many modem writers fallow him in this analysis (Rawls 1971, pp. u6-JO), especially in its application to lnlftnalionoloffalrs
(Beltz •m. pp. •4J-5J; •911J. p. 595; H~ •911z. p. 154; d. WoUf h749l19J4l.
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toward compatriots and foreigners, respectively, as described in Section II, becomes perfectly comprehensible. In dealing with other people in general (i.e., those who are not party to the society), the prime
directive is "avoid harm." Those outside our mutual-benefit society
ought not be made to bear any of our burdens; but neither, of course,
have they any claim on any of the benefits which we have produced
for ourselves, through our own sacrifices. In dealing with others in
the dub (i.e., compatriots), positive duties wax while negative ones
wane. It is perfectly permissible to Impose hardships, so long as some
positive good somehow comes of doing so; but the point of a mutualbenefit society, in the final analysis, must always be to produce positive benefits for those who are party to it.
There are many familiar problems involved in modeling political
communities as mutual-benefit societies."' The one to which I wish to
draw particular attention here is the problem of determining who is
inside the club and who is outside it. Analysis of this problem, in
tum, forces us back to the foundational question.~ skirted at the outset
of the article. These will be readdressed in Section V, where I construct
an alternative model of special duties as not very special, after all.
From the legalist perspective that dominates discussion of such duties, formal status is what matters. Who is a citizen? Who is not? That,
almost exclusively, determines what we may or must do to peoplE',
qua members of the dub.
Yet formal status is only imperfectly and contingently related to
who is actually generating and receiving the benefits of the mutualbenefit society. The mismatch is most glaring as regards resident aliens. They are often net contributors to the society, yet they are equally
often denied its full benefits.'' The mismatch also appears only slightly
less glaringly, as regards natural-born citizens who retain that status
although they are and will inevitably (because, e.g., severely handicapped) continue to be net drains on the mutual-benefit society."
In its starkest form, mutual-benefit-50Ciety logic should require that
people's benefits from the society be strictly proportional to the contributions they have made toward the production of those benefits.
Or, minimally, it should require that no one draw out mort' than he
has paid in. The allocation of any surplus created by people's joint
"Tlwoe al1' illustratod in their particular application to international obligations
by Bany (Jij82. pp. >>s-Hl and Goodin (198sc. pp. 1Sof-00).
" Both domestic and intemation.~J law go !lOIN? way toward recognizing that in
many respects ..,..idmt aliens are more like citizens than they are like nullft'fiident aliens. But by .nd Ia.~ tNt rrrognition lftult5 not so much in their enjoying the samr benriito •• in their being lo<ced to '-r the same burdens aa dtizms
(Oppmheim 1955. vol. 1, pp. 68o-1).
"&ny 1'17'1>, pp. ~ Goodin 198>1>, pp. 77"'9-
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efforts may be left open. On that logic, we have special duties toward
those whose cooperation benefits us, and to them alone. That they
share the same color passport- or, indeed, the same parentage- is
related only contingently, at best, to that crucial consideration.
It may well be that mutual-benefit logic, in so stark a form, is utterly
inoperable. Constantly changing circumstances mean that everything
from social insurance to speculative business ventures might benefit
us all in the long run, even if at any given moment some of them
constitute net drains on the system. And lines on the map, though
inherently arbitrary at the margins, may be as good a way as any of
identifying cheaply the members of a beneficially interacting community. So we may end up embracing the formalistic devices for identifying members of the mutual-benefit society, knowing that they are
imperfect second-bests but also knowing that doing better is impossible or prohibitively expensive.
The point remains, however, that there are some clear, straightforward adjusbnents that ought to be made to such "first stab" definitions of membership, if mutual-benefit logic underlay membership.
That they are not made- and that we think at least one of them ought
not be made - clearly indicates that it is not mutual-benefit logic that
underlies membership, after all.
Reflect, again, upon the case of resident aliens who are performing
socially useful functions over a long period of time. Many societies
egregiously exploit "guest workers," denying them many of the rights
and privileges accorded to citizens despite the fad that they make
major and continuing contributions to the society. Politically and economically, it is no mystery why they are deprived of the full fruits
of their labors in this way." But if the moral justification of society is
to be traced to mutual-benefit logic, that is transparently wrong. The
entry ticket to a mutual-benefit society should, logically, just be conferring net benefits on the society. 14 That membership is nonetheless
denied to those who confer benefits on the society demonstrates that
the society is not acting consistently on that moral premise. Either it
is acting on some other moral premise or else it is acting on none at
all (or none consistently, which morally amounts to the same).
Or consider, again, the case of the congenitally handicapped.
Though born of native parents in the homeland, and by formalistic
criteria therefore clearly qualified for citizenship, such persons will
""The argumrnt ....., parallels that for supposins that, if a worbn' a>CJPft"•liw
need! IIIOI"r labor, it would hire worbn rather than orlllns more people sham
in the cooperative (Meade twa; Miller tglh).
" "The "ponidp~lion'" model of citizenship, popular among certain international
lawyers (anonymous tgiiJ, pp. 1JOJ-1t; Schuck tCJII4) il obviously a cloorcousin
to this mutual·benefit-oociety model.
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never be net contributors to the mutual-benefit society. If it were
merely the logic of mutual benefit that determined membership such
persons would clearly be excluded from the benefits of society. (If
their parents cared about them, they could give them some of their
well-earned benefits.) Yet that does not happen, no maHer how sure
we are that handicapped persons will be net drains on the society for
the duration of their lives. And most of us intuitively imagine that It
is a good thing. morally, that it does not happen. Thus, society here
again seems to be operating on something other than mutual-benefit
logic; and here, at least, we are glad that it is.

V. THE ASSIGNED RESPONSIBILITY MODEL

The magnifier, multiplier and mutual-benefit-sc:>ciety models all take
the specialness of special duties particularly seriously. They treat such
duties as if they were, at least in (large) part. JXlSSeSsed of an independent existence or of an independent moral force. I want to deny
both of those propositions.
My preferred approach to special duties is to regard them as being
merely ''distributed general duties." That is to say, special duties are
in my view merely devices whereby the- moral community's general
duties get assigned to particular agents. For this reason, I call mine
an "assigned responsibility" model.
This approach treats special duties as much more nearly derivative
from general duties than any of the other approaches so far considered. Certainly it is true that, on this account, special duties derive the
whole of their moral force from the moral force of those general duties. It may not quite be the case that, existentially. they are wholly
derivative from general duties. We cannot always deduce from considerations of general duties alone who in particular should take it on
themselves to discharge them; where the general principle leaves that
question open, some further (independent, often largt'ly arbitrary) "responsibility principlt'" is required to specify it. Still, on this account,
special duties are largely if not wholly derivative from considerations
of general duty.
The practical consequences of this finding are substantial. If special
duties can be shown to derive the whole l>f their moral force from
their connections to general duties, then they are susceptible to being
overriden (at least at the margins, or in exceptional circumstances) by
those more general considerations. In this way, it turns out that "our
fellow countrymen" are not so very special after all. The same thing
that makes us worry mainly about them should also make us worry,
at least a little, about the rest of the world, too.
28o
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These arguments draw upon larger themes developed elsewhere."
Here I shall concentrate narrowly upon their specific application to
the problem of our special duties toward compatriots. The strategy I
shall pursue here is to start from the presumption that there are, at
root, no distinct special duties but only general ones. I then proceed
to show how implementing those general duties gives rise to special
duties much like those we observe in the practice of international relations. And finally I shall show how those special duties arising from
general duties are much more tightly circumscribed in their extended
implications than are the special duties deriving from any of the other
models.
A
Let us start, then, from the assumption that we aU have certain general
duties, of both a positive and negative sort, toward one another. Those
general injunctions get applied to specific people in a variety of ways.
Some a~ quasi-naturalistic. Others are frankly social in character.
For an example of the fonner, suppose we operate under some
general injunction to save someone who is drowning, if you and you
alone can do so. Suppose, further, that you happen to find yourself
in such a position one day. Then that general injunction becomes a
compelling commandment addressed specifically to you.
The same example is easily adapted to provide an instance of the
second mode as well. Suppose, now, that there are hundreds of people
on the beach watching the drowning swimmer flounder. None is conspicuously closer or conspicuously the stronger swimmer; none is related to the swimmer. In short, none is in any way "naturalistically"
picked out as the appropriate person to help. If all of them tried to
help simultaneously, however they would merely get in each other's
way; the probable result of such a melee would be multiple drownings
rather than the single one now in prospect. Let us suppose, finally,
that there is one person who is not naturalistically but, rather, "socially" picked out as the person who should effect the rescue: the
duly-appointed lifeguard."' In such a case, it is dearly that person
upon whom the general duty of rescue devolves as a special duty.
Notice that it is not a matter of indiffe~ce whom we choose to
"Goodin tlj85c. Pettit and Goodin tlj8b. See similarly Shue tlj88.
"This, incidentally, provides another ""planation for why we <hould appoint lifeguards for crowdt'd but not uncrowded beaches. Besides its being more efficient
to put the lifeguards where there are more poople potentially In need of being
rescued, it is also more important where there are many potential rescuers that
someone he picked out as the "obvious" one to render assl'tance in an emergency.
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vest with special responsibility for discharging our general moral duties. Obviously, some people would, for purely naturalistic reasons,
make better lifeguards than others. It is for these naturalistic reasons
that we appoint them to the position rather than appointing someone
else. But their special respons.ibility in the matter derives wholly from
the fact that they Wl'rr appointed, and not at all from any facts about
why they were appointed.
Should the appointed individuals prove incompetent, then of
course it is perfectly proper for us to retract their commissions and
appoint others in their places. If responsibility is allocated merely
upon the bases here suggested, then its reallocation is always a live
issue. But it is an issue to be taken up at another level, and in another
forum." Absent such a thoroughgoing reconsideration of the allocation of responsibilities, it will almost always be better to let those who
have been assigned responsibility get on with the job. In all but the
most exceptional cases of clear and gross incompetence on the part of
the appointed individual, it will clearly be better to get out of the way
and let the duly appointed lifeguard have an unimpeded chance at
pulling the drowning swimmer out of the water.
TI!at seems to provide a good model for many of our so-called
special duties. A great many general duties point to tasks that, for one
reason or another, are pursued more effi!Ciively if they are subdivided
and particular people are assigned special responsibility for particular
portions of the task. Sometimes the reason this is so has to do with
the advantage of specialization and division of labor. Other times it
has to do with lumpiness in the information required to do a good
job, and the limits on people's capacity for processing requisite quantities of information about a great many cases at once. And still other
times it is because there is some process at work (the adversarialsystem in law, or the psychological processes at work in child development, e.g.) that pJeSUpposes that each person will have some
particular advocate and champion.'" Whatever the reason. however,
it is simply the case that our general duties toward people are sometimes more effectively discharged by assigning special responsibility
for that matter to some particular agents. When that is the case, then
that clearly is what should be done."
" Thus the ucription of '"role responsibiUties" takes on the same two-tier !llructure
familiAr from diocutaionll of "'indirect CONSJuenti.lltsm" (Hare tglh. pp. 135-40.
201-5; WUiiams tljiiJ).
"Nagel t97fl, p. St. Williams tljllt. chap. t.
" Assigning reoponslblllty to lOIN' might have the effect of letting others off the
hook too easily, muolng to rome to the aid of oomeone in d - becauoe It is
"""""""' obe"s jab. That just points to the lmpo11ana of backup responsibiUtles,
diocuuod forti...- on.
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Thus, hospital patients are better cared for by being assigned to
particular doctors rather than having all the hospital's doctors devote
one nth of their time to each of the hospital's n patients. Someone
accused of a crime is better served, legally, by being assigned some
particular advocate, rather than having a different attorney appear
from the common pool of attorneys to represent him at each different
court date.•· Of course, some doctors are better than others, and some
lawyers are better than others; so it is not a matter of indifference
which one is handling your case. But any one is better than all at once.

B
National boundaries, I suggest, perfonn much the same function. The
duties that states (or, more precisely, their officials) have vi&-~-vis their
own citizens are not in any deep sense special. At root, they are merely
the general duties that everyone has toward everyone else worldwide.
National boundaries simply visit upon those particular state agents
special responsibility for discharging those general obligations vis-Avis those individuals who happen to be their own citizens."
Nothing in this argument claims that one's nationality is a matter
of indifference. There are all sorts of reasons for wishing national
boundaries to be drawn in such a way that you are lumped together
with others "of your own kind"; these range from mundane considerations of the ease and efficiency of administration to deep psychological attachments and a sense of self that may thereby be
promoted.'' My only point is that those are all considerations that bear
on the drawing and redrawing of boundaries; they are not, in and of
themselves, the source of special responsibilities toward people with
those shared characteristics."
The elementary facts about international responsibilities set out in
•'This is the "division of labor model" of the adversary systom disclwed by Wasser.otrom 11975, p. 9; 1983. p. JO).
"This seems broadly in line with Christian Wolff's lh749) 1934) early analyms.
He certainly believes we have special duties toward our own nation (1!1«. 1 )5);
but it is clear from his preface {oecs. 9-15l that thoee special rights and duties
are ~ in the context of. and derived from, a scheme to promote thr pater
common good of all nations as a whole. Several modem writen canvo.. this
argument, not always altogether approvingly {Shue t91!o, pp. 139-44; Fra..Rna
1977, p. 81; d. Hare t9llt, pp. 201-2).
"Sidgwick 1&91, chap. 14. Barry t911J. Macintyre t91!4. Cf. Cottingham tgll6, pp.
370"4·

"That is to say, if general duties would be better discharged by ...ignlng special
responsibilities to a group of people who enjoy helping one another, then we
should so ... ign responsibilities - not because there io anything intrinsically
good about enjoying helping tm.e particular othen. but merely becauae that is
the best means to the intrinsic good of discharging general duties.
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Section II can all be regarded as fair "first approximations" to the
implications of this assigned responsibility model. States are assigned
special responsibility for protecting and promoting the interests of
those who are their citizens. Other states dt> them a prima facie wn>ng
when they inflict injuries on their citizens; it is the prima facie duty
of a state, acting on behalf of injured citizens, to demand redress. But
ordinarily no state has any claim against other states for positive assistance in promoting its own citizens' intL'I"CSts. That is its own responsibility. Among its own citizens, however, it is perfectly proper
that in discharging that responsibility the state should compel its citizens to comply with various schemes that require occasional sacrifices
so that all may prosper."

c
So far, the story is strictly analogous in its practical implications It>
that told about mutual-benefit societies in Section IV. Here, as there,
we have special duties for promoting the well-being of compatriots.
Here, a.~ there, we are basically obliged to leave foreigners as we found
them. The rationale is different. Here, it is that we have been assigned
responsibility for compatriots in a way that we have not been assigned
any responsibility for foreigners. But the end result is much the same
- so far, at least.
There are, however, two important points of distinction bctwl'('ll
these stories. The first concerns the proper treahnent of the useless
and the helpless. So far as a mutual-benefit society is concerned, useless members would be superfluous members. Not only may they be
cast out, they ought to be cast out. If the rai~t>n d'etre of the s<lciety
is mutual benefit, and those people are not benefiting anyone, then it
is actually wrong, on mutual-benefit logic, for them to be included.
(That is true, at least insofar as their inclu.~ion is in any way costly to
the rest of the society - ergo, it is clearly wrong, in those terms, for
the severely handicapped to draw any benefits from a mutual-benefit
society.) The same is true with the helpless, that is, refugees and stateless persons. If they are going to benefit society, then a mutual-benefit
society ought to take them in. But if they are only going to be a net
M

If eumple g in Section II is ronstru<!d as a special positive duty toward aliens,
tlwn it pooeo SOII1rlhing ol a problem for all three other models of special , .
sponsibilities. All thoore would, for different .......,.,., exp«t positive duties to be
stronger vis-A-vis rompetriolo, not toward aliens. The assign..d responsibility
model alone is capable ol explaining tho phenomenon, as a maniffttation ol our

general duty toward ..veryone at large which persists even after special ""'ponsibilities have been allocatod. M!ft will be !lid ol that ....idual general duty
lah.'f.
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drain on society (as most of the "boat people" presumably appeared
to be, e.g.), then a mutual-benefit society not only may but must, on
its own principles, deny them entry. The fact that they are without
any other protector in the international system is, for mutual-benefit
logic, neither here nor there.
My model, wherein states' special responsibilities are derivro from
general ones of everyone to everyone, cancels both those implications.
States are stuck with the charges assigned to them, whether th~
people are a net benefit to the rest of society or not. Casting off Ulll!less
members of society would simply amount to shirking their assigned
responsibility.
The "helpless" constitute the converse case. They have been (or
anyway they are now) assigned to no one particular state for protection. That does not mean that all states may therefore ignore or abu!ll!
them, however. Quite the contrary- what justifies states in pressing
the particular claims of their own citizens is, on my account, the presumption that everyone has been assigned an advocate/protector."
Then, and only then, will a system of universal special pleading lead
to maximal fulfillment of everyone's general duties toward everyone
else worldwide.
Suppose. however, that someone has been left without a protector.
Either he has never been assigned one, or else the one he was assigned
has proved unwilling or unable to provide the sort of protection it
was his job to provide. Then, far from being at the mercy of everyone,
the person becomes the "residual responsibility" of all ... The situation
here is akin to that of a hospital patient who, through some clerical
error, was admitted with some acute illness without being assigned
to any particular physician's list. He then becomes the residual responsibility of all staff physicians of that hospital.
To be sure, that responsibility is an "imperfect" one as against any
particular state. It is the responsibility of the set of states, taken as a
whole, to give the refugee a home; but it is not the duty of any one
of them in particular." At the very least, though, we can say this
much. It would be wrong for any state to press the claims of its own
citizens strongly, to the disadvantage of th~ who have no advocate
" Thus, inlftnltional law giws alieno no right to pro1e11 dlrectly to hoot stain If
they have boen mistrellted by it; instead they are expected to petition their hoiN!
gowmiN!nts to INike reprnentalions to tlw host Ita~ on their behalf (Oppenheim 1955. voL 1, chap. J).
"Goodin 1985c, chap. 5· Pettit and Goodin 19116, pp. 673-6.
"Shacknovr 1985. Vat~l lt;os8) 1863, bk. 1, chap. 19, !1«. 2JO. See limilarly Wolff
lt749) '934· ooco. '47-<1• and Gmlius )16.25) 1925, bk. :Z. chap. :Z. !1«. 16. Vattrl
and Wolff opecifically ...m the right of the exile to dwell anywhere in the world
that will have him, oaying that hoots may properly refuse only for "good" and
"•pecial-110118."
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in the system;'" and it would not be wrong (as, perversely, it would
be on the mutual-benefit-society model) for any state to agree to give
refugees a home. Both these things follow from the fact that the state's
special responsibility to its own citizens is, at root, derived from the
same considerations that underlie its general duty to the refugee.
The second important difference between my model and mutual·
benefit logic roncems the critique of international boundaries and the
obligation to share resources between nations. On mutual-benefit
logic, boundaries should circumscribe groups of people who produce
benefits for one another. Expanding those boundaries is permissible
only if by so doing we can incorporate yet more mutually beneficial
collaborators into our society; contracting those boundaries is proper
if by so doing we can expel some people who are nothing but liabil·
ities to our cooperative unit. On mutual-benefit logic, furthermore,
transfers across international boundaries are permissible only if they
constitute mutually beneficial exchanges. The practical consequence of
all this is, characteristically, that the rich get richer and the poor get

poorer.
On the model I have pro~. none of thi• would follow. Special
responsibilities are, on my account, assigned merely as an administrative device for discharging our general duties more efficiently. If
that is the aim, then they should be asaigned to agomts capable of
discharging them effectively; and that, in tum, means that sufficient
resources ought to have been given to every such state agent to allow
for the effective discharge of those responsibilities. If there has been
a misallocation of some sort, so that some states have been assigned
care of many more people than they have been assigned resources to
care for them, then a reallocation is called for."' This follows not from
any special theory of justice, but, rather, merely from the basis of
special duties in general ones. •·
If some states prove incapable of discharging their responsibilities
effectively, then they should either be reconstituted or assisted."
"'Simil.uly, in the "advocacy model" of the law, it i.• morally proper for attorneys
to pres their clients' caoe .. hard as they can If and only if rveryone haolegal
leJ'ftWI\Ialion. It institutions fail to guaranter that. it is wrong for atlomt'ys to
do.., ( W - 1975. pp. 12-13; tC)IIJ).
"Miller (t9{!8) rightly object5 to putting the poorly-off in charge of the poorly-off,
and the well-off in charge of thr well-off. That is not • critique of my model,
however, but rather a critique of existing inlemational boundarirs from within
my model.
•· Ct. Barry tC)IIJ.
" Perhaps to the point of a poor otalt' offering ltoeU up as a colony of a richer one
- but only insofar as the colonizJOd have no strong intereot.• in collectivr autoo·
omy, and only insofar as the rolonizers really would promote the intereots of
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Whereas on mutual-benefit logic it would actually be wrong for
nations to take on burdens that would in no way benefit their citizens,
on my model it would certainly not be wrong for them to do so; and
it would in some diffuse way be right for them to do so, in discharge
of the general duties that all of them share and that underwrite their
own grant of special responsibility for their own citizens in the fint
place."
VI. CONCLUSION

Boundaries matter, I conclude. But it is the boundaries around people,
not the boundaries around territories, that really matter morally. Territorial boundaries are merely useful devices for "matching" one person to one protector. Citizenship is merely a device for fixing special
responsibility in some agent for discharging our general duties
vis each particular person. At root, however, it is the person and the
general duty that we all have toward him that matters morally.
If all has gone well with the assignment of responsibilities, then
respecting special responsibilities and the priority of compatriots to
which they give rise would be the best way of discharging those general duties. But the assignment of responsibility will never work perfectly, and there is much to make us suppose that the 8!18ignment
embodied in the present world system is very imperfect indeed. In
such cases, the derivative special responsibilities cannot bar the way
to our discharging the more general duties from which they are derived. In the present world system, it is often - perhaps ordinarily wrong to give priority to the claims of our compatriots."
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thr colonized poor rathrr than exploit them. Neithrr condition, of cowse, is ofmt
likrly to be satisfied.
This duty to render a..,istance acruoo poorly oonotituted boundarift might be
"""" .. a "oecondary, back-up rrspomibility" that a>IN!fl into play whrn tm.
a55igned primary rosponoibtlity prow unwilling or unabt.. to discharge it
(Goodin t985<. chap. 5).
~~ Earlier vft'5ions were ~nted to an ECPR Workshop in Amstm:lam and to
oeminars at thr Universities of Essex and Stockholm. I am grateful to all tho!e
~

aud~m"ft,

and to Hille-l Stftntor, for comment8.

Chapter 17
Nuclear disarmament as a moral certainty

One of the most biting comments on postwar American history comes
from the pen of Arthur Schlesinger, Jr. It goes like this: "As the traumatic experience of the Great Depression led to the ~lution to make
the economy depression-proof, so the traumatic experience of Pearl
Harbor led to the resolution to make the nation war-proof."' Laudable
though those goals might be, Schlesinger's advice is simply, "Let's not
get carried away" seeking certainty where none is available."
According to the now conventional wiodom, American foreign pol-

icy-makers in particular must "accept the fad of uncertainty and learn
to live with it. Since no magic will provide certainty. our plans must
work without it."' Modem deterrence theory is especially deeply imbued with this renunciation of the quest for certainties. There is no
such thing as a petWct deterrent, we are firmly told. There is no absolute guarantee of perpetual peace. The Harvard !lluclear Study
Group advises, "Any form of atomic escapism is a dead end. Uving
with nuclear weapons is our only hope. It requires that we per.;evere
in reducing the likelihood of war even though we cannot remove the
possibility altogether." Or in the immortal words of John Foster Dulles, "You have to take chances for peace, just as you must take chances
in war."'
At this point, however, I can only echo Schlesinger's admonition.
Let's not get carried away, renouncing the quest for certainties even
where they can reasonably be sought. Even if we are not able to tie
down everything. we can still hope to tie down some of the most
important things. That, as I understand it, is what the movement for
nuclear disarmament is all about. Its aim is to produce modal changes
• Schlesinger •98•·
• Wohlp. 40'·
' llarvard Nucl""r Study Gn111p 198), pp. 254-5. Dulleo is qUOh!d in Ellsb«g 1'j68,

•96•.

p. )8.
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in the possibility of a large-scale nuclear war rather than just marginal
changes in its probability. That limited quest for certainties is, I shall
argue, eminently defensible.

To understand what I am arguing for, it might help to know what I
am arguing against. That is nothing less than nuclear deterrence itself.
Its basic idea is that each side can, by emphasizing the risks of nuclear
war, deter the other from steps that might tum that risk into a reality.
But this is very much a gamble since for the deterrent to be credible
the risk must be real. So in essence deterrence is a scheme for making
nuclear war less probable by making it more probable.•
That the logic of nuclear deterrence is incorrigibly probabilistic is
widely acknowledged. Strategists and social scientists describe as its
"fundamental premise" the proposition that "nuclear weapons make
probtlbl~ the rejection (by one's opponents) of armed aggression as a
potential policy alternative" (emphasis added). Moral philosophers
also fully acknowledge the nature of the gamble. In the words of Bernard Williams, "The morality of deterrence is, I think, legitimately one
in which you think principally about those steps which make it less
likt'ly that the weapons get used" (emphasis added).'
My argument is that all such notions of probability and likelihood
are simply inappropriate in these circumstances. Maybe such concepts
are not even meaningful at all when applied to situations involving
reflective human agents rather than mere random processes.• But In
any case it is clear that, where probabilities of nuclear war are concerned, we just do not know enough about the shape of the underlying distribution to justify employing any of the standard techniques
for estimating probabilities. That we can have no reliable probability
estimates is in itself quite enough to render probabilistic reasoning
about such affairs wildly inappropriate.
Certainly we have no solid objective statistics, based on frequency
counts or such like. The balance of terror has kept the peace for the
past thirty-five years, to be sure. But thirty-five years is just too short
• Ulftally. of courw, this is a non oequitur. but the phr..,. CAptures something ol
the spirit of deter:renc;.,. N<.M, for examf>l<', the Harv•rd Nucte.r Study Group's
( 11)8), p. 15, emphasis added) talk of ''taldng a,,..., ri:;l; ol nuclrar wor" in hopei
of ••preventing an evm J.Jrgn ri:;l; of nucte.r war:· or Bl«hmon Uld Hort's hl)lbl
di5cussion of how the ''threat to lose control'' can serve as a detftftlll threat. Seo?
similarly Pasldns and Doctrill U)79, pp. f>4-n, 2)9, and Trachtrnberg 11)85, pp.
)5'}-61.

'Brody 1Cj68, p. 1)0. B. Williams
•&urns 1970.

•911>. pp. 28q-<p. 5H llimilarly Gauthier 1984.
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a run on which to base our probability judgments, given the unacceptability of even very small probabilities of such a very great horror.
Besides, nuclear war is just not the sort of thing whose probabilities
we dare to estimate by trial-and-error procedures- the first error may
well mark the Ieamer's own end.'
Nor do we have any well-validated scientific theoriL'S (about, e.g.,
the genesis and I!IIC8lation of international conflicts) from which we
might hope to derive reliable estimates of the probability of a breakdown in deterrence which would lead to a large-scale nuclear war.
We suffer not from a lack of such theories but rather from a surfeit
of them; and none can prove itself decisively superior to all the oth-

ers.•
Nor, finally, do we have any particularly good reason to place
any great faith in subjective probability estimates. Of course, we can
always bully people into stating their "best guess" as to the chances
of anything occurring; we can even bully them into rendering those
probability estimates consistent. But when such estimates are as
groundless as those concerning the chances of nuclear deterrence collapsing into nuclear war are, we should not set any great store by
them. Ellsberg says, "It's no use bullying me into taking action ... by
flattering my 'best judgment.' I know how little that's based <m.""
Alas, most people do not. Psychological evidence suggests not only
that "individuals are poor probability Blllle980rs" but also, "and perhaps more important, that they underestimate their poornl'SS by assessing probabilities too tightly.""' Knowing this -and knowing all
the severe distortions to which judgments under uncertainty are
prone" - it would be sheer folly for us to predicate any profoundly
important policy choices on such fallible subjective probability estimates.
The upshot is that it is altogether inappropriate to engage in probabilistic reasoning about the chances of a breakdown in the balance
of terror that leads to a large-scale nuclear war. Objective statistics are
unavailable; theories are too numerous and too divergent; subjective
estimates are known to be too unreliable." The problem is not just
'All the lltaNUnl argumenbl about nudor reector safety apply here. Ser Goodin
14jllzb,

c!Yp.

10.

• "When! we!Yw - . 1 rompeti"'! thoorieo which give diffemlt predictions, all
t t - theories should be ~ed with IIU5piclon, and we should be preparod
for a risk that Is much higher than w!Yt Is predicted by any of the theories'"
(felll!ldal 1979, p. ,.a,). For a critical survey of competing theories. oee Hoole

and Zlnnn t9'}6.
• Ellsberg tCJ(It, p. 663. Sol! similarly Luce and Raiffa 1957, p. )04.
•• ZeckhaUMr tc175, p. 445· For ev~. see Kahnetnan et aL tg8z. pp. 287-354·
"Sol! KAhneman et 1L tCJ(b In general and, tnOn! particularly, Fiachoff tgll).
"Sol! oimlluly Elster 19794- Pap 1978, pp. 225-<J. K.ovka tg8o and Benn tg8).
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that we cannot estimate point probabilities with any great precision that we cannot say whether the probability of nuclear war this century
is 10 percent or 15 percent. Nor is it even just that we cannot make
the sorts of order-of-magnitude judgments that would aUow us to
make ordinal judgments about relative probabilities. We are in a
worse situation stiU. We cannot even say with confidence in what
direction any particular strategic innovation pushes the probability of
all-out nuclear war. Some theories maintain that that risk is increased
by cruise missiles or space-based defenses or nuclear proliferation.
Others hold the opposite.'·' Neither logic nor experience enables us to
choose confidently between these theories, and only a fool would trust
unaided hunches with so much at stake.
The most that can be claimed for deterrence is that it wiU probably
work to prevent war. So if probabilistic reasoning is inappropriate in
these circumstances, deterrence is too. In short, my complaint against
nuclear deterrence is that it amounts to playing the odds without
knowing the odds. That constitutes recklessness par excellence. It
would be the height of irresponsibility for anyone to wager the family
home on rolls of such radically unpredictable dice. Where millions of
lives are at stake, that judgment must surely apply even more harshly.
The conventional wisdom holds that the only responsible response
to such radical uncertainty would be to adopt a diversified defense
portfolio, hedging against all the conceivable risks. But of course it is
in the nature of such things that, in the course of spreading ourselves
to secure some protection against aU possibilities, we leave ourselves
less than fully protected against any of them. And, furthermore, some
of the things that diversifying our defense portfolio might dictate (e.g.,
damage-limitation or postwar-reconstruction planning) could be seen
as provocative by our opponents, thereby increasing the risk of the
very worst eventualities we are hoping to protect against. Risk hedging is not a bad strategy if it is the best we can do. Often it is. Sometimes, however, another strategy is available, and when it is, it proves
decidedly superior. It is to this new strategy that I now tum.

II

Here I shall offer a method of approaching such problems that deals
in possibilistic rather than probabilistic terms. In poaoibillstic reasoning. there are only three categories to concern us: (1) the impossible,
"S.., e.g .. the debah> ~ Payne and Gray h9&4J. For a novel argument that
nuclear proliferation might reduce the cha"""" of nuclear war by making all of
us !110ft careful, tee Wildavsky tg&a.
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(2) the possible, and ()) the a!rtain. '' And there are only four logically
distinct ways of changing possibilities:
1.

something previously Impossible can be made possible;

2. something previously merely possible can be madl' a!rtain;

or moving in the opposite direction:
3· something previously a!rtain can be made merely possible; or
4· something previously possible can be made impossible.''

Some special significance of a logical sort clearly attaches to movements across the boundaries that define these modal categories. Where
thP outcomes in question are themselves matters of moral concern,
that special significance is moral as well. If an outcome would be
morally desirable, then (other things being equal) it is morally desir·
able for that outcome to be made not just more probable but a!rtain
or for that outcome to be rendered poesible if before it was not. Conversely, if an outcome would be morally undesirable, then (other
things being equal) it is morally desirable for that outcome to be made
not just less probable but impossible or for it to be reduced to a mere
possibility if before it was a a!rtainty.
For those steeped in modem Bayesian decision theory, replacing
probabilistic with posibilistic reasoning might seem queer indeed. For
a wide variety of people in a wide variety of practical circumstances,
however, it seems to come very naturally. Of COUfSl', that does not
prove that there are good reasons for their so acting - arguments to
that effect will come later. But as an important preliminary to those
arguments, let me first respond to the "argument from queerness" by
illustrating the role of possibilistic reasoning in everyday affairs. Consider first the evidence of a wide variety of psychological experiments
showing that there is something like a "a!rtainty effect" governing
people's responses to choice situations. However they choose between
ordinary gambles, people seem disproportionately sensitive to out·
comes that are a!rtain. Even by the standards set by their own previous choices among gambles, people will pay considerably more than
they should (in terms of probabilistically expected costs) to avoid a
loss that is a!rtain or (in terms of probabilistically expected gains for·
gone) to secure a gain that is certain.'"
The same sort of logic seems to pervade the White House in crisis
•• Elsk'r •'J111. Hamblin •959" For c:ompleteMu, we might add two furthrr c:ompoou car.gories: 151 !IOilldhing
~I~ can be nude certain (combining 1 and •l; or (b) !IOilldhing
~certain aan be INdo! lmpooolble (combining ) and 41.
,. Twnky 1975. Kallneman and Twnky 1979- T1Uo growo out ol worlr. on thr Alllolo
Parad"" (Luc:e and Raiffa 1957. oec. 1).5; Elllberg u}fn; AU.is and HAgen •mi.
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decision making. There, too, the emphasis seems to fall heavily on
certainties and impossibilities rather than on fine-grained probability
estimates. Notice that, during the Cuban missile crisis, President Kennedy justified taking a risk of nuclear war on the grounds that it was
necessary "to avoid crrtain war later." Robert Kennedy added that
American actions did not cross any modal boundaries on the other
side either, saying that "we all agreed in the end that if the RuMians
were ready to go to nuclear war over Cuba, they were ready to go to
nuclear war, and that was that. So we might as well have the showdown then as six months later."'' Whether or not any of this was true
- or whether or not it was even genuinely thought to be true, at the
time - it is nonetheless revealing that the rationalizations (if that is
what they are) are phrased in terms of modalities, the certainty of
war, and such like.
The same emphasis on possibilistic reasoning is also reflected in the
special importance traditionally attached, both legally and morally, to
the "first intervening agent" and the "last intervening agent" in any
causal chain. Both make essentially possibilistic contributions to the
outcome. The intervention of the first makes it possible, that of the
last inevitable. It is hard to say precisely how to apportion responsibility between these two agents.'' Between them, however, the first
and last intervening agents were traditionally th<.>ught to bear the bulk
of the responsibility for the outcome. Recently we have come to appreciate the importance of other agents along the way - those who
could have put an end to the causal chain but who failed to do so. In
law, the increasingly popular doctrine of "comparative negligence"
shares out some of the blame among them, also. •• What is significant
in the present context, however, is that first, last, and intermediate
agents are all blamed for their possibilistic contributions to the causal
chain. just as the first is blamed for making the harmful outcome
possible and the last f(>r allowing it to become inevitable, intermediate
agents are blamed for failing to take opportunities when they had
them to make the harmful outcome impossible.
All this is merely by way of refuting the "queerness" objection .
., Snyder tenS. pp. 357, 345· See abo Jervis 1979, PP· 311>-n.
''Prior 1956. Raphael 1956. Han and Honore h959l t<JI!5· l'rostsol>r 1971, chap. 12.
•• Proo..er (1971. chap. u) enten a forceful plea for "comparative negligence." Notice that the older, harsher doctrine of "contributory negligence" only makes
seno;e if the plaintiff could have done soiN!'Ihing to prevent 1M hann from boofalling him.o;elf; liUw;,...,, "vicarious liability" <>nly makes ...,.., on the aooumption that masters/parent•/ owners rould have dono something to prevent tlwir
oervants/childnm/dogs from inllkting the hann. Unless they cuuld have done
11011Wthing to make the hannful outrome impossible- i.~.. unless tlwir negl~
was a .....,.....ry ronditi<>n of that outcome - it makes no ...,.., to uoign them
liability for it.
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Be the intuitions of BayesiaN as they may, pclllllibilistic considerations certainly do seem to loom Large in many areas of ordinary decision making. Now I want to tum to aJSUe that there is a class of
extraordinaly decision eituations in which possibilistic considerations
deserve special and, indeed, exclusive emphasis. In standard applications, possibilistic notions rightly operate in conjunction with probabilistic ones. Whether and how much we praile or blame people for
their actions ordinarily depends at least in part on how probable it
was (or is) that the possibilities they opened up would be actualized.»
Under certain circumstances, however, thOR probabilistic elemente
drop out of the calculations, leaving us with a purely pclllllibilistic
analysis of moral responsibility. Here I shall concentrate on two such
conditions. 111ese are not necessarily mutually exclusive; indeed, both
arguably obtain in the caee of nuclear weapons decision-making. Nor
are they neressarily exhaustive of all the circumstances that force us
to rely on purely pclllllibilistic reasoning. 5till. they seem to be the most
important ones for the present application at least.
One relatively familiar factor that forces us to shy away from probabilistic reasoning is the magnitude of the possible payoffs. Where
there is any risk of something infinitely awful happening. then probabilities simply do not matter. Just so long as that outcome is possible
- .., long as there Is some nonzero probability of its happening - we
must do whatever we can to avoid it." Infinite coste, discounted by
any probability larger than zero, are still infinite. And while few payoffs are literally infinite, the same BOrt of argument might still work
where pclllllible payoffs are virtually infinite. FDI" all intentl and purposes. probabilities might still drop out of our reckonings for much
the same reason as before.u
All that is, I think, both true and important. But it is also pretty
standard. My more novel suggestion is that there is a second condition, completely independent of the first, which might also force us to
tort law, e.g., pe<>p1r are not held reponolble lo< unl.,..._.bll! "fn!ak" aaidenls. Some misht analyze that .u "anything ... which )the actor) could not
fairly haw boon exp«ted to rontemplatr .u poalble, and then!loro to avoid"
(Holmes 1881, p. 9f). The !110ft lllilndanl analysis analyzes that notion in lftm!l
of what could br " " - " M both "pooolble and probable" (Hart and Honcri
l1959l 1glls, chap. 9l.
" The 1!1011 plauolble way anything rould havo infinitr disutility would bo by
lo<ocloolng an olhawt. potentu.lly Infinite - m of future payoffs (Dryzek
t<jll)l. In the limitiJ18
there is a ..,.,..,.infinity dilomma," I.e., "a virtually
zero probability of a virtually lnllnitr ao-.ophe'' !Paso t,S, pp. :108-ul.
u Similarly, tort law ....... anyone engagod In "ultrahazardouo activities'" (or
"'obnormally dangerous activitls,'" u they are mw called) strict liability lor any
ha""" that might ....Wt. blatantly Ignoring the probllbilistic calculuo that characteriza ordinary lllilndardo of noglisrnce (Proooer 11)65, chap. 21).
~In
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fall back on possibilistic rather than probabilistic standards of moral
responsibility. lllat condition is as follows:
the agent's choice among alternative courses of action might make
a morally significant difference in the outcome;
2. the agent's judgment about the probability that any particular outrome will result from any particular action is (and is or should be
known by the agent to bel highly unreliable; and
3· the agent's judgment about what outcomes his various actions
would make possible or impossible is (and is or should be known
by the agent to bel highly reliable.''
1.

The emphasis in this second argument is on the differential reliability
of possibilistic judgments over probabilistic ones. Often there will be
no such differential. Whatever makes us uncertain of probabilities also
makes us uncertain about possibilities. But at least occasionally we
will have good grounds - which almost inevitably have to be good
theoretical grounds rather than experiential ones - for supposing that
some courses of action will make an outcome impossible, whereas
other courses of action merely alter its probability in ways we cannot
reliably predict.
Under this perhaps peculiar constellation of circumstances identified by my second argument for possibilistic reasoning. the only way
an agent can confidently exert effective control over morally important consequences is by manipulating possibilities. And if the consequences really do matter morally, then clearly he should do so. This
means that, ceteris paribus, a moral agent should make morally desirable outcomes possible or certain (and morally wtdesirable ones
impossible or uncertain) wherever he can; that a moral agent should
open up as many possible paths to good outcomes (and close off as
many possible paths to bad ones) as he can; et cetera.
Under either of these two sets of circumstances, the morally responsible course of behavior is to pursue policies producing modal
changes in the desired direction. The first argument tells us that we
should aim, above all else, to remove the certainty or to guarantee the
impossibility of outcomes that are really heinous. The second tells us
that, even where the payoffs are less dramatic, we should nonetheless
concentrate on possibilities if probability judgments are deemed
grossly wtreliable. Then all that is left is for us to choose between
alternative courses of action on the basis of the possibilities they open
up or dose off for good or bad outcomes. Either of these conditions
~'

~nough" is (and for that matter. how certain "certain
is) fort~ purpooeo al hand is a function of potmtw costo and benefits.
It is pennis6ible to play unreliable odd• for small •takeo. in a way it is not for
larg~ on~ (EIIsb<!rg 19(>1, p. 663; L~ and Raiffa 1957, p. a7l.

How reliable "reliable
~nough""
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alone would force us to shift from probabilistic to possibilistic reasoning. Where both conditions are operative, as I shall shortly argue they
are in the case of nuclear armaments, they can be powerfully reinforcing.
This approach contrasts sharply both with the standard ethical
practice of asse55lng policies In terms of their probable consequences
and with the standard deontological alternative to that approach. Unlike the former, I shun probabilities; unlike the latter, I still want to
Pmbrace consequences." My approach also contrasts sharply with all
the standard decision-theoretic rules that would allow us to dispense
with reckonings of probabilities.'' Maximin, maximax, minimax regret, and Arrow-Hurwicz rules all choose between options on the basis of possible payoffs, without asking how probable they might be.
But all these rules are preoccupied with limiting cases- with thp best
or worst or most regrettable possible outcome. Thus they ignore the
existence of a great many other possibilities that might be almost as
bad or as good; they likewise ignore how many or how few possible
paths might be open to each of these outcomes. In short, decision
theorists, in their zeal to break IOOSP of the influence of probabilistic
reasoning, have come to neglect important changes even in the set of
possibilities facing us. Remedying that neglect is one of the major
tasks of this chapre-r.
III

This focus on thp moral importance of modal shifts can be shown to
have important implications for nuclear weapons policy. The preconditions for applying my argument surely all Pxist. Little need be said
to justify the claim that the consequences in view matter morally.
Maybe consequentialistic considerations are not the only ones that
should guide our choices, of military policies or any others; but where
the consequences in view are so momentous as those involved in an
all-out nuclear war, it would be sheer lunacy to deny such considerations any role at an.•
For present purposes, there is no need to specify what makes the
lleM ( l(j8J) leaps from the observation tmt probabilille; are unrelt.ble where
nuclear straregies are roncemed to the conclusion tmt co~uentialistic ...,asoning is thenefore precluded, lheroby overlooking the option (poosibilistic con.•
quenlialism) for which I am here arguing.
"LUCP and Raiffa 1957, cmp. 13. LackPy 1982; 19&\.
• "It is thoroughly unmtsonable to supJ>OII'I' tmt the goodlle06 or badllt'50 oi an
action is entirely indq>endent of its probable conoequerx:PS, and no one but a
~

moralist riding a theory to doth would maintain this view for an instant" (Broad
1916,

p. 27fl;..., oimiiariy B. Wiiilamo

1~,

:.¢

p. 90l.
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consequences of a large-scale detonation of nuclear weapons so morally heinous. We can leave open the question of whether it is the dead
bodies (or cities or civilizations) that should offend us or whether it
is the violations of moral rights and duties that would inevitably be
entailed by a full-blown nuclear war. The question here is merely how
to allocate responsibility for avoiding outcomes that can be seen to be
morally heinous from any number of perspectives.
Nor is there much doubt about the existence of both conditions
independently driving us fmm probabilistic principles to possibilistic
ones. As for the first, the potential costs of an all-out nuclear war
surely are enormous and surely must count as "virtually infinite" if
any do. As for the second, my introductory argument has already
shown that, where risks of nuclear war are concerned, probabilistic
reasoning is inappropriate.
What crucially remains to be shown is that there is any action
which we can confidently predict will make a modal change in the
desired direction. Often it saoms we know no more about possibilities
than about probabilities, or that opening up some bad possibilities is
the necessary price of closing off others equally bad, or that opening
up some bad possibilities is the necessary price of opening up oome
others that are equally good. This sort of indeterminacy, at least,
seems absent in the case of nuclear weapons policy.
Consider first the responsibilities involved in moving up the ladder
of possibility, from impossibility to possibility to certainty. According
to the above analysis, there would be two classes of prime candidates.
One would be those who were responsible for creating (inventing,
funding and building) the nuclear weapons in the first place - for
making nuclear war a possibility. The other would be those who
would be responsible for taking the last step that makes all-out nuclear war inevitable. One of the great troubles with this as with all
great "accidents" is that it is often not clear, either in retrospect or,
much less, in prospect, what the "last step" is before some inexorable
chain of events is set in motion. But in the case of nuclear war, this
much at least is certain. The first superpower to launch nuclear weapons directed at the other's homl'land has ther-eby made all-out nuclear
war inevitable.
Some might say that nothing is "inevitable," in any morally important sense, so long as other people retain some subsequent choice
in the matter. Thus when you refuse a blackmailer's demands, knowing full well that he will kill the child, that does not burden you with
the responsibility for the child's death." Nor on this account would
the agent launching the first nuclear strike be responsible for the en-
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suing exchange of weapons - if the other side could, in some meaningful sense, choose whether to launch a second strike. But there is
an equally persuasive argument in the opposite direction. If you could
have foreseen the other's reaction, then you should have taken account
of it in making your own decision; if you have failed to do so and the
injury occurs, then both of you are liable for it."
Besides, in the case of nuclear war there are powerful reasons for
doubting that the other side really could "choose" in any meaningful
sense whether or not to launch a retaliatory strike. One reason is
purely psychological - turning the other cheek after an unprovoked
nuclear attack may well be beyond the psychological capacities of
most people. Another even more important reason is technological.
Most strategists now seem to agree that a first strike would try (probably successfully) to knock out some important components of the
other side's romrnand-control-communications systems ... That ml'ans
that the counterstrike would be fired by a headless automaton. The
official line, and the fond hope, is that no one cut off from the commander in chief will have authority to launch a nuclear counterstrike.
The great danger is that no one, in those circumstances, will have the
effective authority to stop it.
At this point, nuclear weapons have been discovered, built and
depluy•'<~·

Those who did '"" may have a lot to answer for. But from

the perspective of present policy-making, all that is history. The question before us is what, given that history, we are now to do. To present
policy-makers therefore falls a peculiarly strong responsibility to make
sure that, now that nuclear war is possible, they do nothing to make
it inevitable. That, as I have just argued, means that each side should
abstain from any first nuclear strike on the other superpower's homeland.
Next let us consider the responsibilities involved in moving down
the ladder of possibility, from certainty to possibility to impossibility.
Again, there are two classes of prime candidates for responsibility.
One would be those who were responsible for averting an otherwise
certain nuclear exchange - for transforming the certainty of nuclear
war into the mere possibility of one. The other would be those who
were responsible for making an all-out nuclear war impossible.
It is difficult to imagine what desperate circumstances might be
described by the first category (an all-out nuclear war being inevitable
in the absence of the agenrs intervention). But suppose, for example,
that the troops in the silos (theirs or ours) had standing orders to
launch a nuclear attack under certain narrowly specified conditions,
-Boat.. t89~. p. 117·
t<j8t. Keeny and Panolsky

~Ball

t<j8t-~.

Bracken t<J8J.
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unless instructed otherwise by their commander in chief.•' Then an
all-out nuclear war would be inevitable unless the commander in chief
gives the order for them to hold their fire. He would, therefore, have
a peculiarly strong responsibility to do so. Much the same can be said
for everyone along the chain of command that would be responsible
for transmitting the commander in chief's order to launch a nuclear
attack or counterattack. All-out nuclear war would be inevitable unless one or some group of them acts so as to prevent that message
from getting through. Consequently each of them would have a peculiarly strong responsibility so to act.
The second category is, however, of more immediate relevance.
Whoever has an opportunity to make all-out nuclear war impossible
would, on this argument, have a peculiarly strong responsibility to
seize that opportunity. Herein lies the case for nuclear disarmament.
Of course, if all sides were to undertake such a policy, nuclear war
between them would be quite literally impossible. Universal nuclear
disarmament is most strongly to be commended on these grounds,
therefore. But under certain circumstances- circumstances which arguably obtain in the present world - unilateral nuclear disarmament
by one of the two superpowers, combined with a reorientation of its
conventional force posture, would produce the same effect. There is
simply no credible scenario by which a nuclear-armed superpower provided it is at once minimally rational and governed by the standard goals guiding world politics - would, either by accident or by
design, be led to launch a full-scale nuclear assault on an opponent
armed only with conventional weapons of a merely defensive sort.''

'"'"These circumstances are, alas, not so fanciful a.• they might semt. It io widely
~ported that North American Air Del..,., (NORAD) rommanders woed to have
authority, in certain circumstances, to launch a nuclear a Had< on their own authority. Certainly there Wl!I'O fr"'!"""t demands for "I'"'Piannins" of nuciNr
strikes by !IIATO field commanders, incorporating the description ol cirrumstarx:e in which they a~ authorized to fire in thf' Single Integrated Ope-rational
Plan (frei 1983; Pringle and Arkin 198J).
'' Marc Trachtenberg., in comments at the Aspen confeR'nCe, argued that hiatory
beli., thlo point: "t:m10ider the ex.omple of the United StA""' in its periud of
atomic monopoly. If war had broken oul around J9SO· this country, which
thought of it..,lf as liberal, dvili7.ed and humane, would almoot certainly hove
dropped ewry bomb in its arsenAl on the Soviet Union, and espect.lly Savit-t
'utban industrial' targets. If America would have behoved in this way, are certain that thr Soviets, given simiYr circurmtance. would notr' (see similarly
Freedman 19IJ1, chap. 4). But the circumstance would not be similar. The AIM!'
ican nuclear littack was contem.plated only in the eveont of an ovC!'I'Whelming
conventional assault by Soviet forces on Amerial's EuropNn allies. Were a superpower to undertake both unilat~ral nuclN.r dlwrma.mrnt tmd the reorimta-tion of conventional forceo into a purely dofensiw posture, then neither history
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In a war of conquest, no aggressor strives to destroy its spoils.'"'
This case for unilateral nuclear disarmament is hedged in various
respects. Let me elaborate a little. Notice, first, that I am assuming a
world in which there are only two nuclear superpowers. Only in that
case would unilateral nuclear disarmament by one party preclude an
all-out nuclear war. Mine is an argument for reducing the number of
nuclear·anned superpowers to one, not just l1y one. Were there more
than two vast nuclear arsenals in the world, the same sort of argument
would lead to a call for unilateral nuclear disarmament, ideally by all
nuclear superpowers but at the very least by all but one."
Notice, second, that I merely claim that unilateral nuclear disarmament would avert "full-scale" or "all-out" nuclear war. Nuclear
weapons might still be used in anger. There are still the lesser nuclear
powers who might make some little mischief; and if one superpower
retains nuclear weapons, it might occasionally detonate some of them,
either to back up its blackmail or to prevent the other from reanning.
Naturally, no nuclear blast is to be welcomed. Nonetheless, I assume
that there are scale effects and that, for a variety of reasons, an all-out
nor strategic doctrirw more generally yields .. ny credible scenario by whkh it
would be •ubject to an aU-out nuclear Msault.
"No credible "'onario'' i< indeed tlw proper otandanl of imJ'O"<ibility. Pr•;slble worlds, recall, must be constructed out of possible stepo lrom tbe actual
world; and what is "incredibW' is inconceivable and hence impo86ible, at least
from our present perspective. Tbere are of cou..., "degr..,. of credibility."' ..,.
solvable into an ordinary probability cakulus. Here I focus insread on the limiting'""" of impooslbility, i.e., tbe situation in which there is no scenario with any
credibility at all k-eding to the outcome in quetion.
"Doug Lackey, in rummenl!o at the Aspen conf..-ence, offered as a reductio tbe
argument that following this logic we would be obliged to remO\'e all potrntially
lethal objocts from our homes and thereby render ou...,lves incapable of committing munler. Although I certainly think it would be a good idea for Americans to """""" oome of the lethal weapons from their homes (e.g., Nlndguns),
I am Nippy enough for tbem to hang oniD othon (e.g., ldtcben kniv.. and lroun
legs of lamb). The reoon, .. Lackey intimated, has to do with tbe relativt' probabilities that they wUI In foct be ~ to commit murders. I..Dng expt'riftlc\" with
guns, carving knives and legs of lamb lying around the house ground• reason·
able estimateo of the probebllitie that they will be ~ as murder weapons.
Our all-too-brief experlena! with nuclear weapons, alas, offmo no basis for reli·
able probability -mate.
"Strategically, each nation will hold out, each wanting to be that one nuclear
superpowe< left in an ofherwlse nucleaNiisarmed world. The dangers atrending
ouch an ul'll!<jtW coordination s-me c:onstiture tbe best argument for unilateral
disarmament not only in tbe two-nation but also in the n-nation caoe (Hanlin
•91JJ, pp. 2.49-54>. As one superpower divests ilielf of nuclear ....,pons, lesser
powers that uaed to live under ll!o nuclear umbrella may feel compelled to acquire or i~~Crea~~e nuclear anenolo of their own, of cou...,; but so long as tOO..,
a1WN11s mnaln below oome threshold (dllocusoed in the next paragraph) "all·
out nuclear war'' would still be imp<*ll>le.
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nuclear war would be far, far worse than the detonation of just a few
nuclear devices. Where this threshold lies depends, of course, on what
precisely it is that makes an all-out nuclear war so much wone than
a limited one. If it is the prospect of a "nuclear winter," and if (as
oome suggest) detonating even as few nuclear weapons as France will
ooon po!lll<!!iS might trigger it, then once again we would need concerted action aimed at more widespread nuclear disarmament in order
to guarantee that the threshold would never be crossed." I ignore that
possibility here not because I think it unimportant but merely because
if true it constitutes an even more powerful argument for the suicidal
superfluousness of nuclear weapons than my own.
Third, notice that unilateral nuclear disarmament renders all-out
nuclear war impossible only if the remaining nuclear superpower is
at once "minimally rational" and in pursuit of "the standard goals
guiding world politics." These caveats are necessary because a sn-Iy
irrational power might launch an all-out nuclear assault on a nucleardisarmed opponent, however counterproductive that might be." And
a nation bent on the pursuit not of wealth, status and power but,
rather, of genocide would not regard it as counterproductive at all the complete destruction of th.. loathed group, its artifacts and culture,
is precisely the end in view. The only way of rendering all-out nuclear
war impossible, when a mad I genocidal power is involved, is for that
power to be deprived of a nuclear arsenal of any size itself. Certainly
there can be no guarantee that we (assuming we are the ones who are
neither mad nor genocidal) will not be subjected to a full-scale nuclear
attack by such a power, even if we undertake unilateral nuclear disarmament ourselves. In the terms of my argument, that means that
we would be morally at liberty to retain a nuclear arsenal ounelves.
That, however, is not to say that oo doing is morally obligatory or
even necessarily advisable. (There is even less reason to believe that
mad/genocidal opponents will be deterred by our nuclear arsenal or
be induced by it to bargain with us for mutual arms reductions than
there is to believe that ordinary opponents will respond in these ways;
and, as I argued at the outset, that is not enough to bank on even in
"Sagan •983-4• P· .2.116.
"Jan Narv010n, at the AP""n conference, tNsed me with the panKiox that. ill am
presupposing really r.ational acton, then tlu! bet way to guarantee nucleor peocr
ill through d........,.,, since rHlly rational acton would neva fall into an all·<llll
nuclftr war. But that presuppooes more rationality ("auperntlonallty'') than my
argument ""'Uins. Much evidence augests that auperpowon, fad113 the percrlved threat of lmmwnt nuciNr deotniCiion, hehaw quite lrrationaDy (Snyder
1978; )efvis 19791. All my condition of "minimal r.atlonality'' requifto, however,
is that a nuclNHnned superpower, 111<1"8 no lUI threat to ib otrategic i lsp«iilcaUy. no nuclear threat), should refrain from gratuitously deslroyi113""""'
other nation. Pmoumably that sort of r.atlonaUty is common enough
JOl
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the ordinary case.) It is merely to say that the moral case for us engaging unilaterally in nuclear disamwnent l011e11 much of its force
under such circumstances.
Thus, my case for unilateral nuclear disarmament depends on various empirical assumptions. I aiiiWite that there is only one other superpower besides the United States with a nuclear arsenal sufficiently
large to produce whatever effects we fear from an all-out nuclear war
and that that would remain true even after an American nuclear di&annament. Furthermore, I iiiiiiUIIle that, for now and the foreseeable
future, none of the world's nuclear superpowers are either mad or
genocidal. With these assumptions, unilateral nuclear disarmament
combined with a strictly defensive conventional force posture on our
part would render all-out nuclear war impo88ible; and such a policy
is, therefore, morally mandatory on the argument I have here been
discussing. Anyone wishing to reject this conclusion must find good
grounds for rejecting either that moral theory or one of those empirical
assumptions -and these must be grounds that do not lead to an even
stronger indicbnent of nuclear weapons than my own.
Some might seize on my last pair of caveats for an excuse for maintaining a nuclear arsenal as a kind of hedge against the eventuality
that a mad or genocidal opponent might someday emerge. lbat is,
after all. a posaibillty - just the sort of possibility that has been plaguing me elsewhere in this essay. The difference, however, is this. We
have long and sad experience of mad and genocidal rulers; and based
on this experience, we have a pretty good basis for predicting them
before they emerge or at the very least for picking them out long
before they have a chance to make any real trouble for us. In short, I
am inclined to assume that we can see mad/ genocidal leaders coming
and reann in time to deal with them, if nuclear arms or offensive
conventional forces are indeed the right way to deal with them at all.,.
IV

So far I have been discussing the problem of how best to pursue a
single goal. Nuclear deterrence, remember, was defended by the Harvard Nuclear Study Group as a matter of taking a smaller risk of
nuclear war to avoid a larger risk of nuclear war. 17 My conclusion has
• CoUn Gray,ln his CD~~U~~B~ts at the Aspen conferrncr, ~liod that (I) we are not
very good at J>Ndidi"' crazy leaden far In advance and (2) it may tab a deade
or ll"lllftto m>rWnt our deRnR posture romplrlely. But no leodrr, howewr mad
or howowr wrll armed, is In a position to inlliatr the holocaust on the first day
In officr. And while IOII"or defenoe pW.. would tab • d~ to impleml!nt,thooe
are not the only (or ewn IIIOIIIiblyl onn to detrr a mad or genocidAl opponent.
" Harvard NIXIear Study Group 1911J, p. 15.
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been that, owing to certain peculiar features of the problem (which
may in fact be common to a wide range of other problems), the only
justifiable strategy for pursuing that goal is to seek changes in the
possibility of nuclear war occurring rather than merely changes in its
probability.
However, avoiding nuclear war is not the only goal that nuclear
deterrence is meant to serve. Among other things, It Is also meant to
prevent a nation from being conquered by tyrants; and that goal is
not extensionally equivalent to the first. (The rule of tyrants might be
avoided by going to nuclear war, after all.) It is typical for a policy to
impinge on a multiplicity of independent goals in this way. Ther-efore,
the prescriptions for possibilistic evaluation of policy options, couched
here in ceteris paribus terms for the analysis of impacts on goals one
by one, must be broadened so as to address situations in which one
goal must be traded off for another.
I have little novel to say on the broader questions of how, whether
and when we should make trade-offs between moral goals. Here I
shall confme myself merely to emphasizing that, even in a world of
moral trade-offs, shifting from probabilistic to possibilistic reasoning
still does make some practical differmce.
Talk of trade-offs conjures up various images that ftt comfortably
with the probabilistic model. We ordinarily - and ordinarily rightly think in terms of swapping a little more of this for a little less of that
or a little greater risk of one evil for a little less of another. But if
probabilistic reasoning has been deemed inappropriate where one of
the goals (e.g., avoiding all-out nuclear war) is roncemed, then there
can be no question of swapping a little more risk of that for a little
less of any other evil. In the context of that goal. "more" and '1ess"
risk are meaningless terms. We are obliged to think Instead in po66ibilistic terms and trade off that goal (if we do so at all) only in very
large modal lumps. We can only ask how much it is worth (in terms
of some other goal. such as avoiding tyranny) to have nuclear war
made possible where it might have been made impossible or how
much it is worth to have it made certain where it might have been
merely possible. We cannot talk meaningfully in terms of incremental
trades within those large modal lumps.
Of course, none of that is to deny that we should trade large lumps
of one goal for some quantity (large or small) of some other goal. It
all depends on the relative importance of each goal. We rightly trade
away large lumps of relatively unimportant goals all the time. But
the more important the goal, the more inclined we are to opt for the
"all" branch of the "ali-or-nothing" choice that such lumpinelll forces
on us.
This has some new and important implications for nuclear policy
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dl!bates. Traditionally, ban-the-bombers have felt obliged to argue the
immorality of making any trade-off at aU between the goal of avoiding
all-out nuclear war and any other goals, such as (merely) avoiding
tyranny. Or, at the very least, they felt obliged to argue that the former
was morally 110 terribly much more important that, even if trade-offs
were allowed in principle, the latter goals would never have any real
chance of trumping the former.
Both those propositions 9eelll to me to be defensible, and from a
surprising range of moral perspectives." If the preceding arguments
are correct, however, both claims are far stronger than strictly necessary in order for the goal of avoiding all-<1ut nuclear war to prevail
in this trade-off. All that is strictly necessary is that that goal be at
least as important, moraUy, as aU the countervailing moral considerations taken together. Then, given the peculiarities of the possibilities
facing us, the goal of avoiding aU-<!Ut nuclear war will automaticaUy
prevail.
The argument goes like this. The modal lumpiness inherent in the
goal of preventing aU-<lUt nuclear war means that we must pursue
that goal in an aU-or-nothing fashion. If we opt for an all-<1ut pursuit
of that goal, then we can have that and more since there would still
be 110me things we could do to promote - to 110me extent or another
- thooe other goals. (Conventional deterrents or passive defenoes may

be more-<~r-less effective ways of avoiding rule by tyrants, even if we
dismantle unilaterally our nuclear arsenal.)" If we opt instead not to
pursue the goal of avoiding all-<!Ut nuclear war at all, then the most
we could possibly hope to accomplish would be complete satisfaction
of a set of goals which, taken together, are no more important than
that goal we have forsaken. If that goal is at least as important as all
the others that might be competing with it, then the policy that offers
us that much and more is clearly preferable to one that offers us that
much or less. The upshot is that we would be obliged to strive, above
aU else, to avoid aU-out nuclear war in the ways I have outlined.
No doubt 110me will deny that these circumstances do in fact obtain.
But my argument requires far less than advocates of nuclear pacifism
ordinarily assert and are ordinarily thought to need to assert if their
case is to prevail. So even if my argument does not win over everybody, there is 110me rea110n to hope that it might attract a fair few who
find the larger claims of nuclear pacifists to be just too implausible.
- Both COIIIO<jUOfttiAiioti< and deontologiaol argunwnlll arguably COIIV"'J!" on this
n!!lult (Goodin 1gll,a).
"Lockey (ltjlb. p. 1051 rightly crllicizll!ll K.ovka hgllol lor equating unilateral nuc161r disarmament with unilateral disarmament tout court. On the potential ol
nonnuciNr delenoeo, - the Altemalive Defence Commiooion hgllJ) report.
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I conclude that the best thing that can be said on behalf of various
pacifist proposals - unilateral nuclear disarmament and not being the
first to launch a nuclear attack on the other's homeland, especially is that they produce "moral certainties." This does not constitute an
unconditional argument for either of those policies. Both are contingent on certain empirical assumptions. Neither does this quite constitute a conclusive case for such policies, given the need to make moral
trade-offs. But it is hard to imagine what trades might tempt us if "the
fate of the earth" - or any appreciable chunk of it - really did hang
in the balance."'
.. This chapter benefitod from commenb and critiduns of audienca al the A....
tnllan National Univeraily,lhe California Institute of Technology, the Unlvenlly
of Maryland and the AtpmConferenceun the Ethics of NudNr ~and
Disarmament. I am particularly indebled lo Brian Barry, Stanley Jll!nn, Dave
Bobrow, Arthur Bums, Bruce Cain, Frank Cowell, john Dryzek. Georp &da,

sm... Elkin. Jon Elster. Bob FuiUnwider, Som Gorovltz. WiU )01105, G,. JC.vb,

Dan l<evle$, Morpn Kousoer, Doug Lackey, Andy Mack. Peter Merlzlft. jan
Na1V1!110n, Toby Page, John PI!I8DIOie, Huw ~. Georg• Queoler, Rkhanl Sylvan. Nonnan Schofield. Hmry Shu., Jack Sm.ut, Jack Snyct.r and Marc Tnchtenberg.
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International ethics and
the environmental crisis

The problems of the environment have long been seen as global.
"Only One Earth" was the motto of the 1972. Stockholm conference
founding the United Nations Environmental Program and the title of
the book that served as its semiofficial manifesto.' Even before that,
attention had been firmly fixed on considerations such as the carrying
capacity of the planet and the exhaustion of the earth's stock of mineral and other resources.
Slill, there ia oomething new and distinctively global about the cur·

rent concern with the environment. The "first environmental crisis"
was essentially a concern with problems that, though recurring the
world over, could in principle be resolved perfectly weU on a country·
by-<DUntry basis.' When environmental problems were essentially
matters of dirty air or water, they were largely matters of domestic
political concern. m winds and shared waterways apart, pollution
generally stayed in the same political jurisdiction as that in which it
was generated. Of course, since aU industrial nations used broadly the
same dirty technologies, they aU experienced similar problems of pollution. But problems that were in that sense common among a number
of nations were not "shared problems" in a stronger sense, requiring
concerted action among aU countries for their resolution.
That is not to minimize the seriousness of the problems forming
the focus of earlier environmental crusades. London's "killer fogs"
' Wud and Dubois 1972- See aloo P. !itoM 19'73'lbe Slockholtn Deda..tlon a>ncedeo that, inevitably, "Local and national gov·
nnmont will bar 1M pateot burden for larp-ocalo environmental policy and
action within their juriodiction," ,..,... while Klcnowledplg a "BtOWinll claM ol
environmental problems ... (thatlan! regioN) or globel in extenr• and will"~
quin! cooperation •1110118 nations and action by inmnational organi·
:rations" IUN Conference on 1M Hwnan Environment 1972, art. I, sec. 7; ser
similarly Ward and Duboo 1972, pto. ) and 4, and d. pt. 5l.
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were no less lethal for being purely domestic products. Neither, politically, are these traditional environmental problems necessarily all
that tractable, just becau5e they are purely domestic in nature. Even
in purely domestic terms, producers with a vested interest in not
cleaning up after themselves will always be a political force to be
reckoned with. Still, whatever obstacles politicians face in mounting
effective action against domestic polluters, those obstacles will be multiplied many times over with the addition of a genuinely international
dimension to the problem.
What is striking about the environmental crisis as it is currently
understood is how genuinely global it is, in contrast to traditional
environmental problems. The problem.~ at the forefront of present environmentalist discussions are problems like the degradation of the
ozone layer and the "greenhouse effect." These problems are shared,
internationally, in the stronger sense. They are not just problems for
each nation, taken one by one. They simply cannot be resolved by
isolated actions of individual nations.
London's dirty air could effectively be cleaned simply through local
regulations requiring domestic users to bum smokeless coal in their
fireplaces and industrial users to install scrubbers in their smokestacks. No such purely local remedies will patch the hole in the ozone
layer. The voluntary decision of the U.S. government - or, indeed,
the whole Organization for Economic Cooperation and Development
(OECO) - to ban the use of aerosols may serve as a useful start and
an important precedent; tht> United States produces something like 28
percent of global CFC-11 and CFC-12, and Western Europe another
30 percent all told.' However, if our goal is genuine stabilization of
the ozone layer, and if we want to be reasonably certain of accomplishing it, then we cannot (working with present knowledge, anyway) be sufficiently sure of achieving it, even through dramatic
reductions in emissions by such major producers.
In and of tht>mselvt'S, initiatives by single countries or even small
groups of countries cannot really solve such problems. These new
environmental concerns, unlike the core concerns of the "first environmental crusade," are truly global. The whole world, or some very
large proportion of it, must be involved in the solution.
My argument here will build on that observation. I shall have little
to say about particular environmental issues or political maneuvers
surrounding them. My concern will instead be with the deeper structure of these problems, concentrating first on philosophical aspects.
What alternative normative structures are logically available to us for
handling such situations? Ultimately, however, this recourse to moral
'Wirth

•<J89, p. 7·
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philosophy will be only Incidental and instrumental. The fundamental
point will be essentially political. The aim is to use philosophical
insights to assist us in deriding the appropriate structure of an inter·
national regime for resolving the full range of environmental problems that we now know we face.
To foreshadow, my conclusion will be that the traditional structure
of international law - guided as it is by notions of autonomous national actors with strong rights that aU othes- national actors similarly
share - is wildly inappropriate to many of these new environmental
challenges. A system of shared duties or, better yet, shared responsi·
bilities is a more fitting model, given the nature of the tasks at hand.

The first task, then, is to explore alternative normative structures for
roping with issues of the international environment. Here I shall identify three. One is a system of shared rights, giving each nation abllolute
and total control over what happens within its own boundaries. An·
other is a system of internationally shared duties, specifying particular
pel"formances for each nation which are the duty of that nation alone;
the effect is to exempt others from any obligation to pick up the slack
left should any one nation fail to do its duty. A third is a system of
shared responsibilities, stipulating outcomes that all nations are responsible for helping to produce; the effect there is to enjoin aU
nations, individually and collectively, to help take up the slack should
any among them default, in whole or in part.
A. Shared rights
The fundamental principles of international law, from Grotius and
Vattel forward, are all based on premises of national autonomy and
noninterference with the domestic affairs of other nations. These, in
tum. seem to follow from a normative structure in which each nation
is thought to have a strong right to do whatever it likes to people,
property and natural resources within its own jurisdiction.
Just as a system of personal rights gives individuals a "protected
sphere" within which they can act without interference from others,
so too does a system of international law that accords analogous rights
to political entities protect the autonomy of nation-states. And just as
modem liberal political theory accords maximal rights to liberty to
each individual, consistent with like liberty for aU, so too does liberal
international law accord only such fundamental rights to any one na·
lion as are consistent with like rights being accorded to aU other
)08
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nations as well.' Th~ rights in question are, thus, shared rights "shared" in the sense that all other agents possess rights strictly similar to one's own.
Of course, there are limits at the margins to what liberal political
theory will let agents do to themselves- as individuals or as nations.
At the personal level, we standardly reluse to respect people's decisions to sell themselves into slavery on the grounds that respecting
autonomy cannot commit us to respecting decisions (even autonomously reached ones) to renounce autonomy. At the international
level, we might sometimes want to impose standards of decent conduct - respecting basic human rights, for example - even upon regimes that might want autonomously to renounce them.
But those practices constitute the exceptions rather than the rule,
both in liberal political theory and in the regime of international law
that flows from it. By and large, if we are to interfere in the affairs of
some other person or nation, we must find justification for it. That, in
tum, usually amounts to showing that some of our own rights would
somehow be infringed upon by the conduct in question.
If we can succeed in showing that the actions of others actually
violate some of our own rights, then we can justifiably intervene in
those actions, however sovereign or autonomous they may be. In the
case of genuine spillovers, where others' activities impose external
costs upon us - and, crucially in this rights-based context, we actually
have a right that they not impose such costs upon us - it is relatively
easy to invoke notions of rights to justify our interfering with their
activities. Transboundary spillovers are, within a regime of shared
rights, akin to aggression, an infringement of the prerogatives of another autonomous actor with rights identical to one's own. Thus, it is
far from surprising that the case for international environmental protection long has been - and still largely continues to be - couched in
terms of damage done bey<md <me's own borders.'
Absent a demonstration of transboundary spillovers, however, we
must within a regime of shared rights simply concede that environmental policy is entirely within a nation's sovereign sphere. What is
then left for us to do is to try to persuade aU nations that - either
because it is in their interests too, or for some other less self-serving
reason - they should exercise their sovereign rights so as to produce
the outcomes we want.
It is far from absurd to believe that we might be able to do so.
' Hart 1955.
' Note, e.g., the e•tent to which the "Proposed Leg.tl Principles lor Environm<>ntal
Proh!ction and Sustainable Drvelopnwnt" adopted by tho Brundtland Commisokm all still largely pertain I<> problem5 ol "transb<Nndory onvironmental interferenceo" !WCED 1#).
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Ward, Dubois and participants at the 1'172 Stockholm Conference on
the Human Environment more generally saw no real need to "reconsider national sovereignty" to solve the problems they were considering. Simply sharing information worldwide would, they supposed,
be more than enough; once nations realize what environmental threats
they actually face, they will have no hesitation in agreeing to concerted international action to counter them.• In a similar vein, Jessica
Tuchman Matthews's recent Foreign A~irs article attempts to cast the
environmentalist case explicitly in terms of national interest, inviting
nations to "redefine" conceptions of their "national security" so as to
include environmental interests preeminently alongside their other
"vital interests."'
The whole aim of rights, though, is to carve out a "protected
sphere" within which agents can act with complete autonomy. What
they do within that sphere - a sphere that in international law tends
to be defined in basically territorial terms - is, under a regime of
shared rights, purely their own business. As the much-vaunted Principle 21 of the 197:1. Stockholm Declaration on the Human Environment declares, "States have, in accordance with the Charter of the
United Nations and the principles of international law, the sovereign
right to exploit their own resources pursuant to their own environmental policies," con5trained only by the correlative "rnponsibility
to ensure that activities within their jurisdiction ... not cause damage
to the environment of other States or ... beyond the limits of national
jurisdiction."" Unless we can either show that our rights have somehow been transgressed or else persuade others to exercise their rights
in line with our preferences, a regime of shared rights effectively
blocks us from interfering in the actions of others - however environmentally destructive or shortsighted they might be.
B. Slumd duties

Whereas classical international law revolves around notions of shared
rights and sovereign prerogatives, we have recently added an overlay of shared duties. We now tend to a5SUme, for example, that each
nation must respect the fundamental human rights of its subjects,
whether or not it wants to do so.• Among these, it is sometimes said,
'Ward and Duboo 1972, pp. •92-5· The detailod rerommt'ndatkms in tho "Action
Plan for tho Human Environment" adopted at tho Stockholm confnenno all tend
toward thio oame Implication (UN Confer<nce on tho Human Envinmment 1972l.
' Mathews 1989.
'UN Coni""'""" on tho lluman Environment 1972
'~duties may sometimes correlate with, or lndoed derive from, tho rtghto ut
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is a "fundamental right to an environment adequa~ for their health
and well-being."'"
Shared duties may correlate with - and indeed derive hom - the
rights of others. In the particular example just listed, they actually do
so. But even where they do, they are rights of the nation's own subjects rather than of any other national actor. No other nation necessarily has any rights in the rna~ to press against the offending
nation. That is what is crudal in differentiating this model hom the
last.
Under an in~tional regime organized around notions of shared
rights, the only cin:umstance in which there exists anything that could
strictly speaking be called a "duty" to restrain any one nation's autonomous action would be if the proposed action viola~ the rights
of some other nation. Under a regime of shared duties, by contrast,
one nation may well be bound by genuine duties, even where no other
nation has any strict rights."
Notice, however, that only truly fundamental duties can justifiably
be imposed in this way upon nations, regardless of their particular
preferences or circumstances. What follows from that fact is a rule of
universality. Truly fundamental duties are equally fundamental for all
agents alike. The duties thus imposed can therefore be said to be
shared duties - "shared" in the sense that each nation is under the
very same duties for the very same reasons as is every other nation.
For an example of this sort of normative structure drawn from the
more familiar terrain of personal morality, ctmsider the duty that each
of us has to ~~~the truth. This is not, first and foremoilt, a duty that
derives from any right owro to others. It rings untrue to say that the
only reason we should tell thr truth is simply that others have a right
to be told the truth." The duty is freestanding. in that sense. Furthermore, it is a duty that is imposed upon all agents alike. Wha~
reasons we have for thinking that moral agents should be bound by
a duty to tell the truth, those reasons are the same for all agents. The
duty in question is, therefore, a shared duty.
The striking thing about duties that are shared in this way, howothen. But thole are rights of the notion's own subjKts, rather tun of any othe<

national actor.
1987. p. )411. Principle 1 of the 1972 Slockholm Declaration puts an idential point in 11101\' florid language (UN C o n ' - on the Human Environment

~ WCEO

197..

pp.

1417-18).

" To sample this way uf thinking.- the debolte between Mic._l Wal.a!r and hlo
crilico that i5 reprinted In Beltz. Cohen. Scanlon and Simmons hglls. pp. 16SZ4Jl.
"Even where we think they do, it oomehow rings untrue to say thai tlw duty
dniws from t1w right. Surely the duty would exist, even In the a~ of any
particular right lor rightholde-r) In the matter.
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ever, is that they are abo very much "personalized" (or, in the current
jargon, "agent-relative"). If I fail in my duty to tell you the truth, no
one else is under any duty to right the wrong by disabusing you of
the falsehood that I have planted in your head. The lie would be my
lie; it would be charged to my moral account. Others cannot dear my
account - they cannot make me any less of a liar - simply by telling
the truth on my behalf. Nor can they somehow restore the moral balance of the universe by being doubly honest themselves to make up
for my dishonesty.
It is indisputably true that duties such as those of truth-telling are
shared duties, in the sense that everyone is under one and the same
duty. The nonetheless peculiar thing about shared duties, thus construed, is that they are so weakly shared. They bind each of us individually, but none of us collectively. If one agent defaults on his duty,
there is nothing any other agent should do - indeed, within this moral
structure, there is nothing that any other agent even could do - to
remedy the situation.
International duties are sometimes said to be like that. Consider the
classic case of human rights once again. Many of those who are most
anxious that their own nation respect the rights of its subjects will abo
insist that it would be wrong for other nations to interfere if it did
not. Sometimes that position reflects simple hypocrisy, revealing that
the person only halfheartedly agreed to the principle of human rights
in the first place. But sometimes, at least, people urge that view because of a particular view they take about why human rights are morally important. They might think, for example, that the reason for
insisting on respect for human rights has to do with a duty that
nations have to display a certain attitude - an attitude of equal consideration and respect - toward their subjects. While external pressure
might force a nation to perform the right actions, those would be no
more than morally empty gestures if performed for the wrong reasons." What would follow from this way of thinking about human
rights is that every nation should respect the human rights of its own
subjects, but that no nation should (because none usefully could) intervene if other nations failed to respect the rights of their own subjects.

That model of "tending our own garden" has been applied fairly
widely by those commentators on international relations Inclined to
move somewhat beyond - but not too far beyond - a minimalist regime of shared rights. "Pursuing The Good" in this way, one step at
" Locke argues similarly in his Ill"' Concm~ing Toltrolion ( t689l that there is no
point in rompelling outwardly pious religious performa"""" from people whose
lwuto are not in it. Pious acto underUkrn for fNr ol exlftnol unction alol"ll'.
uno:onnected to any genuine belief, wiU not ~ a ~n·s salvation.
)t:Z
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a time and one country at a time, has obvious attractions. It is laudably
realistic, appreciating that we cannot reasonably expect to persuade
everyone in the world to do exactly the right thing at the very same
instant. And if the problems in view are genuinely decomposable in
that way -if they genuinely can be resolved through country-by-country action - that may well be the most effective way to pursue "The
Good," in an inevitably imperfect world.
There are, however, genuine problems with that model. Tile first
and most obvious is, of course, the simple fact that not all internationally significant problems are necessarily decomposable in that
way. But that is merely an objection to the impracticality of that way
of proceeding. In a more principled vein, what is perhaps morally
most unattractive about this model is that it makes altogether too
many concessions to realism. It lets off the hook altogether too easily
those who actually do take their moral duties seriously. Under this
model, they are morally in the dear just so long as they do not themselves do anything wrong. If others around them are doing wrong.
even wrong of a sort that they could take action easily and costlessly
to correct, they are on this acrount under no duty to do so. Of course,
it would be good if they did. But, morally, such a performance would
count as supererogatory- above and beyond the call of duty. Critics
of this model might reasonably remark that, if this is so, then duty
seems not to be calling loudly enough.

C. Shared

r~ponsibiliti~

Whereas a regime of shared duties is act-oriented, a regime of shared
responsibilities is outcome-oriented.'' What duties demand of agents
are specific performances. What responsibilities demand of agents are
specific results, leaving the agents themselves to choose which among
various possible, morally permissible actions might best achieve the
mandated results. Under a system of duties, an agent is morally off
the hook once he has performed precisely those actions demanded of
him, even if the overall results are utterly catastrophic. A system of
responsibilities does not let an agent off the hook until he has actually
accomplished the prescribed ends, through some judicious choice
among permisaible means.
Some responsibilities - such as the responsibility of a bodyguard
to protect the dignitary he or she is assigned to watch over - are
peculiar to one particular agent. But many responsibilities are shared
among several agents. Consider, as an example, the responsibility that
" This model is elaborated in Chapms 5-7 in the ...-nt volume. See aloo Pettit
and Goodin •986-
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is shared by both parents to care for their offspring. There is a single
outcome in view (healthy and happy children) which the two partners, jointly and separately, are responsible for producing.
Notice, however, that the implications of sharing a responsibility
are markedly different from tho!e of sharing a duty. The principal
difference derives, in turn, from the difference between ad-oriented
and result-oriented moral systems. To share a duty is to haw a duty
just like another's; but it is still very much your own duty, and if you
fail to do it, no one else can do it for you. To share a responsibility,
by contrast, is to be responsible together with various others for producing certain outcomes. And since it is the outcome that each is responsible for producing. there is usually something each can (and
should, if p<M&ible) do to pick up the slack, if any of the others default
in their responsibility. Thus, for example, parents are, insofar as they
are able, jointly and separately responsible for ensuring that their children's basic needs are met. What that means, in tum, is that each
parent is responsible for assuming complete responsibility for catering
to the basic needs of the couple's children, should the other partner
prove unable or unwilling to shoulder his or her share of the burden.
That leads to the second important point of difference with a regime of shared responsibilities. Under the other sorts of regimes, it is
inappropriAte (wrong. under a regime of shared right&; point!.,..., under a regime of shared duties) to force people to do what, in some
larger sense, they should. Under a regime of shared responsibilities,
by contrast, it is perfectly proper to do what one can - within limit&
- to force others to shoulder their share of a responsibility that is
jointly shared. It is your business to do so, precisely because their
default would increase the share of the burden that would morally
fall to you to bear. Thus, in the example of family relations, it is
thought to be perfectly proper to use the force of the law to extract
child support payments from financially solvent parents who have
chosen to leave their families.
Transpose this family model, now, from hearthside settings to the
international arena. What would it mean to say, then, that what
nations shared were genuine responsibilities rather than mere duties?
Flrst of all, it would fix the moral focus on the outcomes that they
were collectively supposed to produce, rather than on specific ads of
specific agents. Second, it would mean that each nation would be responsible for making good any shortcomings, should other nations
fail to do their full part toward producing those ends. And third, it
would mean that each could properly press others to do their part
toward producing tho!e shared ends.
In the context of international human rights policy, for example, a
regime of shared responsibilities would have quite clear and distinc-
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live implications. Under such a regime, it most definitely is the business of the international community as a whole to ensure that states
respect human rights, even if they are not so inclined. It would be
legitimate for other nations to do whatever they can. within limits, to
force delinquent nations to respect human rights. And it would be not
only morally permissible but morally mandatory for nations, insofar
as possible, to respect human rights on behalf of any delinquent nation
- by offering political asylum to that nation's persecuted subjects, for
example.
In the context of international environmental policy, a regime oi
shared responsibilities would imply, first of all, that it is morally permissible for environmentally conscientious nations to bring pressure,
at least in certain ways, upon nations that fail to discharge their environmental responsibilities. It would be perfectly permissible, rather
than a gross infringement of another nation's sovereign prerogatives,
for one nation to grant licenses to fish in its territorial waters only to
the ships of nations that comply with international standards to protect fish stocks within their own territorial waters. It would also be
perfectly permissible for bilateral or multilateral aid donors to attach
strings to loans, making receipt conditional upon effective policies to
protect the environment within the recipient nations.
Such a model would imply, secondly, that it would be both filling
and proper for environmentally conscientious nations to do doubleduty, should others refuse to do their duty at aU. If some nations are
not going to do their part, then the others must do more than their
share if the task is going to get done at all. On this analysis, therefore,
there should be no moral qualms about paying Brazil to stop destroying the Amazon rain forests, even though this would amount to paying Brazilians to do no more than what morally they should be doing
anyway. And on this analysis, it is perfectly proper for environmentally conscientious nations to overcomply with international agreements protecting the environment - reducing their whale catch 01"
their production of chlorofluorocarbons (CFCs) or "greenhouse gases"
by more than the treaty requires- once it becomes dear that some
other nations are going to undercomply.
D. Mixed models
Naturally, these are aU highly stylized models and the distinctions
between them tend to blur in practice. It is nevertheless worth selling
out distinctions as clearly as possible, even at the risk of some artificiality, so that the advantages and disadvantages of any particular
component in the larger mixture can be clearly assessed.
While conceding that actual cases may always be mixed, it would
J15
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be a mistake, however, to jump to the conclusion that actual cases
always will inevitably be mixed. It is commonly said, for example,
that rights entail responsibilities; and that might lead us to suppose
that those two models of international ethics are necessarily complementary rather than competing ones. However, whether or not that
is true depends on what account is given of the entailment relationship. According to one very standard interpretation, rights entail just
a responsibility to respect the analogous rights of others. If that is aU
there is to the relationship, then the rights and corollary responsibilities both work strictly within one and the same model of shared
rights, as described above in Section lA. There are, of course, other
ways of interpreting the rights-responsibilities entailment relationship.
One, for example, deals in terms of the duties that the powerful have
to protect the less powerful.'' But genuinely distinctive responsibilities, akin to those to be imposed under the model of shared responsibilities described in Section IC, will arise only on some such stronger
and more contentious accounts of the entailment relationship.
II

With all this philosophical apparatus in place, let us return to the
actual policy problems - problems of the mvironmmt - that motivated this inquiry in the first place. Of I.'OIUSe, there are many problems with the environment, each subtly different from the other.
Different sorts of policy responses, and different structures of international regime, are therefore going to be best suited to solving all the
various problems of the global environment.
Let us, however, try to cut through all those subtleties and focus
instead on fundamentals. Different as they may be in other respects,
notions of shared rights and notions of shared duties both deal in
terms of the actions of nations one at a lime. Some, perhaps many,
environmental problems are indeed decomposable in that way. The
more nations there are implementing a policy, the more likely it is
that the desired outcome will be achieved; and the relationship is thus
a smoothly increasing function of how many, and to what extent, actors are working toward that end. In such a case, isolated actions of
individual nations are, in principle, perfectly capable of producing or at least of contributing usefully to the production of - the desired
outcome. And it Is therefore perfectly defensible for us to pursue those
goals through normative structures focusing on the actions of nations
one at a time.
Some of the most worrisome environmental problems are not like
.. Goodin

•91'5C·
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that at all, however. Instead, they are more akin to '1umpy public
goods." Instead of policy inputs translating smoothly into environmental outputs, the response curve is more of a "step function"; inputs must pass a certain threshold before they make any difference
whatsoever to the outcome. •• On one plausible account alluded to earlier, ozone depletion and resulting climate change might be like that.
In such cases, concerted action among a large group of countries
will be required to make any difference at all to the outcome, and
normative structures focusing on the isolated acts of single slates are
wildly inappropriate to the situation. For these second-wave problems
that characterize the "new environmental crisis," therefore, a regime
of shared responsibilities is the normative structure that is prudentially required.

Ill

To say that a regime of shared responsibilities is the normative structure that the situation requires, however, is not to say that it will be
set in place automatically. Politically, we must start from where we
find ourselves, and that is in a world of sovereign states. Even the
m08t committed environmentalist must take due account of that fact."
In such a setting. shared responsibilities can acquire practical political
force only if (and only to the extent that) they are recognized by
nations themselves, through treaties and other similar international
instruments.
There are good grounds for SlL~pecting that this strategy is morally
suboptimal, second-best, or worse. Of course, it is perfectly posSible
in a regime of shared rights for states, through the exen:Ue of their
sovereign prerogatives, to sign treaties assuming various responsibilities to be shared with other cosignatories. But the shared responsibilities that emerge in that way are very different from those involved
in models built around those notions directly. Whereas the shared
responsibilities under those latter models would be foundational,
treaty-based responsibilities would instead be merely derivative -de• For an application ol such a model to envln•nmental prul>hrm., ...., M. Taylor

and Wanl 1gllz.
" AtJ doea t1w Stuckhulm Dodaration when saying. "lnternation.ol mat1en <onmning the proll!<lion ... of tlw envilonment should he handled in a c:ooperatlw

spirit by all rountrioo, big or omall, on on equal '-ing. Cooperation lhrough
mullililll!ral or bllilteral amngl.'lllents or ocher appropriate means is _,tial."
but it must work "In ouch a way that due occount is taken of the sowreignly
and Interests ol all ""''""" (UN Confuence on the Human Enviroounent 1972,
Principle ... ).
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rivative from the rights that sovereign states have to sign such
agreements with other sovereign states.
The disadvantage of their being derivative, in tum, is that they are
virtually always revocable, at least in principle. What sovereign stales
do through the exercise of their sovereign prerogatives they can typically undo in the same manner. As the old saying in constitutional
law has it, sovereigns cannot bind their future selves- or at least they
cannot do so without undermining the sovereignty of those future
sovereigns.''
Under regimes based directly upon notions of shared responsibilities, by contrast, the responsibilities are regarded instead as foundational. Having in that way an existence independent of the actions of
sovereign states, they cannot simply be revoked at the pleasure of the
states concerned in quite the same way that responsibilities deriving
merely from treaties typically can. Such is the great disadvantage of
deriving shared responsibilities from treaty commitments alone.
Even if that treaty-based strategy is morally suboptimal, though, at
least it has realism to recommend it. Given where we are starting in a world of sovereign slates - perhaps the treaty-based strategy is
the only way to move toward a regime of shared responsibilities.
Still, if a regime of shared responsibilities can only emerge in present circumstances from treaties, not all sorts of treaties are equally

good for the purpose. Some treaties institute a regime of shared responsibilities, whereas others just serve to reinforce regimes of shared
rights.
Compare, for example, the •985 Vienna Convention for the Protection of the Ozone Layer with the •987 Montreal Protocol on Substances that Deplete the Ozone Layer.'' Notice how the Montreal
Protocol was set to go into force, not (as with the Vienna Convention)
when a fixed number of signatories ratified it, but rather when it was
ratified by countries accounting for two-thirds of the estimated •986
consumption of ozone-depleting substances. The idea - which, in
terms of a model of shared responsibilities, is obviously the right idea
- is that what matters is not how many members there are in the club
but whether the members that are in it have the capadty to make the
relevant difference to the outcomes.~ Or notice, again, how rather
than just encouraging systematic observation, research and informa" Somotimro ol courw trototies do ""Plici~y renounce 50Voreignty In certain resp«ts, in which c - the obligations arising undor them may well br irrevocable.
"V~ Convmlion 1Cj85. Monti'NI Protocol •9117· For the purely illustrative pur·
poses here, I simply gloss over the fact that the Ytter is a Protocol concluded
under the Ioomer Convention; the differences here described mav reflect no more
than the inevitably dilfen!11tlevels of generality in such diffrrent documento.
"' Kennan ](flO.
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tion exchange, as under the Vienna Convention, the Montn!al Protocol
actually imposes some rather onerous burdens upon signatory states,
committing them first to freezing and then to reducing sharply their
emissions of ozone-depleting substances. Or notice, yet again, how the
Montreal Protocol commits signatories, in a way the Vienna Convention patently does not, to attempting to influence the ozone-depleting
actions of other, nonsignatory states. That might be regarded by
advocates of a shared-rights model of international relations as an
unwarranted interference with the domestic affairs of another nation,
but it would be perfectly permissible in pursuit of genuinely shared
moral responsibilities. In all these respects, the Montreal Protocol is a
model of how to - and the Vienna Convention a model of how not
to - draft treaties institutionalizing a regime of shared responsibllities.J'

The primary recommendation of this chapter - which for reasons
given at the outset of this section is still very much a second-best
solution, morally - is for the recognition of such responsibilities
through many more tn!aties along the lines of an extended version of
the Montreal Protocol. PPilding such international developments,
however, there are still useful steps that individual nations can take.
A model of shared moral responsibilities for environmental protection
would, for example, legitimize a nation refusing to allow the manufacture or export of CFCs or the technology to produce them. Or, for
another example, it would legitimize a nation unilaterally refusing to
provide aid or loans to countries that manufacture CFCs.
Other nations may protest that this constitutes interference in their
own domestic affairs. And of course in a way it does. But that objection bites only if we are thinking in terms of rights of sovereign states.
The point of this chapter is that this is the wrong way to be thinking
about the new wave of environml'lltal concems.u
" In oth<-r l't'5poc1S, howOVl'f, thel\.tontrNI Protocol is Jess tluln a perfect paradigm.
lnstN<I of requiring fixed performances from each notion. a regimr of genuinrly
slulred responsibilities should slipuJ.te that the more signatories th<-re ane and
the more l.'llliMions they •ccount for, the leo6 ..,ch should ha"" to pay. (Obligationa und~r that mod~l would be mo~ Hk• thow fallins to "n.mft'' ln the
Lloyds inourance syndicates) The 1\.tont,...l Prolocol does, howew<, provide for
regular 11\Htings of oignatorift to update the list of ozone-dopletlng aubsunceo
and roquinemrnb for their control, in light of suboequent ....,.n:h. Perhaps that
is In practM:-. the meclulnisrn by which such adjustmrnt> would beot be made In

any cur.
" I am grateful to Jamro Crawford, Michael Glendon and Joel Rawntlull and participant> at a symposium at the Uni...,.ity of California, Davis, for CODUIImls
CN\ an earlie'r draft of th15 chaptft'.
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Utilitarianism, the great reforming philosophy of the nineteenth
c~ has today acquired a reputation for being a crassly
calculating, impersonal philosophy unfit to serve as a guide for
moral conduct. ~what may disqualify utilitarianism as a
personal philosophy makes it an eminently suitable guide for
public officials in the pursuit of their professional responsibilities.
Robert E. Goodin, a philosopher with many books on political
theor}4 public ~ and applied ethics to his credit, defends
utilitarianism against its critics and shows how it can be applied
most effectively ewer a wide range of public policies. In discussions of such issues as paternalism, social welfare ~
international ethics, nuclear annaments, and international
responses to the environment crisis, he demonstrates what a
flexible tool his brand of utilitarianism can be in confronting the
dilemmas of public policy In the real world
Written In a Judd, nontechnical style, these essays will interest a
large cross section of the academic community concerned with,
and teaching courses on, public pol~ whether they be in
departments of~ political science, IIN4 or economics.
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